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ABSTRACT 
 
 

This dissertation examines representations of women artists—writers, musicians, 

painters, and photographers—in nineteenth-century British novels and poetry written by 

Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, George Eliot, Anne Brontë, Dinah Craik, 

Charlotte Yonge, and Amy Levy. It analyzes how their heroines wield literal and 

metaphorical vision to navigate the male gaze and male surveillance of the Victorian art 

world. These authors utilize the symbiotic relationship between vision and art to contest 

binary societal definitions that insisted men were creative and women imitative. 

This study is arranged by forms of vision adopted by the characters addressed in each 

chapter. Chapter one examines how the heroines of Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre and 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh exercise “spiritual vision,” which facilitates 

Miltonic artistic agency as they author autobiographies following the blinding of their (male) 

romantic counterparts. Chapter two examines George Eliot’s use of contrasting characters in 

Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda to show how Eliot’s women must step outside of the 

frame as art objects and wield “moral vision” to realize her vision of the artist as an 
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instrument of human sympathy. Chapter three examines the “Amazonian vision” adopted by 

women painters in Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Dinah Craik’s Olive, and 

Charlotte Yonge’s The Pillars of the House; they forge entry into the historically male-

dominated visual art world and achieve financial self-sufficiency by selling their work. 

Finally, chapter four examines how adopting “metropolitan vision” empowers the speaker of 

Amy Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” poems and the Lorimer sisters in her novel The 

Romance of a Shop, respectively, as a poet and as professional photographers.  

 This work utilizes an interdisciplinary approach to synthesize discussion of the novels 

with historical sources—primarily art histories, biographies, the authors’ diaries and letters, 

and nineteenth-century periodical press articles. It finds that, in consideration of historical 

circumstances, the women authors under discussion exercised progressive vision of their 

own. This vision was surprisingly radical in its early manifestations but often reliant on 

spiritualization and abstraction; over time, in fiction as in history, women artists’ presence in 

the art world gained immediacy and strength.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
True genius, but true woman! dost deny 
Thy woman's nature with a manly scorn 
And break away the gauds and armlets worn 
By weaker women in captivity? 

                    —Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Recognition”  
 

I never approached a picture with more iniquitous prejudice against it than I did Miss 
Thompson's: partly because I have always said that no woman could paint . . . But it 
is amazon's work this; no doubt of it. 

                    —John Ruskin, “Academy Notes,” 1875 
 

The mid- to late-nineteenth century was a dynamic period for British women artists 

positioned to create, whether in literature, the visual arts, or other mediums. Women writers 

contributed to what Dorothy Mermin has termed “Godiva’s ride,” a “brilliant outburst” of 

women’s novel writing from 1830 to 1880 that was facilitated by a number of factors, 

including increased access to education (and therefore readership), a publishing boom, and 

the opportunity novel writing offered for a middle-class woman to make a respectable living 

without needing to leave home to work as a governess or paid companion.1 As Gaye 

Tuchman and Nina Fortin have documented, women writers were “edged out” of the novel 

writing business throughout the second half of the nineteenth century by men who stood to 

benefit from the novel’s emerging status as high art;2 nevertheless, the burgeoning periodical 

 
1 Dorothy Mermin, Godiva’s Ride (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), xvii-xviii. 
 
2 Gaye Tuchman and Nina E. Fortin, Edging Women Out: Victorian Novelists, Publishers, 
and Social Change (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). 
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press offered ample opportunities for women to succeed in the writing industry as authors of 

essays, reviews, and other genres.3 In the visual arts, likewise, women artists both initiated 

and took advantage of expanding opportunities for success. Among other advancements, the 

formation of the Society of Female Artists in London in 1857 granted women artists 

increased visibility through exhibitions and press coverage, the Royal Academy opened its 

door to women students in the 1860s and increasingly exhibited women’s paintings, and the 

growing market for commercial art enabled more women to make a living as artists.4 

Additionally, the rise of photography as an artistic medium and commercial product allowed 

women access to artistic success and income in a field that lacked the longstanding gender 

restrictions of high art forms such as painting and sculpture.5 

Regardless of their artistic medium—whether writing or composing music, painting 

or photographing—women artists in all fields had to contend with deeply rooted binary 

gender ideologies that aligned masculinity with creativity and femininity with imitation. 

Leading voices in the Victorian art world repeatedly questioned or declared impossible the 

ability of women to rise to the highest level of artistic success. In his 1864 lecture “Of 

 
3 Alexis Easley has published several valuable studies on women writers’ involvement with 
the periodical press over the last two decades, most recently New Media and the Rise of the 
Popular Woman Writer, 1832-1860 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2021). See also 
Linda H. Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters: Myths of Authorship and Facts of the 
Victorian Market (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2009)  
 
4 See Pamela Gerrish Nunn, Victorian Women Artists (London: Women’s Press Limited, 
1987) and Deborah Cherry, Painting Women: Victorian Women Artists (London: Routledge, 
1993) for groundbreaking surveys on women artists’ achievements throughout the Victorian 
era. 
 
5 See the first two chapters of Naomi Rosenblum, A History of Women Photographers, 3rd 
ed. (New York: Abbeville Press Publishers, 2010), for a history of the rise of women’s 
photography from 1839-1915. 
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Queen’s Gardens,” John Ruskin famously stated, “The man’s power is active, progressive, 

defensive. He is eminently the doer, the creator, the discoverer, the defender. His intellect is 

for speculation and invention . . . But the woman’s power is for rule, not for battle, and her 

intellect is not for invention or creation, but for sweet ordering, arrangement, and decision.”6 

In light of this blunt assertion that man is by nature a creator and inventor, whereas woman is 

a manager and arranger, it is not surprising that women painters were discouraged from 

producing the “masculine” genres of history or military paintings or that women writers were 

edged out of novel publishing as it assumed the status of high art.  

As a result of culturally reproduced binary gender definitions, when women produced 

literature or art that showed mastery of allegedly masculine artistic skills—such as 

intelligence, creativity, and power—readers and viewers struggled to reconcile those skills 

with the artist’s womanhood. The response of the reader or viewer, in many cases, was to 

identify the woman artist as part female and part male or to otherwise question her gender 

identity. In the visual arts, an iconic example of this is Ruskin’s often-cited review of 

Elizabeth Thompson Butler’s masterful military painting The 28th Regiment at Quatre Bras, 

which was on display at the Royal Academy summer exhibition in 1875. After admitting, “I 

never approached a picture with more iniquitous prejudice against it . . . partly because I have 

always said that no woman could paint,” Ruskin described the painting as “amazon’s work.”7 

 
6 John Ruskin, “Of Queen’s Gardens,” in Sesame and Lilies (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 
1865), 146-47, accessed February 4, 2023, https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001020088. 
 
7 John Ruskin, Academy Notes: Notes on Prout and Hunt and Other Criticisms, 1855-88, in 
The Complete Works of John Ruskin, edited by E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn 
(London: George Allen, 1904), 308, accessed February 4, 2023, https://www.lancaster.ac.uk 
/media/lancaster-university/content-assets/documents/ruskin/ 14AcademyNotes.pdf. 
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By deeming Butler an “Amazon,” Ruskin does not deny Butler’s womanhood, but he aligns 

her with a masculine tribe of women—who, in the context of the classical mythology he 

references, he would not have believed to exist. With this complex allusion, Ruskin 

simultaneously praises Butler’s artistry while negating the realism of her accomplishment. 

In literary representations of women artists in Victorian novels, gendered projections 

of women’s artistic accomplishment onto a part “male” identity regularly surface. This often 

involves ascribing the woman artists’ emotional strength (“heart”) to her womanhood and her 

intellect (“brain”) to her manhood.8 In the first of two sonnets dedicated to the bold French 

woman writer George Sand, for example, Elizabeth Barrett Browning opens by addressing 

Sand, “Thou large-brained woman and large-hearted man.”9 In Jane Eyre, Jane’s cousin and 

prospective suitor St. John tells her, “though you have a man’s vigorous brain, you have a 

woman’s heart.”10 In Olive, the painter Michael Vanbrugh tells his protégé Olive Rothesay, 

“though you are a woman, you have a man’s soul.”11 In her “A London Plane-Tree” poems, 

Amy Levy adopts the male pronoun “he” when claiming her place in a lineage of great 

(male) London poets.12 Such statements appear not only in works by writers who possessed 

 
8 This alignment of intellect with masculinity was undergirded by the belief that women’s 
brains were physically smaller than men’s. See Nunn, Victorian Woman Artists, 18. 
 
9 Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Desire,” in The Collected Poems of 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions, 2015), 15. 
 
10 Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre, ed. Richard Nemesvari (Petersborough: Broadview Press, 
2004), 507. 
 
11 Dinah Craik, Olive and the Half-Caste (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 157.  
 
12 Amy Levy, “London Poets,” in A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse (London: T. Fisher 
Unwin, 1888), 29, accessed August 20, 2022, https://archive.org/details/londonplanetreeo89 
levy. 
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or embraced non-normative identities but also in works by “conservative” writers such as 

Charlotte Brontë and Dinah Craik, whose fictional characters—like their authorial selves—

are ostensibly gender-normative women.  

This dissertation will examine novels written by women writers—Charlotte Brontë, 

Anne Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, George Eliot, Dinah Craik, Charlotte Yonge, and 

Amy Levy—who utilize the figure of the woman writer, musician, painter, and photographer 

to engage with contemporary debates about women’s position within the Victorian art world 

and to grapple with the dissonance readers and viewers experienced when the presupposition 

that women were not creative collided with women’s “masculine” artistic accomplishments. 

All of these authors also use the motif of vision to catalyze, underscore, and/or symbolize 

their characters’ artistic journeys and accomplishments—a testament to the Victorian 

fascination with seeing and to the timeless truth that one must see in order to create. 

Occupying conventionally male positions of viewing empowers the women artists in these 

novels to avoid becoming art objects and to circumvent male surveillance of the art world.  

I will argue that women artists’ ability to evade, transcend, and reverse both the male 

gaze and men’s surveillance of their art gained strength throughout the nineteenth century. 

Historically, this strengthening of women artists’ vision was advanced by inroads for 

women’s success in the literary, performing, and visual arts, which I have already briefly 

outlined but will discuss in detail in my forthcoming chapters. This historical momentum is 

perhaps best signified in the fictional works under investigation by the contrast between 

Gertrude Lorimer’s ability to defeat the gaze of high art painter Sidney Darrell in Amy 

Levy’s 1888 novella The Romance of a Shop and the reliance of Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh 
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on the blinding of their male counterparts, Edward Rochester and Romney Leigh, to 

consolidate visual and artistic authority in Brontë’s 1847 novel Jane Eyre and Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning’s 1856 epic poem Aurora Leigh. Through their representations of women 

artists who wield increasingly keen vision and produce great art, the writers featured in this 

study challenged the societal ideology that women could not create. 

My project focuses on the intersection of nineteenth-century feminist art history and 

literary representations of women artists. Given this interdisciplinary approach and the broad 

scope of my chapters, which span diverse authors, decades, locations, and artistic mediums 

utilized by the literary heroines, my work is indebted to, and will build from, a vast body of 

preexisting scholarship.  

Since the 1975 publication of Elaine Showalter’s A Literature of Their Own 

spotlighted the development of women’s writing throughout the nineteenth century, a wave 

of additional histories—most written by literary scholars rather than historians—have been 

published. One of the cornerstone texts in the history of nineteenth-century women’s 

authorship is Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar’s influential psychoanalytical study The 

Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary 

Imagination, published in 1979.13 Gilbert and Gubar posit that the polar archetypal female 

characters of the Snow-White-esque “angel in the house” and the “demonic” Queen in fiction 

are representations of the dichotomous cultural roles imposed upon women by a patriarchal 

society and in literary history.14 As a result, Gilbert and Gubar maintain, nineteenth-century 

 
13 Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and 
the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979). 
 
14 Gilbert and Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic, 22, 39. 
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women writers faced an “anxiety of authorship” as they attempted, through their writing, to 

successfully revolt against patriarchal literary authority.15 While The Madwoman in the Attic 

necessarily exposed the historical weight of patriarchal resistance Victorian women writers 

experienced, more recent scholarship has focused less on women writers’ oppression and 

more on their savvy professionalism in taking advantage of a host of opportunities afforded 

to them by the nineteenth-century publishing industry. As I have already briefly discussed in 

this introduction and will explore in more detail in my first chapter, histories by Dorothy 

Mermin, Linda H. Peterson, Alexis Easley, and more have illuminated the multifaceted ways 

in which women writers challenged gendered expectations of their work and took advantage 

of new writing opportunities afforded by a booming press. 

Women artists in all fields faced cultural pressure to play the role of Coventry 

Patmore’s “angel in the house”16 rather than engage in public display, and women in the 

performing arts—music and theater—naturally felt this struggle more keenly than others. 

Nevertheless, women’s involvement in musical and theatrical arts, both as writers and 

performers, grew throughout the century. Derek Hyde’s 1997 study New-found Voices: 

Women in Nineteenth-Century English Music explores the “confluence” of women’s 

increased freedom in the musical arts and mass distribution of music throughout the 

nineteenth century, fostered by a transference of musical authority from the upper class to the 

middle class, prolific and inexpensive printing of sheet music, and the increased popularity of 

 
15 Gilbert and Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic, 51. 
 
16 Coventry Patmore, The Angel in the House (Project Gutenberg, 2014), 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/4099. 
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music as a form of entertainment.17 Hyde identifies the respect ascribed to women musicians 

onstage as concert soloists and prima donnas as the key factor in destigmatizing public 

displays by women throughout the nineteenth century.18 The history of women’s involvement 

in British theater has seen a wave of publications in the last several decades; one study I find 

particularly useful is Tracy Davis’s 1991 publication Actresses as Working Women: Their 

Social Identity in Victorian Culture, which investigates the “equivocal” position of actresses 

in Victorian society.19 Pushing against what she terms “the myth of the rise of the Victorian 

actor,”20 Davis emphasizes the narrow margin of women actresses such as Ellen Terry who 

achieved middle-class respectability and the social stigma attached to women who, as public 

performers defying ideals of middle-class femininity, faced “unfounded prejudices and very 

real sexual dangers in their work places.”21  

Since a majority of the works I explore in my dissertation feature women who pursue 

visual arts—painting and photography—my project is highly indebted to histories of 

nineteenth-century women in the visual arts. These histories, in turn, are largely indebted to 

Linda Nochlin’s groundbreaking 1971 essay “Why Have There Been No Great Women 

 
17 Derek Hyde, New-Found Voices: Women in Nineteenth Century English Music, 3rd ed. 
(Farnham: Ashgate, 1997), 4-5. 
 
18 Hyde, New-Found Voices, 14. 
 
19 Tracy C. Davis, Actresses as Working Women: Their Social Identity in Victorian Culture 
(London: Routledge, 1991), xi. 
 
20 Davis, Actresses as Working Women, xiii. 
 
21 Davis, Actresses as Working Women, xiv. 
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Artists?”22 In this essay, Nochlin challenges the “myth of the Great Artist”—the “fairy tale” 

notion that a natural-born “Genius” fights all odds to produce grand masterpieces—by 

arguing the impossibility of artistic success without access to training and practice.23 “The 

fault lies not in our stars, our hormones, our menstrual cycles, or our empty internal spaces,” 

she claims, “but in our institutions and our education.”24 Nochlin issued a call to action for 

art historians to devote scholarship to exposing past institutional limits on women’s artistic 

success and charting new artistic opportunities for all people, regardless of gender. 

Full-length histories of nineteenth-century British women’s achievements in the 

visual arts, written by art historians who responded to Nochlin’s call, have usually focused on 

painters. Pamela Gerrish Nunn and Deborah Cherry helped forge this field of scholarship in 

the 1980s and 1990s by publishing articles and monographs that documented and commented 

upon women painters’ experiences. Nunn’s Canvassing: Recollections by Six Victorian 

Women Artists (1986) offers case studies of six prominent women artists: Anna Mary Howitt, 

Anna Lea Merritt, Elizabeth Thompson Butler, Henrietta Ward, Louise Jopling, and Estella 

Starr Canziani.25 With this work, Nunn gave a voice to women artists by publishing their 

letters, diaries, and travel journals. Published the following year, her Victorian Women Artists 

(1987) offered the first comprehensive history of Victorian women artists, including 

 
22 Nochlin, Linda. “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?”, 1971, in Women, Art, 
and Power and Other Essays, 145–78 (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1988). 
 
23 Nochlin, “Why Have There Been,” 153. 
 
24 Nochlin, “Why Have There Been,” 150. 
 
25 Pamela Gerrish Nunn, ed., Canvassing: Recollections by Six Victorian Women Artists 
(London: Camden Press, 1986). 
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obstacles—both tangible and ideological—and successes.26 Published in 1993, Deborah 

Cherry’s Painting Women: Victorian Women Artists complements Nunn’s with its 

comprehensive survey of Victorian women painters’ challenges and achievements, but its 

application of Foucauldian theories of societal disciplinary structures, as explicated in 

Discipline and Punish, undergirds an intentional foregrounding of women artists’ agency. 

The women artists featured in Cherry’s study, rather than being “assigned to the margins of a 

dominant patriarchal culture,” are “located as participating in, drawing on and shaping a wide 

range of cultural practices and social definitions.”27 Cherry’s work minimizes the looming 

presence of patriarchal power; instead, she gives full recognition to Victorian women 

painters’ powers of perception and innovation. 

Histories of women photographers have been less comprehensively documented than 

those of women painters; however, Naomi Rosenblum’s 2010 book A History of Women 

Photographers provides an excellent history of women’s photography since its introduction 

in 1839.28 Her chapters “At the beginning, 1839-90” and “Not Just for Fun: Women Become 

Professionals, 1880-1915” explore, respectively, women’s early pursuits as photographers 

and the ways in which women took advantage of rising commercial demands for 

photography to secure income toward the end of the nineteenth century—the time frame in 

which Amy Levy’s Lorimer sisters move to London to open their photography studio. For 

my own discussion of women’s contributions to the rise of photography in the nineteenth 

 
26 Nunn, Victorian Women Artists. 
 
27 Cherry, Painting Women, 16. 
 
28 Rosenblum, A History of Women Photographers. 
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century, supplemental biographies of renowned Victorian women photographers have proven 

useful. Carol Mavor’s Becoming: The Photographs of Clementina, Viscountess Hawarden29 

and Victoria Olsen’s From Life: Julia Margaret Cameron and Victorian Photography30 

celebrate the journeys of pioneering women photographers who helped secure photography’s 

status as an art form. 

Of course, my focus is not primarily on historical accounts of women artists but 

rather on how women writers used fictional representations of women artists—writers, 

musicians, painters, and photographers—to comment on women’s artistic limitations, 

abilities, and achievements. Scholarly analysis of Victorian women writers’ representations 

of women writers tend to focus on autobiographies, which often include not only 

nonfiction—such as Harriet Martineau’s Autobiography—but also fictional autobiographies 

such as Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh. Linda H. Peterson’s 1999 study Traditions of Victorian 

Women’s Autobiography: The Poetics and Politics of Life Writing devotes attention to these 

three (Martineau, Brontë, and Barrett Browning), along with Margaret Oliphant, Charlotte 

Elizabeth Tonna, and Mary Cholmondele.31 In alignment with my own focus on women’s 

Victorian women artists’ demonstrations of creative power, Peterson acknowledges the 

diverse traditions women autobiographers inherited but insists that “the ‘origins’ of women’s 

 
29 Carol Mavor, Becoming: The Photographs of Clementina, Viscountess Hawarden 
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1999). 
 
30 Victoria Olsen, From Life: Julia Margaret Cameron and Victorian Photography (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003). 
 
31 Linda H. Peterson, Traditions of Victorian Women’s Autobiography: The Poetics and 
Politics of Life Writing (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1999). 
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autobiography are distinctly Victorian,” emphasizing the multifaceted ways in which 

Victorian women writers made the genre their own.32 

Published in 2000, Phyllis Weliver’s Women Musicians in Victorian Fiction, 1860-

1900: Representations of Music, Science and Gender in the Leisured Home focuses on 

representations of women musicians in works by Dickens, a variety of sensation novelists, 

and—appropriate to my study—three novels by George Eliot.33 The work is concerned with 

analyzing what Weliver terms a “surprising reaction” toward woman musicians toward the 

end of the century, as they were increasingly perceived dichotomously as an “angel” or 

“demon” figure.34 Relevant to my own discussion of Eliot’s exposure to aesthetic and 

musical theory, Weliver examines musical theorists such as Schopenhauer and Feuerbach 

who influenced Eliot’s own perspectives on music. Renata Kobetts Miller’s 2019 book The 

Victorian Actress in the Novel and on the Stage draws attention to what she argues is a 

neglected rivalry between the Victorian novel and the theater.35 Miller traces the shifting 

influence of each artistic medium on the other, grounding her study in a rich exploration of 

attitudes toward Victorian theater as represented by the periodical press before going on to 

discuss literary texts. Echoing Weliver’s interest in Eliot’s relationship to performance, one 

of Miller’s chapters explores Eliot’s representations of the woman actress in Armgart and 

 
32 Peterson, Traditions, 3. 
 
33 Phyllis Weliver, Women Musicians in Victorian Fiction, 1860-1900: Representations of 
Music, Science and Gender in the Leisured Home (Farnham: Ashgate, 2000). 
 
34 Weliver, Women Musicians, 1. 
 
35 Renata Kobetts Miller, The Victorian Actress in the Novel and on the Stage (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 2019). 
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Daniel Deronda, suggesting that Eliot’s texts argue for the importance of a “sympathetic 

connection” between the talented performer and the powerless woman observer who goes 

beyond melodramatic showmanship.36 

As with histories of women in the visual arts, I am particularly indebted to scholarly 

discussions of literary representations of women in the visual arts. Representations of women 

photographers appear sparingly in Victorian fiction, and as far as I am aware, no monograph 

devoted to analyzing them has been published. However, a handful of scholarly articles have 

examined Amy Levy’s representation of the woman photographer in her portrayal of the 

Lorimer sisters in The Romance of a Shop, which I discuss in my fourth chapter. Michael 

Kramp’s 2012 article “Exposing Visual Discipline: Amy Levy's Romance of a Shop, the 

Decay of Paternalistic Masculinity, and the Powers of Female Sight,” for example, discusses 

the Lorimers’ photographic pursuits as a means of fostering visual agency and, more 

importantly than gaining that agency, becoming self-aware of their visual powers.37 My own 

discussion of Levy’s photographers will enter into conversation with these articles. 

The figure of the woman painter, by contrast, has been discussed extensively. 

Alexandra Wettlaufer’s Portraits of the Artist as a Young Woman: Painting and the Novel in 

France and Britain, 1800-1860 (2011) examines representations of women painters in 

 
36 Weliver, Women Musicians, 19. 
 
37 Michael Kramp, “Exposing Visual Discipline: Amy Levy’s Romance of a Shop, the Decay 
of Paternalistic Masculinity, and the Powers of Female Sight,” VIJ: Victorians Institute 
Journal 40 (2012): 111–43. https://search-ebscohost-com.proxy.library.umkc.edu/login.aspx? 
direct=true&db=mzh&AN=2013583860&site=ehost-live&scope=site. 
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French and English novels in the first half of the nineteenth century.38 In relationship to the 

Romantic ideal of male “genius,” Wettlaufer explores how the character of the woman 

painter is used to revoke Romantic ideals and give the woman artist “a subject position 

independent of (Romantic) male desire or fantasy.”39 Even more closely aligned with my 

own scholarship is Antonia Losano’s 2008 monograph The Woman Painter in Victorian 

Literature, which—similary to my own project—examines how women writers utilize the 

figure of the woman painter to contest gendered obstacles in the art world.40 Given my 

intensive interest in the figure of the Victorian woman painter, Losano’s novel selection 

largely overlaps with my own. However, whereas I focus on how the character of the woman 

painter wields her vision, Losano focuses on the author’s use of ekphrastic narration as a 

means of diverting scopic attention from the woman artist’s body to her artistic production.  

While significant contributions have been made to our understanding of Victorian 

women writers and artists, both their lived experiences and fictional representations, there 

has been no sustained study examining the symbiotic relationship between the woman artist 

and her vision (both literal and metaphorical). This is where my own analysis diverges from 

other scholarly discussions of representations of Victorian woman artists, and particularly 

from the work done by Losano and Wettlaufer. Scholarly discussions of Victorian women 

artists and vision tend to focus rather one-sidedly on how these women navigate gazes cast in 

 
38 Alexandra Wettlaufer, Portraits of the Artist as a Young Woman: Painting and the Novel 
in France and Britain, 1800-1860 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2011). 
 
39 Wettlaufer, Portraits of the Artist, 19. 
 
40 Antonia Losano, The Woman Painter in Victorian Literature (Columbus: Ohio State 
University Press, 2008). 
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their direction, positioning them as reactive rather than active in the use of their vision. 

Losano highlights an escape mechanism from voyeurism in the form of ekphrastic narration, 

but it is important to note that her paradigm emphasizes the intervention of the narrator rather 

than the behaviors or achievements of the woman artist, thereby dispersing rather than 

consolidating artistic control. It is usually the narrator—not the fictional woman artist—who 

controls the text (although exceptions in my own project are the “autobiographies” of Jane 

Eyre and Aurora Leigh and Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree Poems”), and that narrator often 

exists in close alignment with the puppet master, or author, orchestrating the work as a 

whole. As my project will emphasize, by constructing women artists who exert visual and 

artistic control—independently from the helping hand of ekphrastic narration—their authors 

aggressively portray the woman artist as a holistic embodiment of “masculine” creative 

authority. I am concerned with how fictional women artists—and, in turn, their authors—

wield their vision not only to defend themselves from the male gaze and from male 

surveillance of their art, but to control their surroundings, subvert gender binaries, and forge 

new artistic paths. 

To appreciate the achievements of women artists in the nineteenth century, it is 

essential to understand the surveillance they encountered. Women seeking success as artists 

were positioned within two objectifying gazes, which I will refer to as a double male gaze for 

the purpose of this study. The first of these gazes transcends the art world. As Laura Mulvey 

discusses in her well-known 1975 essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” women 

have historically been subject to a male gaze that has rendered women passive objects of 
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viewing and presented men as active viewers.41 The first challenge a woman artist in the 

Victorian era often confronted was her need to evade being objectified by the male gaze—to 

step out of the frame so that her work, rather than her body, could be the subject of 

investigation.  

For women artists, this voyeuristic gaze was compounded by their position within the 

historically male-dominated art world. Operating in accordance with Foucault’s theory of 

panopticism,42 men surveilled Victorian literature and art with a policing gaze that hindered 

women’s opportunities for artistic training and leveled gendered criticism of their work. Such 

historical policing with respect to the visual arts has been well-documented by feminist art 

historians such as Deborah Cherry43 and Pamela Gerrish Nunn,44 and as would be expected, 

novels featuring Victorian women artists inevitably contain a scene in which the woman’s 

artwork is submitted to male eyes (or ears) for scrutiny, even if the male character is not 

himself an artist. Rochester peruses Jane Eyre’s portfolio of sketches and drawings; Julius 

Klesmer evaluates Mirah Lapidoth’s singing; Arthur Huntingdon wanders into a library as 

Helen Graham paints and offers unsolicited criticism of her work: these parallel scenes offer 

valuable opportunities for comparative analysis of men’s surveillance of both women and 

their art. Such scenes typically function to define not only the relative success or failure of a 

 
41 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” in The Norton Anthology of 
Theory and Criticism, ed. Vincent B. Leitch, 3rd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
2018), 1954–1965. 
 
42 Michel Foucault, “Panopticism,” in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. 
Alan Sheridan, 2nd ed. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1977), 195–227. 
 
43 Cherry, Painting Women. 
 
44 Nunn, Victorian Women Artists. 
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woman’s art, but much more: her morality or immorality, equality or inferiority, and 

sometimes even her sense of self. 

 The intricacies of the double male gaze are epitomized by the oil painting Nameless 

and Friendless by Emily Mary Osborn (see fig. 1), which was displayed at the Royal 

Academy summer exhibition in 1857. In this beautiful, complex painting, which has 

circulated in both art historical and literary critical discourse surrounding nineteenth-century 

women artists, Osborn features a woman painter who averts her eyes while the men in the 

painting look and evaluate. Emblematic of the voyeuristic male gaze, two men on the left 

hover over a dancer whose bare skin contrasts with the layers worn by the woman artist; their 

 

Figure 1. Emily Mary Osborn, Nameless and Friendless, 1857, oil on canvas, Tate Britain. 
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attention has been diverted, however, by the woman artist in the shop, suggesting that the 

spectacle of a woman selling her art may be even more captivating than the image of the 

dancer right in front of their noses. The shopkeeper, in contrast, plays his part dutifully, ready 

to criticize imperfections in the woman’s work. Even the boy, perhaps the woman artist’s 

son, looks unabashedly at the shopkeeper. The shame of the woman artist—which likely 

derives from the association of selling her work with a decline in social class status, 

complicated by an underlying association of women who sell their wares with prostitution—

is cast in sharp relief by the apparently well-to-do woman leaving the shop with a young boy 

who is presumably carrying art that they have just purchased. 

Nameless and Friendless captures important facets of women artists’ complex 

positioning in a mid-nineteenth-century art world in which men held superior positions of 

sight and surveillance. Nameless and Friendless does not, however, tell the full story of 

women in the Victorian art world. First, it should be noted that Osborn’s painting elicited 

high praise in periodical press reviews of the 1857 Royal Academy exhibition both for its 

artistic merit and poignant social commentary. The Literary Gazette praised its “cleverly 

managed scene”45 and the Art Journal praised Osborn’s execution for being “much firmer 

than the works of ladies generally.”46 Such compliments are gratifying, for they attribute 

qualities conventionally deemed masculine—cleverness and firm execution—to a woman 

 
45 “The Royal Academy,” The Literary Gazette (May 23, 1857): 498-500, at 499, 
http://search.proquest.com/britishperiodicals/docview/5158373/citation/8602D0EE7D3F486
3PQ/19. 
 
46 “The Exhibition of the Royal Academy,” Art Journal 30 (June 1857): 165-176, at 170, 
http://search.proquest.com/britishperiodicals/docview/6754524/citation/8602D0EE7D3F486
3PQ/21. 
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artist for her creation of a painting in which she critiques derogatory attitudes toward women. 

More important than the technical successes of the painting, however, is Osborn’s 

intentional—and successful—use of the motif of vision to expose systems of sight and 

surveillance that shamed and/or hindered women artists. My own work examines novels by 

Victorian women writers who do the same. These writers, like Osborn, contest male control 

of the art world and corresponding gender ideologies that insisted women lacked creative 

potential by representing women artists who successfully navigate gendered surveillance of 

their bodies and their artwork. Unlike the downcast vision of Osborn’s woman painter, 

however, these characters—like their authors—wield their gazes boldly and strategically. 

The fictional women artists featured in this study pursue diverse artistic mediums. 

They write, engage in musical performance, paint, and photograph. In some cases, they 

pursue multiple artistic genres. Jane Eyre, for example, like her author Charlotte Brontë, is an 

accomplished amateur painter before she turns to writing. Gertrude Lorimer, similarly, 

establishes a photography business but eventually finds success with her preferred artistic 

passion, writing. What the successful women artists in this study have in common—although 

I will examine counterpoints in my Eliot chapter through the failed artistic endeavors of 

Rosamond Vincy and Gwendolen Harleth—is keen vision that functions in symbiotic 

relationship with their artistry. Through their representations of women who disregard the 

expectation that they satisfy a voyeuristic gaze and who overcome gendered surveillance in 

their artistic pursuits, the authors featured in this study engage with, and contest, both facets 

of the double male gaze. All portray women artists whose literal and metaphorical vision 

grants them agency, positioning them in tension with systems of surveillance in the art world. 
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I have categorized the novels in this study according to the authors’ characterization 

of their women artists’ ways of seeing: spiritual, moral, “Amazonian,” and metropolitan. 

These terms are meant to be paradigmatic rather than reductive labels—that is, they are 

meant to offer a helpful lens through which we can better understand the meaning various 

writers attach to their women artists’ ways of seeing, but they are not meant to imply that any 

of these artists are restricted to a single way of seeing. Additionally, my chapters are loosely 

ordered chronologically by the novels’ publication dates, allowing for a larger narrative to 

emerge about the progression of women’s artistic vision from the earliest publication date 

(Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre in 1847) to the latest publication date (Amy Levy’s A London 

Plane-Tree and Other Verse in 1889). Throughout the mid- to late-nineteenth century, 

women artists gained increasing visibility in the public sphere; in the novels, there is a 

corresponding shift in the authors’ use of the motif of vision from the ideal to the real, from 

private production of art to taking a stand as an artist in public forums. Women artists’ vision 

never loses its metaphorical resonance as a signifier of creativity and other “masculine” 

artistic capabilities; but as women artists attend art exhibitions and walk the city streets, they 

exercise their vision with more immediate force on an artistic battlefield. 

My first chapter will feature a discussion of Charlotte Brontë’s 1847 novel Jane 

Eyre47 and Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s 1852 epic poem Aurora Leigh.48 These works have 

important differences in their portrayal of art and women artists, and in the function of art 

that is represented. Jane sketches and paints; Aurora writes. Jane makes no attempt to pursue 

 
47 Brontë, Jane Eyre. 
 
48 Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Aurora Leigh, in The Collected Poems of Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning (Wordsworth Poetry Library, 2015), 303–600. 
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art professionally; Aurora initially foregoes marriage to move to London and pursue writing. 

Both works, however, are written with a lingering Romantic notion of the artistic “genius” 

and position Jane and Aurora as having a preternatural capacity for art—the soul of an 

artist—in a manner that places them on equal footing with their love interests and eventual 

husbands, Edward Rochester and Romney Leigh. This equality transcends the physical, 

which is signified by remarkably parallel outcomes for Rochester and Romney: both men are 

blinded in a fire that burns down their estates, both are humbled physically and morally, and 

both rely (respectively) on Jane and Aurora to serve as their literal and spiritual source of 

illumination. I will examine how Brontë and Barrett Browning, drawing on literary and 

religious associations of blindness with insight, construct heroines whose complete union 

with blinded men allows them to usurp Miltonic artistic agency. Both works provocatively 

challenge traditional distinctions between poet and muse, art subject and art object. 

My second chapter will discuss two works written by George Eliot, whose vast 

knowledge of aesthetic theory and exposure to high art, in addition to her personal 

relationships with renowned artists, inform her fictional representations of art. I will argue 

that the paired characters of Rosamond Vincy and Dorothea Brooke in Middlemarch49 and 

Gwendolen Harleth and Mirah Lapidoth in Daniel Deronda50 illustrate the need for women 

to avoid the pitfalls of the male gaze and of their own vanity—to step outside of the frame—

to become true artists and produce great art. Eliot portrays Rosamond and Gwendolen as 

women who pander to the male gaze and are themselves caught up in vanity; consequently, 

 
49 George Eliot, Middlemarch, ed. Bert Hornback (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1977). 
 
50 George Eliot, Daniel Deronda (New York: The Modern Library, 2002). 
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they are stunted in their pursuit of musical art. Mirah, by contrast, possesses what I will term 

“moral vision” and is designated a true musical artist (singer) by Eliot’s master musician 

Herr Klesmer, and implicitly by Eliot herself. Dorothea is not, in literal terms, an artist; she 

claims ignorance concerning art, stating it is “a language [she] does not understand.”51 

Paradoxically, however, Dorothea is described by other characters and by the narrator as the 

embodiment of art: as music, a painting, and a poem. Dorothea’s moral vision renders her 

ignorant to “useless” art, yet she is an embodiment of the Ruskinian ideal of art. 

Chapter three marks a shift from idealism to pragmatism with an examination of 

novels featuring women painters who, motivated by financial necessity, not only produce 

great art but also successfully sell their work. Anne Brontë positions her heroine of The 

Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Helen Graham, as a woman painter with an urgent need to sell her 

artwork to support her son after separating from her alcoholic husband.52 Helen takes on 

traditionally male turf by selling her work professionally, painting landscapes, and using oil 

paints. Dinah Craik’s 1850 novel Olive, while initially conservative in its overt commentary 

on women artists’ potential for artistic greatness, is nevertheless progressive in its portrayal 

of the artistic successes of Olive Rothesay, a woman born with a physical deformity who 

turns to art to make a living, believing she will never have the opportunity to marry.53 For 

most of her twenties, Olive lives with her mother in London, and she enjoys freedom of 

movement around the city to take care of her art-related needs despite her mother’s concerns 

 
51 Eliot, Middlemarch, 53. 
 
52 Anne Brontë, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (London: Penguin Classics, 2016). 
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for her unchaperoned travel. Charlotte Yonge’s 1873 novel The Pillars of the House similarly 

features a young woman with a physical deformity who pursues art in London.54 After being 

discovered by her brother Edgar’s painting tutor, Geraldine (“Cherry”) Underwood takes 

private lessons and displays her work at the Royal Academy exhibition, upstaging Edgar’s 

unimpressive paintings with the resounding success of her own. Through their portrayals of 

women painters who not only produce beautiful art but also sell it, Brontë, Craik, and Yonge 

affirm women artists’ ability to succeed in the growing commercial market for visual art and 

defend the respectability of middle-class women artists selling their work. 

For a Victorian woman seeking artistic success, cities offered increasing opportunities 

for women: the ability to attend art schools, open their own studios, collaborate with other 

artists, exhibit their work, and more. Moreover, being an artist demanded that the artist travel 

throughout the city to purchase supplies, attend classes or exhibitions, and deliver or sell their 

artwork. In my final chapter, I will discuss how the speaker in Amy Levy’s “A London 

Plane-Tree” poems55 and the Lorimer sisters in her novella The Romance of a Shop56  take 

advantage of all London has to offer them as artists and as women. Published posthumously 

in 1889, Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” poems capture the poet’s love affair with the city 

and its catalytic effect on her work as a poet. Published in 1888 and manifesting the boldness 

of the New Woman persona who emerged in the late nineteenth century, Amy Levy’s The 

 
54 Charlotte Yonge, The Pillars of the House (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 
2014), Volume 1 and Volume 2. 
 
55 Amy Levy, “A London Plane-Tree,” in A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse. 
 
56 Amy Levy, The Romance of a Shop, ed. Susan David Bernstein (Peterborough: Broadview 
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Romance of the Shop features sisters who establish a photography business to support 

themselves after their father’s death leaves them poverty-stricken. My discussion of fictional 

women artists’ vision will climax in my discussion of Gertrude Lorimer, who is the strongest 

willed of the sisters and functions as Levy’s alter ego. In a series of stare-downs with high art 

painter Sidney Darrell, Gertrude transitions from insecurity, to resistance, to complete victory 

over Darrell as she is able, in their final stare-down, to judge the “second-rateness” of both 

“the man and his art.”57 Notably, Levy narrates here that Gertrude is able to counter Darrell’s 

proprietary gaze both as an artist and as a man; in a powerful reversal, she triumphs on both 

counts. This will bring my discussion of fictional women artists full circle: as a contrast to 

Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh, Gertrude’s ability to reverse the double male gaze does not 

depend upon the blinding of her male counterpart. She confronts a male artist—a man and 

artist—with his eyes wide open and emerges as the victor. 

The consistency with which the authors under examination in my study use vision to 

underscore the artistic potential—or lack thereof—of their women artists is too great to be 

coincidental. What explains this repeated correlation of feminist artistic themes and the motif 

of vision? What drew these nineteenth-century British women writers to use the vehicle of 

sight to confirm (and, in the case of Eliot, to negate) the artistic potential of their fictional 

women artists? In her book The Victorians and the Visual Imagination, Kate Flint asserts that 

“the Victorians were fascinated with the act of seeing, with the question of the reliability—or 

otherwise—of the human eye, and with the problems of interpreting what they saw.”58 In a 
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time period that saw the proliferation of visual culture through the growth of the press, the 

invention of optical devices such as the magic lantern and stereoscope, expanded visual 

access across time and space via colonization and mechanized travel,59 it is unsurprising that 

authors would turn to vision as a motif for women artists’ empowerment.  

Historically, roots run deep in conversations regarding vision’s literal and 

metaphorical power, and nineteenth-century literary works also drew from centuries’ worth 

of accumulated associations with sight. From Plato and Aristotle, Western culture inherited 

the conception that “we look out through the eyes and see beauty, knowledge, and ultimately 

God.”60 Hegel, whose ideas grew in popularity throughout the Victorian era, argued that eyes 

functioned as a window to the soul. Referring to the eye as the “source of soul-life,” and 

citing Plato as inspiration, Hegel claims, “If we ask ourselves now in which particular organ 

the soul appears as such in its entirety we shall at once point to the eye. For in the eye the 

soul concentrates itself; it not merely uses the eye as its instrument, but is itself therein 

manifest.”61 The women artists I examine in my study use their eyes soulfully—not only in 

works I claim foreground “spiritual vision” (Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh), which 

consistently emphasize metaphysical realities, but also in Levy’s fin-de-siècle novel The 

Romance of a Shop. Levy, a New Woman urban traveler, emphasizes the soul-to-soul bond 

 
59 See Flint chapter 1, “The Visible and the Unseen,” in The Victorians and the Visual 
Imagination, for a synopsis of these developments in visual experiences. 
 
60 Anthony Synnott, “The Eye and I: A Sociology of Sight,” International Journal of 
Politics, Culture, and Society 5, no. 4 (1992): 617–36, at 632, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20007064. 
 
61 George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, The Philosophy of Fine Art, trans. Francis Plumptre 
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between Gertrude and her husband-to-be Lord Watergate, whose intimacy forms through 

dramatic events in which “soul looks straight to soul through no intervening veil; when 

human voice answers human voice through no medium of an actor's mask.”62 

Of course, for the artist, seeing—literally and/or metaphorically—necessarily 

prefigures artistic production. By seeing, artists take in knowledge and subject matter that 

can be reconfigured on the page or on the canvas. By seeing, artists expose themselves to raw 

truths that may be painful to look at but that allow them to speak to our human experiences. 

Japanese film director Akira Kurosawa famously said, “To be an artist means never to avert 

your eyes.”63 Women in patriarchal societies have a long history of being compelled to avert 

their eyes. The writers in this study recognize the symbiotic relationship between vision and 

art; they exercise their own keen vision in the creation of novels that powerfully speak to 

women’s creativity, intelligence, and strength.  

People use sight to know, to exert control, to experience pleasure, to connect with the 

world around them, and to look into another human being’s soul. This study will examine 

women artists—both their fictional representations and the women writers who constructed 

them—not as inmates in a panoptical prison but rather as viewers who learn to make their 

own choices about whom or what to look at, when to look, and how to look. Ultimately, these 

writers cast their own vision for an art world that would recognize the genderless nature of 

artistic capabilities; that would evaluate women artists’ work not as “women’s” art, but 

simply as art. 

 
62 Levy, Romance, 182. 
 
63 Quoted in Vernon Young, “Three Film-Makers Revisit Themselves,” The Hudson Review 
19, no. 2 (Summer 1966): 295-302, at 296, https://doi.org/10.2307/3849032. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

SPIRITUAL VISION: THE MILTONIC ARTIST IN JANE EYRE AND AURORA LEIGH 
 

In December 1836, just over ten years before the publication of her breakthrough 

novel Jane Eyre, twenty-year-old Charlotte Brontë wrote Poet Laureate Robert Southey. 

With an eye to professional authorship, Brontë included some of her poetry in the letter and 

asked for his honest assessment of her work. In Southey’s response in March 1837, he 

discouraged her from pursuing professional authorship with the admonition, “Literature 

cannot be the business of a woman's life, and it ought not to be. The more she is engaged in 

her proper duties, the less leisure will she have for it even as an accomplishment and a 

recreation.”1 Brontë, who deeply admired Southey, took his advice to heart and expressed in 

her next letter to him an intention to adhere to his command: “I trust I shall never more feel 

ambitious to see my name in print: if the wish should rise, I’ll look at Southey’s letter, and 

suppress it.”2 Despite this avowal, Brontë, of course, continued writing—and became one of 

the most celebrated authors in England. A “wildly successful” novel, the first edition of Jane 

 
1 Letter from Robert Southey to Charlotte Brontë, March 1837. In Elizabeth Cleghorn 
Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 1 (Project Gutenberg, 1999), 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1827. 
 
2 Letter to Robert Southey, March 16, 1837. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 1. 
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Eyre sold out in under three months and nearly set a record for the short time frame between 

the publication of its first and second editions.3 

 In 1845, just over ten years before the publication of her poetic masterpiece Aurora 

Leigh, Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote, in reference to her belief that an English woman 

poet with true “genius” had not yet existed, “England has had many learned women, in 

Elizabeth’s time and afterwards . . . and yet where were the poetesses? . . . I look everywhere 

for grandmothers and see none.”4 Barrett Browning perceived that despite the popularity of 

women poets before her—among them Felicia Hemans and Letitia Landon, whom her own 

poetry celebrates5—they had not mastered the most elite genres. These genres were 

considered beyond reach for women poets; this was especially true of the epic because of the 

knowledge of classical models and prophetic authority it demanded.6 Nevertheless, Barrett 

Browning published her novelistic epic poem Aurora Leigh in 1856, and by the end of the 

century, twenty editions had been published.7 John Ruskin dubbed it the greatest poem in the 

 
3 Richard Nemesvari, introduction to Jane Eyre (Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press, 
2004), 52. 
 
4 Letter to Henry M. Chorley, January 7, 1845. In Elizabeth Barrett Browning, The Letters of 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, vol. 1 (Project Gutenberg, 2004), https://www.gutenberg.org/ 
ebooks/13018. 
 
5 Angela Leighton, Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1986), 15. 
 
6 Marjorie Stone, “Genre Subversion and Gender Inversion: ‘The Princess’ and ‘Aurora 
Leigh,’” Victorian Poetry 25, no. 2 (1987): 101–27, at 115, http://www.jstor.org/stable/ 
40002089. 
 
7 Marjorie Stone and Beverly Taylor, “‘Confirm My Voice’: ‘My Sisters,’ Poetic Audiences, 
and the Published Voices of EBB,” Victorian Poetry 44, no. 4 (2006): 391–404, at 391, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40002696. 
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English language,8 and George Eliot read it three times because she claimed it gave her “a 

deeper sense of communion with a large as well as beautiful mind” than any other work of 

literature had done.9  

The eponymous heroines of Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh, like their authors, overcome 

obstacles to their art and romantic passions, and they each manifest the completion of their 

journeys through the authorship of fictional autobiographies. Even though Barrett Browning 

claimed she did not have Jane Eyre in mind when she authored Aurora Leigh, the two works 

have a remarkable number of parallels. Both are first-person, mock-autobiographical 

narratives featuring imaginative young women who express their spiritual core through art: 

Jane sketches, paints, and eventually turns to authorship, and Aurora writes and publishes 

poetry throughout her autobiography. Jane and Aurora both fall in love, have that love 

thwarted, and are united with the men they love only after those men are blinded and their 

estates burned to the ground. For the purpose of my analysis, another similarity in these 

works is their prolific references to eyes, vision, and gazing. While vision is a common motif 

in nineteenth-century fiction, its usage warrants particular scrutiny in these two works 

considering the biographical contexts of Brontë and Barrett Browning. Both women had 

firsthand experience with impaired vision and/or relationships with individuals with impaired 

vision, and both were influenced by religious and literary associations of blindness with 

insight. Correspondingly, for Brontë and Barrett Browning, vision empowers both materially 

 
8 Clinton Machann, “Barrett Browning’s Construction of Masculinity in Aurora Leigh,” in 
Masculinity in Four Victorian Epics: A Darwinist Reading (Farnham, England: Routledge, 
2010), 57–81, at 57. 
 
9 Stone, “Genre Subversion,” 115. 
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and spiritually. Seeing on both planes empowers Jane and Aurora to evade being subject to 

the male gaze in their personal lives, to experience intellectual and emotional union with the 

men they love, and to take on “masculine” characteristics as women and as artists. 

In this chapter, I will outline women authors’ relationship to the publishing world in 

the mid-1800s and will offer a case study of Charlotte Brontë’s complex position within it. In 

the discussions of Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh that follow, I will examine the development 

of each heroine’s spiritual vision, how her vision is manifested in her artwork, and the 

bearing of both her vision and artistry on her relationship with her male counterpart. 

Ultimately, these novels contested mid-century binary classifications of male and female 

artistic skills through their portrayals of Jane and Aurora as heroines whose vision grants 

artistic power, spiritual union with their male counterparts, and a dissolution of gender 

binaries facilitated by the blindings of Rochester and Romney. This symbolic blinding 

resolves the unstable gender identifications Jane and Aurora develop throughout the novels; 

as these two women unite with their lovers, they absorb Miltonic (and male) creative 

authority and channel it into their own literary productions. 

 
Women in the Mid-Nineteenth-Century Publishing World 

Elaine Showalter’s foundational work A Literature of Their Own, published in 1977, 

gave the history of women authors a voice of its own by presenting a framework for 

understanding the development of a “female literary tradition in the English novel from the 

generation of the Brontës to the present day.”10 Showalter pinpoints the earliest stage of 

 
10 Elaine Showalter, A Literature of Their Own: British Women Novelists from Brontë to 
Lessing (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1977), 11.  
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development, the “Feminine” phase—ranging from the Brontës’ publications in the 1840s 

through George Eliot’s death in 1880—as a time in which women writers, still adhering to 

dominant literary forms and reproducing societal conventions in their works, faced a “double 

bind” in their determination to succeed as writers while fulfilling prescribed gender roles: 

“Victorian feminine novelists . . . felt humiliated by the condescension of male critics and 

spoke intensely of their desire to avoid special treatment and achieve genuine excellence, but 

they were deeply anxious about the possibility of appearing unwomanly.”11 In her influential 

chapter “The Double Critical Standard,” Showalter outlines the gendered assumptions that 

critics and readers projected on their reading of literary texts. Women were expected to 

demonstrate qualities such as “sentiment,” a “high moral tone,” “domestic expertise,” and 

“knowledge of female character” in their writing; men, by contrast, were assumed to possess 

the most “desirable qualities” for artistic greatness, such as “power,” “abstract intelligence,” 

“experience,” and—of course—“knowledge of everyone’s character.”12  

George Lewes conveyed many of these gendered stereotypes in his essay “The Lady 

Novelists,” published in The Westminster Review in 1852, which welcomed women’s novels 

on the grounds that they could offer “women’s view of life, woman’s experience: in other 

words, a new element.”13 Lewes articulated the gendered qualities that are likely to 

characterize works written by women versus men; aligning women with sentiment and men 

 
11 Showalter, A Literature of Their Own, 21. 
 
12 Showalter, A Literature of Their Own, 90. 
 
13 George Henry Lewes, “Art. VI.—The Lady Novelists,” ed. John Chapman, Westminster 
Review 58, no. 113 (July 1852): 129–41, at 131, https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_ 
Westminster_Review/50hDAQAAMAAJ?hl=en. 
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with intellect, he claimed that “we may be prepared to find women succeeding better in 

finesse of detail, in pathos and sentiment, while men generally succeed better in the 

construction of plots and the delineation of character.”14 Readers approached pseudonymous 

works—such as Jane Eyre, which Brontë published under the name Currer Bell—with a 

detective lens informed by such gendered expectations. If writers known or discovered to be 

women betrayed “unwomanly” qualities, critics often expressed disapproval or outrage.15  

As documented by Gaye Tuchman and Nina Fortin, toward the end of the century, as 

novel writing gained prestige, men “invaded” the field, redefined the novel, and eventually 

outpaced women in publishing novels.16 Despite this increased competition from men in the 

novel writing industry, women benefitted from expanding opportunities to write, publish, and 

otherwise engage with the publishing world thanks to a rapidly expanding print culture. 

Linda H. Peterson’s Becoming a Woman of Letters challenges the paradigmatic 

understanding of women’s writing in the nineteenth century as a “rise and fall” by examining 

the host of opportunities the commercial press offered to women.17 No longer “confined to 

fiction and drama,” women writers—ranging from Harriet Martineau as early as the 1820s to 

fin-de-siècle writer Alice Meynell—could publish genres such as “the essay, the literary 

review, the periodical column, the biographical portrait and historical sketch, the travelogue, 

 
14 Lewes, “Art. VI.—The Lady Novelists,” 133. 
 
15 Showalter, A Literature of Their Own, 91-92. 
 
16 Gaye Tuchman and Nina Fortin, Edging Women Out: Victorian Novelists, Publishers, and 
Social Change (Yale University Press, 1989), 7-8. 
 
17 Linda Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters: Myths of Authorship and Facts of the 
Victorian Market (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2009), 3. 
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and the serialized tale.”18 In several incisive studies of nineteenth-century women writers, 

Alexis Easley has likewise focused on women’s multifaceted engagement with print culture 

and particularly the periodical press. Her most recent work, New Media the Rise of the 

Popular Woman Writer, 1832-1860, examines how the rise of mass-market periodical 

publications facilitated the genesis of numerous women writers’ careers, including the 

careers of canonized writers, such as Eliot and the Brontës, as well as lesser-known writers, 

such as working-class poet and prose writer Frances Browne.19 

Amid women writers’ rapidly shifting relationship to the publishing market in the 

mid-nineteenth century, Charlotte Brontë and Elizabeth Barrett Browning earned recognition 

as producers of high art and survived into the twentieth-century literary canon (despite the 

relative decline in Barrett Browning’s reputation until recent decades). Between the two, 

Brontë has received more attention in histories of nineteenth-century women writers. The 

historical phenomenon of three women in the isolated town of Haworth in West Yorkshire 

publishing breakthrough novels within one year of each other continues to fascinate readers 

and scholars, and Charlotte—as the ringleader in the sisters’ publishing endeavors, the 

greatest celebrity of the three in their lifetimes, and the sister to live the longest and publish 

the most—is the Brontë most scrutinized for her relationship to the publishing industry. In 

my case study of Charlotte Brontë’s relationship to the publishing market, I will set the stage 

for my discussion of the artistic fruition of women writers in Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh by 

illustrating Brontë’s own development as a writer who, initially bent on preserving separate 

 
18 Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters, 4. 
 
19 Alexis Easley, New Media and the Rise of the Popular Woman Writer, 1832-1860 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2021). 
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domestic and professional identities, was seduced by the appeal of relationships within the 

literary community, leading to a convergence of her identities as a woman and writer. 

 
Charlotte Brontë: Converging Identities 

 
Before turning to literary pursuits, Charlotte Brontë’s first ambition was to be a 

painter. Elizabeth Gaskell’s biography points to Brontë’s weak vision as the definitive reason 

for her turn from visual to literary art.20 Christine Alexander, who has written extensively on 

the Brontës’ relationship to the visual art world, points instead to a lack of finances and 

training as the primary reasons why Charlotte turned from visual to literary art.21 Although 

Brontë abandoned her painterly ambitions by the time she was nineteen years old, Alexander 

suggests that she “might have been a second-rate miniaturist, a watercolor copyist, or 

botanical painter,” and to this day her bedroom at the Brontë Parsonage Museum boasts 

many of her sketches, portraits, and flower paintings. In several articles and in her recent 

book Celebrating Charlotte Brontë: Transforming Life into Literature in Jane Eyre,22 

Alexander has convincingly illustrated how closely Jane’s trajectory “as an amateur female 

 
20 Gaskell claims that Charlotte “had once hoped that she herself might become an artist, and 
so earn her livelihood; but her eyes had failed her in the minute and useless labour which she 
had imposed upon herself with a view to this end.” In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, 
vol. 1. 
 
21 Christine Alexander, “Educating ‘The Artist’s Eye’: Charlotte Brontë and the Pictorial 
Image,” in The Brontës in the World of the Arts, ed. Sandra Hagan and Juliette Wells 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 11. 

 
22 Christine Alexander, Celebrating Charlotte Brontë: Transforming Life into Literature in 
Jane Eyre (Haworth: Brontë Society, 2016). 
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artist who learns to express her own imaginative reality in paint and later in words”23 mirrors 

Brontë’s own development as an artist.  

Analysis of Brontë’s writing career often hinges on discussion of her friend and 

fellow writer Elizabeth Gaskell’s two-volume autobiography The Life of Charlotte Brontë, 

published in 1857. In describing Brontë’s identities as a woman and writer following her 

successful publication of Jane Eyre, Gaskell established the now famous metaphor of 

“parallel currents”: 

Henceforward Charlotte Brontë's existence becomes divided into two parallel 
currents—her life as Currer Bell, the author; her life as Charlotte Brontë, the woman. 
There were separate duties belonging to each character—not opposing each other; not 
impossible, but difficult to be reconciled. When a man becomes an author, it is 
probably merely a change of employment to him . . . But no other can take up the 
quiet, regular duties of the daughter, the wife, or the mother, as well as she whom 
God has appointed to fill that particular place.24 
 

Gaskell’s construction of a binary division between Charlotte’s identities as woman and 

writer became an influential model for other mid-Victorian women writers and has become 

one of multiple longstanding “myths” that have misrepresented the Brontës’ actual lives and 

publishing careers.25 In fact, despite Gaskell’s insistence upon Brontë’s devotion to her 

proper womanly roles and her suggestion that Brontë’s womanhood existed on a separate 

plane from her professional authorship, evidence suggests—with much of this evidence 

 
23 Alexander, “Educating ‘The Artist’s Eye,’” 11. 
 
24 Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2 (Project Gutenberg, 
1999), https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1700. 
 
25 Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters. See her chapter “Parallel Currents: The Life of 
Charlotte Brontë as Mid-Victorian Myth of Women’s Authorship” for a nuanced discussion 
of the influence of this model. 
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located in Gaskell’s work in the form of Brontë’s correspondence and documented actions—

that these currents, if they were ever truly parallel, converged toward the end of her lifetime.  

 As Peterson notes, Gaskell’s The Life minimizes Brontë’s professional skills and 

actions, seemingly “reluctant to associate the woman writer with the professional author.26 

Recent scholarship has drawn attention to the many ways in which Brontë navigated the 

literary marketplace with shrewdness and professional skill. Carol A. Bock convincingly 

argues that the Brontë sisters’ readership of Fraser’s Magazine beginning in the 1830s 

influenced the Brontës’ authorship and their ability to establish themselves within the literary 

market.27 Sharon Marcus, reading Brontë’s adoption of the pseudonym “Currer Bell” not as a 

fearful means of evading public criticism but rather as an intentional strategy through which 

she could participate in a Victorian literary market that demanded commodification through 

advertisement, presents Brontë as a businesswoman able to manipulate the capitalist 

market.28 Easley and Bock have highlighted Brontë’s strategies as an initial publisher of 

poetry; Easley suggests that the Brontës’ publishing of poetry was strategic “not just because 

 
26 Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters, 147. 
 
27 Carol A. Bock, “Authorship, the Brontës, and ‘Fraser’s Magazine’: ‘Coming Forward’ as 
an Author in Early Victorian England,” Victorian Literature and Culture 29, no. 2 (2001): 
241–66, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25058553. Bock suggests that for the Brontë sisters, 
observing how Fraser’s frequently “castigated” both male and female authors who, like 
Byron, were “overly forward” in pursuit of public recognition that was deemed egotistical 
may have influenced their own reserve. Bock draws convincing parallels between the 
magazine’s content and actions taken by the Brontë sisters, and especially by Charlotte, 
which range from the type of commentary the sisters wrote in their prefaces, to the paper and 
binding used for their novels, to Charlotte’s boldness in finally “coming forward” as the 
author of Currer Bell’s works in her interaction with publisher George Smith. 
 
28 Sharon Marcus, “The Profession of the Author: Abstraction, Advertising, and Jane Eyre,” 
PMLA 110, no. 2 (1995): 206–19, https://doi.org/10.2307/462911. 
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it was a popular genre but because it was accessible to women and easily repurposed in a 

burgeoning, convergent print culture,”29 while Bock, in turn, highlights Brontë’s choice to 

turn from poetry writing toward realistic fiction as her best means of sustaining her 

publishing success.30 Peterson underscores Brontës’ direct engagement with finances and 

with the press; she notes that Gaskell’s biography omits key financial details in Brontë’s 

professional career, neglecting to document royalties, payments, and transactions between 

authors and publishers.31  

In addition to its downplaying of Charlotte’s professional skills, the reliability of 

Gaskell’s The Life has been questioned in other ways. In her provocative article 

“‘Bookmaking out of the Remains of the Dead’: Elizabeth Gaskell’s ‘The Life of Charlotte 

Brontë,’” Deirdre d’Albertis suggests that Gaskell’s sub-text throughout The Life threatens 

her ostensible praise of Charlotte Brontë as a heroic woman writer.32 According to 

d’Albertis, Gaskell’s biography can be read as “a disguised form of literary competition with 

Brontë” that intends, through Gaskell’s heroic display of memorializing Brontë’s life, to 

 
29 Easley, New Media, 129. 
 
30 Carol Bock, “Gender and Poetic Tradition: The Shaping of Charlotte Brontë’s Literary 
Career,” Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature 7, no. 1 (1988): 49–67, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/464060. 
 
31 Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters, 148. When Brontë helped orchestrate the 
publication of a second edition of her sisters’ novels, for example, Gaskell reduced a series of 
correspondence to a single letter Brontë sent to Williams indicating her intention to write a 
preface for the reissue. 
 
32 Deirdre d’Albertis, “‘Bookmaking out of the Remains of the Dead’: Elizabeth Gaskell’s 
‘The Life of Charlotte Brontë,’” Victorian Studies 39, no. 1 (1995): 1–31, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3829414. 
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“subordinate the woman as the subject of her text.”33 Through close readings of Gaskell’s 

biography and of other nineteenth-century sources—most convincingly, through close 

readings of other texts written by Gaskell that uphold “duty” as a commitment to serving 

others rather than languishing in isolated pain—d’Albertis contends that Gaskell’s apparent 

sympathy for Brontë’s reclusiveness and frequent claims to ill health is undercut by rhetoric 

throughout the biography that critiques Brontë’s choices to remain in a position of morbid 

genius consistent with “masculine Romanticism.”34 Paradoxically, Gaskell “lionizes” Brontë 

while establishing her authorship as a model for other writers.35 

 Primary source evidence, including Brontë’s letters housed within The Life, testifies 

to Brontë’s reverence for almost exclusively male authors and for artistic qualities 

conventionally deemed masculine; and in her lifetime, no author exacted as much hero 

worship from Brontë as Thackeray. In her preface to the second edition of Jane Eyre, in 

which she dedicates the new edition to Thackeray, Brontë compares her literary idol to a 

prophet with the power to save society from destruction. With “a power prophet-like and 

vital,” Thackeray has “an intellect profounder and more unique than his contemporaries have 

yet recognized” and is “the first social regenerator of the day.”36 Brontë refers to Thackeray 

 
33 d'Albertis, “‘Bookmaking,’” 2. 
 
34 d’Albertis, “Bookmaking,” 7. 
 
35 d’Albertis, “Bookmaking,” 2. 
 
36 Charlotte Brontë, “Preface to the Second Edition of Jane Eyre,” in Jane Eyre, edited by 
Richard Nemesvari (Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press, 2004), 558-559. 
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in various letters as a “Titan of mind,”37 one who “still proves himself greater when he is 

weary than other writers are when they are fresh,”38 and one who stands in opposition to Jane 

Austen’s lack of poetry as an author whose poetic sentiment “extracts the venom” from his 

work and “converts what might be corrosive poison into purifying elixir.”39 The qualities 

Brontë praises in Thackeray’s work—power, intellect, genius—align with nineteenth-century 

definitions of masculine literary artistry.  

Eventually, Brontë’s reverence for her literary heroes and her desire to forge 

connections within the literary community led to a convergence of her “parallel currents” as 

woman and writer. In the months following the publication of Jane Eyre, Charlotte was at 

first anxious to preserve her anonymity. In response to a rumor that she was the novel’s 

author, Brontë penned a vehement denial to Elizabeth Gaskell in May 1848: 

All I can say to you about a certain matter is this: the report . . . must have had its 
origin in some absurd misunderstanding. I have given NO ONE a right either to 
affirm, or to hint, in the most distant manner, that I was 'publishing'—(humbug!) 
Whoever has said it—if any one has, which I doubt—is no friend of mine. Though 
twenty books were ascribed to me, I should own none. I scout the idea utterly. 
Whoever, after I have distinctly rejected the charge, urges it upon me, will do an 
unkind and an ill-bred thing. The most profound obscurity is infinitely preferable to 
vulgar notoriety; and that notoriety I neither seek nor will have.40 
 

Just the following month, however, Charlotte and Anne chose to reveal their identities to 

their publishers Smith and Elder when, anxious to stomp out rumors that a single “Bell” had 

 
37 Letter to a “Brussels schoolfellow,” December 17, 1849. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte 
Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
38 Letter to George Smith, March 16, 1950. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
39 Letter to George Lewes, January 18, 1848. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
40 Letter to Elizabeth Gaskell, May 3, 1848. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
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authored works by Currer (Charlotte), Ellis (Emily), and Acton (Anne), they traveled to 

London (Emily, the most reticent of the three and the most adamant about preserving her 

anonymity, stayed in Haworth). George Smith, upon realizing that the two young women 

who had entered his publishing house were the authors of Jane Eyre and The Tenant of 

Wildfell Hall, “urged them to meet a few literary friends at his house”; according to Gaskell, 

“this was a strong temptation to Charlotte, as amongst them were one or two of the writers 

whom she particularly wished to see; but her resolution to remain unknown induced her 

firmly to put it aside.41 Despite Charlotte’s temptation to experience London’s literary scene, 

she and Anne returned to Haworth, where even their friends did not know of their authorship. 

After the deaths of Emily in December 1848 and Anne in May 1849, Charlotte no 

longer faced pressure from her sisters to mask their identities, and her own determination to 

remain anonymous faded over time. When an astute man from Haworth read Charlotte’s 

novel Shirley (published in October 1849) and realized based on its content that only 

Charlotte could be its author, he published a column in a Liverpool newspaper sharing his 

suspicion.42 With the secret of her authorship “slowly creeping out,” Gaskell documents how 

a trip to London in the fall of 1849 “made it distinctly known.”43 As a house guest of her 

publisher George Smith, Brontë “longed to have an idea of the personal appearance and 

manners of some of those whose writings or letters had interested her.”44 Accordingly, 

 
41 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
42 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
43 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
44 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
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Thackeray was invited to meet Brontë, and upon meeting him, Brontë “acquiesced in the 

recognition of herself as the authoress of ‘Jane Eyre,’ because she perceived that there were 

some advantages to be derived from dropping her pseudonym.”45 The first resulting 

“advantage” was a meeting with Harriet Martineau, with whom Brontë took tea shortly 

thereafter.46 Following this trip, news spread first throughout the literary community and then 

elsewhere that Currer Bell was Charlotte Brontë, a woman from Haworth. 

 In April 1849, Charlotte declined a trip to London on account of her father’s ill 

health. Her one regret, as she penned to her friend Ellen Nussey, was declining the 

opportunity to sit in the ladies’ gallery at a Royal Literary Fund Society dinner, where she 

“should have seen all the great literati and artists gathered in the hall below, and heard them 

speak; Thackeray and Dickens are always present among the rest.”47 Brontë concludes with 

sadness, “This cannot now be. I don't think all London can afford another sight to me so 

interesting.”48 In future months, however, Brontë returned to the city, where she continued to 

mingle with London’s literary greats. In June 1850 she met George Lewes and wrote that his 

face was “so wonderfully like Emily” that it moved her to tears; in 1851 she attended the 

Great Exhibition and one of Thackeray’s lectures with Harriet Martineau.49 Although Brontë 

continued to live in Haworth until her death in 1855 and gladly fulfilled domestic roles at the 

 
45 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
46 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
47 Letter to Ellen Nussey, May 1849. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
48 Letter to Ellen Nussey, May 1849. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 2. 
 
49 Letter to an unspecified recipient, June 12, 1850. In Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, 
vol. 2. 
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Brontë Parsonage, tending to her father and then to her husband Arthur Bell Nicholls during 

her brief marriage (1854-1855), those years were marked by frequent correspondence with 

her publisher George Smith and with fellow authors. Despite the physical distance between 

Brontë’s residence in Haworth and London’s literary scene, Brontë’s known identity as an 

authoress informed her relationships with publishers and writers during the last five years of 

her life, nourishing her intellectual life and lending credibility to her literary opinions. 

 I have argued that Brontë’s longing for connections with the literary community 

complicated her original intention to maintain anonymity in her professional career and led to 

a convergence of her allegedly “parallel currents” of writer and woman. Jane Eyre operates 

as a forerunner of this convergence through its presentation of unstable and then dissolved 

gender roles, shown in Jane Eyre’s accomplishments as an artist and in the symbolic 

absorption of Rochester’s being—signified above all else through his lost vision—into Jane’s 

self at the novel’s conclusion. In my discussion of Jane Eyre, I will examine how Brontë uses 

Jane’s development as an artist, bolstered by the motif of vision, to affirm the ability of a 

shrewd woman artist to transcend gendered boundaries in her artistic production. 

 
Jane Eyre: Painting as a Spiritual Portal 

 
In the opening chapter of Jane Eyre, Brontë places her heroine in a position of double 

observation. Banished from the drawing room, Jane chooses Bewick’s History of British 

Birds from the bookcase in the breakfast room and sits in the window-seat, drawing the 

window curtain around her. Having intentionally chosen a book “stored with pictures”50 and 

 
50 Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre, ed. Richard Nemesvari (Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview 
Press, 2004), 63. 
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hidden herself from the view of others, Jane gazes alternately at the images in the book and at 

the scene outside the window:  

Folds of scarlet drapery shut in my view to the right hand; to the left were the clear 
panes of glass, protecting, but not separating me from the drear November day. At 
intervals, while turning over the leaves of my book, I studied the aspect of that winter 
afternoon. Afar, it offered a pale blank of mist and cloud; near, a scene of wet lawn 
and storm-beat shrub, with ceaseless rain sweeping away wildly before a long and 
lamentable blast.51 
 

Jane’s pictorial description of the gloomy, rain-beaten scene outside Gateshead lays a 

narrative foundation for her autobiography to follow with its rich details and imagery.52 In 

her literary portraits of landscapes, characters, and scenes, Jane executes her descriptions 

with precision. As a survivalist—orphan, teacher, and then self-supporting governess—Jane 

must rely on her acute observations to navigate an often-oppositional world.  

Quickly, however, readers understand the power of Jane’s sight to take her beyond 

the visible realm and into an imaginative one as she turns the pages of Bewick’s History of 

British Birds, a two-volume illustrated natural history book that the Brontës owned and that 

stirred Charlotte’s own imagination as a child (see fig. 2). While choosing a book full of 

pictures rather than text might initially seem like a passive approach to reading, for Jane it is 

quite the opposite: Each picture “tells a story” for her and, while Jane admits that her 

“undeveloped understandings” cannot fully comprehend the emotions in the pictures, she  

 
51 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 65. 
 
52 In his review of Jane Eyre published in Fraser’s Magazine in December 1847, George 
Henry Lewes praised this passage as an example of the author’s giftedness in “painting by 
words a picture that she has in her mind.” In George Henry Lewes, “Recent Novels: French 
and English,” Fraser’s Magazine (December 1847): 686, accessed September 28, 2021, 
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/review-of-jane-eyre-by-george-henry-lewes. 
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ascribes supernatural meaning to the images she sees. She perceives that a “sentiment 

haunt[s] the quite solitary churchyard” in one picture; in another picture, two ships at sea 

appear to be “marine phantoms”; in yet another, a “fiend” accosting a thief appears as an 

“object of terror.”53 Just as Jane’s physical eyes grant her access to the physical scene outside 

her window, Jane’s imaginative eyes grant her access to landscapes and narratives beyond.  

If vision in Jane Eyre serves as a gateway to both material and immaterial worlds, it 

also poses a threat to Jane when wielded with malice by others. After facing punishment in 

the infamous Red Room scene, Jane emphasizes Mrs. Reed’s potent gaze: Mrs. Reed 

“surveyed [her] at all times with a severe eye” and “gazed at [Jane] as if she really did not 

know whether [she] were child or fiend.”54 When Jane calls Mrs. Reed out for faulty 

accusations against Jane, Mrs. Reed’s “eye of ice continued to dwell freezingly” on Jane’s 

 
53 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 65. 
 
54 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 85-86. 

Figure 2. Thomas Bewick, illustration from The History of 
British Birds, vol. 1, 1797, wood engraving, British Library. 
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eyes.55 When Jane leaves for the Lowood boarding school, she has only a temporary reprieve 

before Mr. Brocklehurst fulfills Mrs. Reed’s request to “keep a strict eye on her.”56 Jane’s 

victimization as a spectacle of shame reaches its pinnacle when Brocklehurst commands her 

to stand on a pedestal in the schoolroom on the (ironically false) charge of being a liar. Jane’s 

acute vision falters; unaware of who placed her on the pedestal because her shame has 

rendered her “in no condition to note particulars,” she is hypersensitive to the eyes of 

everyone in the schoolroom upon her: “I felt their eyes directed like burning-glasses against 

my scorched skin.”57 Before Jane’s own vision—and selfhood—can flourish, she needs 

liberation from the paralyzing influence of the eyes tyrannizing over her. 

 Miss Temple, the headmistress of Lowood, plays a critical role in liberating Jane 

from surveilling eyes by allowing her the opportunity to clear her name from Brocklehurst’s 

accusations in a mock judicial process. In the wake of her pardon, Jane states that “relieved 

of a grievous load, I from that hour set to work afresh,”58 and she lists drawing among her 

new pursuits. The night after sketching her first cottage, she does not dream of bread, milk, 

or potatoes as her hungry stomach typically demands; rather, she narrates that she “feasted 

instead on the spectacle of ideal drawings, which I saw in the dark; all the work of my own 

hands: freely pencilled houses and trees, picturesque rocks and ruins.”59 Once Jane is freed 

 
55 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 95. 
 
56 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 92. 
 
57 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 129. 
 
58 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 138. 
 
59 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 139. 
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from a constant perceived need of self-protection, readers see a renewal of the natural creator 

we glimpsed in the first chapter before John Reed’s assault provoked a long spell of cold 

surveillance—the little girl capable of feasting her eyes on invisible landscapes. Liberated 

from punitive eyes by the compassionate intervention of Miss Temple, Jane trades 

survivalism for intellectual growth and artistry. 

Yet the character who wields the greatest influence on Jane’s vision and character 

during her time at Lowood is her classmate Helen Burns. Modeled on Charlotte’s own sister 

Maria, who died from tuberculosis when she was eleven years old and Charlotte was nine,60 

Helen fosters Jane’s proclivity for spiritual sight and models a new way of exercising it. 

While Jane quivers at the “spectacle” of Helen’s punishment in the schoolroom, Jane notes 

that Helen “consider[s] things by a light invisible to [her] eyes” when Helen herself justifies 

the punishment.61 Helen fosters Jane’s ability to see beyond material realities, and unlike 

Jane’s associations of the immaterial during her time at Gateshead with terrors and ghosts, 

Helen expresses confidence in the triumph of spiritual good over evil. In one of their 

extended conversations, Helen directly impresses upon Jane the reality of an invisible world: 

“Besides this earth, and besides the race of men, there is an invisible world and a kingdom of 

spirits: that world is round us, for it is everywhere; and those spirits watch us, for they are 

 
60 Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontë, vol. 1. Gaskell describes Helen as “as exact a 
transcript of Maria Brontë as Charlotte’s wonderful power of reproducing character could 
give.” 
 
61 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 117. 
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commissioned to guard us.”62 In place of the cold, surveilling eyes of Mrs. Reed and 

Brocklehurst, Helen builds Jane’s faith in the positive surveillance of divine beings. 

 Eight years later, having followed the impulse her vision demanded to see what lay 

beyond Lowood’s grounds, Jane arrives at Thornfield Hall to work as a governess for 

Rochester’s precocious ward Adéle. Before her arrival at Thornfield, we have learned of 

Jane’s artistic skills: she lists drawing as a skill in her advertisement for work as a governess, 

and when her former maid Bessie visits her at Lowood, Bessie praises a watercolor landscape 

painting of Jane’s that is hanging on the walls at Lowood. It is not until Rochester peruses 

Jane’s art portfolio, however, that the fantastical nature of Jane’s art is put on striking 

display, baring Jane’s uncanny spirit to Rochester and to readers.  

Jane’s watercolor paintings are not what an employer of an eighteen-year-old 

governess in a mid-nineteenth-century English country estate would expect to see. Instead of 

producing copies of professional works of art, as women were habitually encouraged to do, 

Jane has painted scenes from her imagination.63 Instead of featuring subjects common to 

women pursuing drawing as an accomplishment—flowers, domestic scenes, serene 

landscapes—Jane’s imagery set includes fragmented human bodies, a corpse, and desolate 

landscapes. In the first painting, a cormorant rests on the mast of a sinking ship with a 

bejeweled golden bracelet in its beak, next to which the corpse of a drowned woman is 

visible, her fair arm—recently robbed of its adornment—extended above the water. In the 

 
62 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 133. 
 
63 For a discussion of mediums and genres deemed most “appropriate” for ladies, see Jan 
Marsh and Pamela Gerrish Nunn, Pre-Raphaelite Women Artists (London: Thames and 
Hudson Ltd., 1998), 26-27. In my third chapter, which is devoted to representations of 
women painters in three novels, I will discuss this in more detail. 
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second painting, seen behind the peak of a hill in the foreground, the figure of a woman with 

dark eyes and streaming hair is ascending into a twilight blue sky. In the third painting, a 

“colossal head” rests against the peak of an iceberg, supported by two thin hands that also 

hold up a veil beneath a single, “hollow and fixed” eye.64 Jane describes the paintings to 

readers as a product of her spiritual vision: “The subjects had indeed risen vividly on my 

mind. As I saw them with the spiritual eye, before I attempted to embody them, they were 

striking.”65 The strange assortment of these “subjects” in Jane’s paintings lends credence to 

Barbara Gates’s claim that they can best be labeled as surrealistic,66 a style not commonly 

produced by either male or female painters at the time. 

Critics have discussed this iconic scene in which Rochester assesses Jane’s portfolio 

extensively, with a general agreement that the paintings are a deeply personal expression of 

Jane’s psyche and spirit.67 Specific readings of the paintings’ symbolic meanings vary 

 
64 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 196. 
 
65 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 195. 
 
66 Barbara Gates, “‘Visionary Woe’ and Its Revision: Another Look at Jane Eyre’s Pictures,” 
ARIEL: A Review of International English Literature 7, no. 4 (1976): 36–49, at 37, 
https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=sso&db=mzh&AN=197610
5184&scope=site. 
 
67 Thomas Langford and Barbara Gates read the three paintings as prophetic representations 
of Jane’s experiences in various settings but disagree on the specific match-up (e.g., 
Langford suggests that the first painting represents Lowood, whereas Gates presents an 
argument for Thornfield). Other scholars, such as Bettina Knapp, provide detailed 
psychoanalytic readings of the paintings. Knapp discusses art as a therapeutic tool for Jane, 
one that operates “like a bridge between inner and outer spheres,” allowing her to “fathom 
what was hidden from view and concretize what had vanished beneath the horizon of the 
rational world.” Robin St. John Conover contends that the Miltonic allusions in Jane’s 
paintings—the cormorant, the references to jewels, the sinking ship—are integral to their 
cumulative meaning and should not be overlooked. Conover argues that Jane’s triptych 
functions as a revision of Paradise Lost with a fourth picture missing: that of Rochester’s 
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widely, however, and the lack of consensus on the specific meanings of each painting 

underscores the cryptic nature of the series and suggests that Brontë may not have intended 

for readers to construct a cohesive narrative from the paintings. In fact, by featuring 

provocative and symbolic images but not constructing a clear narrative from them, Jane’s 

three paintings simultaneously illustrate the power of her vision and its limits. Despite her 

keen powers of sight, Jane lacks the life experience she needs to construct a meaningful 

narrative from the things she sees. In the chapter preceding the portfolio scene, as Jane 

narrates her early weeks at Thornfield before meeting her long-absent employer, Brontë 

foreshadows the meeting of minds Jane and Rochester will have as Jane describes her thirst 

for an expanded vision, and along with it, life experience: 

I longed for a power of vision which might overpass that limit; which might reach the 
busy world, towns, regions full of life I had heard of but never seen . . . I desired more 
of practical experience than I possessed; more of intercourse with my kind, of 
acquaintance with variety of character, than was here within my reach . . . 

. . . [T]he restlessness was in my nature; it agitated me to pain sometimes. 
Then my sole relief was to walk along the corridor of the third story . . . and allow my 
mind’s eye to dwell on whatever bright visions rose before it . . . and, best of all, to 
open my inward ear to a tale that was never ended—a tale my imagination created, 
and narrated continuously; quickened with all of incident, life, fire, feeling, that I 
desired and had not in my actual existence.68 

 
Jane solaces herself for her lack of experience and interpersonal connection by dwelling on 

the “bright visions” of her inner eye. While her imagination authors tales, she has not yet 

 
redemption at the hands of Jane as a “revisionist Eve.” See Thomas A. Langford, “Prophetic 
Imagination and the Unity of ‘Jane Eyre,’” Studies in the Novel 6, no. 2 (1974): 228–35, 
http://www.jstor.org/ stable/29531659; Gates, “Visionary Woe”; Bettina Knapp, “Charlotte 
Brontë: 'If You Knew My Thoughts...,’” in The Brontës: Branwell, Anne, Emily, Charlotte, 
(New York: Continuum, 1991), 133–81; and Robin St. John Conover, “Jane Eyre’s Triptych 
and Milton’s Paradise Lost: An Artistic Vision of Revisionist Mythmaking,” Victorian 
Review 22, no. 2 (1996): 171–89, http://www.jstor.org/stable/27794839. 
 
68 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 178. 
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experienced the “incident, life, fire, feeling” that she longs for. As demonstrated in her 

surrealist watercolor paintings, Jane can see various symbols that constitute meaning in her 

life—and prophetically, Rochester’s as well—but she will not be able to understand their 

interrelationships or construct a full narrative until she lives each element. 

 Rochester perusing Jane’s portfolio marks the fulfillment of Jane’s wish: She has 

found a man of her “kind” with the “variety of character” she was looking for. As Rochester 

looks upon her artwork, he looks into her soul. Fascinated by Jane’s artistic vision, if not her 

skill, he asks her how she was able to paint Latmos, to paint the Evening Star, to paint wind; 

of this last baffled question, Antonia Losano claims, “To accuse Jane of successfully painting 

wind . . . suggests then that Jane’s artwork achieves something dangerously close to 

representing the unrepresentable. Which is one of the reasons why they are such powerfully 

seductive images, for Rochester and for us.”69 Rochester may also be seduced by the darker 

images, such as that of the drowning corpse, because of his own dark emotions; as Jane and 

readers come to discover, Rochester is wrestling with inner and outer demons of his own, and 

it is likely that seeing Jane portray disturbing images in her art resonates with his own 

turbulent spirit. (These troubled images illustrate the limits of Helen’s influence on Jane’s 

vision—when Jane embraces otherworldly scenes, she still demonstrates a tendency to see 

images evoking terror.) In this scene, Jane’s art establishes a spiritual plane where Rochester 

and Jane can meet independently from the material world and its societal conventions; from 

his elite position as a wealthy, landed gentleman and her humble position as an orphaned 

governess. With this connection forged, Jane has gained entry into the life experiences she 

 
69 Antonia Losano, The Woman Painter in Victorian Literature (Columbus: Ohio State 
University Press), 112. 
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needs to mature as a woman and as an artist capable of telling a meaningful narrative—a 

narrative that her autobiography will ultimately supply, populated by the images in her 

paintings (the jewels worn by Blanche Ingram,70 the “streaming” hair of Bertha Mason,71 St. 

John as an “iceberg”72) but this time rendered cohesive and complete.  

 As Jane and Rochester’s relationship builds, Brontë continues to emphasize the 

spiritual foundation of their connection. Rochester repeatedly refers to Jane as a spiritual 

being: as a witch, sprite, fairy, elf, imp. When they converse by the fire on the night of their 

first meeting, he tells Jane that his first sight of her in Hay Lane made him think of “fairy 

tales” and claims he suspected she had “bewitched” his horse,73 and he continues to draw 

such comparisons throughout Jane’s time at Thornfield.74 It is the metaphysical nature of the 

bond they share that motivates Jane to declare to Rochester in the orchard, prompting his 

proposal, “I am not talking to you now through the medium of custom, conventionalities, nor 

even of mortal flesh:—it is my spirit that addresses your spirit; just as if both had passed 

through the grave, and we stood at God’s feet, equal, —as we are!”75 In tension with this 

 
70 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 235. 
 
71 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 529. 
 
72 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 546. 
 
73 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 192. 
 
74 On the night Jane saves him from the fire Bertha set in his bedroom, for example, he 
speaks of the “natural sympathies” that can exist between two people and speculates about 
the possible existence of “good genii.” When Jane returns from her visit to Mrs. Reed’s 
deathbed at Gateshead, Rochester comments on her return by foot: “Yes—just one of your 
tricks: not to send for a carriage . . . but to steal into the vicinage of your home along with 
twilight, just as if you were a dream or a shade.” In Brontë, Jane Eyre, 224 and 329. 
 
75 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 338. 
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powerful spiritual bond, however, are societal constraints. Jane, as a poor and plain 

governess, should have no claim to Rochester’s affections, a societal prejudice that the 

presence of a lovely heiress and potential match for Rochester reinforces. 

 Soon after Rochester expresses wonder at Jane’s visionary painting, Jane takes a 

paradoxical turn with her art. Having allowed herself to be swept up in the ideal possibility of 

being beloved by Rochester, Jane recognizes a formidable obstacle in the “buxom” form of 

the wealthy, luxuriously beautiful Blanche Ingram. After hearing Mrs. Fairfax describe 

Blanche’s voluptuous form, eyes like jewels, and musical accomplishments, Jane forces her 

artistic skills into submission to her reasoning mind. In contrast to the surrealist watercolors 

Rochester examined, which expressed the unfettered visions of her “spiritual eye,” she 

commands herself to create two contrasting portraits of herself and of Blanche Ingram:  

“Listen, then, Jane Eyre, to your sentence: to-morrow, place the glass before you, and 
draw in chalk your own picture, faithfully, without softening one defect; omit no 
harsh line, smooth away no displeasing irregularity; write under it, ‘Portrait of a 
Governess, disconnected, poor, and plain.’ 

“Afterwards, take a piece of smooth ivory—you have one prepared in your 
drawing-box: take your palette, mix your freshest, finest, clearest tints; choose your 
most delicate camel-hair pencils; delineate carefully the loveliest face you can 
imagine; paint it in your softest shades and sweetest lines, according to the 
description given by Mrs. Fairfax of Blanche Ingram; remember the raven ringlets, 
the oriental eye;—What! you revert to Mr. Rochester as a model! Order! No snivel!—
no sentiment!—no regret! I will endure only sense and resolution. Recall the august 
yet harmonious lineaments, the Grecian neck and bust; let the round and dazzling arm 
be visible, and the delicate hand; omit neither diamond ring nor gold bracelet; portray 
faithfully the attire, aërial lace and glistening satin, graceful scarf and golden rose; 
call it ‘Blanche, an accomplished lady of rank.’”76 

 
This execution of Jane’s artistic skill in the service of “Reason” and “sense” is ironic in that 

it is provoked by her emotions toward the very man who has just commended the spiritual 

 
76 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 237-38. 
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vision in her earlier artwork.77 Society, which places value on social class, genteel 

connections, wealth, and beauty, has determined the caption to Jane’s portrait: “Portrait of a 

Governess, disconnected, poor, and plain.” Because Jane paints these portraits through 

society’s eyes and through Rochester’s vision as she imagines it (which proves to be false), 

this scene could be construed as a degradation of Jane’s artistic vision: the artist who has 

demonstrated an ability to see beyond the material exercises a short-sighted vision, bounded 

by societal systems of classification.  

In this scene of portraiture and elsewhere, Jane’s spiritual core is cast into sharp relief 

by the constant emphasis on Blanche’s corporeality. Through both Mrs. Fairfax’s verbal 

portrait and Jane’s art, Blanche is a body in the text before she is a moving actress (and “act” 

she does). When Jane asks Mrs. Fairfax what Blanche is like, Mrs. Fairfax’s first response is 

to detail her “tall, fine bust, sloping shoulders” and “long, graceful neck.”78 Blanche’s 

corporeality is likewise emphasized by Rochester in his later descriptions of Blanche to Jane; 

he teases Jane with descriptions of Blanche as “a real strapper, Jane: big, brown, and 

buxom,” and when manipulating Jane into believing he will soon “take Miss Ingram to [his] 

bosom,” he humorously notes she is “an extensive armful.”79 In contrast to Jane, whose 

physical form is overshadowed by her spiritual core, Blanche is distinctly outlined and full-

figured, an embodiment of sexually desirable womanhood. In her representation of Blanche 

and herself in the two portraits, Jane emphasizes this contrast between her own perceived 

 
77 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 237. 
 
78 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 235. 
 
79 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 335. 
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bodily insignificance and Blanche’s corporeality with her choice of mediums. Jane’s black-

and-white, chalk self-portrait might contain each “defect” and “harsh line” in her visage, yet 

it will lack the durability and complexity of Blanche’s portrait, which she paints on a piece of 

smooth ivory with multifaceted colors and tints. Jane speaks briefly and in general terms of 

her intention to sketch her own “picture,” yet she delineates the various parts of Blanche’s 

body she will represent in paint: her “lineaments, “Grecian neck and bust” (evoking the 

solidity of sculpture), her “round and dazzling arm,” her “delicate hand,” her jewels (once 

again, a solid, carefully-chiselled medium), the lace and satin Blanche wears. Feature by 

feature, as she paints Blanche’s miniature, Jane uses her artistry to reinforce the contrast 

between Blanche’s elite, admired position within society and her humble one. 

In contrast to this temporary setback in Jane’s artistic vision, the two scenes of 

portraiture that occur later in the novel—Jane’s sketch of Rochester and her portrait of 

Rosamond Oliver—mark a noteworthy turn because Jane adopts a conventionally male 

pleasure in viewing the model of her art and a conventionally male ownership of the scene of 

artistic production. The portrait Jane sketches of Rochester during her visit to her aunt’s 

deathbed at Gateshead is anticipated by earlier scenes at Thornfield in which she takes 

pleasure in gazing at him. When the Ingrams and other members of the gentry come to visit 

Thornfield, Jane describes taking a place in the drawing room where she can remain hidden: 

“I sit in the shade . . . the window-curtain half hides me.”80 Rochester enters the room last, 

and Jane, feeling secure in her ability to see without being seen, relishes the sight of the man 

she now realizes she loves:  

 
80 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 251. 
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No sooner did I see that his attention was riveted on them, and that I might gaze 
without being observed, than my eyes were drawn involuntarily to his face; I could 
not keep their lids under control: they would rise, and the irids would fix on him. I 
looked, and had an acute pleasure in looking,—a precious yet poignant pleasure; pure 
gold, with a steely point of agony: a pleasure like what the thirst-perishing man might 
feel who knows the well to which he has crept is poisoned, yet stoops and drinks 
divine draughts nevertheless.81 
 

Here Jane overestimates her powers of rendering herself invisible, as she learns during their 

engagement when Rochester describes his close observation of her dating back to their first 

meeting in Hay Lane. However, she boldly seizes ownership of the gaze here and in other 

scenes moving forward. Even if Rochester is not the passive object of viewing she imagines 

him to be, she is undeniably an active gazer taking pleasure—even sexual pleasure—in what 

she sees. Moreover, the analogy she uses to capture her pain identifies her with a male-

gendered person suffering from thirst, as she experiences the bittersweet pleasure of a thirsty 

“man” who drinks from a poisoned well. 

When she sketches Rochester’s face at Gateshead, Jane continues to demonstrate 

ownership of the gaze. In contrast to her portrait of Blanche, she takes delight this time not 

only in the artistic process and the quality of the art, but also and predominantly in the object 

itself. After tracing Rochester’s “broad and prominent forehead,” she reflects that “that 

contour gave [her] pleasure”; she takes keen delight in drawing his large, lustrous eyes; and 

after finishing her sketch, she observes, “There, I had a friend’s face under my gaze: and 

what did it signify that those young ladies [Eliza and Georgiana Reed] turned their backs on 

me?”82 In contrast with her forced use of her artistic skill to reinscribe societal conventions in 

 
81 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 252. 
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her portrait of Blanche Ingram, here Jane uses her artistic skill to nourish her love for 

Rochester, a love that flouts societal convention. Moreover, the portrait further liberates her 

from societal snobbery by releasing her from concern about the Reed sisters’ rejection of her. 

Jane’s production of Rosamond Oliver’s portrait during her time at Moor House 

marks the novel’s final extended scene featuring Jane’s visual art. Once again, Jane 

demonstrates forceful agency with her sight, taking pleasure in Rosamond as a beautiful 

object for her art (see fig. 3 for Brontë’s watercolor portrait of her sister Anne, which may 

have afforded Brontë a similar sense of delight). Scholars have given surprisingly little 

attention to this scene, given the entire chapter of text devoted to it. Two of the most 

thorough discussions of Rosamond’s portrait offer sharply divergent interpretations of the 

scene and its ramifications for Jane’s agency. Marjorie Garson reads the painting as the 

“most problematic” of Jane’s paintings because of its relegation of Jane, as artist and subject, 

to the role of a plain woman artist in contrast to her beautiful object.83 Ultimately, Rosamond 

is the “charmingly attractive lady” that Jane deserves to be but never will.84 Maria Loannou 

argues that Jane identifies with Rosamond, blurring the line between artistic subject and 

object—“in making the portrait, Jane identifies with Rosamond; in an all-important way, she  

 

 
83 Marjorie Garson, Moral Taste: Aesthetics, Subjectivity and Social Power in the 
Nineteenth-Century Novel (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 257. She suggests 
that Rosamond Oliver finally represents the “missing middle” in the realm of possible 
women’s roles: a woman who is naturally beautiful and the recipient of “elegant costume” 
from a male patron, or in simple terms, a woman who is both beautiful and privileged. 
Garson contends that Jane positions herself in relationship to Rosamond as an “Eliza” figure: 
“Jane constructs a tableau (plain woman artist painting gorgeous lady) that is just as 
polarized, just as moralized, as her pair of miniatures [of Blanche and herself]” (page 263). 
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is Rosamond—a young woman who knows her worth and is determined to have love in her 

life”—and affirming Jane’s valuation of sexual love.85 

In contrast with Garson and Loannou, I contend that Jane positions herself in this 

scene not as a plain woman artist or as a sexualized woman painter who identifies with her 

 
85 Maria Loannou, “‘A Brilliancy of Their Own’: Female Art, Beauty and Sexuality in 
Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre,” Brontë Studies: The Journal of the Brontë Society 43, no. 4 
(2018): 323–34, at 330, https://doi.org/10.1080/14748932.2018.1502993. 

Figure 3. Charlotte Brontë, Portrait of Anne Brontë, watercolor, June 17, 1834. 
Courtesy of The Brontë Society. 
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beautiful art object, but rather as an artist with conventionally male sight and privilege—

privilege that extends beyond the canvas to adopting “male” agency in her conversation with 

St. John. When Jane first meets Rosamond, she simultaneously views Rosamond through St. 

John’s eyes and through the eyes of an artist. Jane’s narrative language suggests that to St. 

John, Rosamond appears as a beautiful angel, if not a bride: “A vision, as it seemed to me, 

had risen at his side. There appeared, within three feet of him, a form clad in pure white . . . 

and when . . . it lifted up its head, and threw back a long veil, there bloomed under his glance 

a face of perfect beauty.”86 As Jane continues her description of Rosamond, her focus shifts 

from how Rosamond must appear to St. John, to how Rosamond appears to her own artistic 

eye. Jane illustrates that Rosamond’s beauty is without defect by detailing her “eyes shaped 

and coloured as we see them in lovely pictures,” her “pencilled brow,” and her “white, 

smooth forehead, which adds such repose to the livelier beauties of tint and ray.”87 Jane 

exercises her artistic and visual agency not only through her evaluation of Rosamond’s 

appearance, but also through her omniscient assessment of John and Rosamond’s 

interactions. Her vision adopts a wide lens as she watches St. John while he, in turn, watches 

Rosamond: “I saw his solemn eye melt with sudden fire, and flicker with resistless emotion. 

Flushed and kindled thus, he looked nearly as beautiful for a man as she for a woman.”88 

Jane, having temporarily put her own passions on hold because of her separation from 

Rochester, takes on an observer’s role that is at once objective in her artist’s appreciation for 

 
86 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 458. 
 
87 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 458. 
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beauty and personal in her sisterly attempt to help St. John find happiness by acting on his 

sexual desires. What is more, her description of St. John as “flushed” and “beautiful” 

feminizes him, casting Jane’s masculine qualities in sharp relief. 

When Rosamond asks Jane to paint her portrait in the following chapter, Jane 

acquiesces, narrating that she “felt a thrill of artist-delight at the idea of copying from so 

perfect and radiant a model.”89 Here Jane adopts a conventionally male position in the 

artist/muse relationship and in self-identifying as an artist (a woman might paint, or sketch, 

or draw as an amateur, but she could not “be” an artist).90 As Jane begins to sketch her 

subject, her description of Rosamond has suggestively voyeuristic connotations: “She had 

then on a dark-blue silk dress; her arms and her neck were bare; her only ornament was her 

chestnut tresses, which waved over her shoulders with all the wild grace of natural curls.”91 

As Jane works on the portrait some days later in the privacy of her cottage, however, she 

assumes detached language, using the impersonal article “the” in place of the feminized 

pronoun “her”: “The head was finished already: there was but the background to tint and the 

drapery to shade off; a touch of carmine, too, to add to the ripe lips—a soft curl here and 

there to the tresses—a deeper tinge to the shadow of the lash under the azured eyelid.”92 This 

 
89 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 465. 
 
90 See Pamela Gerrish Nunn, Victorian Women Artists (London: Women’s Press Limited, 
1987), 21-22. Nunn cites periodical press discourse to illustrate the societal ideology that 
women lacked the “genius” to be truly creative. This contributed to the frequent use of terms 
such as “the fair artist” and “the gentle painter” to distinguish women producing (inferior) art 
from the implicitly male “artists” and “painters.” 
 
91 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 465. 
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detached language illustrates Jane’s professional and systematic approach to her artistic 

process. In this moment of artistic concentration, St. John arrives at the cottage, and Jane has 

her perfect opportunity to use her artwork to excite his own voyeuristic desires. 

Jane maintains control visually, spatially, and conversationally in the remainder of 

chapter 32 as she tempts St. John with her offer to paint a replica of Rosamond’s portrait for 

him. As in the previous chapter, she gazes upon St. John while he gazes upon Rosamond (in 

this case, upon her portrait). Jane commands him to sit—“Take a chair, Mr. Rivers”93—and 

although he initially claims he cannot stay, he soon takes a seat. Jane’s management of the 

scene is spatially represented by her standing behind his chair as she prods him to discuss his 

repressed attraction to Rosamond. When Jane directly observes to St. John that he “trembles 

and becomes flushed” when Rosamond visits the school, Jane notes St. John’s surprised 

countenance; he “had not imagined that a woman would dare to speak so to a man.”94 Rather 

than recoil at Jane’s masculine behavior, St. John observes, “You are original . . . and not 

timid. There is something brave in your spirit, as well as penetrating in your eye.”95 In this 

scene, St. John is impressed by Jane’s originality just as Rochester was upon examining her 

watercolor paintings at Thornfield. In this case, it is not the artwork itself that strikes St. John 

as original; in fact, Rosamond’s portrait, unlike Jane’s surrealist landscapes and portraits of 

Blanche and Rochester (both absent objects), is directly painted from a model. Rather, St. 

John observes Jane’s originality through her powers of discernment and her bold expression. 

 
93 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 471. 
 
94 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 471. 
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It is these qualities that provoke him to tell her, “Though you have a man’s vigorous brain, 

you have a woman’s heart.”96 

Even as St. John observes Jane’s originality, brave spirit, and penetrating eye, he 

becomes the most significant threat to each of these qualities. Jane’s spiritual vision and 

artistry face a final crucible in the form of St. John’s surveilling eyes; in his manipulative 

insistence that, “formed for labour, not for love,” Jane should surrender her own passions on 

the altar of his missionary project in India by serving alongside him as his wife.97 While St. 

John stands apart from the early coldness Jane experienced from Aunt Reed and Brocklehurst 

in important ways—most importantly, he embraces Jane as family—he poses a more 

insidious threat to her on every level: physically, by urging her to an environment that 

readers are led to believe will kill her frail constitution; emotionally, by disconnecting her 

once and for all from Rochester (and any hope of romantic love); and spiritually, by forcing 

her to keep the “fire of [her] nature” at bay.98 

As with Mrs. Reed and Brocklehurst, Brontë emphasizes St. John’s formidable 

surveillance and threat to Jane’s well-being through the motif of eyesight. When Jane first 

meets the Rivers family, she observes that “St. John’s eyes, though clear in a literal sense, in 

a figurative one were difficult to fathom. He seemed to use them rather as instruments to 

search other people’s thoughts, than as agents to reveal his own.”99 As St. John considers 
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Jane’s suitability as a helpmate for missionary work, she notices his increasing watchfulness. 

While working on her reading and translation at the Moor House one afternoon alone with St. 

John, she finds herself “under the influence of the ever-watchful blue eye.”100 Just before 

proposing to her, St. John confesses, “I have watched you ever since we first met; I have 

made you my study for ten months.”101 St. John’s gaze hardens as Jane refuses his proposal, 

until she observes, “To me, he was in reality become no longer flesh, but marble; his eye was 

a cold, bright, blue gem; his tongue a speaking instrument—nothing more.”102 

Supplementing descriptions St. John’s icy blue gaze, comparisons to marble and ice 

noticeably contrast the recurring association of Rochester (and also Bertha and Jane) with 

fire (warmth, passion, movement), and they parallel the previously discussed corporeality 

assigned to Blanche as a representation of societal forces threatening Jane and Rochester’s 

union. If Blanche represents society’s materialism and snobbish class divisions, St. John 

represents the use of religion as an instrument of oppression and control. As Amanda Witt 

states, “Jane fears that St. John’s gaze is the gaze of God’s prophet, which she cannot in good 

conscience reject.”103 Like Brocklehurst before him, but more dangerously interweaving 

spiritual manipulation with familial kindness, St. John bears down with a suppressive gaze in 

the name of religion.  

 
100 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 495. 
 
101 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 502. 
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103 Amanda B. Witt, “‘I Read It in Your Eye’: Spiritual Vision in Jane Eyre,” Victorian 
Newsletter 85 (1994): 29–34, at 33, https://www.wku.edu/victorian/past_issues_-_1952-
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Jane’s acute sight suffers under St. John’s gaze and manipulation, leading her to a 

near breaking point as, one evening after a peaceful family dinner, she finds herself on the 

brink of succumbing to his pleas. “The dim room was full of visions,” Jane narrates—a 

confusion bolstered by St. John’s unusual gentleness of manner as he embraces her and 

places his hand on her head.104 Still, Jane fights against her “inward dimness of vision, before 

which clouds yet rolled”; and, praying for divine guidance, her internal conflict comes to a 

climax as she miraculously hears Rochester crying to her for help.105 By persisting despite 

the dimming of her vision, seeking spiritual illumination, and following Rochester’s voice, 

Jane once and for all defies the legacy of surveilling eyes initiated by Mrs. Reed and 

resurrected in St. John. This triumph of Jane’s spiritual vision places her in a position to 

achieve fulfillment both as an artist and as a person in love. 

In a novel with prolific references to eyes, vision, and gazing, what does it signify 

that Jane returns to Thornfield to find her lover is blind? Early feminist readings of 

Rochester’s blindness interpreted it as a sign of male castration—a leveling of male sexual 

power that placed Rochester and Jane on an equal plane.106 Others have argued that 

 
104 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 519. 
 
105 Brontë, Jane Eyre, 519. 
 
106 Gilbert and Gubar summarize this train of scholarship in Madwoman in the Attic: “Many 
critics . . . have seen Rochester’s injuries as a ‘symbolic castration,’ a punishment for his 
early profligacy and a sign that Charlotte Brontë (as well as Jane herself), fearing male sexual 
power, can only imagine marriage as a union with a diminished Samson.” See Sandra M. 
Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the 
Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 368. 
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Rochester’s blindness serves as a punishment for his deception toward Jane,107 an argument 

that is fairly warranted by Rochester’s own claim, “Divine justice pursued its course . . . His 

chastisements are mighty; and one smote me which has humbled me for ever.”108 Careful 

attention to Brontë’s biographical experiences and perspectives,109 however, should influence 

us to read Rochester’s blinding less as a punitive, heavy-handed measure and more as a 

realistic reflection of Brontë’s lived experiences, a tool of redemption, and a facilitator of 

Jane’s artistic production.  

Charlotte tended to her father Patrick Brontë’s needs as he endured near-blindness 

from cataracts from the early 1840s until he had them surgically removed in 1846,110 an 

experience that likely fed her portrayal of Jane tending to Rochester after his blinding. 

Additionally, as previously mentioned, Gaskell identifies Charlotte’s own shortsighted vision 

as a key factor in her choice to abandon visual art to pursue literary art. Charlotte’s firsthand 

experiences with blindness as something that hindered the well-intentioned efforts of her 

 
107 Essaka Joshue provides a concise yet informative overview of scholarly interpretations of 
Rochester’s blindness from the early 1970s until his article’s 2012 publication. See Essaka 
Joshue, “‘I Began to See’: Biblical Models of Disability in Jane Eyre,” Brontë Studies: The 
Journal of the Brontë Society 37, no. 4 (2012): 286–91, at 288, 
https://doi.org/10.1179/1474893212Z.00000000033. 
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109 For a helpful discussion of Brontë’s experiences with impaired vision and her knowledge 
of contemporary discourse surrounding vision, see Heather Tilley, “Blindness, Gender and 
Autobiography: Reading and Writing the Self in Jane Eyre, Aurora Leigh, and The Life of 
Charlotte Brontë,” in Blindness and Writing: From Wordsworth to Gissing (Cambridge, 
United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 123–51. 
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father to fulfill his duties as a reverend and her own efforts to earn a much-needed income as 

a painter would likely foster an empathetic dramatization of the condition in her fiction. 

Additionally, when considering Charlotte’s piety, a knowledge of Christian theology 

and its representation in the text of Jane Eyre supports a reading of Rochester’s blinding as 

an instrument of redemption. Essaka Joshue argues that Brontë’s presentation of Rochester’s 

blindness takes inspiration from John 9, in which Jesus specifically “dissociates blindness 

from sin.”111 Biblical allusions such as these, Joshua argues, “point to a non-punitive 

understanding of disability that provides a strong basis for understanding of Edward’s 

disabilities not as a divine punishment, but as a sign that he is righteous.”112 Joshue’s reading 

is supported by Rochester’s dialogue when he explains to Jane following their re-engagement 

that he has come to recognize his own pride, to understand that he would have “sullied [his] 

innocent flower” if he committed bigamy by marrying Jane, and to exercise prayer and 

thanksgiving to God.113 Rochester, having experienced spiritual redemption, is now fit to be 

united with Jane—who, though previously blinded by her “idolatrous” love for Rochester,114 

had sacrificed her love for him to obey her religious convictions when she escaped to the 

moors after their failed wedding.  

 A more provocative reading of Rochester’s blindness emerges if we consider that 

Brontë would have been familiar, too, with the archetype of the blind poet, and particularly 
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with the life and writings of John Milton. She grew up as an avid reader at a time when 

readers not only devoured Milton’s works but also had “a huge fascination with his life, 

marriage, blindness and his troubled relationship with his daughters”;115 when Milton was 

“regularly invoked as a famous example of the dangers of literary pursuits upon the eyes.”116 

In a paper presented at a Brontë Society conference in Haworth in September 2006, Ian M. 

Emberson affectionately describes having visited the Brontë Parsonage Library and having 

held Charlotte’s copy of Paradise Lost in his hands.117 Emberson details the evidence of her 

interaction with Milton’s epic: the “C. Brontë” written on the title page, her “sparse 

annotations,” and—an indication of her “very thorough knowledge of the poem”—a number 

of corrections she made to printing errors throughout the text.118 Admittedly, references to 

Milton in Brontë’s nonfiction texts are few. In a letter to Ellen Nussey in 1834, Brontë lists 

Milton first in a catalogue of poets her friend should read: “If you like poetry, let it be first-

rate: Milton, Shakespeare, Thomson . . .”119 In a letter narrating a frightening experience on 
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her honeymoon in Ireland, Brontë recites the line “a very grim phantom came on us” from 

Paradise Lost to dramatize her fear.120 

Brontë’s most provocative reference to Milton occurs in her 1849 novel Shirley. 

Shirley, speaking with her friend Caroline, asserts that Milton—despite properly “seeing” 

Satan, sin, death, and angels—failed to “see” Eve: 

Milton was great; but was he good? His brain was right; how was his heart? He saw 
heaven; he looked down on hell. He saw Satan, and Sin his daughter, and Death their 
horrible offspring. Angels serried before him their battalions; the long lines of 
adamantine shields flashed back on his blind eyeballs the unutterable splendour of 
heaven. Devils gathered their legions in his sight; their dim, discrowned, and 
tarnished armies passed rank and file before him. Milton tried to see the first woman; 
but, Cary, he saw her not.121 
 

Shirley satirically speculates that Milton may have seen, instead, his own cook, and she 

expresses her wish to remind him “that the first men of the earth were Titans, and that Eve 

was their mother.”122 Shirley then tells Caroline of her vision of a “woman-Titan” out on the 

hills—a god(dess) who, though feminized with descriptions of her spreading robe, veil, and 

breast, is granted godlike (and, in a Victorian cultural context, masculine) qualities through 

descriptions of her veil being “white as an avalanche” and framed with “arabesques of 

lightning frame,” her large stature, and her “mighty hands.”123 By alluding to the Titans, half 

 
120 Letter from Charlotte Brontë to Catherine Winkworth, in The Letters of Charlotte Brontë, 
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of whom were female, Brontë not only challenges Milton’s presentation of woman as weak 

but also challenges the dichotomous association of godlike authority with masculinity. 

Scholarly discussions of Brontë’s relationship to Milton have often read her works as 

containing feminist attacks on, or revisions of, Milton. Gilbert and Gubar suggest that with 

the Shirley passage, Brontë “specifically attacked the Miltonic cosmology, within whose 

baleful context she saw both her female protagonists sickening, orphaned and starved by a 

male-dominated society.”124 Clay Daniel argues that the novel “rewrites Adam and Eve’s 

relationship in Paradise Lost, developing the “heretical, unsettling notion of a redemptive 

woman”; however, he argues, this feminist messaging is tempered by Jane being contained in 

“domestic sphere” at end of novel.125 Robin St. John Conover places the Miltonic symbols 

within Jane’s watercolor tryptic in context of her overall argument that Jane functions as a 

“revisionist Eve” whose reunification with a blind Rochester in the novel’s ending “reveals a 

reversal of the traditional roles found in both Milton and Genesis.”126 I suggest, however, that 

if we consider Brontë’s reverence for masculine authorship, her own “masculine” powers as 

a literary artist, and the increasingly masculine agency she gives Jane throughout Jane Eyre, 

her intention seems to be less to advance a reversal of gender roles in Paradise Lost than to 

problematize the gendered labels ascribed to poet/muse and subject/object. In a kaleidoscopic 

mingling of Milton’s own situation, a blinded (and male) Rochester relies on a fully sighted 
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(and female) artist not only to tend to his bodily needs but also—and more importantly—to 

see, speak, and create for both of them.  

The resolution at the end of Jane Eyre is not to a conflict predicated on binary 

oppositions but rather to the conflict of Jane’s increasingly unstable gender identification, 

which is finally allowed to merge into a single being (signified by her marriage to Rochester) 

and source of artistic production. In the end, Brontë diminishes the significance of gender 

distinctions by emphasizing the complete union of Jane and Rochester. Alluding to Genesis 

2:23,127 Jane characterizes their union as a complete fusion of their bodies and souls: 

I have now been married ten years . . . No woman was ever nearer to her mate than I 
am: ever more absolutely bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh. I know no weariness 
of my Edward’s society: he knows none of mine, any more than we each do of the 
pulsation of the heart that beats in our separate bosoms; consequently, we are ever 
together. To be together is for us to be at once as free as in solitude, as gay as in 
company. We talk, I believe, all day long: to talk to each other is but a more animated 
and an audible thinking.128  
 

This portrait is, on the one hand, a painfully idealistic portrait of marital bliss and has fed 

readings of the novel’s ending as a retreat into domesticity for Jane. On the other hand, the 

unification of Jane and Rochester in the novel’s finale can be read as a relief—the realization 

of an integrated self—for an artist and woman whose vision has always been unusually 

forceful, whose brain has always been unusually active, whose creative powers have always 

been unusually sharp. 

Jane’s vision, artistry, and romantic passion culminate in her fictitious authorship and 

publication of Jane Eyre: An Autobiography. Parallel to Brontë’s own growth as an artist, 

 
127 In Genesis 2:23 (KJV), Adam says “This is now bone of my bones / And flesh of my 
flesh” after God creates Eve as a partner for him. 
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Jane’s artistic journey has taken her from dabbling in fanciful watercolor paintings, to 

producing miniature portraits, to finding success as a literary author. The eighteen-year-old 

governess who once bemoaned the absence of “incident, life, fire, feeling”129—experiences 

which would help her finish her tales—has found them. 

 
Aurora Leigh: Poet with “Double Vision” 

 
In the dedication of her 1856 epic poem Aurora Leigh, Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

claims that the book conveys her “highest convictions upon Life and Art.”130 Divided into 

nine books and defying easy classification—part epic, novel, and Künstlerroman—Aurora 

Leigh follows its eponymous heroine as she leaves her childhood home in Italy, is raised by 

her spinster aunt in the English countryside after being orphaned, and leaves for London to 

pursue her ambition of being a poet. Like Jane Eyre, Aurora Leigh uses first-person narration 

as a vehicle for her artistic vision—vision she shows a proclivity for in early childhood, 

develops into spiritual maturation despite the surveilling eyes surrounding her in 

adolescence, and ultimately manifests both in the poetic masterpiece that brings spiritual 

illumination to the man she loves (Romney) and in the authorship of Aurora Leigh. 

Much as Jane’s perusal of Bewick’s History of British Birds stirs visions of the 

supernatural in the opening chapter of Jane Eyre, Aurora demonstrates her proclivity for 

seeing beyond the material world in Book 1 through her perceptions of a posthumous 

painting of her Florentine mother, who died when Aurora was four years old. Amid the 
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silence of the mountain home in Italy she shares with her widowed father and their servant 

Assunta, the portrait of her dead mother is occasionally “made alive” by light cast from the 

fireplace on the wall.131 At the insistence of an Italian maid, her mother was painted not in an 

English shroud but rather in a silk brocade she had worn to the Pitti Palace. For Aurora, the 

contrast between the “swan-like supernatural white life” of her mother and the “red stiff silk” 

of the brocade that fails to contain that life provokes fascination:132 

             . . . I, a little child, would crouch 
For hours upon the floor, with knees drawn up, 
And gaze across them, half in terror, half 
In adoration, at the picture there,—133 
 

Aurora describes staring at the portrait until her thoughts “went wandering beyond sight,” or 

beyond her physical environment.134 Much like Jane’s, Aurora’s early spiritual vision is 

infiltrated by darkness, which seems to channel the grief she feels at her mother’s death—or 

perhaps does not feel, but rather projects in her convoluted visions as the “mystic” female 

beings she has read, heard, or dreamed about usurp her mother’s face: 

    . . . And as I grew 
In years, I mixed, confused, unconsciously, 
Whatever I last read or heard or dreamed, 
Abhorrent, admirable, beautiful, 
Pathetical, or ghastly, or grotesque, 
With still that face . . . which did not therefore change, 
But kept the mystic level of all forms 
And fears and admirations; was by turns 
Ghost, fiend, and angel, fairy, witch, and sprite,— 
A dauntless Muse who eyes a dreadful Fate, 
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A loving Psyche who loses sight of Love, 
A still Medusa, with mild milky brows 
All curdled and all clothed upon with snakes 
Whose slime falls fast as sweat will; or, anon, 
Our Lady of the Passion, stabbed with swords 
Where the Babe sucked; or, Lamia in her first 
Moonlighted pallor, ere she shrunk and blinked, 
And, shuddering, wriggled down to the unclean; 
Or, my own mother, leaving her last smile 
In her last kiss, upon the baby-mouth 
My father pushed down on the bed for that,— 
Or my dead mother, without smile or kiss, 
Buried at Florence.135 
 

In the progression of female mythological figures whose faces Aurora sees merge with her 

mothers in the portrait, she turns with her last two comparisons to Mary and Lamia, both 

mother figures who experience violent separation from their children. In a brutal image not 

typically pictured in historic images of the radiant Madonna and child, Aurora imagines 

Mary’s breasts being “stabbed with swords” before imagining Lamia, a child-devouring 

monster in Greek mythology. Immediately thereafter, Aurora ends her musings with the 

initial point of departure: her mother. She imagines two scenarios: one intimate, with her 

mother leaving a final kiss upon Aurora’s mouth before dying, and the other cold, with her 

mother dying “without smile or kiss” and being straightforwardly buried. Both scenarios 

result in Aurora’s separation from her mother—a separation that has caused Aurora’s vision 

to be flooded with a strange mingling of supernatural beings and narratives. 

 In addition to exposing anxieties regarding her mother’s death, Aurora’s perception of 

the portrait reflects her troubled attitude toward womanhood itself. When they helped restore 

Aurora Leigh to the literary canon in the 1970s, Gilbert and Gubar claimed that the female 
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forms in Aurora’s mother’s painting are the “male-defined masks” that Aurora is “fated to 

inhabit” and that, moreover, “inevitably inhabit her, altering her vision.”136 Since then, critics 

have argued that the faces Aurora sees are embodied by various women characters in the 

novel;137 some have observed that by negating her identification with these women, Aurora 

progressively finds her identity as a woman and poet.138 The scene is significant in 

illustrating both the imaginative powers of Aurora’s vision and her need to forge her own 

creative self in a manner that will avoid filling typecast female roles from classical and 

Christian mythology. It also visually places Aurora outside of the frame—a position she will 

maintain consistently throughout the novel both physically (in comparison women featured 

in portraiture, such as Kate Ward and Lady Maud) and figuratively (in comparison to women 

who are noticeably objects of the male gaze, such as the aristocratic beauty Lady Waldemar). 

 When her father’s death leaves her orphaned at thirteen years old, Aurora leaves for 

his home country of England, where she is taken in by her Medusa-like, stony-eyed aunt. 

 
136 Gilbert and Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic, 19. 
 
137 Helen Cooper, for example, reads Lady Waldemar as both Medusa and Lamia, and 
Marian as Psyche. Joyce Zonana, in contrast, reads Aurora’s aunt as a “deadening Medusa,” 
Lady Waldemar as a “threatening Lamia,” and Marian as a “suffering Madonna.” See Helen 
Cooper, Elizabeth Barrett Browning: Woman and Artist (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Caroline Press, 1988), 156, and Joyce Zonana, “The Embodied Muse: Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning’s Aurora Leigh and Feminist Poetics,” Tulsa Studied in Literature 8, no. 2 (1989): 
241-62, at 250, https://doi.org/10.2307/463737. 
 
138 Dolores Rosenblum claims, “The face . . . is a phantasmagoria of all the projections of 
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must resist/tear herself away from this “transfixing face” to successfully develop her “poet-
self.” Helen Cooper, likewise, claims that Aurora must “test these representations against her 
own experience.” See Dolores Rosenblum, “Face to Face: Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s 
‘Aurora Leigh’ and Nineteenth-Century Poetry,” Victorian Studies 26, no. 3 (1983): 321-38, 
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Aurora metaphorically describes herself as a “wild bird scarcely fledged” who is brought to 

the cage of a woman who has “lived / A sort of cage-bird life.”139 In response to Aurora’s 

initial embrace, the aunt holds Aurora at arm’s length and wields her gaze with violence: 

“[W]ith two grey-steel naked-bladed eyes / [she] searched through my face,—ay, stabbed it 

through and through.”140 The aunt’s displeasure with Aurora stems from resentment that 

Aurora’s mother seduced Aurora’s father away from his home country of England; over time, 

that displeasure grows as Aurora’s spirit pushes against the bars of the “cage” she now 

inhabits. Much as an orphaned Jane Eyre had to contend with the punitive gaze of Aunt 

Reed, Aurora must confront her aunt’s cruel gaze to grow as a woman and an artist rather 

than allow her bird’s wings to lie dormant. 

 Aurora finds freedom and growth through nature and books. She looks, feels, and 

listens to nature from her window in her room in the early morning before anyone else 

wakes: “. . . I wakened, opened wide / The window and my soul, and let the airs / And 

outdoor sights sweep gradual gospels in, / Regenerating what I was.”141 Tempted to further 

delights, Aurora spends the early mornings outdoors, escaping to “wander on the hills an 

hour or two” and returning home again “before the house should stir.”142 Back in her room, 

Aurora reads her father’s books voraciously, discovering “the world” in his diverse library, 
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then finding literature that both sets her soul aflame and inspires her vocation: the poets. 

Aurora’s sensitive spiritual core comes alive as she reads poetry for the first time: 

           As the earth 
 Plunges in fury, when the internal fires 
 Have reached and pricked her heart, and, throwing flat 
 The marts and temples, the triumphal gates 
 And towers of observation, clears herself 
 To elemental freedom—thus, my soul, 
 At poetry’s divine first finger-touch, 
 Let go conventions and sprang up surprised, 
 Convicted of the great eternities 
 Before two worlds.143  
 
Upon her first encounter with poetry, Aurora associates it with the divine, with freedom, with 

eternity; she recognizes poets as “the only truth-tellers now left to God” and poetry as a 

passionate pursuit of “truth / Beyond these senses!”.144 Having found a medium suited to her 

imagination, passion, and spirituality, Aurora begins writing. And so, Aurora the Poet is 

born. “I lived, those days, / And wrote because I lived”—for Aurora, authoring poetry (which 

she freely admits is mediocre at this point) is a natural expression of her being.145 

 As Aurora’s spirit thrives, she fails to hide her growth from her aunt: “I could not 

hide / My quickening inner life from those at watch. / . . . My father’s sister started when she 

caught / My soul agaze in my eyes.”146 Her aunt attempts to redirect Aurora to typical 

women’s tasks: chores, sewing, reading books appropriate to a young lady. Still Aurora’s 

inner life grows; still Aurora sees her “blue eyes greatening in the looking-glass” as she 
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resolves to “be strong,” to live and “not die.”147 She continues to channel this inner life into 

her poetry, her artistic pursuit putting her on a collision course with the life of conventional 

domesticity her aunt wishes for her. 

 In perhaps the most iconic scene in Aurora Leigh, Aurora’s growth as both woman 

and artist faces a crucible on her twentieth birthday when her cousin Romney Leigh 

interrupts her ceremonial self-crowning early in the morning in the garden. While the mature, 

older Aurora narrating the scene recognizes that on that June morning, “[she] stood / Woman 

and artist,—either incomplete,” the twenty-year-old aspiring poet is “credulous of 

completion.”148 Aurora recognizes that even the “worthiest poets” have remained 

“uncrowned” until their deaths;149 still, she fashions a crown of ivy and places it upon her 

head in “sport, not pride” so that she can “learn the feel of it.”150 Having just fastened the 

wreath upon her head, Aurora turns to find Romney looking at her with disapproval. 

Romney, having found a book of Aurora’s poetry by the stream, dismisses her poetry as 

“witchcraft” before famously denouncing the ability of women to write poetry: 

   —Women as you are, 
 Mere women, personal and passionate, 
 You give us doting mothers, and perfect wives, 
 Sublime Madonnas, and enduring saints! 
 We get no Christ from you,—and verily 
 We shall not get a poet, in my mind.151 
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If the scene in which Rochester evaluates Jane’s portfolio confirms their spiritual connection, 

this heated scene between Romney and Aurora does the opposite. Through the juxtaposition 

of Aurora’s defense of poetry as integral to transforming mankind for the better (“It takes a 

soul / to move a body”)152 and Romney’s defense instead of offering immediate material 

help, Barrett Browning highlights the incompatibility of the two on the cusp of adulthood 

based on their dichotomous commitments, respectively, to the spiritual (via Aurora’s 

investment in poetry) and the material (via Romney’s investment in socialist reform). Even 

as Romney asks for Aurora’s hand in marriage, he expresses his hope that she will work 

alongside him in his philanthropic efforts (“Ah, my sweet, come down, / And hand in hand 

we’ll go where yours shall touch / These victims, one by one!”);153 Aurora, sarcastically 

observing that Romney is already married to his social theory, refuses. Both characters must 

adopt a broader view, as they will much later in the poem, if they are to be reconciled to one 

another and embrace their love for one another. 

 In addition to his dismissal of Aurora’s ability to succeed as a poet and his categorical 

dismissal of women’s potential to be true artists, Romney’s gaze functions with immediate 

power over her body in the scene. Just as Romney surveils women’s roles and art with his 

speech, so his literal vision moves Aurora from being a subject of art (as a poet) to being, 

instead, an art object. When he first views her self-crowning with “grave” eyes and a frown 

twice as grave, Aurora narrates: 

   I stood there fixed,— 
 My arms up, like the caryatid, sole 
 Of some abolished temple, helplessly 
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 Persistent in a gesture which derides 
 A former purpose. Yet my blush was flame, 
 As if from flax, not stone.154 
 
By adopting the posture of a sculpted Greek woman, Aurora accepts the objectivity Romney 

imposes upon her through his stern gaze; as Helen Cooper states, "Romney's appearance 

transformed her from a woman actively crowning herself a poet to an art object for his gaze, 

a transformation to which she acquiesced."155 Aurora’s narration continues to draw attention 

to his eyes and vision; she notes that “the smile died out in his eyes” when he holds up her 

book of poetry to chastise her, then returns when he states that his past observations of her 

suggest she is “not too much / Witch, scholar, poet, dreamer and the rest, / To be a woman 

also.”156 Romney uses his gaze to deprecate Aurora as poet and then to reinscribe her identity 

as a “woman” who, according to his terms, should be willing to lay aside her unfeminine 

pursuit of art to serve alongside him as his wife.  

When Aurora returns to her aunt’s house after refusing Romney’s proposal, Aurora 

continues to face surveilling eyes. Her aunt “[draws] her probing and unscrupulous eyes / 

Right through [Aurora], body and heart” as she calls her foolish for refusing Romney.157 

Aurora is soon freed from this scrutiny by the death of her aunt, upon which occasion, her 

aunt’s “open eyes” are finally left “blank and flat.”158 Released from her aunt’s gaze and 
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rejecting Romney’s renewed proposal in the wake of her aunt’s death, Aurora packs up her 

soiled crown and heads to a place that will allow her independence and relative invisibility to 

pursue her writing: London.  

Given Aurora’s intention to be a professional woman poet in London, surveillance of 

her art is inevitable. As she resumes her narrative in London at the opening of Book 3, three 

years have passed and she is earning a modest income as a writer. Barrett Browning 

dramatizes the surveilling forces in Aurora’s life through the letters she wades through at the 

opening of Book 3: the letters “stare / With red seals from the table.”159 The nine letters 

Aurora opens are notable for their variety. In some cases, Aurora’s (male) critics act as 

surveillants of her writing, requesting that her work meet the demands of the public: Belfair 

calls for a marketable but not too “startling” book, Stokes calls for no abstractions in her 

writing, Jobson recommends more humor. Yet in two cases Aurora is, herself, cast as a 

surveillant of others’ art. When Aurora opens a letter from Vincent Carrington, Romney’s 

painter friend whom Aurora met during her adolescent years, Vincent addresses Aurora by 

stating, “Dear friend, I want good counsel,” then proceeds to ask if he can bring two sketches 

over for her judgment.160 In contrast with the model Vincent has represented as an eroticized 

Danae in his portrait—the letter describes her as “overbold and hot,” her “face / And breasts 

upturned and straining”161—Aurora is invited to share equal footing with Vincent as a friend 

and fellow artist, employing her own gaze to assess the female object in the frame.  
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 Throughout her first few years in London, Aurora’s journey toward maturity as an 

artist is stunted by her need to support herself financially. Forced to cater to a public who 

“blames originalities,” Aurora narrates, “Being but poor, I was constrained, for life, / To 

work with one hand for the booksellers / While working with the other for myself / And 

art.”162 Yet following a dramatic sequence of events in Book 4 that draw us out of Aurora’s 

artistic career and into the Marian/Lady Waldemar plot that will eventually shape the novel’s 

ending, Aurora turns in Book 5 to a prolonged, introspective musing on art and her own 

artistic journey. Provoked (yet again) by Romney to doubt her artistry, Aurora reflects on the 

forms of poetry she has succeeded with and failed to write well. Her musings prod her to 

various realizations of poetic truths: that despite critics’ assertion that the epic was a dusty 

form, heroism exists in every time if a poet is sensitive enough to see it; that poets should 

possess a “double vision”; and that she should allow her spirit to determine her poetic form: 

    Trust the spirit, 
 As sovran nature does, to make the form, 
 For otherwise we only imprison spirit 
 And not embody. Inward evermore 
 To outward,—so in life, and so in art 
 Which still is life.163 
 
Here, in Book 5, Aurora’s spiritual vision reaches a climax in the production of a 

masterpiece—“Behold, at last, a book”164—that secures both literary respect and public 

approval. Aurora’s self-assessment that “what I do, falls short of what I see” echoes Jane’s 
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claim that her three watercolors fail to embody what see sees with her spiritual eye;165  yet 

despite Aurora’s inability to fully represent her inner visions, critics regard the book as a 

work of high art, and unbeknownst to Aurora until the epic’s end, the book enables Romney 

to see spiritual truths. This literary achievement will only be surpassed by her authorship of 

Aurora Leigh after she learns that her spiritual vision must operate hand-in-hand with the 

fulfillment of her heart’s passion and manifests that integration of self in her writing. 

 Following her publication of a respected work of art, Aurora adopts a more 

commanding, and often traditionally male, gaze. This is put on striking display when she 

attends one of Lord Howe’s dinner parties. Aurora gives a detailed sketch of the “lovely” 

appearance of Lady Waldemar, who has sought to make herself sexually attractive in her 

velvet gown: her pearl necklace is lost against her “alabaster shoulders and bare breasts,” and 

Aurora thinks that if Lady Waldemar’s heart were “half as white” as her skin, her breast 

would be “closer covered.”166 After Aurora listens to several men rave about Lady 

Waldemar’s beauty (one of them with a “low carnivorous laugh”),167 Lord Howe approaches 

Aurora with flattery of his own. He acknowledges that the men have been “bold” in Aurora’s 

presence even as he compares his observation of Aurora to a man observing a work of art. 

After dubbing Aurora the “unfavouring Muse,” he says: 

   . . . I’ve watched you half an hour, 
Precisely as I watched the statue called 
A Pallas in the Vatican . . . 
  . . . —intensely calm and sad, 
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As wisdom cut it off from fellowship . . .168 
 

This is not the first time that Aurora has been compared to a female statue, but in contrast to 

her adoption of the posture of a caryatid in front of Romney’s disapproving gaze on her 

twentieth birthday, Aurora chastises Lord Howe: 

. . . my dear Lord Howe, you shall not speak 
To a printing woman who has lost her place 
(The sweet safe corner of the household fire 
Behind the heads of children), compliments, 
As if she were a woman. We who have clipt 
The curls before our eyes, may see at least 
As plain as men do. Speak out, man to man; 
No compliments, beseech you.169 
 

Aurora, having settled into her position as an art subject, no longer instinctively adopts the 

pose of the object in the frame or the sculpture in the observer’s eye. Although she details the 

“glossy braids, / And even voice, and gorgeous eyeballs” of Lord Howe’s wife170 and the 

bare breasts and alabaster skin of Lady Waldemar, and although she offers similarly detailed 

portraits of some of the male guests (she says of Sir Blaise, for example, that “You admire / 

His nose in profile, though you miss his chin”171), we never hear what Aurora herself looks 

like. Throughout Aurora Leigh, Aurora’s acuity of vision corresponds with disregard for her 

own appearance. Here, Aurora’s image of “clipt curls” suggests not only that femininity is 

something to disregard, but even something to discard in order to have clear vision. As Avery 

and Stott state in their analysis of this passage, Aurora’s “claim to a new space” in the 
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conventionally-male corner of the drawing room “is premised on a loss of the feminine . . . 

but also on gain of sight.”172 Removing herself from the position of beautiful object—

clipping her curls—allows Aurora to adopt a wider lens. 

After demonstrating her comfort with wielding her gaze in social settings, Aurora’s 

decision to go abroad distances her from genteel society. In continental Europe, Aurora 

embarks upon the next stage in her growth to maturity as an artist through another 

broadening of her vision. While roaming the streets of Paris, Aurora muses that the art in 

France is “too artful”;173 antithetical to the idealism of France’s poets and artists are the dirty, 

ragged crowds of its poor on the street. In a powerful assertion of willingness not to escape to 

the beauty of the countryside, not to be drawn “backward from the coarse town-sights / To 

count the daisies upon dappled fields,” Aurora declares her intention to look at the coarsest of 

humanity: “I would be bold and bear / To look into the swarthiest face of things, / For God’s 

sake who has made them.”174 After thinking with sorrow on “the hungry beggar-boy / Who 

stares unseen against our [poets’] absent eyes,”175 Aurora recognizes the need for both poets 

and philanthropists to work hand-and-hand: 

   . . . Let us pray 
God’s grace to keep God’s image in repute, 
That so the poet and philanthropist 
(Even I and Romney) may stand side by side, 
Because we both stand face to face with men, 
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Contemplating the people in the rough.176 
 

Conveniently, immediately following her perceived need to embrace humanity with her 

vision, Aurora sees a familiar face in the crowd: Marian Erle, whom Aurora learns—once she 

chases her down—was manipulated by Lady Waldemar into leaving Romney, betrayed by 

Lady Waldemar’s servant, left at a brothel, raped, and impregnated. Discovering that Marian 

now lives in poverty with her baby boy, Aurora—having just imagined partnering her 

prowess as a poet with a philanthropist—has the opportunity to meet Marian’s and her son’s 

needs for shelter and survival. 

 Scholars have said much about Marian’s influence on Aurora’s development—more 

so as a woman than as a poet. Gilbert and Gubar call her “the particular agent of Aurora’s 

education” and provide a laundry list of lessons she teaches Aurora, which shift her focus 

from her vocation as a poet to relational intimacy.177 To understand this shift in Aurora’s 

character development, it is useful to consider the perspective Alison Case offers on the 

structure of Aurora Leigh in her article “Gender and Narration in ‘Aurora Leigh.’”178 Case 

examines the interworking of two “seemingly incompatible plots: a female Künstlerroman 

and a feminine love story, for both of which Aurora serves as heroine/narrator.”179 Within 
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Case’s framework, Books 1-5 primarily trace Aurora’s growth as an artist, culminating in the 

publication of her masterpiece in Book 5. Yet if Aurora’s success as an artist is now “self-

assured,” Case observes, “her emotional state is much more unclear.”180 While I differ with 

Case in her final reading of the novel—she claims that the feminine love story ends with 

“loving self-abnegation” for Aurora as Romney’s wife181—she is spot-on in her reading of 

this critical juncture of the text. As an epic poet, Aurora has reached a pinnacle of 

accomplishment. As a woman, Aurora increasingly betrays her loneliness and her suppressed 

love for Romney.  

Helen Cooper, also attentive to the pivotal narrative shift in Aurora Leigh in Book 6, 

argues that Aurora’s meeting with Marian in Paris prompts a shift from masculine 

identification to rediscovering her womanhood. One impetus for this identification, according 

to Cooper, is Aurora hearing the narrative of Marian’s rape, a narrative which “disrupts 

Aurora’s patriarchal discourse and transforms woman from scorned object to angry 

subject.”182 Cooper offers a series of close readings of passages in which Aurora either 

explicitly or implicitly acknowledges her womanhood; these include Aurora’s statement that 

she clung to Marian with “woman’s passion”183 after hearing of her rape and Aurora’s 

insistence that she and Marian will henceforth be “two mothers” to Marian’s boy.184  I agree 
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with Cooper that Aurora’s process of reconnecting with her “womanly” trait of deeply felt 

passion is significant, as it prods open the door of her heart for Romney to walk through in 

Books 8-9. However, I contend that this identification with womanhood should not be seen 

as a process that overrides Aurora’s identification with masculinity. Even as Aurora allows 

her heart to overflow toward Marian, Marian’s child, and then Romney, she still maintains 

the “masculine” powers of sight and artistry she gained throughout the first section of the 

poem. Her persistent identification with manhood is put on display at the height of her anger 

on Marian’s behalf, as she sits down to pen a letter to Lord Howe that will expose Lady 

Waldemar’s cruel actions: 

    Put away 
This weakness. If, as I have just now said, 
A man’s within me,—let him act himself, 
Ignoring the poor conscious trouble of blood 
That’s called the woman merely. I will write 
Plain words to England . . .185 
 

Aurora’s identification as both woman and man is not separated on a dichotomous line of the 

interpersonal and the vocational (i.e., Marian/Romney and her poetic career); rather, in this 

instance, Aurora acts the part of the “man” in coming to the aid of her sister-daughter-wife 

Marian, weaponizing her artistic skill (writing) on her behalf. Despite her declaration that she 

and Marian will be “two mothers” to Marian’s little boy, in practical terms, she fulfills key 

roles of a nineteenth-century husband: breadwinner and protector. 

 And so the stage is set for Aurora’s final transformation as both an artist and a 

woman—for Barrett Browning suggests that neither is complete without the other. At the 

opening of Book 8, just before Romney’s arrival, Aurora is situated in a position reflective of 
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her development thus far. Back in her mother’s home city of Florence, she is seated on the 

terrace of her villa, which is a tower of “double-observation” over the city of Florence and 

the surrounding mountains.186 She has a view of Marian in the garden below her, a physical 

arrangement that reinforces, again, Aurora as patriarch of their home. We are reminded, once 

more, of the far-reaching vision of Aurora as a poet, even as we are acutely aware of the 

loneliness of Aurora as a woman. The question is whether the Künstlerroman and feminine 

love story can find resolution that will fulfill the needs of both Auroras. 

As Aurora watches the dusky sky, she imagines that the heavens are a sea beckoning 

those who “gaze” the plunge into its waves toward a “sea-king.”187 Aurora’s visualized sea-

king is seductive: He has “a voice of waves, / And treacherous soft eyes, and slippery locks / 

You cannot kiss but you shall bring away / Their salt upon your lips.”188 Dorothy Mermin 

claims that Aurora’s sea-king can be read as an “eroticized mermaid” under Aurora’s 

transfixed gaze, whose identity she transfers to Romney upon his arrival; by referring to 

Romney as a “mermaid” rather than “merman,” Mermin highlights the voyeuristic gender 

reversal taking place.189 In the extended scene that follows, Aurora identifies herself as a 

woman emotionally, yet in relationship to the male gaze, the scene represents an inversion 

from her twentieth birthday ten years prior, when Aurora froze like a caryatid at Romney’s 

disapproving gaze. This time, she compares him to a sculpture: 
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. . . he, the man, appeared 
So pale and patient, like the marble man 
A sculptor puts his personal sadness in 
To join his grandeur of ideal thought,—190 
 

Readers, and Aurora, soon learn that Romney will never reciprocate this gaze—for Romney 

is blind, having lost his vision in a fire at Leigh Hall set by the very people he had tried to 

reform through his socialist endeavors. 

Multiple critics have examined Romney’s blinding in context of the male gaze, 

arguing that his lost vision signifies his inability to objectify Aurora again with his gaze. 

Rosenblum notes that in addition to symbolizing the failure of his materialist vision, 

Romney’s blindness removes him from the “world of appearances” so that Aurora can no 

longer be an “icon of female beauty” to him.191 Cooper similarly notes, “He has become 

object . . . Aurora is no longer the object of the gaze.”192 Angela Leighton connects his lost 

powers of sight to artistic subjectivity and objectivity, observing, “Now it is Romney who is 

the art object, the statue, and Aurora who walks free.”193 It is true that Romney’s blindness 

makes it physically impossible for him to impose an objectifying gaze upon Aurora ever 

again; however, I argue that negating Romney’s gaze was not Barrett Browning’s primary 

intention. Rather, much like Brontë does with her blinding of Rochester in Jane Eyre, Barrett 

Browning draws from her own experiences with and perspectives on blindness, using 
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Romney’s blinding to facilitate physical and spiritual union for Romney and Aurora and to 

consolidate Aurora’s artistic control. 

In her early twenties, Elizabeth Barrett Browning developed a close relationship with 

the blind scholar Hugh Boyd. Boyd—an older, married gentleman who lived close to the 

Barrett family—initiated communication with Elizabeth in the spring of 1826 when, after 

reading her published poem An Essay on Mind, he wrote to express his admiration and to 

suggest a visit.194 Barrett Browning became his student and amanuensis and, over time, 

developed a strong attachment to Boyd. Julia Rodas identifies Barrett Browning’s feelings 

for Boyd as an “obsession” and has argued that Boyd’s blindness sparked erotic attraction for 

Barrett Browning, deriving from the empowerment she experienced by serving as “the only 

mediator between him and the sighted world.”195 Rodas maintains that Barrett Browning’s 

relationship with the blind scholar is integral to understanding her later writings about 

disability and especially blindness; she reads Romney’s blindness as something Aurora 

“fetishizes”;196 as an opportunity for Aurora to “colonize” his blindness and ultimately usurp 

“the voice and authority she once saw as belonging to Hugh Stuart Boyd.”197  

Perhaps even more important to consider than Barrett Browning’s relationship with 

Hugh Boyd is the role that references to sight and blindness played in her correspondence 
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with Robert Browning. Browning was near-sighted in one eye, and blindness frequently 

figures as a signifier of emotional and spiritual intimacy in their letters. In a fervent show of 

her desire to transcend physicality in her relationship with Browning, Elizabeth pleaded in a 

letter to him in July 1846, two months before their marriage: 

. . . and you draw crooked inferences for me, shutting both the eyes . . . the near-
sighted eye and far-sighted eye. Or is it, in that strange sight of yours, that I walk 
between the far and the near objects, in an invisible security? Or is it (which were 
best) that I am too near to be seen even by the near-sighted eye, . . . like a hand 
brought close to the eyelashes, which, for over-closeness, nobody can see? Let me be 
too near to be seen—always too near!—dearest, dearest! Never will I complain that 
you do not see me! Be sure of that, now. 

Once I used to be more uneasy, and to think that I ought to make you see me. 
But Love is better than Sight, and Love will do without Sight.198 

 
Here Barrett Browning longs for Browning to be blind to her so they can experience a more 

complete union. Her plea to be “too near to be seen” underscores her perception that seeing 

one’s lover inflicts separation that is not only physical, but emotional and spiritual, as well. 

Seemingly even more so than Brontë, Barrett Browning was influenced by Milton’s 

biography and by Paradise Lost. She made her reverence for Milton evident early in her 

authorial career in the preface to her 1844 work A Drama of Exile, which picks up at the end 

of the Biblical events in Genesis chapter three and describes the consequences of the Fall. 

Barrett Browning claims with grand deference, “Milton is too high, and I am too low, to 

render it necessary for me to disavow any rash emulation of his divine faculty on his own 

ground . . . I have only attempted, in respect to Milton, what the Greek dramatists achieved 
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lawfully in respect to Homer.”199 Despite this hero worship, Barrett Browning suggests—

much as Brontë does in Shirley—that Milton fell short in his attempt to render Eve’s 

experiences; Barrett Browning expresses her intention to write “with a peculiar reference to 

Eve’s allotted grief, which . . . appeared to [her] imperfectly apprehended hitherto, and more 

expressible by a woman than by a man.”200 Barrett Browning’s complex engagement with 

Milton is manifested in Aurora Leigh through her appropriation of the association of 

Milton’s blindness with spiritual insight and her transformation of Miltonian gender roles. 

If linking Rochester’s blinding to Milton requires speculation on our part, such is not 

the case with Romney’s blinding. In a letter to her sister-in-law in November 1856, Barrett 

Browning distinguished Romney’s blinding from Rochester’s by stating that, in contrast with 

Rochester’s corresponding disfigurement, Romney’s visual nerve “perished as Milton’s did” 

without showing “external stain.”201 Earlier in the letter, Barrett Browning explains the 

necessity of Romney’s blinding to his spiritual illumination: “He had to be blinded, observe, 

to be made to see.”202 Romney’s blinding marks the inverse of Aurora’s epiphany on the 

crowded streets of Paris: just as Aurora needed immersion in the physicality of the human 

experience, so Romney needed immersion in a world without physical form to be stripped of 
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his socialist agenda and to receive the truths in Aurora’s masterpiece. A humbled, blinded 

Romney listened to Aurora’s book, prompting his journey to see her and his figurative 

intention to fasten the garland on her head that he prompted her to remove on her twentieth 

birthday. Romney’s blinding—like Rochester’s—represents not a downfall, but an elevation, 

giving him the spiritual vision that Aurora possessed ten years earlier. 

Romney’s blindness also prompts Aurora to recognize her own blindness concerning 

love, as she is so moved by the revelation of his condition that she can no longer deny her 

passion for him. After he chastises her for being so “peerless” as to imagine he would marry 

Lady Waldemar,203 and after Marian releases Romney from any obligation to her and her 

child, Aurora is finally to be the complete poet and woman she had not yet become on her 

twentieth birthday. The novel’s end is punctuated by kisses, endearments, and a pledge to be 

married, leading some critics to find disappointment in what seems to be a conventional 

ending to a Victorian marriage plot. Gilbert and Gubar read Aurora as becoming a “modest 

bride of Apollo who labors for her glorious blind master.”204 Deirdre David adopts perhaps 

the most cynical tone toward the ending, claiming that the ending reinforces “essentialist 

sexual politics”; given the plan for Aurora to work alongside Romney to “cur[e] the wounded 

social body,” the ending signifies “female art wedded to male socialist politics.”205 This 

interpretation of the ending seemingly ignores Romney’s own multi-page denunciation of 
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Christian socialism and the commitment Aurora and Romney make to find a modest, 

reasonable scope for their work.  

In fact, Aurora Leigh ends triumphantly for both Aurora and for Romney. As Bing 

Shao states, Aurora has found the “ideal combination of art and life, artist and social 

reformer.”206 While Romney suggests that Aurora should “work for two,”207 it is clear that he 

intends for her to do this through her vocation as a poet. Romney is insistent, above all, that 

Aurora continue to exercise her powerful vision:  

Shine out for two, Aurora, and fulfil 
My falling-short that must be! work for two, 
As I, though thus restrained, for two, shall love! 
Gaze on, with inscient vision toward the sun, 
And, from his visceral heat, pluck out the roots 
Of light beyond him. Art’s a service,—mark: 
A silver key is given to thy clasp.208 
 

As his speech continues, Romney describes how Aurora’s “silver key”—her art—will 

transform the lives of “inferior men” by opening a door of human feeling. Like Jane Eyre, 

Aurora’s position as an acutely sighted (female) poet tending to the needs of her blinded 

(male) lover rewrites the narrative of a blind Milton receiving care from his daughters. Like 

Jane, Aurora assumes Miltonic artistic authority, but in Aurora Leigh, the evocation of 

Milton is heightened by Aurora’s use of the epic genre to tell her story.  
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As an expression of her “completion” as both woman and artist, Aurora authors her 

autobiographical epic, Aurora Leigh, outdoing her previous masterpiece by infusing it with 

the love story she was surely unable to craft as the protagonist of Book 5. We now return to 

Book 1, in which Aurora presents the following opening lines as her invocation: 

Of writing many books there is no end; 
And I who have written much in prose and verse 
For others’ uses, will write now for mine,— 
Will write my story for my better self 
As when you paint your portrait for a friend, 
Who keeps it in a drawer and looks at it 
Long after he has ceased to love you, just 
To hold together what he was and is.209 
 

By appealing to the sister art of painting, Aurora shows complete ownership over her artwork 

and herself: she is both subject and object, poet and muse, creator of her autobiography and 

its recipient. Throughout the poem, Aurora, in matters of the heart, identifies herself as a 

woman; in matters of poetic craft, she often identifies herself with male pronouns or 

descriptors. Aurora’s use of male pronouns to frame her own autobiography suggests that she 

has preserved her (male-gendered) artistic persona after her marriage to Romney, and along 

with it, her powers of vision. Her use of the portrait metaphor suggests that, having achieved 

self-realization, she is now comfortable with being in a frame; even though she 

acknowledges the possibility of “ceas[ing] to love” the person in the frame (herself), she 

holds enough self-value to preserve the woman artist who has come into her own. Creating 

this “portrait” through her writing ensures that she will not have her mother’s fate—eyes shut 

in death, trapped in a silk brocade with mythologized women crowding out her identity—but 

will remain intact, an integrated self, Aurora Leigh. 
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Conclusion: Idealizing Androgyny 
 

Between 1804 and 1810 William Blake authored and illustrated the epic poem 

Milton, which describes John Milton returning from heaven and uniting with William Blake 

to undergo a (bizarre) pilgrimage. Early in the poem, Blake describes Milton’s shade looking 

on the land of Israel after his death:  

Then on the verge of Beulah he beheld his own Shadow: 
A mournful form double, hermaphroditic, male & female 
In one wonderful body, and enter’d into it.210 
 

Blake imagines Milton’s experience in the afterlife is one in which the male artist (Milton) 

reunites with the feminine portion of himself. Conversely, in her sonnet “To George Sand: A 

Recognition,” Elizabeth Barrett Browning imagines an afterlife in which the woman artist 

(Sand) enters a state of androgyny. At the poem’s outset, Barrett Browning addresses Sand as 

a woman with a divided identity: “True genius, but true woman!”211 Barrett Browning claims 

that Sand’s attempts to break away her “gauds and armlets worn / By weaker women in 

captivity” are a gesture of “vain denial,”212 for Sand’s uncut, “dishevelled” hair—a metaphor 

for her womanhood—belies her adopted male name.213 After acknowledging a tension 

between the “poet-fire” Sand burns in before the world and the “woman-heart” constantly 

seen through the flame, Barrett Browning concludes by exhorting Sand to press on: “Beat 

 
210 William Blake, Milton (London: A.H. Bullen, 1907), accessed February 4, 2023, 
http://archive.org/details/propheticbooksof00blak, 11. 
 
211 Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Recognition,” in The Collected Poems 
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Poetry Library, 2015), 15, 
line 1. 
 
212 Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Recognition,” lines 2-5. 
 
213 Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Recognition,” lines 7-9. 
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purer, heart, and higher, / Till God unsex thee on the heavenly shore, / Where unincarnate 

spirits purely aspire!”214 Barrett Browning imagines the afterlife as a place in which the 

bodiless spirit is freed from gendered restraints on one’s artistry, passion, and identity.215  

 Like Blake’s Milton and Barrett Browning’s “To George Sand: A Recognition,” Jane 

Eyre and Aurora Leigh recognize that true artistry transcends gender binaries. In Jane Eyre 

and in Aurora Leigh, Brontë and Barrett Browning capitalize on their heroines’ positioning in 

a spiritual realm and on cultural and religious associations of blindness with illumination to 

affirm the woman artist’s adoption of conventionally male sight and artistry. It could be 

argued that the blinding of Rochester and Romney creates a figurative afterlife—that is, it 

strips the woman of the physical and metaphorical weight of being “seen” and grants her the 

advantages of a disembodied existence. (Other aspects of their embodied existence are 

heightened, such as the sensory experience of touch, given the demands of physically caring 

for a blind husband.) The vision Brontë and Barrett Browning cast is radical in that it 

imagines transcendence of gender boundaries and a holistic identity for the woman artist. 

This radicality rests, however, in a Romantic and spiritualized idealism—it hinges on the 

symbolic blinding on the male lover and artistic surveillant. It would be up to later writers to 

 
214 Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Recognition,” lines 10-14. 
 
215 In a letter to Robert Browning on July 4, 1845, Barrett Browning attributed metaphorical 
blindness to Sand, underscoring her association of blindness with insight and artistry. 
Claiming she regards Sand “with infinitely more admiration than all other women of genius 
who are or have been,” Barrett Browning describes Sand as having “noble blind instincts 
toward an ideal purity.” In Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Robert Browning, The Letters of 
Robert Browning and Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, vol. 1 (Project Gutenberg, 20005), 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/16182. 
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depict more realistically and pragmatically the journeys of women artists who, throughout 

the nineteenth century, occupied increasingly visible positions within the art world.
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

MORAL VISION: SYMPATHY, VANITY, AND ART IN MIDDLEMARCH  
AND DANIEL DERONDA 

 

“The fundamental principles of all just thought and beautiful action or creation are the 

same,” George Eliot wrote in The Westminster Review in 1856, “and in making clear to 

ourselves what is best and noblest in art, we are making clear to ourselves what is best and 

noblest in morals.”1 This statement appears in Eliot’s article “Art and Belles Lettres,” which 

opens with a glowing review of Ruskin’s Modern Painters: Volume 3 and articulates Eliot’s 

conflation of art and morality—a conflation made explicit not only in Eliot’s nonfiction 

writing, but also in her novels. Eliot’s fiction abounds with allusions to renowned works of 

art, with fictional artists, and with characters whose relationship to the arts qualifies their 

morality. 

Two of Eliot’s later novels, Middlemarch (1871) and Daniel Deronda (1876), 

benefitted from the full maturity of Eliot’s relationship to visual, musical, and theatrical art: 

from Eliot’s ripened aesthetic theories toward the end of her career, from her exposure to art 

in galleries and performances in England and on the Continent, and from the inspiration she 

received from her interactions with renowned artists, musicians, and actors. In both novels, 

Eliot uses her conflation of art with morality to highlight the moral goodness, or lack thereof, 

 
1 George Eliot, “Art and Belles Lettres,” Westminster Review 65, no. 128 (April 1856): 625-
650, at 626, http://www.proquest.com/britishperiodicals/docview/8007272/citation/ 
BC9CF9F404364513PQ/13. 
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of her characters. Specifically, I will demonstrate how art functions in relationship to the 

paired characters of Dorothea Brooke and Rosamond Vincy in Middlemarch, and Gwendolen 

Harleth and Mirah Lapidoth in Daniel Deronda, to reinforce the moral superiority of 

Dorothea and Mirah. While Dorothea shies away from art and Mirah’s artistry earns her 

recognition as a true musician in the eyes of virtuoso pianist Julius Klesmer, both women are 

aligned with the dynamic and selfless qualities Eliot prized in her favorite art form—music—

and function as an embodiment of its elevating sympathy. In contrast, by treasuring their own 

images, Rosamond and Gwendolen submit to the stasis Eliot found problematic in visual art; 

they choose to occupy the position of art object rather than art subject, each wielding power 

from within her frame but nevertheless imprisoned by its limits. In both novels, Eliot 

suggests the incompatibility of vanity and artistry: A woman who has not only internalized 

the male gaze but who intentionally uses it for self-gratification lacks the ability to “be” an 

artist. A critical first step for a woman artist, in Eliot’s fiction, is to turn away from the mirror 

and look, instead, to the concerns of others.  

 
George Eliot and the Victorian Art World 

 
Eliot had exceptionally broad exposure to visual, musical, and theatrical arts. In his 

1979 work George Eliot and the Visual Arts, Hugh Witemeyer comprehensively documented 

her experiences with and representations of visual arts. In addition to Eliot’s regular visits to 

galleries and exhibitions in London, Eliot paid visits to the finest galleries in Europe during 

trips to the Continent in 1854-55, 1858, 1860, 1864, and 1865.2 She was friends with amateur 

 
2 Hugh Witemeyer, George Eliot and the Visual Arts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1979), 11. 
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painters Cara Bray and Sara Hennell and had a close relationship with Swiss painter 

D’Albert-Durade, strengthened by her five-month residence with his family in 1849-50.3 

Over the years, Eliot and her partner George Lewes visited the studios of numerous artists, 

including Pre-Raphaelite painters Frederic Leighton, William Holman Hunt, Dante Gabriel 

Rossetti, and Edward Burne-Jones.4  

Eliot was also widely read in aesthetic theory. She actively endorsed Ruskin’s views 

on art, which he explicated in his five-volume work Modern Painters, published between 

1843 and 1860, and in other publications. Ruskin famously espoused the Pre-Raphaelite 

credo of painting truth from nature, and Witemeyer credits Ruskin with teaching Eliot “to 

value art as the servant of a greater reality.”5 Yet neither Ruskin nor Eliot advocated a purely 

mimetic realism. In his article “Middlemarch: The Language of Art,” Joseph Wiesenfarth 

explains the significance for Ruskin—as Eliot herself articulated in a review of Ruskin’s 

Edinburgh lectures on architecture and painting in 1854—of not merely “transcribing” the 

artistic subject, but rather “translating” it.6 Rather than simply reproducing an image on a 

canvas, “capturing the soul of nature is for Ruskin a moral act of a moral sensibility.”7 Eliot’s 

views likewise aligned with Ruskin’s in her enthusiasm for Pre-Raphaelite painters; as 

 
3 Witemeyer, George Eliot and the Visual Arts, 14. 
 
4 Witemeyer, George Eliot and the Visual Arts, 10. 
 
5 Witemeyer, George Eliot and the Visual Arts, 171-72. 
 
6 Quoted in Wiesenfarth, “Middlemarch: The Language of Art,” PMLA 97, no. 3 (1982): 
363-77, at 365, https://doi.org/10.2307/462228. 
 
7 Wiesenfarth, “Middlemarch: The Language of Art,” 365. 
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Deborah Nord summarizes, Eliot “was drawn to their naturalism, their focus on human 

relationships, and their infusion of the contemporary with symbolic and spiritual meaning.”8 

Eliot also endorsed the views of German philosopher and art critic Gotthold Ephraim 

Lessing, whose 1767 essay Laocoön: An Essay on the Limits of Painting and Poetry  

delineated the respective advantages and disadvantages of different artistic mediums.9 

According to Lessing, the ancients revered beauty as the “highest law of the plastic arts”; 

sculptors and painters were, therefore, bound to reduce or omit emotions which would cause 

“the ugliest possible contortions of countenance.”10 The sculptor of the famed statue Laocoön 

and His Sons (see fig. 4), for example, needed to restrain Laocoön’s agony in the moment he 

and his sons are killed—strangled by serpents according to Minerva’s command—to 

preserve the impression of beauty on the sculpture’s viewers: 

The master aimed at the highest beauty compatible with the adopted circumstances of 
bodily pain. The latter, in all its disfiguring violence, could not be combined with the 
former; therefore he must reduce it; he must soften shrieks into sighs, not because a 
shriek would have betrayed an ignoble soul, but because it would have produced the 
most hideous contortions of the countenance. For only imagine the mouth of Laocoön 
to be forced open, and then judge! Let him shriek, and look at him! It was a form 
which inspired compassion, for it displayed beauty and pain at once. It has grown into 
an ugly and horrible shape from which we gladly avert our eyes; for the sight of pain  
 
 

 

 
8 Deborah Epstein Nord, “George Eliot and John Everett Millais: The Ethics and Aesthetics 
of Realism,” Victorian Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Social, Political, and 
Cultural Studies 60, no. 3 (Spring 2018): 361–89, at 361, 
https://doi.org/10.2979/victorianstudies.60.3.01. 
 
9 Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Laocoön: An Essay on the Limits of Painting and Poetry, trans. 
Edward Calvert Beasle (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1853), accessed 
November 13, 2021, https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/008700526. 
 
10 Lessing, Laocoön, 11-12. 
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excites annoyance, unless the beauty of the suffering object change that annoyance 
into the sweet feeling of compassion.11 
 

Lessing contrasts the visual representation of Laocoön in the famed sculpture with the 

dramatization of Laocoön’s experiences in the Aeneid, in which Virgil describes Laocoön’s 

shrieking in the context of a larger narrative sequence. By the time readers imagine 

Laocoön’s shriek, Lessing observes, they “already respect [him] as a far-sighted patriot and  

 

  

 
11 Lessing, Laocoön, 13-14.  
 

Figure 4. Laocoön and His Sons, early first century B.C.E.,  
marble, Vatican Museum.  
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affectionate father.”12 Laocoön’s character is defined not by his cries, but rather by a larger 

narrative developed over time. In a brief summation of Lessing’s Laocoön published in the 

Westminster Review in 1856, Eliot praises Lessing for his “masterly distinction between the 

methods of presentation in poetry and the plastic arts,”13 rehearsing and quoting from 

Lessing’s discussion of the Laocoön sculpture. In my discussions of Middlemarch and 

Daniel Deronda, I will discuss Eliot’s engagement with Lessing in scenes from both works. 

As with visual art, Eliot’s intimacy with musical art was strengthened by her 

relationship with both amateur and renowned artists. Eliot and her husband were acquainted 

with the pianists Franz Liszt and Anton Rubenstein, for example, both of whom have been 

suggested as models for Eliot’s construction of the pianist Herr Klesmer in Daniel 

Deronda.14 In comparison with her relationship to visual art, Eliot held a greater reverence 

for music. In a George Eliot memorial lecture delivered at Cambridge University in 1974, 

Gillian Beer stated that whereas Eliot had an “ambivalent” reaction to visual art, she always 

had a “wholehearted” reaction to music.15 Eliot’s preference for music is born out in her 

personal correspondence; in an 1848 letter to John Sibree, for example, she explicitly 

 
12 Lessing, Laocoön, 23. 
 
13 Eliot uses this evaluation of Laocoön to frame her review of a recently published poetry 
volume (Sydney Dobell’s England in Time of War). George Eliot, “Belles Lettres,” 
Westminster Review 66, no. 130 (October 1856): 566-82, at 566, 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015026995889&view=1up&seq=7. 
 
14 Alison Byerly, “‘The Language of the Soul’: George Eliot and Music,” Nineteenth-Century 
Literature 44, no. 1 (1989): 1–17, at 11, https://doi.org/10.2307/3045104. 
 
15 Gillian Beer, “George Eliot Memorial Lecture: ‘Music and the Visual Arts in the Novels of 
George Eliot,’” George Eliot Fellowship Review (1974): 5, 17–19; at 19, 
http://georgeeliotreview.org/items/show/32. 
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declared it to be superior to painting and sculpture: “I agree with you as to the inherent 

superiority of music . . . painting and sculpture are but an idealizing of our actual existence. 

Music arches over this existence with another and a diviner.”16 Eliot valued music’s ability to 

transcend bodily existence, to unite humanity and the divine in a sympathetic bond.  

Eliot’s belief in music’s transcendent powers were grounded in the ideas of 

philosophers and musical theorists. E. A. McCobb has examined the representation of music 

in Daniel Deronda as an expression of Schopenhauerian musical theory; as summarized by 

McCobb, Schopenhauer, convinced that “sympathy and egoism are the poles of the human 

psyche,” stated that because art encouraged participation in a world of ideas, “egoism is 

temporarily stilled” by art.17 Schopenhauer contended that music is unique in its ability to 

express universal passions because it is (again, in McCobb’s words) “non-conceptual, and 

invisible”; as a result, it does not express ideas but is an immediate expression of “the whole 

will, something higher than the ‘Idea.’”18 Perhaps more than any other musical theorist, 

Schopenhauer fostered Eliot’s belief in music as the most “moral” art form because its proper 

application is selfless, its performance an immediate gift to others. Its non-representational—

and therefore universal—form allows the musician to evoke a powerful emotional response 

from the listener; Schopenhauer explains its effects with ardent reverence in The World as 

 
16 Letter from George Eliot to J. Sibree, 1848. In George Eliot, George Eliot’s Life, as 
Related in Her Letters and Journals, ed. J. W. Cross, vol. 1 (Project Gutenberg, 2013), 125, 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/43043. 
 
17 E. A. McCobb, “The Morality of Musical Genius: Schopenhauerian Views in Daniel 
Deronda,” Forum for Modern Language Studies 19, no. 4 (October 1983): 321–30, at 325, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/fmls/XIX.4.321. 
 
18 McCobb, “The Morality of Musical Genius,” 325. 
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Will and Idea: “[Music] is such a great and exceedingly noble art, its effect on the inmost 

nature of man is so powerful, and it is so entirely and deeply understood by him in his inmost 

consciousness as a perfectly universal language, the directness of which surpasses even that 

of the perceptible world itself.”19 In Daniel Deronda, Mirah’s transcendent musical 

performances move her listeners in this way, and Eliot portrays her gift as an organic 

counterpart to her moral purity.  

Another theorist who influenced Eliot was the philosopher and social scientist 

Herbert Spencer, a friend of Eliot’s, who theorized that music originated in emotionally 

heightened speech and marked an evolutionary advance from cognitively charged language 

to emotionally charged expression; he believed in music’s capability to foster “sympathetic 

human relations” and “ultimately transform society.”20 Hegel (who referred to music as the 

“language of the soul”),21 Feuerbach (who called music the “language of feeling”22 and 

dubbed music a “monologue of emotion” in his Essence of Christianity, which Eliot 

translated from German),23 Liszt, and Wagner: These are among the thinkers and musicians 

whose theories influenced Eliot’s perceptions of music. From her own early days at the piano 

 
19 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea, vol. 1., trans. R. B. Haldane and J. 
Kemp (Project Gutenberg, 2011), 330-31, https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/38427. 
 
20 Delia da Sousa Correa, George Eliot, Music and Victorian Culture (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2003), 13. 
 
21 Alison Byerly, “George Eliot’s Hierarchy of Representation,” in Realism, Representation, 
and the Arts in Nineteenth-Century Literature (Cambridge University Press, 1997), 134. 
 
22 Sousa Correa, George Eliot, 28. 
 
23 Shirley Frank Levenson, “The Use of Music in Daniel Deronda,” Nineteenth-Century 
Fiction 24, no. 3 (December 1969): 317–34, at 319, https://doi.org/10.2307/2932861. 
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to her mature relationships with virtuoso pianists, Eliot came to appreciate music for its 

ability to forge sympathetic bonds, capture memory, and transcend time. 

In comparison with her reverence for music, Eliot’s response to theater was 

ambivalent. Eliot and Lewes—who was an experienced actor, playwright, and theater 

reviewer—showed tremendous appreciation for theater when they deemed it poetic in 

sensibility, when it appealed to both the intellect and heart without relying on sensationalism 

(an expectation in tension with the Victorian interest in melodrama), and when the actors and 

actresses gave natural performances. In 1853, Eliot wrote, after meeting famed actress Helen 

Faucit, “I fell in love with Helen Faucit. She is the most poetic woman I have seen for a long 

time; there is the ineffable charm of a fine character which makes itself felt in her face, voice, 

and manner.”24 Throughout the 1850s and 1860s, as Eliot and Lewes traveled throughout the 

Continent, they attended many theatrical performances, especially in Germany and France, 

and Eliot sometimes wrote positively of her experiences. In an extended description of the 

German actor Ludwig Dessoir, who was part of Eliot’s social circle in Berlin in 1855, she 

praised his “sincere devotion to his art” and “superiority of feeling”; despite being of “lowly 

birth,” his passion and rigorous devotion to training resulted in him “arriving at a 

representation which commands one’s attention and feelings.”25 Eliot’s praise of Faucit and 

Dessoir reinforces the value she places on an artist’s ability to forge a sympathetic 

connection with the audience.  

 
24 Letter to Caroline Bray, April 16, 1853. In Eliot, George Eliot's Life, vol. 1, 222.  
 
25 George Eliot, “Berlin, Recollections, Nov. 1854 to March 1855.” In Eliot, George Eliot’s 
Life, vol. 1, 260. 
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More often, however, Eliot wrote of the moral ambiguities and/or weaknesses of the 

theater. In an 1859 letter to her friend Sara Hennell, Eliot admitted her tendency, when 

attending plays, to “find [herself] cold and critical, seeing nothing but actors and 

‘properties.’”26 Her letters sometimes betray critical observations—of shabby theaters, poor 

performances, and vulgar audiences. Despite her usual enjoyment of Shakespearean theater, 

in 1861 she wrote an unforgiving assessment of a German production of Othello: 

We went to see Fechter's Othello the other night. It is lamentably bad. He has not 
weight and passion enough for deep tragedy; and, to my feeling, the play is so 
degraded by his representation that it is positively demoralizing—as, indeed, all 
tragedy must be when it fails to move pity and terror. In this case it seems to move 
only titters among the smart and vulgar people who always make the bulk of a theatre 
audience.27 
 

Thomas Carlyle, in a scathing satirical attack on the opera—which occupied an equivocal 

status as a hybrid of acting and musical performance—characterized it as a tragic waste of 

talent and finances, a degradation of the once spiritual nature of theater: “Such talent, and 

such martryrdom of training, gathered from the four winds, was now here, to do its feat and 

be paid for it. Regardless of expense, indeed!”28 Thomas Carlyle’s essay clearly resonated 

with Eliot, for she wrote to Sara Hennell, “You must read Carlyle’s denunciation of the 

 
26 Letter to Sara Hennell, December 5, 1859. In George Eliot, George Eliot's Life, as Related 
in Her Letters and Journals, ed. J. W. Cross, vol. 2 (Project Gutenberg, 2013), 109, 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/43044. 
 
27 George Eliot, letter to Sara Hennell, November 22, 1861, in George Eliot's Life, vol. 2, 
232. 
 
28 Thomas Carlyle, “The Opera,” in The Keepsake (London: Hurst, Chance and Company, 
1852), 86-92, at 89, https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Keepsake/LjgWAAAAY 
AAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0. 
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opera, published in the Keepsake!”29 Eliot, a devout lover of music, appreciated operatic 

theater when it was not made into an extravagant spectacle; a journal entry written in Weimar 

in 1854 describes Liszt’s “splendid” appearance as he conducted Ernani and reflects on 

being “fortunate” to attend three Wagnerian operas while in the city.30 It is unsurprising, 

however, that Eliot would respond enthusiastically to Carlyle’s condemnation of the 

subordination of art—especially musical art, which she valued for its transcendence and 

ability to generate human sympathy—to material concerns and flamboyant display. 

Throughout her life, Eliot developed a complex, nuanced understanding of the arts; 

but for all of the complexity of Eliot’s aesthetic theories, her association of art with morality 

remained unshaken. She believed, in Douglas Fricke’s words, that “the social and moral 

nature of art helped to destroy man’s self-absorption and complacency.”31 Eliot’s conflation 

of art and morality is made clear in her novels as Eliot uses art to highlight moral 

proficiencies and deficiencies of her characters. Such is the case with Eliot’s heroines and 

their foils in Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda. 

 
Dorothea Brooke: The Poem of Middlemarch 

 
In the opening scene of Middlemarch, Dorothea Brooke is working on plans for new 

cottages for her uncle’s tenants when her younger sister Celia proposes that they examine and 

divide their deceased mother’s jewels. Dorothea concedes, fastens an amethyst necklace 

 
29 Letter to Sara Hennell, November 23, 1851. In Eliot, George Eliot’s Life, vol. 1, 192. 
 
30 George Eliot, “Weimar, Description, Aug.-Oct. 1854.” In Eliot, George Eliot’s Life, vol. 1, 
243. 
 
31 Douglas C. Fricke, “Art and Artists in ‘Daniel Deronda,’” Studies in the Novel 5, no. 2 
(1973): 220–2, at 220, http://www.jstor.org/stable/29531592. 
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around Celia’s neck, and after briefly contemplating the jewels, tells Celia she may have 

everything. When Dorothea sees an emerald ring catch the sunlight through the window, 

however, she is possessed by a “new current of feeling” and exclaims, “How very beautiful 

these gems are! . . . It is strange how deeply colours seem to penetrate one, like scent . . . 

They look like fragments of heaven.”32 She slips on the ring and matching emerald bracelet, 

and unlike Celia, who had turned to the mirror to see herself adorned with the amethyst 

necklace, Dorothea holds her bejeweled finger and wrist toward the window while “trying to 

justify her delight in the colours by merging them in her mystic religious joy.”33 She decides 

to keep the ring and bracelet; but her joy is tempered by her recognition that laborers have 

suffered to mine and market the gems: “[W]hat miserable men find such things, and work at 

them, and sell them!”34 Still, drawn in by the emeralds’ beauty, Dorothea imagines “often 

having them by her, to feed her eye at these little fountains of pure color.”35 This is our 

introduction to Dorothea Brooke: a woman drawn to both the ascetic and aesthetic; a woman 

whose delight in beauty is tempered by her concern for the suffering of others, especially if 

that beauty contributes to that suffering; a woman who would rather feast her own eyes on 

jewels in their pure form than have others feast their eyes on her wearing them; a woman 

whose empathy causes her to be both short-sighted and sharply discerning. 

 
32 George Eliot, Middlemarch, ed. Bert Hornback (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1977), 
6. 
 
33 Eliot, Middlemarch, 6. 
 
34 Eliot, Middlemarch, 6. 
 
35 Eliot, Middlemarch, 7. 
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Throughout Middlemarch, Dorothea’s lack of vanity is illustrated by her 

unpretentious apparel and lack of ornamentation. She has “that kind of beauty which seems 

to be thrown into relief by poor dress,”36 and while she dresses according to her social class 

in fine fabrics, she wears simple, even Quakerish garments. When Dorothea asks Will’s 

opinions on a cameo bracelet she has purchased in Rome, she clarifies that the bracelet is not 

for her but for Celia: “I don’t think them a great object in life,” she explains to him.37 When 

Will visits Dorothea alone at Lowick, he observes that she is “looking in her plain dress of 

some thin woollen-white material, without a single ornament on her besides her wedding-

ring, as if she were under a vow to be different from all other women,”38 and when he sees 

her at the Lowick church service, he recognizes her in the same “white beaver bonnet and 

grey cloak” she wore at the Vatican months before.39 

Her simplicity rendering her beauty precious and rare, Dorothea is metaphorically 

compared to a gem and to crystals on several occasions. When she returns from her 

honeymoon, she appears at the window of Lowick with a “gem-like brightness on her coiled 

hair and in her hazel eyes” and possessed of “innocence which kept its loveliness against the 

crystalline purity of the outdoor snow.”40 Twice we are told that Will restrains himself in his 

conversation with Dorothea because he does not want to inspire any flaws in her “crystal” 

 
36 Eliot, Middlemarch, 1. 
 
37 Eliot, Middlemarch, 152. 
 
38 Eliot, Middlemarch, 250. 
 
39 Eliot, Middlemarch, 327. 
 
40 Eliot, Middlemarch, 189. 
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self,41 and when Dorothea visits Rosamond to help mend the Lydgates’ marriage despite 

seeing Rosamond and Will in a compromised situation, she is described as having a frame 

“as dangerously responsive as a bit of finest Venetian crystal.”42 Through these comparisons 

to crystals, Dorothea is identified as an art object, yet unlike Eliot’s vain women who place 

themselves in a frame, this metaphorical identity is neither selfish nor degrading. As a 

crystal, Dorothea is an art object to be looked not at but rather into and through; instead of 

gratifying sexual desire, she expands others’ vision and sensibilities—especially those of 

Ladislaw, whose gaze is full of passion and compassion rather than objectification. Will 

desires to see light diffused through Dorothea’s self, and he recognizes the reciprocal power 

of her vision: “To ask her to be less simple and direct would be like breathing on the crystal 

that you want to see the light through. And there was always the other great dread—of 

himself becoming dimmed and forever ray-shorn in her eyes.”43  

Others take pleasure in looking at Dorothea’s crystalline beauty; Dorothea, 

meanwhile, fixes her eyes on others’ needs and interests, and it is her visionary nature that 

unfortunately leads her into a suffocating marriage. In contemplating her marriage to Edward 

Casaubon, a scholarly reverend working on his “masterpiece” The Key to All Mythologies, 

Dorothea reasons, “It would be my duty to study that I might help him the better in his great 

works,” then contemplates the possibility of “get[ting] the people well housed in Lowick!”44 

 
41 Eliot, Middlemarch, 254, 325. 
 
42 Eliot, Middlemarch, 547. 
 
43 Eliot, Middlemarch, 254. 
 
44 Eliot, Middlemarch, 18. 
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Instead of consulting a mirror to see her physical reflection, Dorothea “looks” into the 

reservoir of Casaubon’s mind and thinks she sees her qualities “reflected” there.45 Dorothea’s 

greatest failure in Middlemarch is her blindness to Casaubon’s inability to reciprocate her 

depth of feeling and to the futility of his scholarly work.  

Even as Dorothea unwittingly imprisons herself with Casaubon by privileging her 

moral vision, their engagement brings her into contact with a man whose religious devotion 

to beauty will test Dorothea’s understanding of art and ascetic principles: Will Ladislaw, the 

grandson of Casaubon’s “rebellious” Aunt Julia, who married for love and was therefore 

disinherited. When Dorothea first meets Will at Lowick Manor and Mr. Brooke asks her 

opinion of Will’s sketches, Dorothea asserts, “I am no judge of these things . . . You know, 

uncle, I never see the beauty of those pictures which you say are so much praised. They are a 

language I do not understand.”46 At this point in the novel, Dorothea’s insensibility correlates 

with her lack of exposure to fine art and her lack of a liberal arts education. She will continue 

to claim a lack of appreciation for stylized art, however, during her honeymoon in Rome—

where she visits grand art galleries and private art studios—and even after returning home. In 

other words, despite literally “seeing” them, Dorothea never learns to “see” (regard) them as 

having the aesthetic value her uncle insists they do. 

Dorothea’s time in Rome broadens her exposure to art and forges her emotional 

connection with Will Ladislaw. Will first sees her in a memorable scene at the Vatican 

Museum when she stands next to The Sleeping Ariadne (see fig. 5). In this scene Eliot stages  

 
45 Eliot, Middlemarch, 14. 
 
46 Eliot, Middlemarch, 53. 
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a discussion of aesthetic theory, referencing Lessing’s Laocoön, through the mouthpieces of 

the German painter Adolf Naumann and Will Ladislaw. Naumann, captivated by the sight of 

Dorothea without knowing her connection to Will, beckons Will to join him in observing her:  

 [T]he two figures passed lightly along by the Meleager, towards the hall where the 
reclining Ariadne, then called the Cleopatra, lies in the marble voluptuousness of her 
beauty, the drapery folding around her with a petal-like ease and tenderness. They 
were just in time to see another figure standing against a pedestal near the reclining 
marble: a breathing blooming girl, whose form, not shamed by the Ariadne, was clad  
in Quakerish gray drapery; her long cloak, fastened at the neck, was thrown backward 
from her arms, and one beautiful ungloved hand pillowed her cheek, pushing 
somewhat backward the white beaver bonnet which made a sort of halo to her face 
around the simply braided dark-brown hair. She was not looking at the sculpture, 

Figure 5. The Sleeping Ariadne, second century B.C.E., marble, Vatican Museum.   
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probably not thinking of it: her large eyes were fixed dreamily on a streak of sunlight 
which fell across the floor.47 

 
Naumann observes Dorothea with a painterly eye, commenting on her beauty and the striking 

contrast her “Quakerish” clothing and demeanor make with Ariadne (whom he thinks is a 

voluptuous Cleopatra): 

“What do you think of that for a fine bit of antithesis?” said the German, searching in 
his friend’s face for responding admiration, but going on volubly without waiting for 
any other answer. “There lies antique beauty, not corpse-like even in death, but 
arrested in the complete contentment of its sensuous perfection: and here stands 
beauty in its breathing life, with the consciousness of Christian centuries in its bosom.  
But she should be dressed as a nun; I think she looks almost what you call a Quaker; I 
would dress her as a nun in my picture.”48 
 

Once Naumann finds out Will’s relationship to Dorothea, he is eager for Will to arrange a 

meeting with Dorothea and Casaubon with the hope of painting her. Will protests—not only 

because he thinks the request would be “brazen” but because of the faults he finds in the 

notion of painting Dorothea. Paintings and sculpture, he insists, fail in their representations of 

women because they cannot capture movement and complexity: 

“And what is a portrait of a woman? Your painting and Plastik are poor stuff after all. 
They perturb and dull conceptions instead of raising them. Language is a finer 
medium . . . Language gives a fuller image, which is all the better for being vague. 
After all, the true seeing is within; and painting stares at you with an insistent 
imperfection. I feel that especially about representations of women. As if a woman 
were a mere colored superficies! You must wait for movement and tone. There is a 
difference in their very breathing: they change from moment to moment.—This 
woman whom you have just seen, for example: how would you paint her voice, pray? 
But her voice is much diviner than anything you have seen of her.”49 
 

 
47 Eliot, Middlemarch, 131. 
 
48 Eliot, Middlemarch, 131. 
 
49 Eliot, Middlemarch, 132-33. 
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Here, Will’s praise of language for its ability to capture movement—more than a single 

moment in time—seems to be a thinly-veiled summary of Lessing’s description of the 

advantages of language in Laocoön.50 Additionally, Will’s focus on Dorothea’s “divine” 

voice reminds us of Eliot’s privileging of music as a superior art form because of its 

transcendence, movement, and spiritual resonance. Paintings “stare” and “dull”—words 

conveying stasis. Sculptures, while three-dimensional, also project a still image. Dorothea is, 

by contrast, a transparent crystal—a woman who diffuses light.  

When Dorothea and Casaubon visit Naumann’s studio with Will the following day, 

Dorothea begins to perceive the intended meanings in paintings as Will explains their 

symbolism; still, she tells Will, “I think I would rather feel that painting is beautiful than 

have to read it as an enigma.”51 Despite Dorothea’s willing attempts to become educated 

about art, later that day she responds to his accusation that she is a “heretic” about art 

because she is insensible to its beauty by stating, “All this immense expense of art, that 

seems somehow to lie outside life and make it no better for the world, pains one. It spoils my 

enjoyment of anything when I am made to think that most people are shut out from it.”52 We 

are reminded of Dorothea’s outburst in the novel’s opening chapter when her aesthetic 

enjoyment was tempered by the knowledge that laborers had suffered in the production and 

distribution of the emeralds. In a similar vein, during a later trip to visit her uncle at Tipton 

 
50 Most critics interpret Will’s statements as being representative of Eliot’s own views; see 
for example, Wiesenfarth, “Middlemarch: The Language of Art,” 370-71. In my opinion, this 
is consistent with Ladislaw’s ongoing role in the novel as the character with the greatest 
artistic sensibility.  
 
51 Eliot, Middlemarch, 149. 
 
52 Eliot, Middlemarch, 152. 
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Grange, Dorothea vents her frustration that Mr. Brooke surrounds himself with fine art while 

ignoring the plight of his tenants. She declares that the “simpering pictures in the drawing 

room” have seemed to her “a wicked attempt to find delight in what is false, while we don’t 

mind how hard the truth is for our neighbors outside our walls.”53 In claiming to be 

unaffected by visual art, Dorothea expresses her unwillingness to blindly bask in the 

gratification afforded by fine art while others are suffering. 

Dorothea’s condemnation of a broad swath of visual art might seem to be in tension 

with Eliot’s belief in art’s moral value; in reality, however, Eliot uses Dorothea’s 

commentary to critique classical art and cast a vision for a Ruskinian approach to art. As 

Joseph Wiesenfarth observes, “There is at no point in Middlemarch any praise for a highly 

stylized art.”54 Eliot, like Ruskin, prized works of art that used realism to “translate” natural 

landscapes, human experiences, and emotions. Eliot also, like Ruskin, attended to the ethics 

of consuming art; both, as Emily Coit explains, “struggle to define a consumer ethics for a 

modern industrial world where interrelation appears to be infinite and where, for that reason, 

consumption must be considered in light of its effects on others.”55 Dorothea, who we know 

has the sensibility of soul to have been moved to tears by a great organist in Freiberg, is 

unmoved by art that she perceives as being devoid of sympathy for humanity—all of 

 
53 Eliot, Middlemarch, 269. 
 
54 Wiesenfarth, “Middlemarch: The Language of Art,” 366. 
 
55 Emily Coit, “‘This Immense Expense of Art’: George Eliot and John Ruskin on 
Consumption and the Limits of Sympathy,” Nineteenth-Century Literature 65, no. 2 (2010): 
214–45, at 220-21, https://doi.org/10.1525/ncl.2010.65.2.214. 
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humanity, not only the aristocrats and deities who were idealized in Renaissance and 

Enlightenment art. 

As the moral center of Middlemarch, Dorothea possesses, on behalf of humanity, a 

sympathy that exacts self-sacrifice. It drives her ascetic choices and her resistance to stylized 

art; it steers her into a loveless marriage with a man whose life work proves futile. 

Ultimately, Dorothea’s sympathetic vision drives her to commit her greatest act of 

selflessness in the novel. Despite the emotional pain of having witnessed what appeared to be 

a romantic exchange between Rosamond and the man she loves, Will Ladislaw, Dorothea 

decides to try a second time to visit Rosamond to help mend the Lydgates’ marriage. Eliot 

narrates Dorothea’s moral crisis as she contemplates her opportunity to intervene, 

foregrounding Dorothea’s vision by positioning her at the window: 

She yearned towards the perfect Right, that it might make a throne within her, and 
rule her errant will. “What should I do—how should I act now, this very day, if I 
could clutch my own pain, and compel it to silence, and think of those three?” 

It had taken long for her to come to that question, and there was light piercing 
into the room. She opened her curtains . . . Far off in the bending sky was the pearly 
light; and she felt the largeness of the world and the manifold wakings of men to 
labour and endurance. She was a part of that involuntary, palpitating life, and could 
neither look out on it from her luxurious shelter as a mere spectator, nor hide her eyes 
in selfish complaining.56 

 
The selflessness Dorothea exerts throughout the novel climaxes in this moment, as her sense 

of “obligation” and her desire not to succumb to “selfish complaining” lead her to prioritize 

the wellbeing of the Lydgates and Will (the “three” she longs to think of) over her perceived 

loss of the man she loves, not knowing she will soon be rewarded with the knowledge of 

Will’s innocence regarding Rosamond. In this passage, Dorothea manifests Schopenhauerian 

 
56 Eliot, Middlemarch, 544. 
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ethics as she chooses to overcome her individual will by being attuned to her place in a 

larger, “palpitating” body of humanity.57 Her open-eyed sympathy leads her to make her 

greatest sacrifice yet—a sacrifice that leads to her reunion and engagement with Will. 

Paradoxically, the woman who expresses deprecation for the fine art she is shown 

throughout Middlemarch is aligned with the selfless qualities Eliot deemed essential to art 

and is, herself, repeatedly described as a work of art: Dorothea is at once a crystal, poem, and 

song. As previously discussed, Will repeatedly identifies Dorothea with a piece of crystal he 

longs to preserve intact. In a conversation with Will about her inability to “produce” 

poems—Dorothea is always concerned with tangible accomplishments, after all—Will tells 

Dorothea, “You are a poem—and that is to be the best part of a poet—what makes up the 

poet’s consciousness in his best moods.”58 Repeatedly, Dorothea’s voice is described as 

embodied music: Will thinks twice that her voice is like an Aeolian harp59 and Lydgate 

remembers Dorothea’s voice as “music.”60 Marjorie Garson draws a parallel between the 

musicality of Dorothea’s voice and the emerald Dorothea so admires in the novel’s opening, 

saying, “Dorothea’s voice is a spontaneous emanation of her spirit, like the light in the heart 

 
57 According to Schopenhauer, virtue “must spring from the intuitive knowledge that 
recognizes in another’s individuality the same inner nature as one’s own.” Quoted in 
McCobb, “The Morality of Musical Genius: Schopenhauerian Views in Daniel Deronda,” 
325. 
 
58 Eliot, Middlemarch, 156. 
 
59 Eliot, Middlemarch, 53, 143. 
 
60 Eliot, Middlemarch, 409. 
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of the emerald: its mere music is as significant an expression of her inner nature as the words 

she utters.”61 Like a crystal and like a poem, Dorothea’s voice is diffusive and illuminating. 

While explicit references to Dorothea’s artistry rely on metaphorical descriptions of 

her musical voice and her poetic soul, her role in literal art production—if we define “art” 

broadly—should not be overlooked. To return to the opening chapter, Celia’s petitioning of 

Dorothea to try on their mother’s jewels interrupts Dorothea in a form of artistic creation: as 

she designs cottages for her uncle’s tenants, she clutches her pencil and physically engages in 

the creative process by “making tiny side-plans on a margin.”62 Dorothea says to Celia with 

wry humor, “Come and look at my plan; I shall think I am a great architect, if I have not got 

incompatible stairs and fireplaces.”63 In contrast with Dorothea tempering her pride in her 

artistry (architectural design) with self-deprecation of her amateur skills, her uncle’s land 

manager Caleb Garth recounts Dorothea’s intentions to his wife with pure admiration: 

[Dorothea] said a thing I often used to think myself when I was a lad:—“Mr. Garth, I 
should like to feel, if I lived to be old, that I had improved a great piece of land and 
built a great many good cottages, because the work is of a healthy kind while it is 
being done, and after it is done, men are the better for it.” Those were the very words: 
she sees into things in that way.64 
 

Caleb, one of few characters in the colorful Middlemarch community whom Eliot portrays 

with uncompromised approbation, sees his own childhood ambitions reflected in Dorothea’s 

desire to devote her energy and skills to improving the lives of others (and conveniently for 

 
61 Marjorie Garson, Moral Taste: Aesthetics, Subjectivity and Social Power in the 
Nineteenth-Century Novel (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 359. 
 
62 Eliot, Middlemarch, 5. 
 
63 Eliot, Middlemarch, 7. 
 
64 Eliot, Middlemarch, 381. 
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my focus on vision, he ascribes Dorothea’s improvements to her way of “seeing”). In his 

next lines of dialogue with his wife, reflecting on his experience hearing Dorothea share her 

plans, Caleb claims Dorothea’s voice is like music and is reminiscent of Handel’s Messiah, 

an unexpected comparison considering the utilitarian nature of her artistry and one that 

challenges the elitism of high art. Dorothea’s eagerness to embrace pragmatic expressions of 

artistic skill is also reinforced by her marriage to Will. By marrying a man who speaks 

knowledgeably about high art throughout the novel but devotes his own voice to political 

reform—authoring and publishing ardent political rhetoric in the Middlemarch Pioneer, 

entering politics in pursuit of reform after his marriage to Dorothea, and eventually serving in 

Parliament—Dorothea endorses his dedication of his artistry to improving others’ lives. 

Dorothea is, ultimately, an embodiment of the Ruskinian ideal of art that Eliot 

espoused. Her beauty is organic and made complete as she offers beauty to those around her. 

Her physical beauty is less significant than the beauty of soul that compels her to love all of 

humanity through action as well as feeling, both those at the top and those at the bottom of 

the social ladder. By metaphorically portraying Dorothea as a work of art and illustrating her 

selfless applications of artistic skill, Eliot casts a vision for a more praiseworthy form of art 

than romanticized works sitting stagnant in art galleries and on privileged owners’ walls—

one that embraces realism and encompasses all of humanity rather than adopting a 

constricted, idealized scope. 

Sophia Andres has suggested that the “germ” of the entire novel of Middlemarch was 

Eliot’s experience seeing fragments of glass in the Slade collection65 at the British Museum 

 
65 Collector and solicitor Felix Slade (1790-1868) bequeathed various art collections to 
British Museum, including glass, ceramics, Japanese ivories, and prints. “Felix Slade,” The 
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in 1869.66 Eliot’s journal entry from later that week reads, “I was enchanted with some 

fragments of glass in the Slade collection, with dyes of sunset in them.”67 Andres contends 

that these “fragments of glass” became the “fragments of heaven” that enchant Dorothea in 

the first chapter; the emeralds, in turn, are echoed with later images of light and refraction.68 

Whether or not Eliot’s viewing of glass at the British Museum caused the “germination” of 

the novel as a whole or not, Andres’s theory is provocative: There is no doubt that the novel 

is full of images of light and refraction, and the closing of the novel is constructed as a 

medley of diffusive images. The eighth and final “book” of the novel is titled “Sunset and 

Sunrise,” echoing Dorothea’s ongoing association with light. Eliot uses the metaphor of 

music to frame the novel as a whole—in both her Prelude and Finale she (famously) 

compares Dorothea with St. Teresa. In her beautiful and poignant closing paragraph of the 

Finale, Eliot praises Dorothea’s “finely-touched spirit” which, like a river, “spent itself in 

channels which had no great name on the earth” but contributed to “the growing good of the 

world.”69 This image of a river spilling itself in multiple channels reinforces the novel’s 

opening image of gems diffusing light. While Dorothea might live a “hidden life” and rest in 

 
British Museum, accessed February 26, 2023, https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/ 
term/BIOG46416. 
 
66 Sophia Andres, “The Germ and the Picture in Middlemarch,” ELH 55, no. 4 (1988): 853-
68, https://doi.org/10.2307/2873139. 
 
67 Quoted in Andres, “The Germ and the Picture,” 854. 
 
68 Andres, “The Germ and the Picture,” 854. 
 
69 Eliot, Middlemarch, 578. 
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an “unvisited tomb,” the narrator concludes that “the effect of her being on those around her 

was incalculably diffusive”70—like music, like a sunset, like crystalline light. 

 
Rosamond Vincy: The Siren of Middlemarch 

 
When readers meet Dorothea, she is drawing up plans for new cottages for 

impoverished tenants; when readers first meet Rosamond, she is complaining about the smell 

of red herring in the house, declaring she will never marry a man from Middlemarch 

(implicitly because they are beneath her), and berating her mother for using colloquialisms.71 

Throughout Middlemarch, Rosamond Vincy functions as a counterpoint to Dorothea through 

her vanity, moral vacuity, and selfish use of her artistic (musical) skill. Through Rosamond, 

Eliot dramatizes the consequences of pandering to the male gaze and indulging in 

performative art for selfish ends. 

 Rosamond is described as a beautiful and “accomplished” graduate of Mrs. Lemon’s 

finishing school. She has “an excellent taste in costume, with that nymph-like figure and pure 

blondness which gave the largest range to choice in the flow and colour of drapery.”72 As the 

“flower” of Mrs. Lemon’s school, Rosamond has returned to Middlemarch with an inflated 

sense of her own propriety, taste, and just desserts, and she takes great pains to put her beauty 

on display. Upon her engagement to Lydgate, Rosamond wastes no time in buying “the best 

linen and cambric for her underclothing” despite money being tight.73 Garson notes that 

 
70 Eliot, Middlemarch, 578. 
 
71 Eliot, Middlemarch, 66-67. 
 
72 Eliot, Middlemarch, 65. 
 
73 Eliot, Middlemarch, 236. 
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Rosamond, with her extravagant taste, is “used to set off the plain dress of the heroine,”74 and 

this is underscored when the two women first meet. When Dorothea first encounters Will at 

Rosamond’s house, she enters wearing her simple “thin white woollen” garment. Dorothea’s 

tasteful simplicity exposes Rosamond’s ostentatious self-display: 

They were both tall, and their eyes were on a level; but imagine Rosamond’s 
infantine blondness and wondrous crown of hair-plaits, with her pale-blue dress of a 
fit and fashion so perfect that no dressmaker could look at it without emotion, a large 
embroidered collar which it was to be hoped all beholders would know the price of, 
her small hands duly set off with rings, and that controlled self-consciousness of 
manner which is the expensive substitute for simplicity.75 

 
Dorothea avoids ostentation and ornamentation; like a child seeking approval, Rosamond 

welcomes both. That Rosamond has returned from being a prized pupil at Mrs. Lemon’s 

finishing school and still behaves in an “infantine” manner betrays the superficial and stunted 

nature of her education.  

By the time Eliot began to pen Middlemarch in 1869, she had developed a firm 

conviction that women should receive an education equal to men’s. As a voracious reader of 

philosophical and political treatises, essays, biographies, and more, Eliot’s views on 

women’s education were partially influenced by the published writings of John Stuart Mill, 

which were often written in partnership with his wife Harriet Taylor Mill and/or strongly 

influenced by her ideas. Evidence in Eliot’s publications and correspondence suggests that 

between 1849 and 1874 she read no fewer than nine of Mill’s works.76 In fact, Mill’s famed 

 
74 Garson, Moral Taste, 344. 
 
75 Eliot, Middlemarch, 298. 
 
76 Avrom Fleischman, “George Eliot’s Reading: A Chronological List,” George Eliot - 
George Henry Lewes Studies, no. 54/55 (2008): 1–106, https://www.jstor.org/stable/ 
42827845. 
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essay The Subjection of Women was published in 1869, the very year Eliot began writing 

Middlemarch. If women were to receive a “better and more complete intellectual education,” 

Mill’s essay asserts, they would “be brought up equally capable of understanding business, 

public affairs, and the higher matters of speculation, with men in the same class of society.”77 

Moreover, simply eradicating the idea that only men are capable of “wider subjects” than 

private concerns would “effect an immense expansion of the faculties of women, as well as 

enlargement of the range of their moral sentiments.”78 Rosamond’s curriculum at her 1820s 

finishing school has obviously not included instruction in business, finance, classical 

learning, or anything beyond instruction in the amateur accomplishments expected from a 

young lady in the middle or upper class. Her persistent selfishness supports by 

counterexample Mill’s claim that a complete education for women would improve her moral 

sentiments. 

Eliot’s own writings affirmed her hope for equal educational opportunities for women 

as for men, including the opportunity to attend higher education. In a letter to her friend and 

women’s rights activist Barbara Bodichon in December 1867, Eliot wrote, “I am much 

occupied just now, but the better education of women is one of the objects about which I 

 
77 John Stuart Mill, The Subjection of Women (Project Gutenberg, 2008), 154-55, 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/27083. Although the essay was published after Harriet 
Taylor’s death, Mill stated in his autobiography, “In what was of my own composition, all 
that is most striking and profound belongs to my wife.” In John Stuart Mill, Autobiography, 
(Project Gutenberg, 2003), chap. 7, https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/10378. 
 
78 Mill, The Subjection of Women, 156. 
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have no doubt, and shall rejoice if this idea of a college can be carried out.”79 In her caustic 

essay “Silly Ladies by Lady Novelists,” Eliot transitions from satirically castigating women’s 

writing that is frivolous to sincerely expressing her concern that such writing harms the 

movement for improved women’s education: “And the most mischievous form of feminine 

silliness is the literary form, because it tends to confirm the popular prejudice against the 

more solid education for women.”80 In fact, despite her admiration for Mill, Eliot’s 

prioritization of the cause of women’s education put her at odds with his political activism 

when she avoided signing a petition in support of his Reform Bill, which would grant women 

the same voting rights as men. In Eliot’s opinion, it was essential that women receive a 

complete education before being allowed to vote.81 And a complete education, in Eliot’s 

view, would include more than the instruction Rosamond received at Mrs. Lemon’s, which 

her narrator wryly describes as “the chief school in the county, where the teaching included 

all that was demanded in the accomplished female—even to extras, such as the getting in and 

out of a carriage.”82 

Rosamond, having finished her education and now living at the Vincy home in 

Middlemarch, settles into her position as an art object, a status which is often visualized 

 
79 Letter to Barbara Bodichon, December 1, 1867. In George Eliot, George Eliot’s Life, as 
Related in Her Letters and Journals, ed. J. W. Cross, vol. 3 (Project Gutenberg, 2013), 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/43045. 
 
80 George Eliot, “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists,” Westminster Review 66, no. 130 (October 
1856): 442–61, at 454, https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015026995889&view= 
1up&seq=7. 
 
81 Kathryn Hughes, George Eliot: The Last Victorian (New York: Macmillan, 1999), 262. 
 
82 Eliot, Middlemarch, 65. 
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through her position in front of the mirror.83 Framed in the glass, Rosamond manipulates her 

beauty to serve her own ends, first by marrying Lydgate—selfishly motivated to benefit by 

his higher status—and later by initiating a romance with Ladislaw that proves detrimental for 

everyone involved. While Dorothea avoids—or remains oblivious to—the male gaze, 

Rosamond welcomes it. When she first meets Lydgate, she is conscious of his eyes on her, 

and “every nerve and muscle” is “adjusted to the consciousness that she was being looked 

at.”84 Judith Mitchell contends that we are shown in this scene “how fully she responds to the 

male gaze” and that Rosamond’s “awareness of herself as a beautiful object” is responsible 

for her moral inferiority to Dorothea.85  

In her marriage to Lydgate, Rosamond betrays her selfishness when they fall into 

financial difficulties, at which point her dishonesty and manipulation rise to the surface. She 

ignores Lydgate’s wish that she not go horseback riding while pregnant and loses her baby as 

a consequence. She sends a letter to Lydgate’s rich uncle behind his back, asking for 

financial assistance, which is refused. She sabotages Lydgate’s plan to have Ned Plymdale 

rent their house. Despite Lydgate’s growing anger, Rosamond falls back on her power as an 

 
83 A predecessor for both Gwendolen and Rosamond is Hetty Sorrel in Eliot’s 1859 novel 
Adam Bede, who dresses herself up as an art object and succumbs to sexual temptation while 
her counterpart, Dinah Morris, represents Eliot’s moralistic artistic ideals by preaching 
sermons. In this early novel, developed aesthetic patterns that come to fruition in 
Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda. One of these patterns is the contrast she develops 
between the vain, manipulative woman who artfully arranges herself to please the eye (Hetty, 
Rosamond, Gwendolen) and the selfless artist who meets others’ needs (Dinah, Dorothea, 
Mirah). Like Rosamond, Gwendolen and Hetty symbolically gaze with self-gratification into 
mirrors. See George Eliot, Adam Bede (Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Classics, 1997). 
 
84 Eliot, Middlemarch, 80. 
 
85 Judith Mitchell, “George Eliot and the Problematic of Female Beauty,” Modern Language 
Studies 20, no. 3 (1990): 14–28, at 23, https://doi.org/10.2307/3195231. 
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art object to placate him. She attempts to diffuse his anger at her choice to ride on horseback 

while pregnant against his wishes by asking him to fasten her braids while she sits in front of 

the mirror. Lydgate fastens her “soft festoons of plaits” as requested; then “what could he do 

then but kiss the exquisite nape which was shown in all its delicate curves?”86 

Rosamond’s selfishness climaxes when she attempts to strike up a romance with Will 

Ladislaw as a diversion from the “ennui” of her marriage, just as Dorothea’s selflessness 

climaxes in the aftermath of the attempt. Rosamond envisions a future in which she 

monopolizes Ladislaw’s affections to satisfy her own need for flattery and amusement: 

“[Rosamond] constructed a little romance which was to vary the flatness of her life: Will 

Ladislaw was always to be a bachelor and live near her, always to be at her command, and 

have an understood though never fully expressed passion for her, which would be sending 

out lambent flames every now and then in interesting scenes.”87 At this point, toward the end 

of the novel, Rosamond’s selfishness is so great that she is willing to sacrifice her integrity in 

her marriage, in addition to Will Ladislaw’s own satisfaction. Puffed up by her beauty, 

charms, and superficial education, Rosamond is, as Kelly Hamren states, “unable to see the 

selfishness of her own nature, and her imagination is stunted to the extent that she cannot 

have proper sympathy for others, particularly for her husband.”88 In contrast to Dorothea, 

 
86 Eliot, Middlemarch, 404. 
 
87 Eliot, Middlemarch, 520. 
 
88 Kelly Hamren, “The Hazard of the Straight and Narrow: George Eliot's Treatment of 
Liberal Education in 'Middlemarch,'” George Eliot - George Henry Lewes Studies, no. 64/65 
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who faithfully serves a cold, loveless husband, Rosamond serves only herself in her marriage 

to her flawed but loving husband Lydgate. 

Rosamond, despite her many faults, has one resounding skill throughout the novel: 

music. Whereas Dorothea resists the conventional feminine pursuit of amateur arts, 

Rosamond is satirically described as always having “that combination of correct sentiments, 

music, dancing, drawing, elegant note-writing, private album for extracted verse, and perfect 

blond loveliness, which made the irresistible woman for the doomed man of that date.”89 

Rosamond is devoted to her piano playing and is frequently pictured at her instrument in 

Middlemarch. Yet despite the popularity of her performances with the town and with 

Lydgate, Eliot emphasizes the superficiality of Rosamond’s musical accomplishment and the 

selfishness with which she uses her talent. 

By the time Eliot began writing Middlemarch in 1869, she had attended musical 

concerts featuring women performers, including the accomplished German pianist and 

composer Clara Schumann. In an 1859 letter to Sara Hennell, Eliot mentions Clara 

Schumann alongside Liszt, comparing both of them to another (British) woman pianist: 

“Pretty Arabella Goddard we heard play at Berlin—play the very things you heard as a bonne 

bouche at the last—none the less delightful from being so unlike the piano playing of Liszt 

and Clara Schumann, whom we had heard at Weimar—both great, and one the greatest.”90 

Considering her superlative assessments of Liszt elsewhere in her letters, Eliot’s reference to 

“the greatest” probably nods to Liszt; but for Eliot—with her extensive exposure to art and 

 
89 Eliot, Middlemarch, 185. 
 
90 Letter to Sara Hennell, February 19, 1859. In Eliot, George Eliot’s Life, vol. 2, 61. 
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artists, intentional aesthetic principles, and critical mind—to refer to any artist as “great” was 

high praise. In the middle decades of the nineteenth century, musicians such as Clara 

Schumann and Goddard benefitted from increased training and performance opportunities 

offered to women throughout the middle decades of the nineteenth century and, in turn, 

helped normalize the presence of middle- and upper-class women onstage. In the world of 

Middlemarch, set in the countryside nearly four decades prior, Rosamond has fared well to 

acquire amateur piano skills during what Eliot refers to as a “dark period” in which women’s 

artistic pursuits consisted of “small tinkling and smearing.”91 Yet despite having limited 

training and performance opportunities compared to women musicians who lived later in the 

century, Rosamond is—even more importantly—stunted by her moral vacuity and 

manipulativeness. She is interested in capitalizing on the personal gains of performative 

artistry rather than using her music to tap a sympathetic vein with her listeners. 

 Eliot underscores the perilous seductiveness of Rosamond’s music through repeated 

allusions to a Siren. When Lydgate first insists his relationship with Rosamond is one of 

harmless flirtation, Farebrother (a local bachelor and vicar with questionable gambling 

habits) teases him that he is going to be “lashed to the mast” because he does not intend to be 

“won by the sirens.”92 After their marriage, Lydgate jokes with Rosamond that running up 

bills is a consequence of adoring “one of you mermaids,”93 and Rosamond’s piano playing is 

shortly thereafter described as suiting Lydgate’s mood “as if they had been melodious sea-

 
91 Eliot, Middlemarch, 43. 
 
92 Eliot, Middlemarch, 206. 
 
93 Eliot, Middlemarch, 301. 
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breezes.”94 Most explicitly and plaintively, when Lydgate later recognizes that Rosamond 

would prefer he was more like his wealthy but vapid cousin Captain Lydgate, he reflects on 

his previous vision of Rosamond as a mermaid: 

“The fact is, you would wish me to be a little more like him, Rosy” . . . Those words 
of Lydgate’s were like a sad milestone marking how far he had travelled from his old 
dreamland, in which Rosamond Vincy appeared to be that perfect piece of 
womanhood who would reverence her husband’s mind after the fashion of an 
accomplished mermaid, using her comb and looking-glass and singing her song for 
the relaxation of his adored wisdom alone.95 
 

Lydgate realizes all too late that Rosamond’s songs, in addition to her careful efforts to 

perfect herself in the looking glass, have not been offered in homage to his “wisdom” but 

have rather been used to manipulate him to her own advantage. The Siren analogy presents 

an interesting conflation of Rosamond as art subject and art object; the music producer who 

could seize the Schopenhauerian ability of music to transcend the individual will and instead 

identify with humanity at large chooses, instead, to play the part of the Siren, subordinating 

her music to her powers of seduction. 

In relationship to Lydgate’s mermaid analogy, Saleel Nurbhai faults Lydgate for his 

initial willingness to see his wife as a reductive beautiful image—for his “inability to see 

beyond his idea of the mermaid.”96 Garson likewise places a large share of the blame on 

Lydgate for his miserable marriage; she attributes Lydgate’s “bad taste in women” to his 

aristocratic background: “Lydgate’s taste is a class marker . . . he takes a refined style of life 

 
94 Eliot, Middlemarch, 315. 
 
95 Eliot, Middlemarch, 403. 
 
96 Saleel Nurbhai, “Idealisation and Irony in George Eliot's 'Middlemarch,'” George Eliot - 
George Henry Lewes Studies, no. 38/39 (September 2000): 18–25, at 18, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/42827933. 
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for granted . . . and a decorative and soothing spouse is part of the domestic scenario he 

imagines.”97 It is fair to state that, while Rosamond readily consents to being an art object, 

Lydgate is initially self-indulgent, easily led to adopt an art object to suit his domestic and 

sexual needs. Nevertheless, it is hard not to fault Rosamond for playing the Siren when she 

refuses to sympathize with Lydgate as they crash upon the rocks of poverty. While Lydgate 

fails to live up to Dorothea’s ideal moral goodness and enters his marriage to Rosamond for 

more self-interested reasons than Dorothea does her marriage to Casaubon, they similarly 

face consequences for (respectively) their dull ears and dim vision in their marriages to 

partners who prove to be selfish and unloving. 

Mary Burgan effectively summarizes Eliot’s juxtaposition of Dorothea’s and 

Rosamond’s relationship to music: “Eliot’s novels feature a number of case studies of 

women whose musical responses indicate either great resources of character or total vacuity. 

Thus in Middlemarch, Dorothea is gifted with a rich, low musical voice, while Rosamond 

Vincy, who cannot sing very well, has a surface dexterity at the piano, learned by rote from a 

good teacher at her country school.”98 Dorothea Brooke, who claims ignorance of visual art 

and refrains from amateurism at the piano, nevertheless is a work of art because of her innate 

sympathy and ability to reach beyond herself. Rosamond, who is an accomplished amateur 

pianist, fails to fulfill Eliot’s vision of the true artist as one who enlarges the sympathies of 

others. Too busy looking into the mirror to see the needs of her husband, much less others 

within the Middlemarch community, Rosamond falls short. 

 
97 Garson, Moral Taste, 340. 
 
98 Mary Burgan, “Heroines at the Piano: Women and Music in Nineteenth-Century Fiction,” 
Victorian Studies 30, no. 1 (1986): 51–76, at 72, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3828199. 
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Gwendolen Harleth’s Gilded Frame 

In contrast to the provincial, 1829 setting of Middlemarch, the later time period of 

Daniel Deronda (1860s) and its movement across diverse locations—the English 

countryside, London, and continental Europe—provides more art exposure to the novel’s cast 

of characters. Daniel Deronda features art through the recurring presence of virtuoso pianist 

Julius Klesmer, through the contrast between Gwendolen Harleth’s flawed interest in 

pursuing a musical career and Mirah Lapidoth’s success as a musician, and through a host of 

other references to visual, musical, and theatrical art. Like Rosamond Vincy, Gwendolen has 

been fed vanity throughout her childhood and young adulthood, and she has embraced her 

position and power as an art object—a position illustrated through references to mirrors, 

paintings, and statues—only to be stunted as a musical artist and imprisoned within her 

frame. Yet Gwendolen, unlike Rosamond, possesses keen vision and a complex moral center, 

and under the alternately surveilling and nurturing gaze of several (male) characters, she 

experiences greater moral growth. 

 Daniel Deronda is replete with references to eyesight and vision. Eliot establishes the 

motif of vision with the novel’s iconic opening scene in which Deronda sees Gwendolen for 

the first time at a gambling table in Leubronn: 

Was she beautiful or not beautiful? and what was the secret of form or expression 
which gave the dynamic quality to her glance? Was the good or the evil genius 
dominant in those beams? Probably the evil; else why was the effect that of unrest 
rather than of undisturbed charm? Why was the wish to look again felt as a coercion 
and not as a longing in which the whole being consents?99 
 

 
99 George Eliot, Daniel Deronda (New York: The Modern Library, 2002), 1. 
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In the pages that follow, Eliot constructs the scene surrounding Gwendolen as a tableau, a 

room with a “visible haze” and a “deep stillness” with nearly everyone present “having their 

faces and attention bent on the tables.”100 Deronda stands aloof and assesses the scene as one 

with “narrow monotony of action,” but when he sees Gwendolen, “suddenly he [feels] the 

moment become dramatic.”101 In contrast with her static surroundings, Gwendolen sparks 

momentum within the scene—not with her physical actions, which are tame, but with her 

gaze. It is understandable that Eliot rearranged her chronology in Deronda to accommodate 

this opening—Eliot soon reaches back in time to describe Gwendolen’s upbringing, then 

returns to this moment in Leubronn at the end of chapter 20—because it establishes the 

instabilities that characterize Gwendolen’s position as an art object. If Eliot’s subsequent 

narration of Gwendolen’s upbringing illustrates Gwendolen’s internalization of the male gaze 

and her willingness to stand in a frame as a seemingly static art object, this scene exposes the 

dynamism within that frame. Gwendolen’s physical beauty is uncontested throughout the 

novel, yet Deronda questions her moral beauty, the relative dominance of good or evil 

within. As Carol-Ann Farkas suggests, this scene establishes Gwendolen’s “moral jeopardy” 

as a theme for the novel as Deronda, readers, and perhaps Gwendolen herself question 

whether Gwendolen’s impulses for good or evil will dominate by the novel’s end.102 

 
100 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 2. 
 
101 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 3. 
 
102 Carol-Ann Farkas, “Beauty is as Beauty Does: Action and Appearance in Brontë and 
Eliot,” Dickens Studies Annual 29 (2000): 323–49, at 42, http://www.jstor.org/stable /4437 
1993. 
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 Critics of this scene have unsurprisingly focused on spectatorship: how Deronda and 

readers view Gwendolen. Yet this scene also underscores the potency of Gwendolen’s own 

vision and, correspondingly, her moral sensitivity. It is, after all, the “beams” of her eyes that 

broadcast her dual morality, the “dynamic quality to her glance” that renders her an enigma 

to Deronda.103 Gwendolen is not a passive recipient to Deronda’s gaze; when her eyes first 

meet Deronda’s, she resists the temptation to avert them and is aware that he is “measuring 

her and looking down on her as an inferior.”104 She inwardly blames his “evil eye” for her 

gambling losses, and under Deronda’s continued gaze, her own eyes burn: “ . . . she felt the 

orbits of her eyes getting hot, and the certainty she had (without looking) of that man still 

watching her was something like a pressure which begins to be torturing.”105 After suffering 

a complete loss at the gambling table under Deronda’s scrutiny, Gwendolen meets his gaze 

again: “Gwendolen turned from the table, but looked resolutely with her face towards 

Deronda and looked at him. There was a smile of irony in his eyes.”106 It is true that in this 

scene, Gwendolen is under constant observation by others in the room (and knows it), and 

others in the room—like Deronda—detect something potentially sinister underneath her 

beauty. Yet Gwendolen’s responsiveness to Deronda and her choice to wield her own vision 

to push back against his moral surveillance establish her as a pliable character with the ability 

to choose how to respond to those who gaze upon her. 

 
103 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 1. 
 
104 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 4. 
 
105 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 5. 
 
106 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 5. 
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 Despite her underlying dynamism, subsequent chapters illustrate Gwendolen’s 

habitual acceptance and self-gratification in her position as a seemingly static art object. As 

Brian Swann has discussed at length, Eliot underscores Gwendolen’s moral development 

through the motif of mirrors,107 and I would add that scenes with mirrors are often 

intertwined with references to visual art. Having just received a letter from her mother 

detailing her complete loss of fortune on the night after her encounter with Deronda at the 

gambling table, Gwendolen looks “automatically” in the mirror and does not take pleasure in 

her beauty as she would “on other nights”108—implying the ritual occurrence of her mirror 

meditations. Yet later that night, Gwendolen finds comfort in the wake of Deronda’s evil eye 

and her mother’s jarring news by gazing at the mirror: 

And happening to be seated sideways before the long strip of mirror between her two 
windows she turned to look at herself, leaning her elbow on the back of the chair in 
an attitude that might have been chosen for her portrait . . . [S]he had a naïve delight 
in her fortunate self, which any but the harshest saintliness will have some indulgence 
for in a girl who had every day seen a pleasant reflection of that self in her friends’ 
flattery as well as in the looking-glass. And even in this beginning of troubles, while 
for lack of anything else to do she sat gazing at her image in the growing light, her 
face gathered a complacency gradual as the cheerfulness of the morning. Her 
beautiful lips curled into a more and more decided smile, till at last she took off her 
hat, leaned forward and kissed the cold glass which had looked so warm. How could 
she believe in sorrow? If it attacked her, she felt the force to crush it, to defy it, or run 
away from it, as she had done already.109 (emphasis added) 
 

Here Eliot reveals the depth of Gwendolen’s vanity by presenting her as both art object and 

viewer: Gwendolen delights not only in being seen, but in seeing her own beauty, which 

 
107 Swann, “Eyes in the Mirror: Imagery and Symbolism in Daniel Deronda,” Nineteenth-
Century Fiction 23, no. 4 (1969): 434–45, https://doi.org/10.2307/2932683. 
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motivates a display of narcissism as she kisses her reflection in the mirror. Despite 

Gwendolen’s feelings of elation, Eliot’s ekphrastic narration alerts readers to the static 

imprisonment of her self-worship. Using visual details, Eliot ironically frames Gwendolen 

not only within the “long strip” of the mirror itself, but with two windows on either side of 

that mirror—windows that may symbolically offer Gwendolen a missed opportunity to see 

beyond her own circumstances. Gwendolen’s containment and stasis are further emphasized 

through the suggestion of posing for a portrait—this would demand stasis both physically (by 

adopting a frozen bodily posture) and temporally (by allowing the artist adequate time to 

sketch her image)—and through the actual passing of time, as Gwendolen remains before the 

mirror from late at night until the morning dawns. Despite readers’ inference that 

Gwendolen’s vanity is selfish and limiting, Gwendolen draws comfort from her image and 

illogically concludes, after staring in the mirror, that she can avoid sorrow; this shows her 

perception that the agency she possesses stems not from strength of character but rather from 

her external beauty.  

In chapter three, Eliot jumps back in time to illustrate Gwendolen’s childhood and 

arrival at Offendene one year prior to the events in Leubronn. In her narration of 

Gwendolen’s upbringing, Eliot shows that Gwendolen’s vanity correlates with her deep-

rooted selfishness. While the reasons for Gwendolen’s spoiled nature “may seem to lie quite 

on the surface” in the form of Gwendolen’s beauty, will, charm, and firstborn status, readers 

are cautioned not to draw hasty conclusions; “I am forced to doubt,” the narrator speculates, 

“whether even without her potent charm and peculiar filial position Gwendolen might not 

still have played the queen in exile, if only she had kept her inborn energy of egoistic desire, 
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and her power of inspiring fear as to what she might say or do.110 Indeed, Gwendolen is a 

formidable force. While her vanity and flirtation sometimes seem light and harmless, she 

tellingly strangled her younger sister’s canary as a child111 and, at the prospect of joining the 

Archery Club at Offendene, declares, “I should like it of all things . . . There is nothing I 

enjoy more than taking aim—and hitting.”112 Early in the novel, Gwendolen does just that: 

she aims for exactly what she wants, and she usually succeeds. Despite the family’s limited 

financial means before their complete bankruptcy, she insists on having the luxury of her 

own horse. Despite having no romantic feelings for her cousin Rex or any intention of 

marrying him, she soaks up the pleasure of being adored, knowing he is in love with her. 

Confident in her own superiority, Gwendolen usurps the resources of others to satisfy her 

own pleasure, whether they be financial or emotional. 

Gwendolen’s selfishness is further manifested in both her ready acceptance of her 

role as art object in a frame and her manipulation of power within that frame. She is not 

introduced to the novel as a tragic victim of a sexualizing male gaze; in fact, her mother and 

sisters play the most immediate role in fueling Gwendolen’s vanity and enabling her 

selfishness. From her childhood, Gwendolen has been the “pet and pride” of her mother and 

sisters, fawned over and waited on as though she were a “princess.”113 When the family 

moves to Offendene, everyone looks to Gwendolen to assess the home’s suitability: “no one 
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spoke: mamma, the four sisters, and the governess all looked at Gwendolen, as if their 

feelings depended entirely on her decision.”114 Swann observes of Gwendolen’s character 

upon the family’s arrival at Offendene that at this point in the novel, “she is a jewel, a statue, 

with her mother as chief worshipper, and the rest of the household as ministers.”115 In 

addition to being a jewel and a statue, Gwendolen aligns herself with an object of portraiture 

through her insistence on being painted as Saint Cecilia, a famous singer and patron saint of 

music who had been represented idealistically in numerous paintings (see fig. 6 for a portrait  

of Saint Cecilia by Sir Joshua Reynolds). Sitting at the organ, Gwendolen  poses as if for a 

painting, declaring, “I will be Saint Cecilia: some one shall paint me as Saint Cecilia.”116 In 

contrast with later comparisons of Deronda and Mordecai with objects of Italian portraiture, 

paintings which Eliot admired for their realism and nobility, Gwendolen identifies with 

“affected and worldly” eighteenth-century English portraiture—portraits which, according to 

Witemeyer, “falsify in order to please the vanity of their subjects.”117  

Having settled so comfortably into her frame, Gwendolen’s egoism receives its first 

jolt in the novel’s chronological time frame when, at a local party hosted by the wealthy 

Arrowpoint family, virtuoso pianist Julius Klesmer (referred to throughout the novel as “Herr 

Klesmer”) offers a poor evaluation of her singing. Klesmer’s introduction to the novel marks 

Eliot’s first explicit intertwining of Jewishness, music, and morality, a motif that she  
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 strengthens throughout the novel and that intersects with Gwendolen’s character 

development in complex ways. Klesmer is introduced as having “a felicitous combination of 

the German, the Sclave and the Semite, with grand features, brown hair floating in artistic 

fashion, and brown eyes in spectacles.”118 While the meaningful work Eliot does through 

Klesmer’s character is occasionally threatened by her satirical pandering to the trope of the 

 
118 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 38. 

Figure 6. Sir Joshua Reynolds, Mrs. Sheridan as Saint Cecilia,  
1775, oil on canvas. © The National Trust, Waddesdon Manor. 
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socially awkward artist—Eliot narrates that after the viewer’s first impression of him, he is 

“made less formidable . . . by a certain softening air of silliness which will sometimes befall 

even Genius in the desire of being agreeable to Beauty”119—Klesmer is nevertheless 

introduced as a voice of artistic authority whose judgments are left unchallenged. Eliot, who 

was steeped in Jewish history by the time she authored Deronda, would have known that 

“klezmer” evoked a Jewish folk musical tradition originating within Jewish communities in 

Eastern Europe.120 By naming her musical genius “Klesmer,” Eliot aligns musical 

authority—and, correspondingly, morality—with Jewishness. This intertwining emerges as a 

central motif in the novel, affirmed by the musical giftedness of Mirah Lapidoth and the 

eventual discovery that the musically talented and intensely “moral” Daniel Deronda is also 

Jewish. Collectively, these characters cast Gwendolen’s artistic and moral failings in sharp 

relief while furthering Eliot’s philosemitic themes.121 

 
119 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 38. 
 
120 What is now termed “klezmer music” emerged as a folk tradition in nineteenth-century 
itinerant Eastern European Jewish communities in the Pale of Settlement. As documented in 
Seth Rogovoy’s study of “klezmer” music and musicians, “the term klezmer is a Yiddish 
contraction of two Hebrew words: kley, meaning vessel, and zemer, meaning song.” 
Historically, “klezmer” referred to the musician rather than the music itself. See Seth 
Rogovoy, The Essential Klesmer: A Music Lover’s Guide to Jewish Roots and Soul Music, 
from the Old World to the Jazz Age to the Downtown Avant-Garde (Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina: Algonquin Books, 2000), 8.  
 
121 In context of Eliot’s explicit intentions to affirm the value of Jewishness in Deronda—
which I will discuss in my closing—her use of music was a strategic gesture and one that 
capitalized on the many successes of Jewish composers and performers in the nineteenth 
century: among others, Felix Mendelssohn, whom Eliot’s letters mention having seen in 
performance on several occasions and whose sister Fanny was an accomplished musician in 
her own rite, and Anton Rubinstein, whom Eliot met in Weimar in 1854 and who has been 
suggested as a possible model for Klesmer’s character. 
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Possessed of a “moderately powerful soprano,”122 Gwendolen looks quite pretty to 

Klesmer while she sings but sounds, to the master musician, quite shallow. Gwendolen tries 

to blame her inferior singing on poor training, but Klesmer’s focus is, instead, on her 

execution and choice to sing a crowd-pleasing melody—one of Bellini’s arias—instead of 

something with greater emotional depth: 

“[Y]ou are not quite without gifts. You sing in tune, and you have a pretty fair organ. 
But you produce your notes badly; and that music which you sing is beneath you. It is 
a form of melody which expresses a puerile state of culture—a dawdling, canting, 
see-saw kind of stuff—the passion and thought of people without any breadth of 
horizon. There is a sort of self-satisfied folly about every phrase of such melody; no 
cries of deep, mysterious passion—no conflict—no sense of the universal. It makes 
men small as they listen to it.”123 
 

Gwendolen may be passable as a painted Saint Cecilia, but she fails to earn Klesmer’s 

endorsement as a musical artist. This failure is immediately thrown into sharp relief by the 

musical excellence of Catherine Arrowpoint, the plain heiress who is trained by and 

eventually marries Klesmer, who plays the piano masterfully. Levenson pegs this scene as 

the “first step in Gwendolen’s long process of development through suffering,”124 and 

Gwendolen’s wounded egoism feeds into her next attempt to impress Herr Klesmer in a 

scene that builds toward a dramatic, disruptive climax: the tableau vivant. 

Gwendolen takes on the role of art object with eagerness when she and several other 

characters at Offendene stage a tableau vivant of Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale. 

Appearing as Hermione, Gwendolen fulfills her desire to assume “a statuesque pose” in her 
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preferred Greek costume (see fig. 7 for a representation of Hermione in a late-eighteenth-

century German neoclassical painting). While the tableau will offer a mostly static display of 

beauty, Gwendolen suggests that there should be “just enough acting” in the scene for her to 

move forward upon the striking of music toward Leontes, who will kneel and kiss her 

garment in a show of adoration.125 During the performance, when the music strikes, it jars 

 

 
125 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 50. 

Figure 7. Johann Zoffany, Elizabeth Farren as Hermione in The Winter's Tale,  
circa 1780, oil on canvas, National Gallery of Victoria. 
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open a panel, exposing a painting of a dead face that had previously spooked Gwendolen and 

that she had ordered to be locked up. Gwendolen reacts with instinctive terror: 

Herr Klesmer, who had been good-natured enough to seat himself at the piano, struck 
a thunderous chord—but in the same instant, and before Hermione had put forth her 
foot, the movable panel, which was on a line with the piano, flew open on the right 
opposite the stage and disclosed the picture of the dead face and the fleeing figure, 
brought out in pale definiteness by the position of the wax-lights. Everyone was 
startled, but all eyes in the act of turning toward the open panel were recalled by a 
piercing cry from Gwendolen, who stood without change of attitude, but with a 
change of expression that was terrifying in its terror. She looked like a statue into 
which a soul of Fear had entered: her pallid lips were parted; her eyes, usually 
narrowed under their long lashes, were dilated and fixed. Her mother, less surprised 
than alarmed, rushed toward her, and Rex, too, could not help going to her side. But 
the touch of her mother’s arm had the effect of an electric charge; Gwendolen fell on 
her knees and put her hands before her face. She was still trembling, but mute, and it 
seemed that she had self-consciousness enough to aim at controlling her signs of 
terror, for she presently allowed herself to be raised from her kneeling posture and led 
away, while the company were relieving their minds by explanation.126 
 

In this scene, which is chronologically first but presented to readers following her encounter 

with Deronda in Leubronn, Gwendolen reveals the instability underlying her static beauty 

more forcefully than in any previous scene with a hysterical emotional outburst. Her stasis is 

ruptured by a painting with two objects: a dead face and a “fleeing figure.” One obvious 

effect of the painting is to foreshadow her future husband Grandcourt’s death and its 

aftermath; following Grandcourt’s drowning, Gwendolen reaches arms out to Deronda much 

as the figure in the painting in the panel reaches arms out, and when she narrates the story of 

Grandcourt’s death to Deronda, she repeatedly mentions Grandcourt’s dead face. What is 

enigmatic in the tableau vivant scene, however, is the source and depth of Gwendolen’s 
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terror. At this point in the novel, Gwendolen has not met Grandcourt, has no knowledge of 

her mother’s impending loss of fortune, and is affirmed daily by the adoring eyes and 

pandering behavior of her family and acquaintances.  

Critics have devoted much attention to Gwendolen’s cryptic behavior and emotions in 

this scene, and early criticism tended to emphasize its function as a grim omen.127 In her 

2014 article “George Eliot's Screaming Statues, Laocoön, and the Pre-Raphaelites,” Rebecca 

Rainof focuses instead on the positive influence of the tableau vivant and similar scenes of 

dread on Gwendolen’s character development. Rebecca Rainof reads the tableau vivant scene 

as a “parodic staging” of Lessing’s Laocoön: Eliot presents Gwendolen as a statue Lessing 

would disapprove of, face contorted in fear as she screams. Despite this moment of ugly 

terror, and despite Eliot’s “refusal to make female abjection beautiful” as the Pre-Raphaelites 

did in their paintings, Eliot capitalizes on “narrative gradualism” to place this moment of 

terror on a larger continuum of character growth.128 Rainof claims that reading Eliot’s 

 
127 Brian Swann, speaking of Gwendolen’s performativity in the scene, suggests that the dead 
face and fleeing figure function as a warning that “the wages of such heartless art as 
Gwendolen indulges herself with is death.” Timothy Pace suggests that the fleeing figure 
represents “Gwendolen’s dread of an indwelling egotism capable of murder.” Nina Auerbach 
argues that Gwendolen’s “‘soul of Fear’ is a realization of a pervasive Victorian fear of 
soullessness within the portrait of a lady.” Rosemarie Bodenheimer suggests the dead face 
represents Gwendolen’s “active dread of abandonment and death” while the fleeing figure 
“prefigure[s] . . . her guilt in the drowning of Grandcourt.” See Swann, “Eyes in the Mirror,” 
439; Timothy Pace, “Who Killed Gwendolen Harleth? ‘Daniel Deronda’ Keats’s ‘Lamia.’” 
The Journal of English and Germanic Philology 87, no. 1 (1988): 35–48, at 41; Nina 
Auerbach, “Alluring Vacancies in the Victorian Character,” The Kenyon Review 8, no. 3 
(1986): 36–48, at 47; and Rosemarie Bodenheimer, “Ambition and Its Audiences: George 
Eliot’s Performing Figures,” Victorian Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Social, 
Political, and Cultural Studies 34, no. 1 (Autumn 1990): 7–33, at 28. 
 
128 Rebecca Rainof, “George Eliot’s Screaming Statues, Laocoön, and the Pre-Raphaelites,” 
SEL: Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 54, no. 4 (Autumn 2014): 875–99, at 877 and 
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representation of Gwendolen as a response to Lessing and the Pre-Raphaelites feeds a 

“recuperative” reading of the novel’s ending, as Eliot “envisions a future of continued growth 

for her heroine.”129 Rainof duly credits Eliot’s integration of aesthetic theory in her novels 

and convincingly positions Gwendolen’s terrified cry on a continuum of growth. 

In the tableau vivant as in the novel’s opening scene, Eliot underscores Gwendolen’s 

deep sensitivity, her turbulence within the frame. In the context of Eliot’s aesthetic 

principles, this turbulence is redemptive, as Gwendolen lives with a suppressed terror of her 

own selfishness and its consequences. If not for the crisis into which her family’s sudden 

poverty thrusts her, Gwendolen might have continued to exist in this tenuous state of near 

stasis. Her loss of fortune propels her moral journey throughout the novel as she acts on her 

selfishness in a drastic way by marrying Grandcourt despite knowing of his relationship with 

Lydia Glasher, then goes through a figurative death and rebirth. This journey can be traced 

through her negotiation of the gazes of Klesmer, Grandcourt, and Deronda. While all three 

men admire Gwendolen’s beauty, this gaze is secondary to their dominant modes of gazing 

upon her: with their respective gazes, Klesmer assesses Gwendolen as an artist, Deronda as a 

moral being, and Grandcourt as a subordinate to his “mastery.”130 

All three of the male characters whose eyes are repeatedly described as gazing upon 

Gwendolen admire her beauty, yet Grandcourt alone exerts his gaze in an objectifying 

manner, desirous to marry Gwendolen so he can “be master of a of a woman who would have 

 
129 Rainof, “George Eliot's Screaming Statues,” 878. 
 
130 Notably, the two men who wield their gazes in a sympathetic manner—Klesmer and 
Deronda—are Jewish. Eliot’s use of their vision to foster Gwendolen’s moral development 
underscores the links she forms in the novel among Jewishness, music, and morality, as 
previously discussed. 
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liked to master him, and who perhaps would have been capable of mastering another 

man.”131 Gwendolen willingly submits herself to Grandcourt’s gaze to secure his attention 

and, correspondingly, limits her own vision. After they dance on the night of their first 

meeting, Gwendolen “walk[s] away on Grandcourt’s arm as if she had been one of the 

shortest sighted instead of the longest and widest sighted of mortals.”132 Gwendolen is 

willing to shut her eyes to a great deal as she contemplates a marriage that will boost her 

wealth and social status; however, she is initially unwilling to shut her eyes to the existence 

of Lydia Glasher—Grandcourt’s longtime mistress, with whom he has four children—or 

close her ears to Lydia’s requests. Driven by her impulse to avoid wickedness, Gwendolen 

promises Lydia she will not marry Grandcourt and leaves for Leubronn. 

When her mother’s poverty thrusts her into a crisis situation—the need to marry 

Grandcourt or work for a living—Gwendolen turns to art as a possible means of earning an 

income. She invites Klesmer to visit her at Offendene, and the resulting scene features the 

most prominent conflation of the novel’s motifs of artistry and vision. Gwendolen, having 

fed herself on vanity for a lifetime, experiences a rude awakening when she asks Klesmer, an 

emblem of true artistry, about the possibility of making a living onstage as an actress and 

singer. As Gwendolen waits for Klesmer to arrive at her house, she walks toward her image 

in the mirror and, looking at her reflection, thinks to herself, “I am beautiful.”133 Her beauty, 

however, can do nothing to shield her when Klesmer looks at her with his “terribly 

 
131 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 286. 
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omniscient eyes” and tells her she “will hardly achieve more than mediocrity” in her pursuit 

of art.134 Gwendolen’s beauty is not only ineffectual in her desire to pursue art, but it may 

have even stunted her artistic development. Klesmer explains, “You are a beautiful young 

lady—you have been brought up in ease—you have done what you would—you have not 

said to yourself, ‘I must know this exactly,’ ‘I must understand this exactly,’ ‘I must do this 

exactly’ . . . In sum, you have not been called upon to be anything but a charming young 

lady, whom it is an impoliteness to find fault with.”135 Gwendolen’s vanity, selfishness, and 

“princess” status have worked in opposition to the behaviors Klesmer suggests she would 

have needed to exhibit to become a true artist: curiosity, devotion to art, and persistent hard 

work. Instead, her talents are relegated to the realm of conventional feminine 

accomplishment. Gwendolen is forced to face her shortcomings with her eyes wide open, as 

Herr Klesmer holds nothing back in explaining to her that her talents are mediocre and that 

she cannot expect artistic success. Much as her eyes burned in the novel’s opening scene at 

the gambling tables in Leubronn as Deronda assessed her moral shortcomings, Gwendolen’s 

eyes burn as she processes Klesmer’s judgment; Eliot repeats the description of her 

“burning” eyes four times during this scene136 as Gwendolen has, for the first time, “a vision 

of herself on the common level.”137 

 
134 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 232. 
 
135 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 227. 
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In the wake of her eye-opening, eye-burning encounter with Klesmer, Gwendolen 

falls back on her previous mode of power—self as art object—and, to avoid the disdainful 

alternatives of working as a governess or teacher, she accepts Grandcourt’s proposal of 

marriage, thereby betraying her promise to Lydia Glasher. She is plagued by visions of Lydia 

during her “night-watches”138 and senses the shifting power balance in her relationship with 

Grandcourt as she considers “that the cord which united her with this lover and which she 

had hitherto held by the hand, was now being flung over her neck.”139 Nevertheless, 

Gwendolen’s triumph as an art object reaches a pinnacle on her wedding day. Eliot 

emphasizes the power of Gwendolen’s vision in this scene: A tailor in attendance comments, 

“What wonderful long corners she’s got to her eyes! . . . She makes you feel comical when 

she looks at you,”140 and the narrator confirms that Gwendolen had, in fact, “never showed . . 

. more lustre in her long-brown glance.”141 With all eyes upon her, she enjoys “illusions” of 

“a fuller power of managing circumstances” that her marriage will bestow upon her.142 

Gwendolen’s illusions of control, linked with her self-gratification as an art object, 

are nullified on her wedding night. Just before receiving the package from Lydia Glasher 

with Grandcourt’s diamonds, her status as art object is reinforced through descriptions of her 

reflected self, satin surroundings, and consciousness of being watched: “Gwendolen, yielding 

 
138 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 281. 
 
139 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 318. 
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up her hat and mantle, threw herself into a chair by the glowing hearth, and saw herself 

repeated in glass panels with all her faint-green satin surroundings. The housekeeper . . . 

seemed disposed to linger, Gwendolen thought, in order to look at the new mistress of 

Ryelands.”143 Eliot emphasizes this moment as the apex of Gwendolen’s self-gratification as 

a beautiful art object through the multiplicity of mirrors reflecting her satin-enveloped figure. 

When the housekeeper places the packet in Gwendolen’s lap and then leaves the room, 

Gwendolen—unaware that the packet has been sent directly from Lydia Glasher—realizes 

the packet likely contains the diamonds and is “glad of such an event as having her own 

diamonds to try on.”144 Yet her illusion of ownership is destroyed when she sees Lydia’s 

letter lying on top of the diamonds—“It was as if an adder had lain on them.”145 With 

trembling hands, Gwendolen reads Lydia’s venomous assertion that God is too just to allow 

Gwendolen happiness and that Gwendolen will face punishment: “You took [Grandcourt] 

with your eyes open. The willing wrong you have done me will be your curse.”146 In the 

vivid remainder of the scene, Gwendolen’s newfound powerlessness is dramatized through 

her display of terror: 

It seemed at first as if Gwendolen’s eyes were spell-bound in reading the horrible 
words of the letter over and over again as a doom of penance; but suddenly a new 
spasm of terror made her lean forward and stretch out the paper toward the fire, lest 
accusation and proof at once should meet all eyes. It flew like a feather from her 
trembling fingers and was caught up in a great draught of flame. In her movement the 
casket fell on the floor and the diamonds rolled out. She took no notice, but fell back 
in her chair again helpless. She could not see the reflections of herself then; they were 
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like so many women petrified white; but coming near herself you might have seen the 
tremor in her lips and hands. She sat so for a long while, knowing little more than that 
she was feeling ill, and that those written words kept repeating themselves to her. 

Truly here were poisoned gems, and the poison had entered into this poor young 
creature. 

After that long while, there was a tap at the door and Grandcourt entered, 
dressed for dinner. The sight of him brought a new nervous shock, and Gwendolen 
screamed again and again with hysterical violence. He had expected to see her dressed 
and smiling, ready to be led down. He saw her pallid, shrieking as it seemed with terror, 
the jewels scattered around her on the floor.147 

 
In this scene, Eliot fuses many of the novel’s motifs, among them jewels, eyesight, mirrors, 

the statuesque, and death; the merging of these motifs underscores the scene’s significance to 

Gwendolen’s character progression—or in this case, Gwendolen’s regression and figurative 

death. When examining the multiple references to eyes and sight in the passage, it is 

important to note both what Gwendolen can and cannot see. Her eyes fixate on Lydia’s letter, 

an emblem of her moral and marital doom; yet after destroying the letter out of concern that 

her moral ugliness will “meet all eyes,” Gwendolen is contrastingly unable to see her 

physical reflection in the glass. The evocative image of Gwendolen’s multiplicity of 

reflections being “like so many women petrified white” illustrates Gwendolen’s own 

paralyzed state but is suggestive of Lydia Glasher’s “petrification” as an abandoned mistress, 

the stasis any woman might experience in marriage to a man bent on mastering his wife, as 

Grandcourt is. The image connotes imprisonment and even death. Gwendolen’s inability to 

see her reflected self underscores the complete lack of power she holds over her physical, 

emotional, and perhaps even moral self. It is Grandcourt, instead, who sees his wife at the 

end of the scene, and as the novel progresses, his gaze becomes increasingly proprietary, then 

coercive. 
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 The scene in which Gwendolen receives Lydia’s poisoned letter and diamonds 

parallels her experience in the tableau vivant as Hermione, commencing a tragic fulfillment 

to the earlier scene. Later, the “dead face” in the painting will more straightforwardly find 

fulfillment upon Grandcourt’s death; but it is also echoed here in the “petrified white” faces 

of Gwendolen’s reflected self. In her article discussing the tableau vivant as a parodic 

engagement with Lessing’s work, Rainof (surprisingly) makes only a passing reference to 

this scene and does not address it as a possible parallel to the tableau vivant in its depiction 

of statuesque imagery and in the dramatic scream that issues from Gwendolen in each 

scene.148 Gwendolen’s statuesque motionlessness after burning Lydia’s letter, followed by 

her eruption into screaming, can be read as once again engaging with Lessing’s aesthetic 

theories about representations of beauty, and in comparison with the tableau vivant, her 

grotesqueness is amplified. Face contorted with shrieks, Gwendolen remains beautiful to 

readers only because Eliot, through her narrative gradualism, has inspired sympathy in this 

frail creature so beset by selfishness yet compelled by moral goodness. Left shrieking on the 

floor, surrounded by scattered diamonds, she is dependent on the narrative powers of poesie 

to resurrect her from her figurative death. 

 After his marriage to Gwendolen, Grandcourt’s gaze quickly shifts from one of 

pandering admiration to one of cold surveillance. Eliot’s repeated description of his “narrow 

eyes” emphasizes the constriction Gwendolen experiences under his constant supervision. 

His stoic, bored demeanor only masks the predatory nature of his gaze, which Eliot describes 

as he observes Gwendolen conversing with Deronda at the Abbey: 

 
148 Rainof, “George Eliot’s Screaming Statues,” 884. Rainof mentions Glasher’s gesture of 
sending “poisoned jewels” but does not discuss Gwendolen’s anguished response. 
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Grandcourt had a delusive mood of observing whatever had an interest for him, which 
could be surpassed by no sleepy-eyed animal on the watch for prey . . . If Grandcourt 
cared to keep any one under his power he saw them out of the corners of his long 
narrow eyes, and if they went behind him he had a constructive process by which he 
knew what they were doing there. He knew perfectly well where his wife was, and 
how she was behaving.149 
 

Grandcourt follows up his public surveillance of Gwendolen with private admonitions that 

she behave as he wishes. After he observes her conversing with Deronda at the New Year’s 

Eve dance, he menacingly berates her: “You are my wife. And you will either fill your place 

properly—to the world and to me—or you will go to the devil.”150 Over time, Gwendolen 

recognizes her “constant liability to Grandcourt’s presence and surveillance.”151 

Grandcourt’s surveilling eyes, cruel words, and increasingly restrictive commands 

undergird Gwendolen’s bitter position as an art object who now languishes inside her frame. 

She considers defying him but recognizes the “ghostly army at his back”; instead, she sits “in 

her splendid attire, like a white image of helplessness, and he seemed to gratify himself with 

looking at her.”152 On a later occasion, as she prepares to visit the Meyricks’ home to dispel 

Grandcourt’s insinuation that Deronda and Mirah are having an affair, she thinks of 

Grandcourt’s disapproval and “walk[s] about the large drawing-room like an imprisoned 

dumb creature, not recognizing herself in the glass panels, not noting any object around her 

in the painted gilded prison.”153 Gwendolen, no longer prone to kiss her reflection in the 
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glass—unable to recognize herself, much less fantasize about being represented as an 

idealized Saint Cecilia—has become trapped in an ostentatious frame. 

Gwendolen’s feelings of imprisonment escalate over time, and by the time 

Grandcourt commands her to travel with him to the Mediterranean, she has begun to 

fantasize about his death—and later confesses to Deronda that she secured a murder weapon. 

Just before the fatal boating trip, when Grandcourt thwarts her intention to speak with 

Deronda by refusing to let her stay at the hotel on her own, their dichotomous roles of master 

and subject have nearly reached completion, shown through the metaphor of a horse: 

Grandcourt, satisfied that he “held his wife with bit and bridle,” feels confident that 

Gwendolen will “cease to be restive” within a year of their marriage.154 Gwendolen, in turn, 

feels that “the walls had begun to be an imprisonment, and while there was breath in this man 

he would have the mastery over her.”155 As they emerge for their outing, putting up a 

“theatrical representation” of normalcy for a handsome, reserved English couple, we are told 

that “the wife was declared to be like a statue.”156 Statues, of course, may appear beautiful 

and calm; but readers know that Gwendolen’s statuesque pose masks her deep pain as an art 

object who has lost freedom of movement beyond her frame—both literally and figuratively. 

The statue, in this case, is no longer screaming; it is petrified into stillness. 

 Gwendolen’s redemption and resurrection are facilitated by a final pair of eyes which 

gaze upon her, and which she likewise gazes into, first in the gambling room in Leubronn 
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and later throughout Gwendolen’s courtship and marriage to Grandcourt: those of Daniel 

Deronda. It may be tempting to read Deronda as yet another (male) surveillant, or 

gatekeeper—not of art, or of marital subjugation, but this time of morality—who holds a 

position of power, as viewer, over the recipient of his gaze. Sarah Gates argues that by 

questioning and punishing her wickedness, Deronda’s gaze complements Grandcourt’s; the 

two “really are two sides of the same patriarchal coin . . . it is a panopticon of male gazes 

which constructs and contains her as wicked.” 157 However, I contend that the true power of 

Deronda’s gaze is that it provokes Gwendolen, in turn, to look into her own character in 

place of the mirror she worshiped for so long. It is looking inward that provokes 

Gwendolen’s fits of terror—this is why she fears solitude—and it is only by facing her inner 

self head-on that Gwendolen is able to initiate redemptive character change. 

After their initial meeting in Leubronn, Gwendolen and Deronda’s journeys converge 

once again during Gwendolen’s engagement to Grandcourt, and repeated attention is drawn 

to their meeting of eyes. Gwendolen tells him she remembers the “evil eye” he cast on her 

gambling, then sees “his eyes fixed on her with a look so gravely penetrating that it had a 

keener edge for her than his ironical smile at her losses—a keener edge than Klesmer’s 

judgment.”158 If Klesmer’s vision provoked Gwendolen’s realization of her mediocre artistic 

skill, the realization of her own selfishness provoked by Deronda is much more painful. After 

this interaction, Gwendolen sees her choice to marry Grandcourt “in a new light” as she 

contemplates that the fortune they will possess may have otherwise gone to Deronda, and by 

 
157 Sarah Gates, "’A Difference of Native Language’: Gender, Genre, and Realism in ‘Daniel 
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association begins to think of Lydia Glasher and her children;159 still, she justifies her actions 

to herself and follows through with the marriage.  

As Gwendolen suffers under Grandcourt’s control and under the burden of her own 

guilt at betraying her promise to Lydia Glasher, she increasingly turns to Deronda for 

guidance. When their eyes meet, hers plead for help and his, rather than casting judgment, 

offer sympathy and support. Such is the case when they converse at the ball at the Abbey 

about Mirah’s moral perfection and, contrastingly, the suffering a selfish person endures 

when the consequences of their actions are felt. Deronda explains to Gwendolen his 

conviction that those suffering from remorse should be shown great sympathy: 

“[T]hose who would be comparatively uninteresting beforehand may become 
worthier of sympathy when they do something that awakens in them a keen remorse . 
. . I dare say some would never get their eyes opened if it were not for a violent shock 
from the consequences of their own actions. And when they are suffering in that way 
one must care for them more than for the comfortably self-satisfied.” Deronda forgot 
everything but his vision of what Gwendolen’s experience had probably been, and 
urged by compassion let his eyes and voice express as much interest as they would. 

Gwendolen had slipped on to the music-stool, and looked up at him with pain 
in her long eyes, like a wounded animal asking for help.”160 (emphasis added) 

 
In a later scene, Deronda perceives that Gwendolen looks at him as though she were 

“drowning”—a term that figuratively dramatizes her suffering while foreshadowing 

Grandcourt’s drowning later in the novel. In response to these pleading eyes, Deronda’s 

response is not to judge her but rather to offer compassion and counsel. “Try to care about 

something in this world besides the gratification of small selfish desires,” he exhorts her.161 
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It is significant that music, rather than visual art, is predominant in the time Deronda 

and Gwendolen spend together, as Deronda embodies the moral sensibility and power to 

sympathize that Eliot valued in music. When Gwendolen hears him speak for the first time, 

she observes that his voice is like “the deep notes of a violincello” compared with 

Grandcourt’s “toneless drawl.”162 When Deronda critiques Gwendolen’s “narrow” 

expression of her passion and her “want of ideas and sympathies to make a larger home for 

it,” he uses music as example of something that “answers for all larger things” but that 

Gwendolen refuses to pursue  because it brings her no private joy.163 Under Deronda’s 

influence, Gwendolen asks Mirah to give her singing lessons—a small step toward enlarging 

her sympathies—only to have Grandcourt dismiss the notion of ladies singing (amateurism is 

an embarrassment, and no one wants to hear “squalling in private,” after all). As Delia da 

Sousa Correa states, “Their [Gwendolen and Deronda’a] snatched discussions of music 

symbolise her need to overcome the silence imposed upon her as well as to expand her 

sympathies.”164 Therefore, when Gwendolen expresses to Grandcourt her interest in taking 

lessons, “Grandcourt’s squashing of her attempt is emblematic of the spiritual deprivation 

forced upon her . . . having been at last persuaded to sing, Gwendolen is forbidden to do 

so.”165 This is what makes Gwendolen’s character so poignant: she has both potent vision 

(“long eyes”) and a great sensibility to see beyond the surface—symbolically enacted by her 
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shrieking response upon seeing the portrait of the dead figure—but has not been taught to 

exercise her vision for selfless ends consistent with artistic and moral excellence until it is 

too late. Her teachers (Klesmer and Deronda) are unable to save her from the gilded frame 

she has accepted, manipulated for her own ends, and then found herself imprisoned by. 

The conundrum, for Gwendolen, is that she is caught between Deronda’s gaze—and 

by extension, her own conscience—that prods moral improvement and Grandcourt’s gaze 

that “petrifies” her into a submissive art object. She is, in fact, “drowning” under 

Grandcourt’s surveillance, and it is only through his literal drowning that she is set free from 

her frame. The process, however, is not one of joyous liberation. Rather, Gwendolen goes 

through a death-like state herself; she is described as pallid, white, a ghost. Ultimately, the 

symbolism of the dead face on the panel during the tableau vivant scene operates 

equivocally, as Grandcourt’s death marks not only his physical death, but also a resurrection 

for Gwendolen herself. Gwendolen is, ultimately, both the dead face and the fleeing figure—

a woman who was “petrified” but then brought back to life. Deronda again plays an integral 

role in her resurrection, consoling her after Grandcourt’s death in Italy and visiting her once 

they are both back in England. Gail Marshall discusses their final interaction—in which 

Deronda breaks the news of his engagement to Mirah—in context of Eliot’s use of statuesque 

imagery, noting that Daniel’s touch dispels Gwendolen’s sorrows and animates her: 

Gwendolen’s imprisonment within the physical isolation she has embraced is 
unequivocally shattered in her and Daniel’s final meeting which, as Adrian Poole has 
noted, re-enacts elements of the Winter’s Tale episode. In this scene, Gwendolen “sat 
like a statue with her wrists lying over each other and her eyes fixed” at the news of 
Deronda’s impending marriage, looking “before her with dilated eyes.” But rather 
than being entrapped by a “horrible vision,” the analogue of the charade scene’s 
painted panel, the power of that vision is defeated by Daniel’s touch, and his 
sympathetic look of sorrow. The warmth of a human touch dispels the cold isolation 
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of the statue, just as Leontes’ “O, she’s warm!” (The Winter’s Tale, V.3.109) 
confirms Shakespeare’s Hermione’s return to life.166 
 

Gwendolen receives the warmth of Deronda’s touch, but she also manages to give back by 

the end of the scene. When Deronda has trouble parting with her, she “look[s] at him with a 

sort of intention in her eyes, which helped him.”167  

“I shall live. I mean to live,” Gwendolen tells her mother when she returns home after 

Grandcourt’s death.168 Thanks to Deronda and to her own efforts to wean herself from 

selfishness, readers expect that the life Gwendolen now embraces will be different from the 

vanity-fed life she led before knowing him, before experiencing the suffering and remorse of 

her marriage. Even if, as Gwendolen tells Deronda in her letter to him on his wedding day, 

she is not yet sure how she “may live to be one of the best of women, who make others glad 

that they were born,” her gesture of release toward him (“You must not grieve any more for 

me”) is an act of selflessness.169 “It is better—it shall be better with me because I have 

known you”—with these final words to Deronda, Gwendolen shows that even if is compelled 

to edit her statement from “is better” to “shall be better,” she has already changed in her 

motivation to be a “better”—less selfish, more compassionate—person.170 To return to the 

novel’s opening question: Was she beautiful or not beautiful? In the end, the woman who has 

 
166 Gail Marshall, “Actresses, Statues and Speculation in Daniel Deronda,” Essays in 
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failed to “be” an artist is, herself, proven beautiful as she acts on her capacity for dynamism 

with moral growth. 

 
Mirah Lapidoth: “Pretty Jewess” and True Musician 

 
As a counterpoint to Gwendolen, Mirah Lapidoth, the young Jewish woman Daniel 

Deronda saves from an attempted suicidal drowning, is constructed as a morally pure woman 

with a soulful gift for musical performance. Beautiful like Gwendolen—and Dorothea, and 

Rosamond, and virtually all of Eliot’s heroines—Mirah resists the trap of vanity and looks, 

instead, to the interests of others. As a musician, her purity of soul lends transcendent power 

to her musical performances, which affect listeners throughout the novel not only because of 

her technical skill but also because of her soulfulness. Of the four women discussed in this 

chapter, Eliot dubs only Mirah with the label of a true “musician”171—a testament to both her 

musical skill and moral sensibilities. Mirah is Eliot’s ideal representation of a woman artist, 

given an official stamp of approval as an artist by the novel’s prototype of the artistic genius 

(Klesmer) and able to support herself as a professional musician by teaching lessons. Her 

musicality, morality, and devotion to her Jewish heritage symbiotically reinforce the moral 

failings of Gwendolen Harleth and establish her as the proper match for the novel’s male 

protagonist, Daniel Deronda.  

Throughout Daniel Deronda, Mirah is frequently objectified by a male gaze, and this 

includes the gaze of Deronda. Even though Deronda first sees her in a suicidal state, 

contemplating drowning herself in the river in a pose of “immovable, statue-like despair,” he 

is nevertheless drawn to her beauty: “He had no right to linger and watch her . . . it was only 
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the delicate beauty, picturesque lines and color of the image that was exceptional, and these 

conditions made it more markedly impossible that he should obtrude his interest upon 

her.”172 Deronda might gaze at both Gwendolen and Mirah with an eye to their needs, 

whether physical or moral, but there is a persistent undercurrent of sexual attraction in his 

relationship with both women. Deronda’s attraction to Mirah steadily grows at both a 

physical and emotional level; he comes to recognize Mirah as “a creature in whom it was 

difficult not to show a tender kind of interest both by looks and speech.”173  

Whereas Rosamond and Dorothea’s first meeting is marked by a clear superiority in 

Dorothea’s appearance—the result of her tasteful apparel and demeanor—the meeting 

between Mirah and Gwendolen at Lady Mallinger’s musical party in Grosvenor Square is 

marked by appositional but equally impressive beauty. Klesmer, for one, delights in the 

“piquant contrast of the two charming young creatures seated on the red divan.”174 For Mirah 

to hold her own in comparison with the tasteful, diamond-bedecked Gwendolen bespeaks her 

charm. Vanity could have ensnared Mirah as it did Gwendolen, yet Mirah, like Dorothea, 

chooses to wear understated clothing and resists adornment. When the Meyricks suggest that 

she get a new dress for a private party at Klesmer’s house, Mirah says, “I don’t want 

anything better than this black merino . . . some white gloves and some new bottines.”175 She 

agrees to get a new dress only because Mrs. Meyrick suggests it will please Deronda.  
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 While Mirah resists being an art object, she is continually positioned as one. Most 

detrimentally, her father capitalized on her musical talent and beauty, stealing her away from 

her mother and brother, pushing her into the theatre and subjecting her to the perpetual 

spectacle of the stage. From childhood, Mirah “never liked the praise [she] had, because it 

seemed all very hard and unloving,”176 yet as her father took her to and from America and 

throughout Europe, she was made to endure “the glare and faces,” “the people who came to 

stare at [her] behind the scenes.”177 In an unthreatening, comedic, yet still objectifying 

manner, Hans Meyrick resurrects Mirah’s overt position as art object through his repeated 

use of her as a model for his paintings of Berenice. Deronda asks Hans to stop using Mirah as 

a model, claiming that Mirah “would strongly object to being exhibited in this way”; but 

despite this attempted rescule, Hans refuses to give up painting “the face he admire[s] 

most.”178 

Whereas Gwendolen craves having others’ eyes fixated on her beauty, Mirah, like 

Dorothea Brooke, fixes her sight on others’ desires and needs. She possesses in abundance a 

core quality Eliot aligned with true artistry: selflessness. Despite Mirah’s traumatic past, Mrs. 

Meyrick observes that she is “good,” “submissive,” and “like a child” (a nuanced contrast to 

 
176 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 188. Eliot contrasts Mirah’s resistance to public performance with 
the self-serving ambitions of Deronda’s mother, Alcharisi, who left Deronda to be raised by 
an Englishmen and successfully rose to fame as an actress and singer. Eliot uses Klesmer, 
Mirah, and Deronda to emphasize the interrelationship between Jewishness, music, and 
morality; Alcharisi emphasizes this interrelationship by counterexample by her 
characterization as a stage performer who welcomes public applause, who has cast off her 
Jewish heritage, and who cut off her own son. 
 
177 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 192. 
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Rosamond’s “infantine” nature).179 Mirah’s moral goodness is perhaps best showcased 

through her family relationships: when she is reunited with her brother Mordecai, frail and 

dying of tuberculosis, she disregards his bodily grossness and selflessly tends to his needs, 

and when her father finds her, she forgives and generously cares for him until he once again 

betrays her, stealing Deronda’s ring and running away. While Gwendolen attracts Deronda’s 

attention for a time, Mirah Lapidoth’s sturdy morality contributes to the hold she establishes 

over Deronda’s heart. 

 Mirah further serves as a foil to Gwendolen through her success as a musical artist. 

Despite her reluctance to be onstage as a child, Mirah developed her skills as a musician and, 

in need of a means to support herself once she is taken in by the Meyricks, is able to earn 

Klesmer’s approval as a musician with true talent. Klesmer, who had previously cast his 

“terribly omniscient eyes” on Gwendolen,180 this time casts “beaming eyes” on Mirah, offers 

his hand to her, and says, “Let us shake hands: you are a musician.”181 Klesmer further 

qualifies her musical talent to Mrs. Meyrick, saying, “She is a thorough musician, and has a 

soul with more ears to it than you will often get in a musician.”182 Deronda likewise 

distinguishes Mirah’s skillfulness from amateurism when he tells Gwendolen that “most of 

us ought to practise art only in the light of private study—preparation to understand and 
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enjoy what the few can do for us. I think Miss Lapidoth is one of the few.”183 Mirah’s 

musical excellence stems not only from her early artistic training, but more importantly, from 

a soul attuned to others rather than to her own wants. 

 Gail Marshall suggests that Mirah offers "redemptive hope for the female performer": 

unaware of her position before an audience, she "un-selfconsciously surpasses and exceeds 

her temporal and physical limits—bounds which Gwendolen seeks to reinforce."184 It is true 

that Eliot emphasizes the transcendence of Mirah’s singing and the ability of her voice to 

temporarily eclipse any attention that might be given to her body. This is particularly evident 

when Deronda first listens to Mirah sing and covers his eyes to “seclude the melody in 

darkness,” giving himself over to Mirah’s ability to make her listener “oblivious of art or 

manner.”185 In such moments, as Marshall claims, “the female body is thus sublimated and 

the female artist released from its thrall."186 Still, I find it important to give careful attention 

to passages devoted to Mirah’s corporality and beauty, such as the paragraph immediately 

preceding Deronda’s closed eyes, in which Eliot describes how Mirah looks to Deronda’s 

eyes just before singing: 

Imagine her—it is always good to imagine a human creature in whom bodily 
loveliness seems as properly one with the entire being as the bodily loveliness of 
those wondrous transparent orbs of life that we find in the sea—imagine her with her 
dark hair brushed from her temples, but yet showing certain tiny rings there which 
had cunningly found their own way back, the mass of it hanging behind just to the 
nape of the little neck in curly fibres, such as renew themselves at their own will after 
being bathed into straightness like that of water-grasses. Then see the perfect cameo 

 
183 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 395. 
 
184 Marshall, “Actresses, Statues and Speculation in Daniel Deronda,” 134-35. 
 
185 Eliot, Daniel Deronda, 335. 
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her profile makes, cut in a duskish shell, where by some happy fortune there pierced a 
gem-like darkness for the eye and eyebrow; the delicate nostrils defined enough to be 
ready for sensitive movements, the finished ear, the firm curves of the chin and neck, 
entering into the expression of a refinement which was not feebleness.187 
 

It is possible that Eliot offers such a detailed physical portrait of Mirah before her 

transcendent singing to throw her “body-less” performance into sharp relief. However, given 

the extreme focus on the solidity of her features—emphasized with words connoting 

definition such as “bodily loveliness,” “curly fibres,” “perfect cameo,” “defined,” and “firm 

curves”—it seems more likely that Mirah’s body is not erased in Deronda’s mind, but rather 

complemented by a spirituality rendering her an even more ideal woman. Mirah may be a 

“body-less” performer, but she is certainly not a body-less lover for Deronda. Moreover, the 

narrator draws attention to features evoking Mirah’s Jewishness: her dark hair, massy curls, 

and “duskish” skin. Once again, Eliot intertwines Jewishness and musical giftedness, this 

time resolutely affirming the physical beauty of her performer, which complements her moral 

beauty within. 

 Alison Byerly argues that in Daniel Deronda, music functions as a “touchstone by 

which all of the novel’s characters can be evaluated” and there is “a direct correspondence 

between musical value and spiritual value.”188 If we examine Gwendolen and Mirah’s 

contrasting relationships to music, we see that Gwendolen’s interest in pursuing musical art 

exposes her superficiality and blind egoism, whereas Mirah’s successful pursuit of musical 

art validates her talent as well as her soulfulness and innate sympathies. Burgan notes Eliot’s 

use of this contrast to critique the commonly superficial nature of Victorian women’s artistic 
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pursuits: “[The] conflict between the convention of music as a feminine social grace and 

Eliot’s ideal of music as socially significant feeling animates the contrast between 

Gwendolen Harleth’s ability to amuse through playing and singing in the drawing room and 

the transcendent musical gifts of Mirah Cohen.”189 But the contrast Eliot develops between 

Gwendolen and Mirah does more than provide societal commentary on the domestic pursuit 

of art. It undergirds Eliot’s construction of a deeply flawed protagonist and establishes a 

foundation for Gwendolen’s perhaps limited but promising character progression. Mirah 

possesses what Gwendolen lacks—compassion, humility, selflessness—in excess, 

experiencing as her reward both musical success and a future with the novel’s moral center, 

Daniel Deronda. 

 
Conclusion 

 In examining the relationships of Dorothea Brooke, Rosamond Vincy, Gwendolen 

Harleth, and Mirah Lapidoth to art, it is important to note that all four women are physically 

beautiful. Whereas Dorothea and Mirah keep their eyes fixed on serving others, maintaining 

the selflessness and sympathy Eliot associated with true art, both Rosamond and Gwendolen 

succumb to what Eliot presents as a potential pitfall of physical beauty: through their vanity, 

and by fixing their eyes on their own selfish desires, Rosamond and Gwendolen submit to the 

stasis Eliot found problematic in visual art. Yet while their selfishness and vanity have barred 

them from success as artists, art serves as a moral impetus for Rosamond and Gwendolen. 

Rosamond, who is a mostly static character throughout the novel, is provoked by the moral 

goodness of Dorothea—the painting, poem, and song of Middlemarch—to commit her one 
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prominent unselfish act in the novel: telling Dorothea the truth about Will Ladislaw—that 

she, not Will, was entirely to blame for their seeming indiscretion. The influence of musical 

characters—and art itself—on Gwendolen Harleth is much more significant. When 

Gwendolen writes to Deronda at the novel’s ending, “It is better—it shall be better with me 

because I have known you,”190 we have good reason to hope that the ending of Eliot’s novel 

is the beginning of Gwendolen’s life as a woman capable of looking to the needs of someone 

other than herself. Despite using art to highlight moral deficiencies, Eliot also shows the 

potential of art to redeem those with a selfish nature if they, like Gwendolen, will possess the 

humility to confront their weaknesses and the resilience to strive for improvement. 

 In comparison with the other writers I explore in my project, Eliot holds her women, 

and her women artists, to particularly high expectations. The most immediate threat toward a 

woman artist in Eliot’s fiction often lies not in the policing gazes of men surrounding her, but 

within. Eliot’s women who fail in relationship to the arts—which, in Eliot’s world, aligns 

with moral failure—are often held responsible for internalizing the gaze and reproducing it in 

a way that stunts their growth and their ability to give to others. This treatment of her 

fictional artists parallels her call to women writers in “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists” to 

stop pursuing the “foolish vanity of wishing to appear in print” and write, instead, work of a 

high artistic standard.191 While Eliot has long been subject to criticism for failing to be 

“feminist” enough in her sentiments and politics, it is my opinion that in this aspect of her 
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writing, at least, she shows great respect to women by holding them accountable for the 

intelligence and artistry of which they are capable. 

 As a writer with high standards for women’s novels, Eliot fulfilled her own aesthetic 

ideals in her authorship of Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda by celebrating humanity across 

diverse social stratifications and settings and attempting to foster human sympathy. In 

Middlemarch, Eliot uses not only privileged characters such as Dorothea Brooke but also 

humble, lower-class characters such as Brooke’s estate manager Caleb Garth to affirm the 

value of generosity within one’s own community as well as larger-scale political reform. In 

Daniel Deronda, Eliot intentionally used motifs of music and morality during a time of 

controversy surrounding the “Jewish Question” to affirm the value of Jewishness and, 

through the Zionist pursuits of Mirah’s brother Mordecai—which Deronda and Mirah adopt 

after his death—to advance the possibility of nationhood.192 Following the publication of 

Deronda, Eliot wrote to her friend Harriet Beecher Stowe: 

As to the Jewish element in "Deronda," I expected from first to last, in writing it, that 
it would create much stronger resistance, and even repulsion, than it has actually met 
with. But precisely because I felt that the usual attitude of Christians towards Jews 
is—I hardly know whether to say more impious or more stupid when viewed in the 
light of their professed principles, I therefore felt urged to treat Jews with such 
sympathy and understanding as my nature and knowledge could attain to . . . There is 
nothing I should care more to do, if it were possible, than to rouse the imagination of 

 
192 George Eliot’s 1879 essay “The Modern Hep! Hep! Hep!”, which condemned English 
prejudices toward Jews, speculated on the possibility of future nationhood for Jews: “If we 
are to consider the future of the Jews at all, it seems reasonable to take as a preliminary 
question: Are they destined to complete fusion with the peoples among whom they are 
dispersed . . . or . . . are there in the political relations of the world, the conditions present or 
approaching for the restoration of a Jewish state planted on the old ground as a centre of 
national feeling, a source of dignifying protection, a special channel for special energies 
which may contribute some added form of national genius, and an added voice in the 
councils of the world?” In Prose by Victorian Women: An Anthology, edited by Andrea 
Broomfield and Sally Mitchell, 207–29, at 225-26 (New York and London: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1996). 
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men and women to a vision of human claims in those races of their fellow-men who 
most differ from them in customs and beliefs. But towards the Hebrews we western 
people, who have been reared in Christianity, have a peculiar debt, and, whether we 
acknowledge it or not, a peculiar thoroughness of fellowship in religious and moral 
sentiment.193 
 

The extent of Eliot’s success in advocating for Jews, and the appropriateness (or lack thereof) 

with which she did so, has been subject to debate since the novel’s publication. Although her 

execution was imperfect, her intention was to use her own art on behalf of others and to tap a 

sympathetic vein in her readers. 

For all her practicality and grounding in both scientific and aesthetic theory, Eliot was 

something of a mystic, and both her fiction and nonfiction show a reverence for art’s purity 

and spiritual power. In Eliot’s 1860 novel The Mill on the Floss, Phillip Wakem declares to 

Maggie Tulliver that “Poetry and art and knowledge are sacred and pure.”194 In 

Middlemarch, Will tells Dorothea that his religion is “to love what is good and beautiful” 

when he sees it.195 In Daniel Deronda, Mirah declares to Deronda and the Meyricks that 

what is beautiful “must be true.”196 Eliot’s novels reinforce the sacredness and purity of art 

by bestowing artistic sensibilities upon characters with the dynamic capacity to grow, give, 

and unfurl beauty to the world around them; to characters like Dorothea who would say, in 

relationship to art, “I should like to make life beautiful—I mean everybody’s life.”

 
 
 

 
193 Letter to Harriet Beecher Stowe, October 29, 1876. In Eliot, George Eliot’s Life, vol. 3. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

AMAZONIAN VISION: PAINTERLY SUCCESS IN THE TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL, 
OLIVE, AND THE PILLARS OF THE HOUSE 

 

On March 26, 1864, the following article appeared in Punch Magazine: 

A PRETTY EXHIBITION. 

We thought we were too wise to be surprised at anything; but we certainly were 
startled to see this in the Reader:— 

 
“The private view of the Society of Female Artists will take place this day (Saturday) 
at their Gallery in Pall Mall.” 
 
Baby-shows there have been, we believe, in plenty, but it is quite a novelty to hear of 
a Lady-show. We wonder how the Female Artists liked being inspected at their 
private view, and whether many of them showed much colour in their cheeks at it. 
We presume they were allowed to pose themselves artistically before their being 
viewed, and to arrange their drapery with an eye to picturesque and personal effect. 
Most of them no doubt came in their newest bonnets, and their most expansive 
Crinolines, and chose the dresses that best suited their complexions for the show. We 
wish we had been present at the private view, for it really must have been a very 
pretty sight, but as a public character we suppose that Mr. Punch was considered 
inadmissible. We trust next time that this objection will be waived, for we had always 
rather see a pretty picture.1 
 

In this satirical article, “Mr. Punch” expresses regret that he was not invited to see a private 

viewing of artwork created by the Society of Female Artists (SFA), a coalition of women 

artists—dominated by painters—formed in 1857 to foster the networking of women artists 

and to promote the visibility of their work. Mr. Punch facetiously assumes that the women 

themselves were on display at this “private view,” casting them in the roles of both art 

 
1 “A Pretty Exhibition,” Punch Magazine (March 26, 1864), 125, accessed July 16, 2022, 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=njp.32101076892486&view=1up&seq=135. 
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subject and object. He acknowledges the women artists’ agency in “arrang[ing] their 

drapery” with a keen eye, yet he positions them as passive recipients for his own viewing as 

he wonders how many of them blushed deeply and expresses his interest to be invited to see 

this “pretty sight” next year. While the tone of the article is tongue-in-cheek, there is a biting 

truth to Mr. Punch’s claim that he “had always rather see a pretty woman than her picture,” 

for it speaks to the greater value historically attached to a woman being beautiful over her 

ability to create beauty; it positions the woman artist herself, rather than her painting, in the 

frame, subject to both “inspection” and voyeurism. 

 Throughout the nineteenth century, women’s position as visual artists had an inverse 

relationship to their position as novelists. As women writers were “edged out” of the novel 

writing business in the mid- to late-nineteenth century,2 women painters gradually secured 

greater access to education, patronage, and exhibition venues. Along this road of opportunity, 

women painters persistently had to contend with the double gaze: As women artists, a critical 

first step in their careers was to step outside of the frame and ensure that their works of art, 

rather than their own selves, were evaluated as objects of beauty; as women artists, they 

faced complex patriarchal surveillance of the art world, which was rooted in binary gender 

ideologies and expressed in tangible barriers to their artistic success. 

In this chapter, I will first outline the central opportunities and obstacles women 

painters experienced in the mid-nineteenth-century art world. I will then examine how three 

fictional women painters—Helen Graham in Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall 

 
2 Gaye Tuchman and Nina E. Fortin, Edging Women Out: Victorian Novelists, Publishers, 
and Social Change (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). Tuchman and Fortin identify 
1840-1879 as a “period of invasion” in the literary market, in which men first began to value 
and pursue novel writing (7-8). 
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(1848), the eponymous heroine of Dinah Craik’s Olive (1850), and Geraldine Underwood in 

Charlotte Yonge’s The Pillars of the House (1873)—navigate the double gaze in their pursuit 

of painterly success at this critical historical juncture for women in the visual arts. Working 

in positions of relative invisibility to the male gaze, Helen Graham, Olive Rothsay, and 

Geraldine Underwood find success both tangibly and ideologically: they generate income by 

selling their work and they are characterized as having artistic genius and intellect—

historically considered to be masculine traits. In turn, all three characters grow as subjects 

with keen vision. As we have seen in previous chapters, artistry and vision operate in 

symbiotic relationship with one another. After Helen, Olive, and Geraldine secure 

professional success, they are each featured in scenes underscoring the potency of their 

vision. Vision signifies knowledge, power, and creative ability in these novels as each 

woman, utilizing her sharp gaze to appropriate and absorb beauty, reconfigures her soulful 

observations on the canvas with great success. 

Finally, I will explore possible explanations for the progressiveness with which three 

ostensibly conservative authors utilize the figure of the woman painter to affirm “masculine” 

power held by the woman artist. None of the authors discussed in this chapter—Brontë, 

Craik, or Yonge—were overt feminists. But while feminist themes are more often implicit 

than explicit in these novels (especially in Yonge), they emerge with a steely ferocity that 

complicates dominant themes of temperance, domesticity, and piety. Painting serves as the 

authors’ main vehicle for this underlying aggression and allows their heroines to enter, as I 

shall argue, a figurative battleground as they adopt “Amazonian vision.”  Helen wields 

alternately protective and artistic vision from her fortress-like Wildfell Hall, Olive manifests 
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Craik’s nonfiction assertion that women writers and artists must don “brain-armour” and 

“carry on with lawful, consecrated weapons of combat” to achieve success,3 and Geraldine’s 

pictures commit “slaughter” while on display at a Royal Academy exhibition.4 Through their 

representations of women who endure traumas of displacement and disfigurement but who 

resurrect themselves with artistic prowess, Brontë, Craik, and Yonge operate, themselves, as 

Amazons who wield their fiction to affirm women’s creative potential. 

 
Women in the Nineteenth-Century Art World: Opportunities and Obstacles 

 
By the opening of the nineteenth century, painting and drawing had been established 

as respected accomplishments among middle- and upper-class women in England. In her 

1843 conduct book The Daughters of England, Sarah Stickney Ellis defended drawing as an 

accomplishment suitable for young women on the basis that it is “quiet,” “disturbs no one,” 

and could keep the mind occupied so that women did not brood over their own troubles.5 As 

the nineteenth century progressed, however, women artists increasingly stepped outside of 

the domestic realm as they pursued public and professional success. Queen Victoria, who 

took pleasure in sketching and painting and worked to facilitate women’s access to training, 

 
3 Dinah Craik, A Woman’s Thoughts About Women (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1858), 
accessed June 23, 2022, https://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/vwwp/view?docId=VAB7175, 57. 
 
4 Charlotte Mary Yonge, The Pillars of the House, vol. 2 (CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform, 2014), 98. 
 
5 Sarah Stickney Ellis, The Daughters of England: Their Position in Society, Character, and 
Responsibilities (New-York: D. Appleton, 1843), accessed June 7, 2022, 
http://archive.org/details/daughtersenglan 00conggoogl, 67. 
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served as an important catalyst in this shift.6 In the year of her accession, public training in 

the visual arts was widened with the founding of the Government School of Design7 

(renamed the Royal College of Art in 1898) and was soon followed by the founding of the 

Female School of Design in 1842.8  

Despite their admission to the Government School of Design, which focused on the 

production of aesthetically savvy material goods rather than developing elite artistic skill, 

women were still barred entry from attending the most prestigious school for those intent on 

producing high art: the Royal Academy. Several prominent women artists signed a petition 

for admittance in 1859 that was promptly denied on the grounds that admitting women 

students would have necessitated offering separate “life classes,” as it was considered 

unsuitable for women artists to view nude models.9 Indeed, it was feared that looking at a 

naked human body would “inflame the passions and disturb the control of female sexuality 

that lay at the heart of moral injunctions.”10 Women were also encouraged to confine their 

productions to specific genres and mediums. Victorians inherited an historical concept of 

high art that attributed the highest prestige to historical and allegorical paintings, followed by 

 
6 Rose E. D. Sketchley, “The Reign of Woman in the World of Art,” The Argosy: A 
Magazine of Tales, Travels, Essays, and Poems (February 1901): 47–64, 
http://proxy.library.umkc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historical-
periodicals/reign-woman-world-art/docview/2953446/se-2. 
 
7 Sketchley, "The Reign of Woman," 55. 
 
8 Deborah Cherry, Painting Women: Victorian Women Artists (London: Routledge, 1993), 
58. 
 
9 Whitney Chadwick, Women, Art, and Society, 4th ed. (London: Thames & Hudson, 2007), 
180. 
 
10 Chadwick, Women, Art, and Society, 175. 
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landscape and portraiture.11 Yet women, who often did not have access to the kind of life 

experiences, education, and artistic training that would enable them to produce these genres, 

were encouraged to devote their energies to painting fruits, flowers, and domestic scenes. 

Watercolors, rather than oils, were considered the most appropriate medium for women 

because, in the words of a conservative article published as late as 1898, “it is to oils what 

woman is to man, more subtle, more mysterious, softer, tenderer, purer, capable of more 

infinite gradation of tone, its weaker.”12 In contrast to the delicacy of watercolor paints, oils 

were considered too bold, too strong, for women. Again, as with subject matter, this 

restriction imposed on the woman painter’s artistic medium reveals that her expected output 

as an artist was directly linked to her expected nature as a woman: soft, weak, and subdued.   

These limitations of Academy acceptance, training, and expected genres and 

mediums were external manifestations of deeply rooted binary gender ideologies. The very 

definition of “artist” implied qualities that intellectual and popular discourse linked with 

masculinity, and numerous publications from the time reveal the ingrained perception that 

women lacked the inherent qualities necessary to produce great art. In her article “The Artist: 

His Health,” published in Once a Week in 1860—notably after the formation of the Female 

School of Art and Design and the Society of Female Artists—Harriet Martineau uses 

language with masculine connotations in her definition of a painter. She declares that 

becoming a painter “requires strength and hardihood of the bodily, as persistence and 

 
11 Jan Marsh and Pamela Gerrish Nunn, Pre-Raphaelite Women Artists (London: Thames and 
Hudson Ltd., 1998), 27. 
 
12 Darley Dale, “Lady Artists,” London Society: A Monthly Magazine of Light and Amusing 
Literature for the Hours of Relaxation (November 1898): 487–90, at 488, 
https://archive.org/details/sim_london-society_1898-11_74/page/486/mode/2up. 
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endurance in the mental frame,” and she later states, “With a brave spirit, a true love of art, 

and a power of manly self-discipline, even a painter may live happily on a small measure of 

success.”13 “Strength,” “hardihood,” “brave,” and “manly”—these words resonated with 

cultural definitions of masculinity.  

Perhaps the most iconic definition of mid-Victorian binary gender ideologies comes 

from the influential art critic and patron John Ruskin, who famously defined the nature and 

duties of men and women in his 1864 lecture “Of Queen’s Garden’s,” which I briefly quoted 

in my Introduction but will quote at more length here: 

Now their separate characters are briefly these. The man's power is active, 
progressive, defensive. He is eminently the doer, the creator, the discoverer, the 
defender. His intellect is for speculation and invention; his energy for adventure, for 
war, and for conquest, wherever war is just, wherever conquest necessary. But the 
woman's power is for rule, not for battle,—and her intellect is not for invention or 
creation, but for sweet ordering, arrangement, and decision. She sees the qualities of 
things, their claims, and their places. Her great function is Praise; she enters into no 
contest, but infallibly adjudges the crown of contest. By her office, and place, she is 
protected from all danger and temptation. The man, in his rough work in open world, 
must encounter all peril and trial;—to him, therefore, must be the failure, the offence, 
the inevitable error: often he must be wounded, or subdued; often misled; and 
ALWAYS hardened. But he guards the woman from all this; within his house, as 
ruled by her, unless she herself has sought it, need enter no danger, no temptation, no 
cause of error or offence.14  
 

While Ruskin attributes complementary value to both men and women, he specifies an 

appropriate location for each: Men are in the workplace, on the battlefield, in the open world; 

women are “protected” and—unless they choose or need to venture beyond—stay within the 

home. (Although the 1860s marked a shift in which a smaller ratio of working-class women 

 
13 Harriet Martineau, “The Artist," Once a Week 3, no. 66 (September 19, 1860): 370-374, at 
371. https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=rul.39030035731928&view=1up&seq=11. 
 
14 John Ruskin, “Of Queen’s Gardens,” in Sesame and Lilies (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 
1865), 146-47, accessed February 4, 2023, https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001020088 
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worked outside the home,15 Ruskin’s statements ignore the plight of women working in coal 

mines and doing backbreaking factory labor.) Within their proper locations, Ruskin defines 

the essential traits of men and women. Man is “active, progressive, defensive”; he is the 

“doer,” “creator,” “discoverer,” “defender.” It is critical to note here that Ruskin does not 

simply define how a man acts (i.e., “Man does, creates, discovers, and defends”), or should 

act (i.e., “Man should do, should create, should discover, should defend”). Rather, Ruskin 

uses fundamental “to be” verbs to identify what men, by nature, are. He implies that man has 

no choice whether he will defend, or discover, or create. Those actions should stem 

effortlessly from a sheer state of being. By contrast, when defining women’s nature and 

capabilities, Ruskin explicitly states not only what women can do, but what they cannot do: 

fight battles, invent, create. Such assertions of men’s creative power and outright negations 

of a women’s ability to create undergirded tangible restriction placed on women’s art.  

Moreover, the notion of the artist as “genius,” which connoted supreme creativity and 

intellect, elevated the artist to a mystical status often considered unattainable for women. 

While genius as a concept can be traced back centuries and was routinely discussed by 

empiricist philosophers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, German idealist 

philosophers of the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries constructed specific definitions 

of artistic “genius” that were embraced by British intellectuals and absorbed into societal 

discourse surrounding the arts. In his influential autobiography and Romantic manifesto 

Biographia Literaria (1817), Samuel Taylor Coleridge identifies Kant as the most influential 

 
15 Joanna Bourke, “Housewifery in Working-Class England 1860-1914,” Past & Present, no. 
143 (1994): 167–97, https://www.jstor.org/stable/651165. 
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writer in shaping his conceptions of art16—and it is worth noting here that Dinah Craik, 

whose treatment of “genius” in Olive I will discuss, references Coleridge in the novel’s 

text.17 Kant’s Critique of Pure Judgment (1790), in turn, describes genius as an innate talent 

that supersedes the “rules” of art: “genius is a talent for producing that for which no definite 

rule can be given . . . Hence originality must be its first property.”18 Kant discusses the Latin 

origin of genius as “that peculiar guiding and guardian spirit given to a man at his birth, from 

whose suggestion these original Ideas proceed.” Hegel’s 1818-1829 lectures on aesthetics 

and published works further propagated the notion of genius as an inborn capacity to create 

great art. In The Philosophy of Art, he defines genius as an organic product of the individual 

human soul: 

Genius is the general capacity of creating a genuine example of fine art no less than 
the energy implied in the execution and elaboration of the same. Moreover, this 
capability and the power which goes with it is essentially the property of a human 
soul; that is to say, self-conscious individuality alone is able to create in this sense 
that a spiritual creation of this quality is just what it sets before itself to produce.19 
 

 
16 Coleridge states, “The writings of the illustrious sage of Koenigsberg, the founder of the 
Critical Philosophy, more than any other work, at once invigorated and disciplined my 
understanding.” Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Biographia Literaria (Project Gutenberg, 2017), 
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/6081. 
 
17 Olive is surprised to learn her friend Sara Derwent is unfamiliar with Coleridge’s lyrics 
because she “fancied everybody read Coleridge.” In Dinah Craik, Olive and the Half-Caste 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 57. 
 
18 Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgment, trans. John Henry Bernard (Project Gutenberg, 
2015), 189, https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/48433. 
 
19 George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, The Philosophy of Fine Art, trans. Francis Plumptre 
Beresford Osmaston, vol. 1 (Project Gutenberg, 2017), 384, https://www.gutenberg.org/ 
ebooks/55334. 
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Hegel’s elevation of the genius shaped the canonization of elite (and typically male) artists in 

emerging art histories of the nineteenth century and influenced the development of art history 

in works such as such as Burckhardt’s The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy,20 while 

works such as Ellet’s Women Artists in All Ages and Countries (1859) attempted to ensure 

that women artists received thorough historical documentation.21 

Although John Ruskin deprecated German philosophers in his five-volume aesthetic 

manifesto Modern Painters, his usage of the term “genius” aligns with its idealist and 

Romantic associations. In his third volume of Modern Painters, in which he explicitly 

dismisses the value of reading German metaphysicians, 22 he nevertheless echoes Kant’s 

statements that true genius is exempt from the “common rules” of art.23 Ruskin asserts, “The 

great men never know how or why they do things. They have no rules; cannot comprehend 

the nature of rules . . . for the part of genius . . . it has no rules.”24 In 1854 Ruskin wrote to an 

 
20 Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, trans. S. G. C. Middlemore 
(Project Gutenberg, 2021), https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/2074. 
 
21 Elizabeth Fries Ellet, Women Artists in All Ages and Countries (Harper & Brothers, 1859), 
accessed August 3, 2022, https://www.google.com/books/edition/_/LsBBAAAAYAAJ?hl= 
en&gbpv=0chad. 
 
22 In his third volume of Modern Painters, Ruskin satirically explains that while reading Kant 
and other German metaphysicians will not bring any “harm,” other philosophers (among 
them, the empiricist Francis Bacon) will be rewarding to read “not for show, but for use.” He 
professes his own “steady pursuit of Naturalism as opposed to Idealism.” In John Ruskin, 
Modern Painters, vol. 3 (Project Gutenberg, 2012), https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/ 
38923. 
 
23 According to Kant, bypassing imitation in art “is meritorious only in the case of genius. A 
certain audacity in expression—and in general many a departure from common rules—
becomes him well.” In Critique of Judgment, 204. 
 
24 Ruskin, Modern Painters, vol. 3. 
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aspiring painter, “The great things, which require genius to do, are done easily if you have 

the genius.”25 In another letter, he claimed to have known only five geniuses, and 

surprisingly—in light of Ruskin’s prejudices against women painters—one of them is a 

woman: Turner, Watts, Millais, Rossetti, and Elizabeth Siddal.26 In a letter to Elizabeth 

Siddal in May 1855, he told her, “the plain hard fact is that I think you have genius; that I 

don’t think there is much genius in the world.”27 Ironically, Ruskin’s recognition of Siddal’s 

“genius” likely slowed her artistic production; when Siddal struggled with ill health, he cited 

protecting her “genius” as his motive for directing her to not overstrain herself in her artistic 

endeavors: 

I don’t think there is much genius in the world; and I want to keep what there is, in it, 
heaven having, I suppose, enough for all its purposes . . . I should simply do what I 
do, if I could, as I should try to save a beautiful tree from being cut down, or a bit of a 
Gothic cathedral whose strength was failing. If you would be so good as to consider 
yourself as a piece of wood or Gothic for a few months, I should be grateful to you.28 
 

Ruskin requested that Siddal take four months off from painting, at which point she could 

resume watercolor painting and perhaps take up oils the following year. It is possible that 

Ruskin would have advised a male painter with ill health—and Siddal struggled for most of 

her life with various physical ailments—to refrain from art production. It is also possible, 

however, to interpret Ruskin’s protective treatment of Siddal as an indication that even if a 

 
25 Letter to J. J. Laing, August 6, 1854. In The Letters of John Ruskin: Volume 1, 1827-1869, 
in The Complete Works of John Ruskin, ed. by E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn 
(London: George Allen, 1909), 172, accessed February 4, 2023, https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/ 
media/ lancaster-university/content-assets/documents/ruskin/36-37Letters.pdf. 
 
26 Letter to Mrs. Acland, July 10, 1855. In Ruskin, The Letters, 217. 
 
27 Letter to Elizabeth Siddall, May 1855. In Ruskin, The Letters, 204. 
 
28 Letter to Elizabeth Siddall, May 1855. In Ruskin, The Letters, 204. 
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woman’s “genius” were recognized, it would not necessarily be fostered in the same ways as 

a man’s. 

A final factor discouraging women from sustained commitment to art was the popular 

perception that the dedication that it would take to achieve the highest level of artistic 

success was incongruent with the expectation that women devote themselves, first and 

foremost, to the domestic realm. Although Sarah Stickney Ellis promoted drawing as an 

accomplishment for young ladies in The Daughters of England, she cautioned against this 

hobby interfering with domestic duties in her companion work The Mothers of England: 

“Perfection in the art either of drawing or painting, so as to design with taste, and execute 

with effort, is . . . an art belonging unquestionably to the distinguished few, and the practice 

of which would in most cases be obviously at variance with the duties of a mother.”29 In an 

article published in the widely read Westminster Review in 1858, readers were told of being a 

(woman) artist that “to attain high eminence it demands the entire devotion of a life [and] 

entails a toil and study severe, continuous, unbroken.”30 Women artists who understood the 

exacting toll that artistic excellence would demand of them faced a double bind: they usually 

lacked the training and skills necessary to remain single by supporting themselves as 

professionals with earnings from their art, and thereby achieving the freedom to devote their 

time to their artistic careers; yet once married, they were expected to subordinate their 

artwork to their domestic duties. 

 
29 Sarah Stickney Ellis, The Mothers of England: Their Influence and Responsibility (Fisher, 
Son, & Co., 1843), accessed June 7, 2022, 
http://archive.org/details/mothersenglandt01elligoog, 97. 
 
30 “Art. VI.—Women Artists,” Westminster Review 70, no. 137 (July 1858): 163-185, at 164, 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uiug.30112042291432&view=1up&seq=180. 
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In the face of these challenges, a growing network of women artists refused to be 

dismissed and took matters into their own hands. Frustrated with their exclusion from the 

Royal Academy, a group of women artists in London formed the Society of Female Artists 

(SFA) in London in the winter of 1856-1857 to help train women artists and secure 

exhibition venues.31 More societies followed in other regions of Britain, including the 

Manchester Society of Women Painters in 1879 and the Glasgow Society of Women Artists 

in 1882.32 As women artists grew in numbers, skills, and achievements, they received 

increasing coverage in the periodical press and in nonfiction books. SFA exhibitions were 

reviewed in most major periodicals, among them the Athenaeum, the Times, and the Art 

Journal. Elizabeth Ellet’s full-length book Women Artists in all Ages and Countries, 

published in 1859, further spotlighted women artists by cataloging the biographies of the 

most successful women artists throughout history and at the time.33 And, of course, in the 

sister art of literature, women writers both dramatized their experiences and imagined new 

possibilities with fictional representations of women artists who navigate a terrain fraught 

with gendered obstacles. 

The fictional women painters I will discuss in the remainder of this chapter—Helen 

Graham, Olive Rothesay, and Geraldine Underwood—are progressive in their achievements 

as painters at a time when obstacles confronting women painters, though loosening, still held 

a formidable grip. Correspondingly, they assume “masculine” visual agency as they—

 
31 Cherry, Painting Women, 67. 
 
32 Cherry, Painting Women, 69-67. 
 
33 Ellet, Women Artists. 
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respectively—demonstrate visual command of a beautiful landscape on a group picnic, use 

ekphrastic descriptions to illuminate the interior world of a blind mother, and turn the tables 

of artistic surveillance on a brother who has had the upper hand in his art education. Brontë, 

Craik, and Yonge reflect and affirm the historical strides being made by mid-nineteenth-

century British painters with their representations of women artists who paint and see with 

reciprocal power. 

 
Helen Graham, the Fair Artist of Wildfell Hall 

 
Unlike her sister Charlotte, Anne Brontë did not aspire to be a professional visual 

artist; but like all of the Brontë siblings who survived into adulthood, Anne developed 

proficiency as an amateur visual artist. Anne’s thirty-seven known drawings are reproduced 

in The Art of the Brontës, a comprehensive catalog of the art produced by Branwell, 

Charlotte, Emily, and Anne.34 Most of Anne’s drawings are copies; one of them, however, 

has no known source other than her imagination and has thereby attracted the attention of 

multiple scholars. In Woman Gazing (see fig. 8), Anne features a young woman with her 

back to the viewer who gazes upon a seascape, shading her eyes to allow her to better see the 

distant horizon illuminated by the rising sun. Birds soar and ships sail over the waters, 

emblems of freedom. This drawing has provocative implications for our understanding of 

Anne, whom Charlotte described as meek and withdrawn: 

Anne’s character was milder and more subdued; she wanted the power, the fire, the 
originality of her sister [Emily], but was well-endowed with quiet virtues of her own. 
Long-suffering, self-denying, reflective, and intelligent, a constitutional reserve and 

 
34 Christine Alexander and Jane Sellars, The Art of the Brontës (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995). 
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taciturnity placed and kept her in the shade, and covered her mind, and especially her 
feelings, with a sort of nun-like veil, which was rarely lifted.35 
 

Critics have debated the extent to which Woman Gazing may be autobiographical. Is this a 

self-expressive work in which Anne conveys her romantic imagination, her desire for 

illuminated vision and a broader experience? Is the image, as Edward Chitham has  

 suggested, a self-representation with symbolic value,36 perhaps of Anne’s own romantic   

 
35 Charlotte Brontë, “Biographical Notice of Ellis and Acton Bell,” in The Tenant of Wildfell 
Hall, ed. Lee A. Talley (Broadview Editions, 2009): 413-17, at 416. 
 
36 Edward Chitham, “Introduction,” in The Poems of Anne Brontë: A New Text and 
Commentary (London: Macmillan, 1979), 1–45, at 23. 

Figure 8. Anne Brontë, Woman Gazing at a Sunrise over a Seascape, 
November 1839, pencil on paper, Brontë Parsonage Museum. Courtesy of The Brontë Society. 
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longings and outward, expanding vision? Or should we shy away from a biographical reading 

of the portrait and, as Antonia Losano suggests, appreciate the sketch primarily as an 

aesthetic exercise that Anne completed as a young artist in training?37 

  The autobiographical conditions of Anne Brontë’s Woman Gazing remain unknown. 

However, in her novel The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, this image finds fictional resonance in her 

heroine Helen Graham. Brontë conflates woman artist and viewer in her construction of 

Helen as a painter whose pragmatic vision helps her navigate male surveillance of her body 

and art and helps her secure an income to support herself and her six-year-old son. At least, 

this is the Helen whom narrator and local farmer Gilbert Markham meets in the novel’s 

opening and with whom he falls in love. When the frame story gives way to Helen’s 

embedded diary, readers follow along with Gilbert in observing Helen’s early naivety as the 

eighteen-year-old amateur artist married Arthur Huntingdon in a state of blind infatuation, 

then had her eyes opened to Huntingdon’s drunkenness and debauchery. It becomes apparent 

that Helen, despite demonstrating willfulness in her management of both her person and her 

art from the first entry in her diary, nevertheless fell victim to the double gaze of Huntingdon, 

whose transient lust for her and subsequent determination to bar her from her art rendered her 

a prisoner in their home. In my discussion of Tenant, I will illustrate how Helen—a woman 

with persistent willfulness and acute vision—gains agency in her management of the gaze in 

her relationships with Arthur Huntingdon and Gilbert Markham. Brontë conveys Helen’s 

symbiotic growth in vision and artistry through the juxtaposition of Helen’s relationship with 

each man.  

 
37 Antonia Losano, The Woman Painter in Victorian Literature (Columbus: Ohio State 
University Press), 67. 
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 In the opening chapters of The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Brontë introduces Helen as a 

character who tightly manages the neighborhood’s visual access to herself and her son. As a 

newcomer to a rural agricultural community in which everyone knows everyone, Helen 

makes a surreptitious entry, living at Wildfell Hall for a week before the neighborhood 

knows she is there. Brontë emphasizes Helen’s aloofness with the novel’s title The Tenant of 

Wildfell Hall, which offers a nameless introduction of the heroine to readers and sets up a 

metonymic conflation of the austere woman, ostensibly dressed in widow’s weeds, with the 

formidable mansion in which she lives at a distance from her neighbors. Fearful—as narrator 

Gilbert Markham and readers later learn—that the alcoholic husband from whom she has fled 

will discover her location, Helen refrains from going to church for weeks after her arrival. 

Gilbert’s limited visual access to Helen corresponds with the limited knowledge he possesses 

about her, rendering him an unreliable narrator in his ability to discern her true background, 

character, and motives. 

When Helen finally attends church, Gilbert first sees Helen and performs a 

voyeuristic assessment while she is bent over her prayer book. His descriptions of her 

physical features suggest admiration for her beauty and intellect; he details her ringleted hair, 

clear complexion, long black eyelashes, and “lofty and intellectual” forehead.38 At the same 

time, he is put off by her less delicate features—by the “hollowness about the cheeks and 

eyes,” by the thin and compressed lips which he interprets as signs of “no very soft or 

amiable temper”—and he declares to himself, “I would rather admire you from this distance, 

 
38 Anne Brontë, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (London: Penguin Classics, 2016), 17. 
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fair lady, than be the partner of your home.”39 At this very moment, Helen interrupts his 

tempered voyeurism by returning his gaze, and her look of scorn challenges his arrogance: 

Just then she happened to raise her eyes, and they met mine; I did not choose to 
withdraw my gaze, and she turned again to her book, but with a momentary, 
indefinable expression of quiet scorn, that was inexpressibly provoking to me. 

“She thinks me an impudent puppy,” thought I. “Humph!—she shall change 
her mind before long, if I think it worth while.”40 

 
This interchange of gazes has a complex power dynamic. Gilbert, having already drawn 

conclusions about Helen’s temperament based on a single viewing, sustains his gaze beyond 

Helen’s and arrogantly believes he can change Helen’s opinion of him if he deems it “worth” 

his attention. Nevertheless, Helen’s termination of her gaze with a look of scorn establishes a 

precedent of visual dominance over Gilbert, which she maintains until she places her diary in 

his hands months later. 

 Helen’s visual control over Gilbert is underscored by her residence at Wildfell Hall: a 

brooding mansion near the top of Wildfell Hill, “the wildest and the loftiest eminence in [the] 

neighborhood,” where neatly-tended hedges and trees give way to moss-covered stone 

fences, poor soil, sparse vegetation, and “relics of more savage wildness”—bilberry plants 

and heather— growing wild.41 The elevated location of Helen’s residence commands 

Gilbert’s respect as viewer and demands that he look up to view Helen’s residence and often 

Helen herself, such as on the multiple occasions when he tries to catch sight of her through 

her window. Just two days after viewing Helen for the first time at church, Gilbert is out 

 
39 Brontë, Tenant, 17. 
 
40 Brontë, Tenant, 17. 
 
41 Brontë, Tenant, 22. 
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game hunting when he decides to “saunter” over to Wildfell Hall.42 Catching sight of the 

place, he claims he “did not like to go quite to the front and stare in the gate,” so instead he 

stands outside the garden wall, “leaning on [his] gun, and looking up at the dark gables.”43 

His reverie is interrupted by Helen’s six-year-old son Arthur, who attempts to climb the 

garden wall and nearly falls. Gilbert catches the boy in his arms, only to turn and find Helen 

“fixing upon [him] her large, luminous, dark eyes” as she shouts at Gilbert to hand over her 

son.44 Helen softens upon realizing Gilbert had rescued her son but soon assumes the “proud, 

chilly look” she had adopted at church.45 After a brief interchange, Helen departs—“without 

another word or glance, she withdrew with her child into the garden”—leaving Gilbert 

“angry and dissatisfied.”46 Here and throughout the frame story, Wildfell Hall offers Helen a 

safe and spacious retreat from the eyes of Gilbert and the community as a whole (and not to 

mention from her greatest threat, her husband). 

Having already used her scorn and chilly looks to stamp out the attraction Gilbert 

might feel for her, Helen further secures his dislike when defending her choice to condition 

her son to hate alcohol in a heated debate. Just over a week after meeting Helen, when asked 

by neighboring tenant Frederick Lawrence—who Gilbert does not know until much later is 

Helen’s brother—what he thinks of Helen, Gilbert responds, “I cannot say that I like her 

 
42 Brontë, Tenant, 23. 
 
43 Brontë, Tenant, 24. 
 
44 Brontë, Tenant, 25. 
 
45 Brontë, Tenant, 25. 
 
46 Brontë, Tenant, 26. 
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much. She is handsome—or rather I should say distinguished and interesting—in her 

appearance, but by no means amiable.”47 Helen successfully deflected Gilbert’s impulses of 

voyeuristic desire when he first saw her in the church; in this new assessment of Helen’s 

appearance, Gilbert uses words with gender-neutral, if not masculine, connotations: 

“handsome,” “distinguished,” “interesting.” He still finds her an outwardly attractive person, 

but his language suggests respect—though tinged with dislike—for her stateliness and 

control rather than a conventional appraisal of delicate beauty.  

 The timing of Gilbert’s stated dismissal of interest in Helen proves important to an 

examination of Helen’s artistry, for the next chapter, entitled “The Studio,” opens with one of 

the most crucial scenes in a reading of this novel as a Künstlerroman. Gilbert and his sister 

Rose pay a visit to Helen at Wildfell Hall and are received in her art studio since it is the only 

room with a fire going. The scene is an eyeful for Gilbert and Rose, and for readers in turn: 

To our surprise, we were ushered into a room where the first object that met the eye 
was a painter’s easel, with a table beside it covered with rolls of canvas, bottles of oil 
and varnish, palette, brushes, paints, &c. Leaning against the wall were several 
sketches in various stages of progression, and a few finished paintings—mostly of 
landscapes and figures. 

…And disengaging a couple of chairs from the artistical lumber that usurped 
them, [Helen] bid us be seated, and resumed her place beside the easel—not facing it 
exactly, but now and then glancing at the picture upon it while she conversed, and 
giving it an occasional touch with her brush, as if she found it impossible to wean her 
attention entirely from her occupation to fix it upon her guests. It was a view of 
Wildfell Hall, as seen at early morning from the field below, rising in dark relief 
against a sky of clear silvery blue, with a few red streaks on the horizon, faithfully 
drawn and coloured, and very elegantly and artistically handled.48 

 

 
47 Brontë, Tenant, 43. 
 
48 Brontë, Tenant, 46. 
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Because Gilbert has temporarily taken off the lens of the male gaze in his viewing of Helen, 

he is positioned to assess her art without being as preoccupied by the artist’s beauty as he 

would be otherwise (although even in this chapter, he refers to her twice as the “fair artist”). 

Readers, likewise, are more disposed to trust that any praise Gilbert gives to Helen’s art will 

not be gratuitous, and they may better trust his assessment that her landscape painting is 

marked by realism, fine coloring, and elegance. Gilbert is impressed enough by the painting 

that he “approach[es] to observe it more closely” and “survey[s] is with a greater degree of 

admiration and delight” than he wishes to admit.49 Inversely to Helen’s relationship with her 

husband Arthur Huntingdon, in which Huntingdon’s praise of her artistry functions as an 

afterthought to his sexual interest in her, Helen secures Gilbert’s genuine praise of her art 

before his sexual attraction—and eventually love—for her are ignited. Meanwhile, as Gilbert 

fixes his eyes on Helen’s artwork with admiration, Helen struggles to redirect her own vision 

from her painting to her guests, and we start to understand the artistic preoccupations of the 

mysterious tenant of Wildfell Hall.  

Brontë illustrates in this scene numerous ways in which Helen Graham is a 

progressive woman artist for the early- to mid-1800s. Women were encouraged to copy pre-

existing works of art; Helen paints originals of the scenery surrounding Wildfell Hall. 

Women were encouraged to paint still life and domestic scenes; Helen primarily paints 

landscapes. Women were encouraged to paint using watercolors because of their delicacy; 

Helen paints using oils. Few women artists at this time had a personal art studio, yet in this 

scene Brontë shows that Helen has converted her parlor to a studio space. Losano comments 

 
49 Brontë, Tenant, 47. 
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on the significance of Helen’s studio and its implications for her overall artist’s persona: 

“Helen’s artistic freedom is further expressed spatially, by the crucial fact that she has a 

studio of her own . . . Brontë represents Helen not in the feminine role of hostess but in the 

decidedly unfeminine role of preoccupied and grumpy genius, toiling away at a painting with 

no time for society.”50 Finally, and perhaps most significantly, Helen is a professional 

painter: she sells her work for a profit and earns enough to support both herself and her son.  

The art studio scene marks a turning point in the relationship between Helen and 

Gilbert, for even though Helen chastises him twice for being “impertinent”—once for asking 

her reason for giving Wildfell Hall a pseudonym in her paintings, and a second time for 

looking at a painting of Arthur Huntingdon that had been turned to face the wall—the chapter 

concludes with Gilbert accepting an apology from Helen for her abruptness. In the four 

months that follow, he looks for her out on the hills while he is out riding or farming and 

eventually, sometimes finding her and her son but overall growing frustrated: “so transient 

were the occasional glimpses I was able to obtain, that I felt half inclined to think she took as 

much pains to avoid my company, as I to seek hers.”51 Following on the heels of his 

admiration for her art, Gilbert’s attraction for Helen grows on multiple levels—intellectual, 

emotional, and physical—and he longs to see her. 

Despite Helen’s efforts to keep Gilbert at distance, he finds opportunities to observe 

the artist in action during two of her springtime painting ventures: once when she is 

sketching alone by the brook with her son Arthur and once when they both venture to the 

 
50 Losano, Woman Painter, 79. 
 
51 Brontë, Tenant, 53. 
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seaside with a small party for a picnic. In both scenes, Gilbert’s resumption of a sexually 

charged gaze emerges in full force as he watches Helen sketch the landscapes in front of her, 

but her response to his gaze is sharply different in each scene. At the brookside, Helen 

succumbs to distraction; she lets down her guard and succumbs to Gilbert’s gaze, suggesting 

her own growing attraction toward him:  

Mrs. Graham was studying the distinctive characters of the different varieties of trees 
in their winter nakedness, and copying, with a spirited, though delicate touch, their 
various ramifications. She did not talk much, but I stood and watched the progress of 
her pencil: it was a pleasure to behold it so dexterously guided by those fair and 
graceful fingers. But ere long their dexterity became impaired, they began to hesitate, 
to tremble slightly, and make false strokes, and then suddenly came to a pause, while 
their owner laughingly raised her face to mine, and told me that her sketch did not 
profit by my superintendence.52 
 

Gilbert’s description of the scene is noticeably erotic, both in his descriptions of the “winter 

nakedness” of the trees and in his description of Helen skillfully guiding a pencil, which can 

easily be read as a phallic symbol of Gilbert’s underlying desire for sexual intimacy with her. 

The sexual tension in the scene affects both parties, as it seems likely Helen’s shakiness has 

less to do with her insecurity as an artist than with her attraction to Gilbert. 

In contrast to the brookside scene, when Helen and Gilbert take a five-mile walk to 

the seaside with a group of neighbors, Helen deflects Gilbert’s eroticizing gaze as she gazes 

upon and sketches the seascape before them. Gilbert’s description of Helen gazing at the 

ocean, a beautifully constructed ekphrastic passage, calls to mind Anne Brontë’s previously 

discussed sketch Woman Gazing: 

At length our walk was ended. The increasing height and boldness of the hills had for 
some time intercepted the prospect; but, on gaining the summit of a steep acclivity, 
and looking downward, an opening lay before us—and the blue sea burst upon our 
sight!—deep violet blue—not deadly calm, but covered with glinting breakers—

 
52 Brontë, Tenant, 54. 
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diminutive white specks twinkling on its bosom, and scarcely to be distinguished by 
the keenest vision, from the little sea-mews that sported above, their white wings 
glittering in the sunshine: only one or two vessels were visible; and those were far 
away. 

I looked at my companion to see what she thought of this glorious scene. She 
said nothing: but she stood still, and fixed her eyes upon it with a gaze that assured 
me she was not disappointed. She had very fine eyes by the by—I don’t know 
whether I’ve told you before, but they were full of soul, large, clear, and nearly 
black—not brown, but very dark grey. A cool, reviving breeze, blew from the sea—
soft, pure, salubrious: it waved her drooping ringlets, and imparted a livelier colour to 
her usually too pallid lip and cheek. She felt its exhilarating influence, and so did I.53 

 
Helen’s vision assumes so much agency in this scene that it draws Gilbert’s narrative 

attention from the beauty of the ocean to the eyes of the artist in front of him. While Gilbert’s 

descriptions of her ringleted hair and flushed cheeks draw from familiar descriptions of 

feminine beauty, his descriptions of Helen’s eyes as “full of soul, large, clear, and nearly 

black” resonate instead with her artistic persona; they are suggestive of depth and 

discernment. When Helen leaves the party to ascend the “steep, stone hill” to a “loftier, 

precipitous eminence” to have a better view for her sketch—once again demanding that 

Gilbert look up to see her—Gilbert follows. Unlike the scene at the brookside, Helen 

disregards his presence and captures the scene so successfully that when she finishes her 

painting of the seascape weeks later, Gilbert narrates that it was “transferred as if by magic to 

the canvas.”54  By juxtaposing these two scenes of production—Helen’s sketches at the 

brookside and the sea—Brontë suggests that sexual attraction need not derail artistic 

productivity if the “fair artist” can disregard the enamored viewer.  

 
53 Brontë, Tenant, 65. 
 
54 Brontë, Tenant, 74. 
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Throughout the frame narrative, Helen is a skillful manager of gazes: those of the 

community and of our increasingly heartsick narrator. Her chief obstacle, however, proves to 

be not the gazes of others, but the turmoil that results when her own feelings for Gilbert 

collide with her marriage to Huntingdon—which, in the eyes of the law and of her own 

principles, is an insurmountable impediment to being in a romantic relationship with Gilbert. 

Eventually, after months of intimacy developing between Helen and Gilbert, the same 

woman who once looked upon Gilbert with scorn looks upon him with eyes flashing with 

passion after offering him a rose, only to have her countenance darken when she remembers 

she is chained in marriage to Huntingdon: 

Instead of taking [the rose] quietly, I likewise took the hand that offered it, and 
looked into her face. She let me hold it for a moment, and I saw a flash of ecstatic 
brilliance in her eye, a glow of glad excitement on her face—I thought my hour of 
victory was come—but instantly a painful recollection seemed to flash upon her; a 
cloud of anguish darkened her brow, a marble paleness blanched her cheek and lip; 
there seemed a moment of inward conflict, and, with a sudden effort, she withdrew 
her hand, and retreated a step or two back.55 
 

The problem, for Helen, is what to do when her own gaze becomes eroticized—when her 

longing for Gilbert, both sexually and emotionally, threatens the distance she needs to keep 

from him. Her solution? She hands him her diary—an action necessary to clear up Gilbert’s 

misperception that she is in an affair with Frederick Lawrence, whom the diary reveals to be 

her brother—but an action that simultaneously reveals to Gilbert that she is already married. 

In doing so, Helen uses her writing, a sister art to her primary artistic mode of painting, to 

navigate Gilbert’s gaze as she substitutes her writing for her physical body. After leaving 

Wildfell Hall with the diary, Gilbert lights a candle and locks himself in his room, then 
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“opened out [his] prize and delivered [himself] up to its perusal.”56 Staring at Helen’s writing 

on the page, his sexual relationship with her is severed while his eyes are fully opened to her 

past, her character, and her art. As Gilbert reads, he gets to know a teenage girl who, unlike 

the woman he knows in the present, failed to navigate the double gaze of Arthur Huntingdon 

with disastrous consequences. 

 Helen’s diary begins with an entry on June 1, 1821—just over six years before her 

arrival in Gilbert’s neighborhood in the autumn of 1827. In this first entry, eighteen-year-old 

Helen records her aunt’s extended exhortation to Helen to “watch. Keep a guard over your 

eyes and ears as the inlets of your heart . . . Let your eyes be blind to all external attractions, 

your ears deaf to all fascinations of flattery and light discourse.”57 Despite this caution from 

her aunt to exert a watchful gaze, Helen falls quickly for Arthur Huntingdon, blinded to the 

superficiality of his attraction to her and to his devotion to indulgence—which, over time, 

manifests itself in alcoholism and infidelity.  

From their first meeting, Huntingdon’s sexually appropriating gaze overrides his 

interest in Helen’s artistry. At a dinner party early in their flirtation, he invites her to view a 

Vandyke painting in an isolated section of the drawing room, but just as Helen prepares to 

remark upon its “beauties and peculiarities,” he confesses that looking at the painting was an 

excuse to get her away from her previous companion.58 At another party, Helen is first 

gratified that Huntingdon pays more attention to her drawings than to the coquettish 

 
56 Brontë, Tenant, 129. 
 
57 Brontë, Tenant, 132. 
 
58 Brontë, Tenant, 146. 
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Annabella Wilmot’s music, but her delight turns to dismay when he finds and loudly praises 

a sketch she had drawn of Huntingdon on the back of one of her drawings:  

…hearing him pronounce, sotto voce, but with peculiar emphasis, concerning one of 
the pieces, “THIS is better than all!”—I looked up, curious to see which it was, and, 
to my horror, beheld him complacently gazing at the back of the picture:—it was his 
own face that I had sketched there and forgotten to rub out! To make matters worse, 
in the agony of the moment, I attempted to snatch it from his hand; but he prevented 
me, and exclaiming, “No—by George, I’ll keep it!” placed it against his waistcoat 
and buttoned his coat upon it with a delighted chuckle. 

Then, drawing a candle close to his elbow, he gathered all the drawings to 
himself, as well what he had seen as the others, and muttering, “I must look at both 
sides now,” he eagerly commenced an examination . . .59 

 
Here Huntingdon assumes visual control of Helen’s artwork, disregarding her personal 

wishes and her dignity as an artist. Although Helen had attempted to erase several other 

sketches of Huntingdon, he is able to detect their remnants and, gratified, remarks, “I 

perceive the backs of young ladies’ drawings, like the postscripts of their letters, are the most 

important and interesting part of the concern.”60 

 Huntingdon’s male gaze and deprecation of Helen’s art are put on display most 

prominently when he enters the library as she prepares to put the finishing touches on an 

ambitious painting. Just before his entry, Helen describes her painting in detail: 

It was one I had taken great pains with, and I intended it to be my masterpiece, 
though it was somewhat presumptuous in the design. By the bright azure of the sky, 
and by the warm and brilliant lights and deep long shadows, I had endeavoured to 
convey the idea of a sunny morning. I had ventured to give more of the bright verdure 
of spring or early summer to the grass and foliage than is commonly attempted in 
painting. The scene represented was an open glade in a wood. A group of dark Scotch 
firs was introduced in the middle distance to relieve the prevailing freshness of the 
rest; but in the foreground was part of the gnarled trunk and of the spreading boughs 
of a large forest-tree, whose foliage was of a brilliant golden green—not golden from 
autumnal mellowness, but from the sunshine and the very immaturity of the scarce 
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expanded leaves. Upon this bough, that stood out in bold relief against the sombre 
firs, were seated an amorous pair of turtle doves, whose soft sad-coloured plumage 
afforded a contrast of another nature; and beneath it a young girl was kneeling on the 
daisy-spangled turf, with head thrown back and masses of fair hair falling on her 
shoulders, her hands clasped, lips parted, and eyes intently gazing upward in pleased 
yet earnest contemplation of those feathered lovers—too deeply absorbed in each 
other to notice her.61 
 

Helen’s ekphrastic description of her artwork illustrates the intentional artistic choices she 

has made in her hopes of making this painting her “masterpiece”; she uses the language of a 

skilled artist to describe her attention to composition, coloring, and contrast. Instead of 

dignifying the painting as such, Huntingdon “attentively regards it for a few seconds” before 

declaring it “Very pretty, i’faith!” and “a very fitting study for a young lady” because of its 

representation of “girlhood just ripening into womanhood—and hope just verging on 

fruition.”62 Despite this enthusiastic (though patronizing) praise, he wants to know why 

Helen did not give the girl in the portrait dark hair, assuming an autobiographical reading of 

the picture. He similarly conflates the painting’s subject and object by suggesting, “I should 

fall in love with her, if I hadn’t the artist before me.”63 His subsequent dialogue uses the 

pronoun “she” ambiguously: “Sweet innocent! she’s thinking there will come a time when 

she will be wooed and won like that pretty hen-dove, by as fond and fervent a lover; and 

she’s thinking how pleasant it will be, and how tender and faithful he will find her.”64 Is 

“she” the fair artist? Or the girl pictured in the painting? 

 
61 Brontë, Tenant, 159. 
 
62 Brontë, Tenant, 160. 
 
63 Brontë, Tenant, 160. 
 
64 Brontë, Tenant, 160. 
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 Most critics have taken Huntingdon’s autobiographical interpretation of the painting 

at face value. Like Huntingdon, they assume Helen represents her own youthful idealism and 

longing for romantic love in the figure of the girl watching the turtledoves. Margaret Mary 

Berg, for example, compares this sketch of Anne’s with the three self-expressive watercolors 

Jane Eyre shows Rochester: “Like Jane’s strange pictures, Helen’s sketch also provides a 

revelation to her inner state.”65 Losano rebuts such critical readings by suggesting that we 

should not trust the iconographic reading of the painting offered by the novel’s villain 

(Huntingdon); rather, Losano suggests that Helen’s ekphrastic command of the painting, 

which focuses on her ideas and aesthetic choices rather than personal inspiration or 

identification with the woman in the painting, negates a reading of the painting as a mere 

demonstration of her girlish longings.66 My own suggestion is that Helen’s “masterpiece” be 

read not necessarily as an either/or, but rather as an exhibition of both Helen’s naivety as a 

teenage girl with romantic desires and her skill as an emerging artist. The first reading of the 

painting explains her fall into an abusive marriage; the second explains her subsequent ability 

to support herself as a professional painter as a means of escaping that marriage. 

 
65 Margaret Mary Berg, “The Tenant of Wildfell Hall: Anne Brontë’s Jane Eyre,” Victorian 
Newsletter 71 (Spring 1987): 10–15, https://www.wku.edu/victorian/past_issues_-_1952-
1992.php. Berg further contends that by contrasting Helen’s self-expression of 
“commonplace” romanticized longings—which reap “predicable” consequences through her 
victimization at Huntingdon’s hands—with the objective, realistic landscapes Helen produces 
after her death, Anne “trivializes” self-expressive art. This discussion contributes to Berg’s 
larger argument that Anne’s Tenant intentionally critiques elements of Jane Eyre, suggesting 
she was not controlled by her material (as Charlotte suggested in her “Biographical Notice”) 
but rather “in control of her material.” 
 
66 Losano, Woman Painter, 69-71. 
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 Following their marriage, Huntingdon continues to objectify Helen: treating her as a 

treasured pet in the weeks after their wedding, parading her around London as a “painted 

butterfly” when Helen insists on accompanying him,67 and leaving her at home at their 

countryside estate Grassdale Manor for weeks on end to seek pleasure elsewhere. As conflict 

escalates between the two of them—the novel’s temperance agenda rising to the foreground 

with Helen’s resistance to Huntingdon’s growing alcoholism—Huntingdon strikes up an 

affair with Annabella Lowborough. Helen finally has her eyes opened after seeing them 

rendezvous in the garden one night, and this enlightenment is dramatized through the moonlit 

setting. The night sky that first seems “dim and quivering now to her [darkened] sight” gives 

way to clarity of vision after earnest prayer: “I breathed more freely; my vision cleared; I saw 

distinctly the pure moon shining on, and the light clouds skimming the clear, dark sky; and 

then, I saw the eternal stars twinkling down on me; I knew their God was mine, and He was 

strong to save and swift to hear.”68 This moment of despair and rejuvenation marks a decisive 

turning point in Helen’s vision as she maintains no further illusions about her husband’s 

character and refuses further manipulation at his hands. 

When Huntingdon’s initially eroticized gaze toward Helen fizzles and goes cold, so 

does his interest in her art. Meanwhile, his repeated infidelities and harmful parenting of their 

son Arthur, which includes teaching him to drink as a toddler and teaching him to scorn 

Helen, drive Helen to adopt a new artistic vision—one marked by pragmatism: 

Oh, I would take my precious charge at early dawn, take the coach to M——, flee to 
the port of ——, cross the Atlantic, and seek a quiet, humble home in New England, 

 
67 Brontë, Tenant, 217. 
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where I would support myself and him by the labour of my hands. The palette and the 
easel, my darling playmates once, must be my sober toil-fellows now.69 
 

In describing Helen’s art supplies as her “sober toil-fellows” now that she needs financial 

independence, Brontë likely drew inspiration from the financial situation she and her sisters 

had personally experienced. As their father Patrick’s health suffered and their brother 

Branwell struggled with alcoholism, unable to sustain employment, it became increasingly 

urgent for the Brontë sisters to earn an income. Brontë biographer Juliet Barker says of the 

year 1846—two years before the publication of Tenant—that “the possibility of earning a 

living from writing had become even more important . . . as Patrick’s [their father’s] health 

declined and it became increasingly obvious that Branwell was unlikely ever to be in a 

position where he could keep his sisters.”70 Branwell had, in fact, at one point been the 

Brontë most likely to earn a living by professional painting; art historian Jane Sellars claims 

that he had “sufficient talent” to succeed as an artist but lacked “perseverance” to do so.71  

Branwell’s struggles with alcoholism surely contributed to Anne’s choice to advocate 

for temperance in The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, and critics speculate that Branwell inspired—

to varying extents—her portrayal of Huntingdon. Tess O’Toole has suggested that Helen’s 

responsible and nurturing brother Lawrence allowed Anne to have a fictional replacement 

brother;72 I suggest, however, that the closest replacement for Branwell is Helen herself. By 

 
69 Brontë, Tenant, 352. 
 
70 Juliet Barker, The Brontës: Wild Genius on the Moors: The Story of a Literary Family 
(New York and London: Pegasus Books, 2010), 595. 
71 Alexander and Sellars, The Art of the Brontës, 78. 
 
72 Tess O’Toole, “Siblings and Suitors in the Narrative Architecture of ‘The Tenant of 
Wildfell Hall,’” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 39, no. 4 (1999): 715–31, at 
730fn13, https://doi.org/10.2307/1556270. 730. 
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utilizing the profits from her painting to escape from her alcoholic husband, Helen doubly 

succeeds where Anne’s brother did not: she escapes the throes of alcoholic deprivation and 

achieves artistic success. If we read the novel for its autobiographical implications, it is 

possible that Helen’s success dramatizes Anne’s own literary ambitions through the sister art 

of painting; another provocative possibility is that Helen’s success dramatizes the life Anne 

would have wished for her brother. 

 Helen, unlike Branwell, does not lack the perseverance or work ethic to develop 

artistic skill; she recognizes her need to “labour hard to improve [her] talent, and to produce 

something worth while as a specimen of [her] powers” before attempting her escape, and she 

develops her painting skills in secret.73 Unfortunately, before Helen is able to implement her 

escape plan, Huntingdon insists upon reading her diary one night, uncovers her plans, and 

flies into a rage. His surveillance of her art—once patronizingly enthusiastic, then 

indifferent—now becomes one of authoritarian suppression as he gathers and burns an 

assortment of painting materials (“palette, paints, bladders…all consumed—the palette 

knives snapped in two—the oil and turpentine sent hissing and roaring up the chimney”) 

before commanding the servants to use the easel, canvas, and stretcher as kindle.74 Helen’s 

art has become, to Huntingdon, a threat to his social status and to his possession of his son.75 

Despite his subsequent imprisonment of her in their home, Helen successfully escapes with 

her son and servant Rachel, ready to take up residence at Wildfell Hall. 

 
73 Brontë, Tenant, 352. 
 
74 Brontë, Tenant, 365. 
 
75 Brontë, Tenant, 366-67. 
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 Here we return to the frame story in which a wiser but unfortunately still-married 

Helen carefully manages Gilbert’s eager gaze and that of the community, maintaining visual 

control that is only threatened when her own heart gives way. Yet by giving Gilbert her 

diary, she retains visual control as she separates his eyes from her physical presence—

thereby interrupting the escalating sexual tension in their interactions while allowing him to 

view her past and her true character. She restricts Gilbert’s viewing by tearing out the pages 

describing him, which Gilbert wistfully wishes to see while respecting Helen’s decision not 

to let him see all: 

I would have given much to have seen it all—to have witnessed the gradual change, 
and watched the progress of her esteem and friendship for me, and whatever warmer 
feeling she might have; to have seen how much of love there was in her regard, and 
how it had grown upon her in spite of her virtuous resolutions and strenuous exertions 
to—but no, I had no right to see it: all this was too sacred for any eyes but her own, 
and she had done well to keep it from me.76 
 

Despite his frustration at not seeing her account of their relationship on the page, his eyes are 

more importantly opened to Helen’s integrity of character; however, Gilbert continues to 

acknowledge his own limited vision in his metaphorical statement that “Her character shone 

bright, and clear, and stainless as that sun I could not bear to look on.”77 Even during the 

proposal scene, Gilbert misreads Helen’s cues and must be explicitly shown through the 

symbol of the rose she offers him that she wants to marry him. Alexandra K. Wettlaufer 

compares this closing to Jane’s reunion with Rochester at the end of Jane Eyre, suggesting 
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that Gilbert is “metaphysically” blind, in contrast to Rochester’s physical blindness.78 This 

apt metaphor underscores not only the limited vision of the men in each partnership, but—

more importantly—the strength of vision that Helen and Jane each possess, which 

corresponds with the artistic nature of each woman and grants each an upper hand in the 

power dynamics at play in their relationships. 

 Emily Mary Osborn’s oil painting Nameless and Friendless, which I discussed in 

detail in my Introduction (see fig. 1), is often put in conversation with Brontë’s The Tenant of 

Wildfell Hall.79 Clear parallels exist: A woman clad in black—suggesting widowhood or 

grief—appears with a small child in an art shop attempting to sell a painting, presumably out 

of financial need. Huntingdon comments on the social stigma attached to Helen selling her 

work in a commercial market and expresses contempt at the possibility of his own son 

becoming a “low, beggarly painter.”80 The interplay of gazes in Osborn’s painting, however, 

differ markedly from those in Brontë’s novel. By the time Helen embarks on her professional 

journey as a painter, she has already assumed a bold gaze. She never enters an art shop to sell 

her own work, so we have no proof that she would have looked an art dealer calmly in the 

eye. However, the descriptions of Helen’s visual agency, as demonstrated in the frame story 

and in her interactions with Gilbert Markham, suggest that she would not have her eyes cast 

down in shame as Osborn’s painter does. Rather, Helen evokes the woman standing on the 

 
78 Alexandra Wettlaufer, Portraits of the Artist as a Young Woman: Painting and the Novel 
in France and Britain, 1800-1860 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2011), 241. 
Portraits, 241. 
 
79 See, for example, Wettlaufer, Portraits, 230. Wettlaufer focuses on similarities of 
anonymity, tainted sexuality, and endangerment between the two women painters. 
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cliff in Woman Gazing: eyes wide open to a full landscape, assuming visual agency with men 

as well as with women, she boldly steps beyond her domestic horizon to enter the public art 

market and succeed as a professional painter. 

 
Olive Rothesay: A “Soul of Genius” 

 
Published just two years after The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Dinah Mulock Craik’s 

1850 novel Olive follows her eponymous heroine from birth through her marriage to the 

minister-turned-scientist Harold Gwynne. Olive Rothesay, like Helen Graham, is driven by 

financial necessity to develop her skills as a painter and sell her work when her father dies in 

bankruptcy, leaving her and her delicate mother to live on limited means and repay a large 

debt her father owed to Harold. In contrast with the mostly beautiful heroines we have 

discussed so far, Olive’s journey as a woman and artist is largely defined by her physical 

deformity: Born with a curvature to her spine, she is initially rejected by her mother, 

embraced with initial reluctance by her father, and led to believe she will never be sought out 

for marriage. Implicit here is the message that she will never be sexually desirable. 

Olive’s deformity facilitates her artistry by freeing her from some of the pitfalls of the 

male gaze and by leading her to believe that, in the absence of the financial security a 

husband could provide, she will need to financially support both herself and her mother. 

Critics have previously emphasized how Olive’s deformity facilitates her artistry by 

removing her from the male gaze.81 What has not received much attention in discussions of 

 
81 Antonia Losano, for example, claims that Olive and Geraldine, as “disfigured” heroines, 
“are exempt from the aestheticizing gaze directed at their fellow female artists: we never see 
them being stared at by desiring men while working—they work unhampered by the 
necessities of heteroxesual narrative.” In Losano, The Woman Painter, 180. 
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Olive is the prominent role of fellow women characters whose critical (and cruel) gazes cause 

Olive to “see” herself as existing outside of the frame—as being capable of creating art but 

unworthy of being valued as beautiful. In my discussion of Olive, I will underscore how both 

men and women shape Olive’s own ways of seeing, how Olive subsequently matures into 

one of the most progressive fictional woman painters in mid-nineteenth century British 

literature, and how her artistry—like Helen’s—fosters the development of acute vision.  

Born with a curvature to her spine—in her father’s deprecatory epithet, a 

“hunchback”82—Olive is physically cast in sharp relief to her beautiful mother. Sybilla 

Rothesay is introduced as a woman whom any artist would delight in as an object of beauty 

in a description evoking portraits of the Madonna with child: “Any poet, painter, or sculptor, 

would certainly have raved about Mrs. Rothesay, had he seen her in the days of 

convalescence, sitting at the window with her baby on her knee. She furnished that rare sight 

. . . [of] an exquisitely beautiful woman.”83 The young mother’s beauty and maternal 

devotion initially prove skin deep, however, as she leaves Olive almost entirely to the care of 

her nurse upon learning she is deformed. As a woman who considers “beauty as all in all,” 

Sybilla expects her deformed child to be a “dishonour to its race”;84 she avoids seeing Olive 

and cannot muster the courage to share in her letters to her husband Angus, who is away on 

business for the first few years of Olive’s life, that their daughter has a deformity. When 

Angus finally returns home and meets five-year-old Olive for the first time, his anticipation 
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of meeting a pretty little girl turns to dismay when he sees her deformity. He meets Olive’s 

“wistful, pensive eyes” with a “gaze of frenzied unbelief” before turning away from her, 

“putting his hand before his eyes, as if to shut out the sight.”85 Over time, the resilient love 

Olive shows her parents eases their disdain and secures their affection for her; yet their early 

dismay at her deformity grants Olive awareness of her physical undesirability and causes her 

to spend much of her time growing up in solitude. This solitude, in turn, contributes to the 

growth of her imagination and her adoption of an observant posture—qualities essential to 

her artistic fruition. 

Despite her own physical imperfection, Craik suggests that Olive is born with an 

artist’s innate sensibility to beauty, which Olive shows through the delight she takes in 

gazing upon nature and upon beautiful people. Craik suggests Olive’s nature may have been 

influenced by her birth in the natural beauty of Stirling, Scotland as “her cradle was rocked 

under the shadow of the hill of Stirling” and “the first breezes which fanned her baby brow 

came from the Highland mountains.”86 Attune to nature’s loveliness, Olive says of her 

heroine as a child that “[s]he had never heard of Art, yet there was something in the gorgeous 

sunset that made her bosom thrill.”87 As Olive grows up, Craik frequently pictures her by the 

window, gazing at the countryside around her home. 

Olive’s love for beauty extends from the natural world to human beings, and this is 

revealed in the delight she takes, in her childhood and early adulthood, in the beauty of her 
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mother and her friend Sara Derwent. One evening, she turns from her sketching to help her 

mother decide on the winter dresses she and her mother will both wear: 

The young girl closed “Comus” with the drawing inside, and came to sit down again, 
looking up into the eyes of her “beautiful mamma.” And even the commonplace 
question of dress soon became interesting to her, for her artistic predilection followed 
her even there, and no lover ever gloried in his mistress's charms, no painter ever 
delighted to deck his model, more than Olive loved to adorn and to admire the still 
exquisite beauty of her mother. It stood to her in the place of all attractions in 
herself—in fact, she rarely thought about herself at all. The consciousness of her 
personal defect had worn off through habit, and her almost total seclusion from 
strangers prevented its being painfully forced on her mind.88 
 

In this scene, Olive functions doubly as an artist: firstly by drawing a portrait of Sabrina from 

John Milton’s masque Comus, and secondly by metaphorically “painting” her mother in 

beautiful clothes. In these early stages of her art, Olive adopts the role of a conventionally 

male painter who captures his model’s beauty (and in the following chapter, Sybilla is 

“coaxed into sitting to her daughter for her portrait”).89 This interest is cast in sexualized 

terms as Craik compares Olive’s delight to that of a lover with his mistress, placing Olive in 

an historically male position by suggesting full viewership and appropriation of a woman’s 

body. At the same time, Olive is so focused on seeing and fashioning others’ beauty that she 

does not “see” herself. Here Olive can be categorized along with Jane Eyre, Aurora Leigh, 

and Dorothea Brooke as women who—unlike Gwendolen Harleth and Rosamond Vincy, 

whom George Eliot positions multiple times in front of a mirror—refuse to fixate upon or 

adorn their bodies. In these nineteenth century Künstlerromans, one of the most paralyzing 

consequences of the allegedly “male” gaze for women artists occurs when they internalize 
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the gaze, viewing their own bodies as objects in a frame and fixating on themselves both 

visually and cognitively.  

 Olive finds herself again an object of scrutiny when the Rothesays move from their 

grand Scottish home, Merivale Hall, to a modest home in Oldchurch, England (we learn in 

hazy terms, as we typically do of Angus Rothesay’s financial failings, that “sudden reverses 

had so damaged his fortune that it was necessary to have a far smaller establishment”).90 

Gazes fly both ways between Olive and the Derwent family next door as Olive takes a “deep 

interest in watching the family” from a staircase window and sometimes sees “faces 

watching her, too.”91 Olive particularly delights in observing Sara Derwent: 

[Olive’s] gaze rested a long time on a girl . . . She was walking by herself up and 
down an alley, with a shawl thrown over her head, and her thick, black hair blown 
about by the March winds. Olive thought she looked very picturesque—in fact, just 
like some of her own fantastic designs of “Norna on the Fitful head,” “Medora 
watching for Conrad,” etc. etc. And when the young stranger drew nearer, her 
admiration was still further excited, by perceiving under the shawl a face that needed 
but a little romantic imagination to make it positively beautiful. Olive thought so, and 
accordingly sat the whole evening drawing it from memory, and putting it into 
various characters, from Scott, Byron, Moore, and Coleridge.92 
 

In contrast to Olive’s mother, whose beauty is conventionally English, Sara’s darker features 

evoke the exoticism of foreign models who were popular at the time.93 In contrast to the 

earlier evocation of Olive’s mother as a Madonna with child, Olive “christen[s]” Sara with 
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“the imaginary name of Maddalena,”94 casting Sara’s character in an ambiguous light as 

Mary Magdalene was believed to have followed Jesus only after living the life of a prostitute. 

When they meet, Olive and Sara develop a seemingly intimate friendship, but Sara’s 

selfish nature is eventually made apparent. When the two girls attend a ball, Olive is 

reminded of her deformity when no men ask to dance with her, and she wishes for personal 

beauty as she watches from the sidelines: “Olive, who inherited all her mother's love of 

beauty, spiritualised by the refinement of a dawning artist-soul, felt keenly the longing regret 

after physical perfection.”95 When she overhears Sara express to another friend at the ball 

how ludicrous it would be for Sara to be jealous of Olive’s friendship with her beau—

“Jealous of Olive—how very comical! . . . To think of Olive stealing any girl’s lover! She, 

who will probably never have one in all her life—poor thing!”96—Olive experiences a 

painful awakening. With a white face and quivering lips, Olive “look[s] resolutely at her own 

shape imaged in the glass” in comparison with Sara’s loveliness before declaring, “I see, as I 

never saw before—so little I thought of myself. Yes, it is quite true—quite true.”97 Olive’s 

acute way of “seeing” herself in this scene is both literal and symbolic: literally, she sees her 

deformed shape in the mirror; metaphorically, she “sees” a future without romantic love. Of 

course, Sara’s projection that Olive will never receive love proves to be untrue—and ironic 

given Olive’s eventual marriage to Sara’s own husband after Sara’s death. However, this 
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moment in the text functions as a key juncture by privileging the novel’s Künstlerroman plot 

over a conventional marriage plot. When Olive’s father dies shortly thereafter and leaves 

Olive and Sybilla with a hefty debt to Harold Gwynne, Olive does not contemplate marriage 

as a possible way out of poverty; rather, she embraces a different avenue to financial 

independence: art. 

After Angus Rothesay’s death, Olive and her mother move to the outskirts of London 

where, because of their meager finances, they share a house with the painter Michael 

Vanbrugh and his devoted sister Meliora. While Olive has frequently been described as 

“artistic” and pictured at her sketchpad during her formative years, it is financial need that 

prompts her to pursue professional painting as she seeks a way to pay off her father’s debt to 

Harold Gwynne: “[I]t was from no yearning after fame, no genius-led ambition, but from the 

mere desire of earning money, that Olive Rothesay first conceived the thought of becoming 

an artist.”98 Nevertheless, this financial motivation is soon accompanied by a melodramatic 

vow when, moved by Vanbrugh’s speech to her about the extreme costs but extreme glory of 

being an artist, Olive falls at his feet with a fervid, emotional declaration that she will commit 

her whole being to being an artist. 

Much like Anne Brontë, who faced the need to earn income alongside her sisters, 

Dinah Craik wrote from firsthand experience in her portrayal of a heroine who needs to 

financially support herself and a dependent. Her father Thomas Mulock, a volatile dissenting 

minister who Craik biographer Karen Bourrier speculates may have had bipolar disorder and 
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who was eventually committed to an asylum as a “pauper lunatic” for eight years,99 was 

absent for much of her childhood and adolescence. Dinah’s mother supported the family by 

running a school in Newcastle-under-Lyme, and Dinah assisted her as she grew older.100 Her 

father returned to the family in January 1840 and moved the family to London six months 

later, where they scraped by—partly because Dinah’s mother, at her father’s urging, 

repeatedly overdrew on interest she received from her inheritance.101 During this time 

Dinah’s father facilitated her building connections with a network of writers and artists in the 

city, and Dinah began writing and publishing as a teenager. But in quick succession in 1845, 

Thomas Mulock left the family and her mother died of a heart disease.102 For nineteen-year-

old Dinah, earning a living as a writer was suddenly necessary to support herself and her two 

younger brothers. Taking advantage of her literary connections and of opportunities afforded 

by a rapidly expanding press, Dinah quickly found publishing success. According to 

Bourrier, “Dinah’s perseverance in the face of rejection, as well as her willingness to take on 

the lesser venues of publication (the Miscellany) even as she aims for the better one (the 

Journal), became typical working patterns for the rest of her career.”103 By exerting her 

talents along with hard work and humility, Dinah built a writing career and became 

financially independent at a young age. 
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In her own pursuit of financial independence, Olive challenges historical limitations 

placed upon women artists and seizes emerging opportunities available to women painters. 

Like Helen Graham before her, Olive generates income by selling her work. In her first 

attempt to make a profit, she intends to exhibit her first completed painting at the annual 

Royal Academy spring exhibition, but her mother’s illness prevents her from finishing the 

painting on time. Instead, Meliora Vanbrugh unexpectedly sells Olive’s work-in-progress to 

an art patron who is touring her husband’s studio, and she pours the golden guineas into 

Olive’s hands in a visually rich scene that foregrounds Olive’s professional success. Losano 

notes that while Meliora placing the guineas in Olive’s hands is a private woman-to-woman 

exchange, “this bubble of privacy immediately bursts as Olive takes up her first earnings and, 

businesslike, mails them off to her father’s creditor, Harold Gwynne. Even if her paintings do 

not enter the market, the proceeds from them decidedly do.”104 Olive’s successful sale of her 

painting takes place even while her own master, Michael Vanbrugh, struggles to find a buyer 

for his prized painting Alcestis.  

Olive’s progressiveness as a woman artist is marked by additional tangible 

accomplishments. While her paintings are never described in detail, they include portraits, as 

well as historical and allegorical subjects. Craik’s claim that Olive’s work “passed from the 

mere prettiness of most woman-painters to the grandeur of sublimer Art” further implies that 

her artistic style is not limited to delicacy.105 As Losano points out, Craik’s progressive 

portrayal of Olive is partly sustained not only by how her art functions, but also how it does 
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not function: “Craik does not use Olive’s paintings as indicators of her mental state (as in 

Jane Eyre) but as manifestations of and commentaries on her social position as a working 

woman.”106 By not describing Olive’s paintings in detail, Craik suggests that their primary 

value lies not in what they reveal about Olive’s personal thoughts and emotions but rather in 

their value as a professional product. Additionally, Olive’s behaviors as an artist, and not just 

the paintings themselves, transcend conventional barriers for women. Olive travels alone to 

the British Museum and other art-related destinations in London, and here her disfigurement 

acts to her advantage; when her mother expresses concern for her unchaperoned travel, Olive 

reminds her, “Nay, mother; I am quite safe everywhere. Remember, I am not like other girls. 

Who would notice me?”.107 Within the metropolis, Olive’s assumed immunity to voyeurism 

serves as a passport to sites and sights that most other young women would not be able to 

access. 

Olive’s success as an artist is highlighted by the changed perceptions of Michael 

Vanbrugh toward her and her art. When Meliora first asks Michael to consider taking on 

Olive as his pupil, he states, “I am not such a fool as to say that genius is of either sex, but it 

is an acknowledged fact that no woman ever was a great painter, poet, or musician. Genius, 

the mighty one, does not exist in weak female nature, and even if it did, custom and 

education would certainly stunt its growth.”108 As Hilary Fraser claims in her article “Women 

and the Art of Fiction,” Michael Vanbrugh serves as the “mouthpiece for all the 
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institutionalized prejudices” which relegated women to “feminine” artistic pursuits—views 

that are “ostensibly endorsed by the narrator.”109 In the chapter following Vanbrugh’s 

dismissive comments about women’s ability to be great artists, Craik steps in with an 

extended statement regarding women’s artistic and intellectual potential—or rather, a lack 

thereof—which is worth quoting in full: 

Vanbrugh had said truly, that genius is of no sex; and he had said likewise truly, 
that no woman can be an artist—that is, a great artist. The hierarchies of the soul's 
dominion belong only to man, and it is right they should. He it was whom God created 
first, let him take the preeminence. But among those stars of lesser glory, which are 
given to lighten the nations, among sweet-voiced poets, earnest prose writers, who, by 
the lofty truth that lies hid beneath legend and parable, purify the world, graceful 
painters and beautiful musicians, each brightening their generation—among these, let 
woman shine! 

But her sphere is, and ever must be, bounded; because, however fine her genius 
may be, it always dwells in a woman's breast. Nature, which gave to man the dominion 
of the intellect, gave to her that of the heart and affections. These bind her with 
everlasting links from which she cannot free herself,—nay, she would not if she could. 
Herein man has the advantage. He, strong in his might of intellect, can make it his all in 
all, his life's sole aim and reward. A Brutus, for that ambition which is misnamed 
patriotism, can trample on all human ties. A Michael Angelo can stand alone with his 
work, and so go sternly down unto a desolate old age. But there scarcely ever lived the 
woman who would not rather sit meekly by her own hearth, with her husband at her 
side, and her children at her knee, than be the crowned Corinne of the Capitol. 

Thus woman, seeking to strive with man, is made feebler by the very spirit of 
love which in her own sphere is her chiefest strength. But sometimes chance or 
circumstance or wrong, sealing up her woman's nature, converts her into a self-
dependent human soul. Instead of life's sweetnesses, she has before her life's 
greatnesses. The struggle passed, her genius may lift itself upward, expand, and grow; 
though never to the stature of man's. Then, even while she walks with scarce-healed feet 
over the world's rough pathway, heaven's glory may rest upon her upturned brow, and 
she may become a light unto her generation. 

Such a destiny lay open before Olive Rothesay. 110 
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Craik’s universalizing didacticism implies that Vanbrugh’s assertion that women cannot 

achieve men’s greatness as artists reflects her own perspective. During the last conversation 

between Vanbrugh and his beloved pupil, however, Craik exposes the cracks in his 

prejudices—and, I would argue, her own—when Vanbrugh expresses his dismay that Olive 

will not accompany him on his move to Rome. Affirming that Olive has become an artist, he 

declares, “I tell you now what I never told you before, that, though you are a woman, you 

have a man’s soul—the soul of genius.”111 This impulse to define Olive as essentially “male” 

shows Vanbrugh’s inability to reconcile Olive’s artistic prowess with her womanhood and 

raises the question: if Vanbrugh operates as a “mouthpiece” for Craik’s ideologies, could this 

indicate tension in her own gendered assumptions about artistic and intellectual dominance? 

As Losano claims, “Craik’s narrative threatens to overturn her own moral homily on the 

bounded nature of women’s creative powers, as Olive grows in skill and ambition as her 

artistic career progresses and prospers.”112 As I will soon discuss in more detail, in contrast to 

her abstract claims about women’s intellectual limitations in Olive, Craik’s 1858 book A 

Woman’s Thoughts about Women, published eight years after Olive, manifests similar 

contradictions. Vanbrugh’s waning prejudices against Olive could be read as betraying 

Craik’s underlying disbelief in her theorized limitations of women’s artistic capacity. 

 During her training as an artist, Olive continues to occupy the subject position in 

scenes of art production: she paints portraits, delights in her mother’s modeling for Michael 

Vanbrugh, and uses her visual judgment to help Michael with his framing. At the same time, 
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however, Olive is featured inside the frame both literally—when Vanbrugh uses her as a 

model for his paintings—and in Craik’s narration as she describes Olive at her easel from her 

mother’s point of view: 

The artist herself formed no unpleasing picture—at least so her fond mother often 
thought—as Olive stood before her easel, the light from the half-closed-up window 
slanting downwards on her long curls, of that rare pale gold, the delight of the ancient 
painters, and now the especial admiration of Michael Vanbrugh. To please her 
master, Olive, though now a woman grown, wore her hair still in childish fashion, 
falling in most artistic confusion over her neck and shoulders. It seemed that nature 
had bestowed on her this great beauty, in order to veil that defect which, though made 
far less apparent by her maturer growth, and a certain art in dress, could never be 
removed. Still there was an inexpressible charm in her purely-outlined features to 
which the complexion always accompanying pale-gold hair imparted such a delicate, 
spiritual colouring.”113 
 

Throughout her childhood and adolescence, Olive’s lack of beauty fostered her artistic 

journey; now, reciprocally, her artistry contributes to her visual appeal: her hair—worn down 

to please her painting master—falls in “artistic confusion,” she has used “art in dress” to 

mask her deformity, and her positioning at the easel as sunlight illuminates her golden curls 

renders the scene idyllic. Significantly, this scene marks a redemptive reversal of the early 

chapters of the novel, in which Olive gazed upon her beautiful mother with adoration only to 

be scorned for her deformity. Now, Sybilla delights in gazing upon her daughter’s loveliness. 

Just as Sybilla gains the ability to see her daughter as beautiful, however, her vision 

suffers impairment and then fails completely, and she is left dependent on Olive’s vision. By 

granting Sybilla blindness, Craik symbolically negates forever the displeased gaze she cast 

upon her infant child and underscores the power of Olive’s own artistic vision. Instead of 

looking upon her daughter, Sybilla grows “accustomed to see with Olive’s eyes, and to 
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delight in the vivid pictures painted by Olive’s eloquent tongue.”114 Rather than portraying 

Sybilla’s blindness as a punishment, Craik portrays her ability to “see” with Olive’s eyes as a 

blessing: “the blind mother often said she enjoyed such scenes infinitely more than when the 

whole wide earth lay open to her unregardful eyes.”115 Sybilla, who has always valued 

beauty, experiences firsthand her daughter’s heightened ability to discern it in the world 

around them. 

At this point in the novel, the Künstlerroman has found its fulfillment, and Olive 

reaches the apex of her artistic career while caring for her mother both financially and 

physically. We are only halfway through Olive, however, and the Künstlerroman plot is soon 

subordinated to a marriage plot as the novel follows Olive’s growing passion for Harold 

Gwynne.116 At the beginning of their relationship, Olive’s artistry grants her agency by 

placing her in the position of viewer. Meliora first describes Harold to Olive by saying, “You 

would have admired him greatly. His was just the sort of head you painted for your 'Aristides 

the Just'—your favourite style of beauty—dark, cold, proud, with such piercing, eagle eyes; 

they went right through me!”.117 Harold is characterized here as having a potent gaze but one 

that is an object within Olive’s own artistic gaze. Olive continues to pursue her art as their 
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relationship builds and after their marriage; although she is prone to distraction while 

thoughts of Harold intrude on her time in her painting-room, she resolutely decides not to 

sacrifice her “Art-life” for an “utterly hopeless human love.”118  

When Olive’s love for Harold proves to be not-so-hopeless after all and she marries 

him, Olive devotes herself to her household duties and allows Harold’s scientific interests to 

absorb much of her time and attention; as a result, one of her Scottish relatives says, “his 

influence was robbing their Scottish Academy of no one knew how many grand pictures. 

Perhaps it might be—it was a natural and a womanly thing that in her husband’s fame Olive 

should almost forget her own.”119 On the one hand, this could be read as a disappointing 

outcome for readers who have rejoiced in Olive’s successes as a woman artist. On the other 

hand, these final references to Olive’s art reinforce her achievement of artistic excellence and 

fame. As with Helen Graham, Olive’s turn to domesticity is one of choice rather than of 

artistic defeat. Even within her marriage, she continues to exercise her artistic vision; looking 

out the window from the home she and Harold share in Scotland, she “stood…for a minute or 

two, her artist-soul drinking in all that was beautiful in the scene.”120 For Olive, being an 

artist has become a way of life and a way of seeing, not to be measured solely by her artistic 

production. 

In the closing scene of the novel, Craik’s narration emphasizes the gazes of both 

Olive and Harold. Olive’s “upward gaze [is] a type of true woman” as she looks upon 
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Harold, while he “look[s] out fearlessly with his majestic eyes” from the summit of the Braid 

Hills, which they have just climbed together.121 Although Harold’s gaze is given a greater 

scope in this closing scene as he takes in the broad landscape before them, and although 

Craik genders Olive’s devoted gaze upon Harold as “womanly,” this need not be read as a 

regression for Olive’s artistry or vision. Rather, Olive has found contentment with a man 

whose piercing vision rivals her own with its clarity and discernment. With this clear vision, 

Harold sees Olive as beautiful in every way. “To me you are all beautiful—in heart and 

mind, in form and soul,” he had said soon after their engagement before kissing her on the 

hands, mouth, and hair.122 

Eight years after the publication of Olive, Dinah Craik published A Woman’s 

Thoughts about Women, which exhorts single women to find meaningful work and to be self-

dependent.123 Her work endorses separate sphere gender ideologies, resonating with John 

Ruskin’s gender demarcations in “Of Queen’s Gardens.” Within this framework, the “work” 

Craik envisions for women should primarily occur within the home. She claims that the 

“natural” difference between a man’s vocation and a woman’s is that “one is abroad, the 

other at home: one external, the other internal: one active, the other passive.”124 Also 

evocative of Ruskin’s “Of Queen’s Gardens,” Craik exhorts women not only with what they 

should do, but with what they should not do: 

We must help ourselves. In this curious phase of social history, when marriage is 
apparently ceasing to become the common lot, and a happy marriage the most 
uncommon lot of all, we must educate our maidens into what is far better than any 
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blind clamor for ill-defined “rights ”—into what ought always to be the foundation of 
rights—duties. And there is one, the silent practice of which will secure to them 
almost every right they can fairly need—the duty of self-dependence. Not after any 
Amazonian fashion; no mutilating of fair womanhood in order to assume the 
unnatural armour of men; but simply by the full exercise of every faculty, physical, 
moral, and intellectual, with which Heaven has endowed us all, severally and 
collectively, in different degrees; allowing no one to rust or to lie idle, merely because 
their owner is a woman.125 
 

Women, according to Craik, should be self-dependent; they should not be “Amazons.” In 

metaphorical terms, Craik insists that women—who she acknowledges possess physical, 

moral, and intellectual capabilities—not over-exert those qualities. Some aspects of Craik’s 

fiction, nonfiction, and personal life adhered to this command: Olive ends with Craik’s 

heroine looking up at her husband in a subordinate posture; and Craik explains women 

elsewhere in A Woman’s Thoughts About Women that if every woman had a father, brother, 

or husband to look after her, “self-dependence need never be heard of.”126 In tension to such 

claims, however, Craik continued to demonstrate self-dependence after her marriage to 

George Craik (whom she did not marry until she was thirty-eight years old: she insisted on a 

prenuptial financial agreement before their marriage in 1865, paid for the construction of 

their home, and was described by Charles Darwin (who was their neighbor) as having the 

power balance on her side in her marriage.127 

Craik’s A Woman’s Thoughts about Women bears contradictions even within the text. 

In the chapter immediately following her assertion that women should not be “Amazonian” 
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in their pursuits, Craik again uses a battle metaphor—this time to assert women’s capabilities 

to “fight” as artists. Craik further insists that women writers and artists should not expect to 

have judgment of their work softened on account of their gender; rather, they have entered an 

intellectual battlefield in which gender is neutralized: 

[L]et it always be a fair fight, and no quarter. To exact consideration merely on 
account of her sex, is in any woman the poorest cowardice. She has entered the 
neutral realm of pure intellect—has donned brain-armour, and must carry on with 
lawful, consecrated weapons a combat, of which the least reward in her eyes . . . will 
be that public acknowledgement called fame.128 
 

Craik’s exhortations to women artists to take up arms in their pursuits bears relevance not 

only for her expectations of their behavior within the field, but also for our understanding of 

Craik’s idealization of art itself. Art, for Dinah Craik, is a sacred calling. It demands courage, 

discipline, sacrifice. It exists on a battlefield marked by pure intellectual combat—a 

battlefield open not only to men but to women, as well. In context of Craik’s commentary on 

art and women artists in A Woman’s Thoughts, her declaration that Olive “became an 

artist”129 implies not that Olive whimsically produced a painting or two to get by for a time, 

but rather that she endured the arduous labor necessary to succeed in her field. 

 
Geraldine Underwood: Royal Academy Exhibition Sensation 

 
 Published in 1873, Charlotte Yonge’s two-volume novel The Pillars of the House, set 

in the industrial town of Bexley, follows the lives of the thirteen children in the Underwood 

family after their parents’ deaths. The two “pillars” of the house are Felix and Wilmet, ages 

sixteen and fifteen at the novel’s opening, who—despite the designation of a legal guardian, 
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Charles Audley—take on parental roles by providing the family with income, household 

management, care, and discipline. Of the thirteen children, two are born with an innate love 

and talent for the visual arts: Edgar and Geraldine, who are respectively ages fourteen and 

thirteen at the novel’s opening. Yonge’s novel, which was 1,200 pages long in its initial 

publication, spans twenty years, encompassing dramatic twists and turns for the Underwood 

siblings. Residing within this master narrative, Geraldine’s coming-of-age as a woman artist 

emerges as one of the novel’s most compelling plotlines. 

 In comparison with Anne Brontë and Dinah Craik, readers and scholars familiar with 

Charlotte Yonge would least expect her work to convey feminist themes, and given 

Geraldine’s role as one of thirteen siblings in a 1,200-page, two-volume novel, the 

intermittent portions of text devoted to her character and the even more broadly scattered 

passages probing her artwork further allow the force of her development to fly under the 

radar. As a devout Tractarian, Yonge’s religious themes predominated throughout her writing 

career; she wrote in a letter in 1897, more than two decades after the publication of Pillars, 

that she had heard from a missionary friend in Calcutta of a Hindu student “so much 

impressed with the Pillars of the House as to accept Christianity,” and she included a letter 

from the converted man, claiming “it makes one’s heart glow.”130 In a recent compilation of 

essays about Yonge, Talia Schaffer discusses Yonge’s extreme piety as one reason why 

“recovery feminists” in the 1970s scholars avoided handling her work; recovery feminism, 

according to Schaffer, required identifying with the author, and far from being a “madwoman 
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in an attic,” Yonge was rather the “prim aunt in the parlour.”131 Schaffer complicates this 

reading of Yonge by suggesting that while Yonge advocated “squashing” feminist or 

subversive ideas, she nevertheless “depicted them in her fiction.”132 A close reading of 

Geraldine’s character supports Schaffer’s claim: whether done intentionally or 

unintentionally by Craik, Geraldine subverts patriarchal power dynamics by succeeding in 

her artistic pursuits where her brother Edgar fails: her artwork is a raging success at the 

Royal Academy exhibition while his is overlooked, her acute vision condemns Edgar’s art 

despite her best intentions to placate him, and she successfully earns an income with her art 

while he gives up his artistic pursuits.  

 Geraldine’s character and life experiences, like those of Olive, are defined by her 

bodily difference. Early in her childhood, Geraldine suffered from a diseased ankle joint that 

left her permanently lame. Since the disabled portion of her body is kept hidden by clothing 

and is less of an object of focus to begin with—lovers and portrait painters have long been 

more concerned with the graceful shape of a woman’s neck than of her ankle—Geraldine’s 

bodily difference has a less immediate bearing on her relationship to the male gaze than does 

Olive’s. Nevertheless, Yonge suggests her lameness has resulted in diminished beauty. 

Because of her limited mobility, which confines her to remain indoors most of the time, 

Geraldine lacks the color and flushed cheeks of her siblings; she bears an “expression of 
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wasted suffering” that renders her “a sad contrast to the solid exuberant health” of the other 

Underwood children. With pallid skin and a frail constitution, Geraldine remains in the 

shadows while the beauty of her siblings, particularly that of her twin sisters Wilmet and 

Alda, is repeatedly put on display. 

Geraldine’s invisibility comes with a cost: The same disability that limits others’ 

visual access to her also limits her visual access to subject matter beyond the walls of her 

own home. Critics have noted that Geraldine capitalizes on her limited subject matter by 

flourishing as a painter of domestic scenes,133 and it is true that her close observations of 

people in her own home serve as the backbone of her art in terms of subject matter. It is 

important to note, however, that Yonge characterizes Geraldine as possessing acute senses 

that enable her to capitalize not only on the domestic scenes that comprise her everyday life, 

but also—and perhaps more powerfully—on the rare experiences afforded by her travels 

beyond the walls of her own home, on the “vistas”134 opened up for her as Edgar and their 

sister Alda share their experiences living and traveling with wealthy relatives, and on the 

 
133 Tamara S. Wagner says, for example, that the “female invalid” in Yonge’s novels—and 
here she includes Geraldine by name—“often negotiates artistic production within the 
confines of the home by capitalizing on the concentration that a restricted view might 
provide.” See Tamara Wagner, “The Ambiguous Valorization of ‘Affliction’ in Charlotte 
Yonge’s The Pillars of the House (1873),” Victorian Review: An Interdisciplinary Journal of 
Victorian Studies 35, no. 2 (Autumn 2009): 101–15, at 106, http://www.jstor.org/stable/ 
41038840. Elizabeth Hale similarly contends, “The illness that has kept Cherry at home has 
given her the best subjects to paint and taught her discipline. At first, she is forced 
unwillingly to observe her domestic life in close detail, but her ultimate acceptance of her 
domestic world then allows her to transform it not only into art, but art that sells.” Elizabeth 
Hale, “Disability and the Individual Talent: Adolescent Girlhood in The Pillars of the House 
and What Katy Did,” Women’s Writing 17, no. 2 (August 2010): 343–60, at 358, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/09699081003755151. 
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piercing empathy that motivates her to tell Felix, after detecting the source of his heartbreak 

when the girl he loves takes up with Edgar instead, “somehow one feels more than one 

sees.”135 At the opening of Pillars, before the tragic deaths of their parents, Felix uses 

birthday money from his godfather to pay for food and transportation for a family picnic. 

Propped up by cushions in the carriage, Geraldine “watch[es] with avid eyes,”136 and Yonge 

emphasizes the potency of her vision: “”It was all a perfect feast to the long-imprisoned eyes, 

and the more charming from the dreamy silence in which she gazed.”137 Sitting under a tree 

as the picnic begins and observing the beauty of the surrounding countryside, Geraldine 

“would fain have sketched, but the glory and the beauty, and the very lassitude of delight and 

novelty, made her eyes swim with a delicious mist.”138 The importance of Geraldine’s vision 

in this scene lies not in what she sees but in how she sees: with artistic sensibility. 

Rare excursions, visualizing her siblings’ experiences outside the home, reading tales 

from literature and history: Geraldine sharpens her vision with each encounter. Her portfolio, 

which earns approbation from Edgar’s painting master, Academy member Mr. Renville, 

showcases her ability to translate what she sees onto the canvas. Yonge catalogs the “small 

materials,” or subjects for painting, that Geraldine has made much of: 

It was little enough; a few second-hand studies of [Edgar’s]; a cast that Felix had 
given her off an Italian boy's board, which came opportunely on her birthday; and her 
living models when she could catch them, generally surreptitiously. But upon her 
small materials she had worked perseveringly, going back to the same subject 
whenever she gained a new light, profiting by every hint, till the result was an evident 
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amazement to the artist [Renville]; and as he emphatically said, pointing to an outline 
caught from John Harewood as he was reading last summer, 'This is not talent, it is 
genius! You ought to give yourself advantages, Miss Underwood.'139 
 

By seeing her subjects and re-seeing them in a “new light,” and thereby improving her 

artworks, Geraldine produces an amateur portfolio that inspires Renville’s judgment of her 

work as “genius”—a label used discriminately in the nineteenth-century art world and 

particularly rarely with women artists. Renville invites her to study at the South Kensington 

Museum, and Geraldine soon finds herself privileged with formal art training in London. 

In 1865, eight years before the publication of Pillars, Charlotte Yonge wrote a letter 

to Ellen Julia Johns on the topic of women pursuing art training; we can infer from Yonge’s 

letter that Ellen has sought her advice regarding a young girl (perhaps a daughter?) pursuing 

an art education. Yonge thanks Mrs. Johns for allowing her to see Ruskin’s apparently 

favorable opinion on the girl’s work, but she cautions her that it would be best for her to ask 

“some opinion of a person such as Richmond a thorough artist, and also a religious man, a 

gentleman, and father of daughters whether it would be his judgment that a girl could really 

study without the loss of what would be far more important.”140 Yonge further suggests that 

the training may need to be arduous to be worthwhile: “Then I think it would be to be 

considered whether the talent would be trainable to a very valuable amount by anything short 

of the really severe study that Ruskin holds out.”141 Finally, expressing deprecation for 

amateur women’s art in a manner evocative of George Eliot’s “Silly Ladies for Lady 
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Novelists,” Yonge writes, “I fancy that mere dabblers without real power or correct taste, 

who only pretend to draw because it is out of woman’s routine are those that bring discredit 

on the habit of really studying art.”142  

Without having more context, we can only speculate on Yonge’s motives for 

expressing such hesitation. Perhaps Yonge knew the girl was a mediocre artist, or lacked 

discipline, or was otherwise unlikely to succeed. By referencing “the loss of what would be 

far more important,” however, Yonge calls to mind the sacrifices a Victorian woman artist 

might face when reaching beyond amateurism: she would risk a decline in reputation and 

perhaps even a stigmatic association with prostitution. Yonge may also be invested in 

preserving the integrity of women’s art—an intention relevant to maintaining the 

respectability of her own career as a woman novelist. In a second letter to Mrs. Johns, Yonge 

further dissuades her from allowing the girl to seriously pursue art; this time, her strategies 

are to discredit Ruskin for not properly managing his wife and to identify women’s inability 

to study nudes as factor barring them from accurate anatomical representation.143 

In contrast with the concerns with women’s art education she expressed in her letters 

to Mrs. John, Yonge wrote her cousin Christabel Rose Coleridge in 1870 while she was 

drafting Pillars, expressing her intention to create a young fictional woman painter of her 

own. She requests that Christabel ask artistic friends for information that will help her 

accurately portray Geraldine’s art education in The Pillars of the House: 

Can you help me now in a question regarding my reigning story, the Pillars of the 
House. Miss Geraldine was about 21, an artist whose pupil her brother Edgar had 
been saw the drawings she did by the help of the teaching Edgar had given. He was 
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struck with the talent, and said that a course of study at South Kensington would 
make her able to do something effective—how is she to manage the study? I can send 
her to some relations to stay with, but I want to know the days and rules enough not 
to make her do anything impossible, and as she is still very lame she must have things 
made easy, and her brother’s master may help her. I also want to know, what I do not 
suppose you can tell me—the regular course of a student at the Royal Academy, how 
long it takes and what the cost of it ought to be.144 
 

If Yonge had recently (five years prior) attempted to dissuade a young girl with talent from 

pursuing her artistic ambitions, why would she choose to have Geraldine—an empathetic, 

modest, and innocent twenty-one-year-old—follow that path? Based on Yonge’s letters to 

Mrs. Johns, and without knowing how The Pillars of the House unfolds, one might expect 

Geraldine to experience a loss of reputation or endure some other sacrifice as a result of 

pursuing her artistic ambitions in London. But as I will illustrate, the outcome of her pursuits 

in Pillars could not be more different. Perhaps Yonge, having authorial control over 

Geraldine, adopted this plotline because she knew she could control the ending, allowing 

Geraldine to produce accomplished art, earn recognition and money, rise on the social 

spectrum, and remain innocent. 

 Several months later, Edgar and Geraldine reach a gratifying milestone in their 

development as artists: They each have work selected for display at the annual Royal 

Academy spring exhibition. As would be expected due to their differences in length of 

training and gendered expectations, Edgar’s painting Brynhild has a superior position in the 

catalog (No. 260 compared with Geraldine’s No. 601 and No. 615) and medium (oil). 

However, Edgar’s advantages fall flat when his painting is overlooked by the exhibition’s 

viewers and Geraldine’s paintings, instead, are effusively praised. In fact, the most important 
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surveillant of Edgar’s art in this scene—and the most devastating to Edgar—is Geraldine, 

whose acute vision is foregrounded by Yonge’s description of her viewing of the painting: 

The lofty expression, the deep awe, the weird cloud-land grandeur that she had 
connected either with the sketch or her memory of it, had passed away from the 
finished oil-painting; and when she had called it small, it was not because it was 
cabinet sized, but because it was wanting in the sense of majesty that can be conveyed 
in a gem as well as in a colossus. What was to have been a wild scene of terror in the 
world of mists would look extravagant, and neither the pose of Brynhild's limbs nor 
the position of Sigurd's sword, approved themselves to her eye as correct drawing.145 
 

Edgar, sensing Geraldine’s disapproval of the painting, suggests her negative reaction may be 

caused by coming in with “a preconceived notion” of what it should look like—an attempt to 

deflect his shortcoming away from his artistry and onto her own perception. Geraldine, a 

devoted sister with confidence in Edgar’s artistic ability, attempts to see the painting in a new 

light: “‘Perhaps that's it,’ said [Geraldine], peeping through her eye-lashes . . . and making 

them a sieve to divest the image before her of all that her eye would condemn in spite of 

herself . . . ‘I see a great deal of beauty, but somehow I thought the whole would have been 

more finished.’”146 Yonge’s personification of Geraldine’s eye condemning Edgar’s painting 

“in spite of herself” underscores the potency of her artistry and, correspondingly, her sight as 

her tender devotion as a sister is overruled in her assessment of her brother’s art by her 

artistically keen—and newly trained—vision.  

 In contrast with Edgar’s disappointing display, Geraldine’s paintings are received 

with enthusiastic praise. Edgar and Geraldine enter the watercolour room to find a “throng” 

of viewers surrounding her paintings, making it difficult for them to view the works for 
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themselves.147 Her four paintings of her younger sister Stella, called The Constellation, elicit 

admiration for the “dear little thing” captured in the paintings, whom viewers find “so 

pretty.”148 But the work that is treated more seriously in Yonge’s narration, and which elicits 

praise aligning Geraldine with “masculine” artistry, is her stand-alone painting named The 

Acolyte: 

“The Acolyte” was on the whole a dark picture: the Church was in a brown dim 
shade, within which, however, its perspective vaultings, arches, and tracery, were 
perfectly drawn, knowing where they were going and what they meant, yet not 
obtruded; and the Altar hangings, richly patterned in olive green and brown gold, 
were kept back in spite of all their detail, throwing out the “flake of fire” and the 
glitter reflected on the gold ornaments, which had been drawn with due deference to 
Clement's minute information, while in the fragment of the east window just seen 
above, glittered a few jewels of stained glass touched by the rising sun, and to which 
the subdued colouring of the rest gave wonderful glory; and the server himself was so 
tinted with grey that even his white dress did not glare, while his face was the face of 
Lance, as it had been a few years back, boyish and mirthful through all its dutiful 
reverence.149 
 

Unlike her utilization of a domestic scene in the nearby portraits of Stella, in this scene 

Geraldine utilizes a grand architectural structure as a backdrop for her portrait of the acolyte, 

its structural elements “perfectly drawn” and personified as “knowing where they [are] 

going.” In doing so, Geraldine eschews conventionally feminine settings (e.g., parlors, 

gardens, schoolrooms) in favor of a public edifice. Also worth noting in this portrait is that 

Geraldine has appropriated male-privileged knowledge of the church’s interior—passed on to 

her from her brother Clement—along with the physical features of her brother Lance, who 

served as her model. In his underwhelming painting Brynhild, Edgar failed in his 
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appropriation of a female model; here, Geraldine has inverted the traditional gendered 

relationships of subject/object—the artist as male and model as female—and succeeded 

where her brother did not.  

As Edgar and Geraldine approach The Acolyte, they overhear gentlemen nearby 

praising her work, and one of them remarks that “there's so much power as well as good 

drawing and expression, that I should not have thought it a woman's work.”150 Yonge 

narrates—rather patronizingly—that Geraldine has received “the most ambitioned praise a 

woman can receive,” and in response Geraldine turns “Cherry-red,” flushed with pleasure.151 

Yonge’s narration reinforces the “power” of Geraldine’s art through the use of a battlefield 

metaphor; in describing how her exhibited paintings overshadow neighboring works, Yonge 

states, “Her paintings had a strength of colouring unusual in inexperienced artists . . . and 

thus they asserted themselves, and were not killed by their neighbours, but rather, as Edgar 

said, committed slaughter all round.”152 Possessing “strength” to commit violence on a 

battlefield again aligns Geraldine’s artwork—and by extension the artist—with masculinity 

and with periodical press reviews of women’s art from the 1850s and beyond.  

In periodical press reviews of art exhibitions in the mid- to late-nineteenth century, 

power and skillful execution were qualities expected from male artists’ work and were often 

contrasted with the delicacy and softness expected from women’s art. One of the primary 
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recipients of such “masculine” praise in the 1850s was the watercolorist Elizabeth Murray.153 

The Literary Gazette, for example, praised Murray for her “force of original genius.”154 

Following the 1858 and 1859 exhibitions, the Illustrated London News reproduced sketches 

of Murray’s exhibited work; in the article accompanying the 1858 illustration, it described 

her painting The Best in the Market—A Shop-Door in Rome (see fig. 9) as “a simple genre 

subject, so excellent, however, in its way that it almost seems to be put forth as a challenge to 

the masculine water-colourist to produce anything better of the kind.”155 This assessment 

echoed the publication’s earlier review of the 1858 exhibition, in which it declared that 

Murray’s drawings were “masterly,” “firm,” and “clever.”156 Her 1859 painting Pifferari 

Playing to the Virgin—A Scene in Rome was described, similarly, with masculine descriptors: 

"The drawing in every part shows freedom, power, and delicacy of execution, leaving 

nothing to desire . . . Mrs. E. Murray may claim a high and distinguished rank among the  
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water colourists of the day."157 This praise must have been gratifying—or perhaps 

angering—to Murray, whose prior exclusion from the Water-Colour Society helped prompt 

the formation of the SFA in 1857. The Daily News review of Pifferari claimed, “Mrs. 

 
157 “‘Pifferari Playing to the Virgin—Scene in Rome.’—Painted by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Murray.—In the Exhibition of the Society of Female Artists,” Illustrated London News, 
March 26, 1859, 305. https://link-gale-com.proxy.library.umkc.edu/apps/doc/HN3100532575 
4/ILN?u=univmomiller &sid=bookmark-ILN&xid=0ad83ca7. 

Figure 9. Reproduction of Elizabeth Murray’s watercolor painting The Best in the Market— 
A Shop Door in Rome, printed in The Illustrated London News, July 3, 1858. 
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Elizabeth Murray is still the champion in this year's Amazonian tourney. She has entire 

command of her artistic weapons, and perfect address in using them, and surely none are 

wounded save the envious.”158 Claiming that Murray fought on the battlefield as an 

“Amazonian” artist—an assessment reflecting Murray’s boldness in execution, precision, and 

ambition—brings to mind, and contradicts, Ruskin’s previously-cited assertion in Sesame 

and Lilies that women’s power is for “rule, not for battle.”  

When Geraldine opens a note from Renville sharing that an art customer wishes to 

purchase The Acolyte and commission a companion painting for a total of 150 pounds, she 

screams with delight, perceiving that “[h]ere opened the fulfilment of the longing of her 

heart, the lightening of Felix's burthen! Her dreams were a strange maze of beautiful forms to 

be drawn, and of benefits to be heaped on all the world.”159 In her commentary on 

Geraldine’s financial success as a painter, June Sturrock claims that Yonge conveys a “rarely 

acknowledged and accepted feeling for a woman in the novels of the period,” which is “the 

desire to earn money, and the pleasure in the sense of power this gives.”160 In her ecstasy of 

fulfillment, Geraldine rejoices in her immediate ability to ease Felix’s financial burdens and 

in the long-term prospect of blessing others by selling the “beautiful forms” she will continue 

to create. (In an interesting parallel to Brontë and Craik, Yonge used the proceeds from her 
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own art—her writing—to support her brother Julian’s family after he fell into financial ruin, 

but this occurred soon after the publication of The Pillars of the House.)161 Ultimately, the 

Royal Academy exhibition and its aftermath secures the trajectory of each sibling’s artistic 

career: Edgar succumbs to failure as a painter, whereas Geraldine continues to produce and 

sell her art.  

In The Tenant of Wildfell Hall and Olive, Brontë and Craik bring closure to their 

heroines’ storylines with a happy marriage, suggesting—to differing degrees—that Helen 

and Olive subordinate their paintbrushes to their commitments as wives and mothers. 

Geraldine, in contrast, declines a marriage proposal and persists as a single woman in her 

career as a professional painter. Yonge’s construction of Geraldine envisions possibilities for 

a professional woman painter that were unprecedented in prior works of fiction: Through 

Geraldine, Yonge conveys that “paid work is a blessed and welcome economic alternative to 

marriage,” and she “recognizes that money empowers and liberates, and that power and 

freedom are delightful to women as well as men.”162 Yonge’s choice not to marry off her 

protagonist, while Brontë and Craik did, may partly be explained by the lapse in time 

between the publication of Brontë’s and Craik’s novels (1848 and 1850) and Pillars (1873), 

which meant that Yonge—unlike her predecessors—had observed the progress made by 

 
161 In 1875 a coal mine in which Julian had invested failed. After Julian’s own assets were 
liquidated, Yonge sold her ownership in the books she had published with Macmillan; she 
thereafter assumed responsibility for Julian’s family and attempted to help her brother find 
work. See Ellen Jordan, “‘A Sort of Instrument for Popularizing Church Views’: Charlotte 
Yonge, Her Mentors, and Her Publishers,” in Charlotte Mary Yonge: Writing the Victorian 
Age, ed. Clare Walker Gore, Clemence Schultze, and Julia Courtney, 346–71, (Cham, 
Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2022), 363-64. 
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professional women artists in the 1850s, 1860s, and early 1870s, including a steep rise in 

British women who identified themselves as artists on a national census from 278 women in 

1841 to 1069 women in 1872.163 Working as a professional painter and exhibiting artwork 

alongside men’s was becoming normalized for women, not just as a means to secure income 

during a personal crisis or until a husband came along to take the reins, but as a lifelong 

pursuit.  

 
The Sister Arts: Fighting with a Double-Edged Sword 

 
In a letter to Sara Hennell in August 1857, George Eliot shared her response to 

viewing a painting by the famous French woman painter Rosa Bonheur, whose animal 

paintings earned her even more fame in England than in her native France,164 “We went to 

see Rosa Bonheur's picture the other day. What power! That is the way women should assert 

their rights.”165 Albeit indirectly—through representation rather than actual painting—

Brontë, Craik, and Yonge capitalized on the rich potential painting offered as a means of 

advancing women’s potential to demonstrate what Eliot exclaims is “power.” None of these 

writers advocated for increased political rights for women, but their works call for a woman 

artist’s right to be received in the art world as a creative and intellectual equal. The question 

is: why do they dramatize their heroines’ progressive artistic journeys through painting 

instead of writing? Brontë, Craik, and Yonge had achieved their own artistic successes as 
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writers; by the time they wrote (respectively) Tenant, Olive, and Pillars, each was an 

established author who had previously published at least one novel to critical acclaim. 

All three authors had biographical experiences with the visual arts, which may have 

influenced their decision to write about women painters. As previously discussed, Anne 

Brontë developed amateur skills in drawing and painting; her sister Charlotte had ambitions 

of being a miniaturist before she turned to writing, and her brother Branwell had written to 

the Royal Academy training after forming a friendship with a former RA student, William 

Robinson to inquire about attending himself.166 Dinah Craik modeled for painter Henry 

James Townsend for a portrait of Joan of Arc when she was fifteen or sixteen years old,167 

she developed amateur skills in drawing, and her brother Thomas studied at the Royal 

Academy alongside William Holman Hunt, John Everett Millais, and Dante Gabriel Rossetti 

(as Bourrier notes, this was just three years before they formed the Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood).168 In an 1860 letter, Yonge references having attended a Royal Academy 

exhibition two years prior;169 her correspondence with Mrs. Johns about a young girl 

pursuing an art education and her letter to her cousin requesting information about Royal 

Academy training are evidence of her connections within the visual art world. 

 
166 Branwell was supposed to have traveled to the Academy in September 1835—Charlotte 
wrote her friend Ellen Nussey that he was headed to London—but what actually happened 
when he got there is unknown. According to Alexander and Sellars, “the general theory is 
that he lost his confidence when faced with the realities of the great metropolis for which he 
had yearned for so long.” See Alexander and Sellars, The Art of the Brontës, 73-77. 
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By writing about painting, these authors likewise doubled up on their expression of 

women’s artistic potential; doing so allowed them to attack with a double-edged sword the 

continually reinscribed notion that women lacked the intellect, strength, and genius needed to 

create. Amazon women, after all, banded together on the battlefield—the metaphor is not 

primarily one of fierce self-dependence but of fierce interdependence. These writers portray 

Art as a worthy cause to fight for. Brontë left behind no treatises on women’s societal roles, 

but in A Woman’s Thoughts About Women and Womankind, respectively, Craik and Yonge 

show their high valuation of the arts and their expectation that women take their pursuit of it 

quite seriously. In A Woman’s Thoughts About Women, Craik states that she has no tolerance 

for women (or men) who produce mediocre paintings and books, and she levels heavy-

handed criticism toward such writers and artists, who “lower the standard of public 

taste.”170 Referencing “the great influx of small talents which now deluges us,” Craik 

satirically suggests that “if half the books written, and pictures painted, were made into one 

great bonfire, it would be their shortest, easiest, and safest way of illuminating the world.”171 

Craik directs women to examine themselves closely before devoting themselves to art or 

literature: “I would advise every woman to examine herself and judge herself, morally and 

intellectually, by the sharpest tests of criticism, before she attempts art or literature, either for 

abstract fame or as a means of livelihood.”172 Craik suggests that visual arts are the least 

accessible field for women artists, and in comparison with the novel writing industry, which 
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women had long dominated, succeeding as painters meant breaking into a field that had 

historically been the providence of men. Charlotte Yonge, in her 1876 book Womankind, 

exhorts women musicians with the “power” to play “real classical pieces” well to prioritize 

such performances over their “desire to amuse drawing-room guests with the newest 

thing.”173 In the visual arts, she insists upon women’s “intelligent knowledge of art”; from a 

young age, she suggests, children (implicitly boys and girls) “should be taught to 

discriminate between real beauty and mere sentimental prettiness.”174 

In context of my own project’s focus women’s relationship to the male gaze and to 

male surveillance of the arts, another advantage of writing about women painters is that it 

allowed the authors to contend with both gazes more readily. Painting is, by nature, a highly 

visual art form and one that demands public visibility: attending art classes, shopping for 

supplies, attending exhibitions, exhibiting one’s work in a gallery or art shop, and more. 

Moreover, the historical positioning of women within the frame as models for paintings 

creates a ready contrast with the presence of the woman painter outside of the frame. As I 

have discussed at length, all three of these authors, and especially Craik and Yonge, shied 

away from political feminism, and the feminist themes in these works are overshadowed by 

more obviously didactic religious and domestic themes. Nevertheless, all three authors draw 

attention to the bodies of their heroines—in the case of Craik and Yonge, through 

disfigurement—in ways that intentionally remove or distance them from the male gaze. By 

stepping outside of the frame and occupying historically male positions of subjectivity, 
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Helen, Olive, and Geraldine illustrate women’s potential not merely to be beautiful, but to 

create beauty. 

Finally, while biographical readings of fictional characters should always be done 

with a wary eye, it is reasonable to speculate that the authors may have projected some of 

their own perspectives and experiences as women artists onto their fictional heroines. All 

three authors experienced, at some point, the need to compensate for a male relative’s 

financial irresponsibility and provide for herself, and in the case of Craik and Yonge, for 

dependents. All three of these women did so with the earnings from their art (writing). 

Whether or not it was consciously done, it is no wonder that these creative, impassioned, and 

successful writers would channel into their heroines their passions for art and a taste of their 

own successes. 

 
Amazonian Vision 

 
In 1874, a woman painter attracted more public and critical attention than any British 

woman artist before her: Elizabeth Thompson Butler. In a groundbreaking moment in British 

art history, Thompson’s painting The Roll Call (see fig. 10) became the first painting by a 

woman to be hung “on the line” at a Royal Academy exhibition, and it was a sensational hit. 

The Roll Call— formally titled Calling the Roll After An Engagement, Crimea—depicts a 

roll call of a British regiment following a battle in the Crimean War. As many reviewers 

noted, the painting captures the soldiers’ weariness with pathos, largely rendered by 

Thompson’s attention to the facial expressions of the soldiers and the dark coloring of the 

scene. With her successful completion of The Roll Call, Elizabeth Thompson had 

transcended perhaps every conventional gendered limitation in the world of painting: She had 
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completed an historical painting—not just historical, but military, a genre initiated by the 

French but not yet established in England—using oils; her painting had not only been 

accepted for the Academy exhibition, but it was given a place of distinction. As a woman 

committed to selling her work in order to maintain equal footing with her male peers, she 

completed The Roll Call under commission for £100 only to have Queen Victoria purchase 

the painting following its success. Following the instant success of The Roll Call, the 

periodical press sang Thompson’s praises.  

When the Royal Academy Exhibition came around the following year, anticipation 

was high, with critics and the public waiting to see if Thompson could rival her previous 

success. Thompson’s newly exhibited work, The 28th Regiment at Quatre Bras (see fig. 11), 

was another military painting, depicting a scene from the Battle of Quatre Bras, which 

occurred just two days before the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. While Thompson’s Quatre 

Figure 10. Elizabeth Thompson Butler, The Roll Call, 1874, oil on canvas. 
Royal Collection Trust / © His Majesty King Charles III 2023. 
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Bras had a mixed critical reception in the periodical press, her work wholly impressed the 

most authoritative critic in the Victorian art world: John Ruskin, whose “Of Queen’s 

Gardens” lecture so explicitly held that women were not creative. Ruskin’s response to the 

Quatre Bras has become famous. It was circulated in national and international news in the 

wake of the painting’s exhibition in 1875, and it regained sure footing in art history as 

feminist scholars resuscitated the histories of Victorian women artists in the 1980s and 

1990s. In his 1875 Academy Notes, John Ruskin penned this review of Quatre Bras: 

I never approached a picture with more iniquitous prejudice against it than I 
did Miss Thompson's: partly because I have always said that no woman could paint; 

Figure 11. Elizabeth Thompson Butler, The 28th Regiment at Quatre Bras, 1875, oil on canvas. 
National Gallery of Victoria. 
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and, secondly, because I thought what the public made such a fuss about must be 
good for nothing. 

But it is amazon's work this; no doubt of it, and the first fine Pre-Raphaelite 
picture of battle we have had;—profoundly interesting, and showing all manner of 
illustrative and realistic faculty.175 

 
It is no wonder that this passage has resonated with Victorian art lovers and critics, as well as 

with contemporary art lovers and historians. With this statement, the premier (male) 

gatekeeper of the art world acknowledged his own prejudice against women’s ability to paint, 

then affirmed a woman’s successful completion of the most prestigious genre in “high art.” 

 “Amazon’s work”: This complex allusion employed by multiple critics, including the 

renowned art critic John Ruskin, created an exaggerated scenario in which women exhibiting 

“masculine” skills and behaviors in the arts were aligned with mythological warrior women 

who sustained their aggression by isolating themselves from men. Still, this allusion to 

Amazon warrior women, and corresponding “masculine” descriptors tagged to women 

artists’ work, provided a stepping stone for critics and readers steeped in restrictive gender 

ideologies to wrap their minds around daily proof that women could achieve artistic 

greatness. These descriptors communicated a growing dissonance between formally 

articulated gender binaries and the present, tangible achievements of women artists who 

showed that conventionally “masculine” traits were perhaps not “masculine,” but human.  

In their dramatizations of the journeys of women artists, Brontë, Craik, and Yonge 

critiqued, though more often implicitly than explicitly, the alignment of artistry with 

masculinity. Helen, Olive, and Geraldine create beautiful, accomplished art; they sell their 

 
175 John Ruskin, Academy Notes: Notes on Prout and Hunt and Other Art Criticisms, 1855-
88, in The Complete Works of John Ruskin, ed. E.T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn 
(London: George Allen, 1909), accessed February 4, 2023, https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/ 
depts/ruskinlib/ Academy%20Notes. 
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work; they become artists marked by “genius.” This artistry operates symbiotically with their 

vision as they use their own gazes to exert agency within the art world and within 

interpersonal relationships. In my next and final chapter, I will examine how Amy Levy 

escalates this symbiosis of artistry and vision in her fin-de-siècle novel The Romance of a 

Shop. Levy takes up the battlefield metaphor as a recurring motif in her portrayal of a woman 

photographer who meets and defies both facets of the double gaze with aggression.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

METROPOLITAN VISION: LONDON-INSPIRED ART IN AMY LEVY’S “A LONDON 
PLANE-TREE” POEMS AND THE ROMANCE OF A SHOP 

 

Published posthumously in 1889, Amy Levy’s poetry collection A London Plane-

Tree and Other Verse opens with “A London Plane-Tree,” a sequence of eleven titular poems 

that capture the speaker’s experiences in the metropolis.1 One of these poems, “Ballade of an 

Omnibus,” conveys the pleasure the speaker experiences taking in the cityscape from the 

“topmost summit” of the omnibus: 

The scene whereof I cannot tire, 
The human tale of love and hate,  
The city pageant, early and late 
Unfolds itself, rolls by, to be 
A pleasure deep and delicate. 
An omnibus suffices me.2 
 

Fueled by these city sights, Levy finds her voice as a poet and proclaims herself a 

“wandering minstrel, poor and free”;3 her artistry flourishes as she celebrates the beauty of 

London. Published one year earlier, Levy’s 1888 novella The Romance of a Shop offers a 

 
1 A flyleaf to the original edition states that she was editing the poems just a week before her 
death. Amy Levy, A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1888), 
accessed August 20, 2022, https://archive.org/details/londonplanetreeo89levy. 
 
2 Levy, “Ballad of an Omnibus,” 18-23, in A London Plane-Tree, 21. 
 
3 Levy, “Ballad of an Omnibus,” 6, in A London Plane-Tree, 21. 
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fictional account of women artists who, much like Levy, navigate London’s public spaces.4 

The work features the four Lorimer sisters, who move to London’s West End to open a 

photography business after their father’s death leaves them poverty-stricken. After opening 

their studio at 20B Upper Baker Street, the Lorimer girls boldly traverse the streets of 

London: they travel by omnibus, by underground, and by foot to shop, to attend theaters and 

museums, and to fulfill professional obligations. As the novel progresses, Gertrude Lorimer’s 

artistry—and, correspondingly, her vision—takes on increasing strength as she finds success 

as a photographer, holds her own in artistic circles, and returns in the novel’s closing to her 

true artistic passion, writing. 

Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” poems and The Romance of a Shop convey the 

empowerment women experienced in 1880s London, as navigating the city streets allowed 

them to delve into the heartbeat of the city and the kaleidoscope of experiences its “pageant” 

had to offer. In turn, both works show the liberation that artistic pursuits offered women 

artists: In “A London Plane-Tree,” Levy’s speaker finds liberation as a poet, and in The 

Romance of a Shop, Gertrude Lorimer—Levy’s fictional alter ego—finds liberation as a 

photographer and then writer. In both works, Levy makes the transformative effects of urban 

travel and art explicit through her descriptions of women walking the streets, taking public 

transportation, and recording—by pen or by camera—the city’s sights. 

In this chapter, I will contextualize my discussion of Levy’s works with an 

examination of London as a dynamic metropolis in the last half of the nineteenth century, one 

with increasingly unstable class and gender boundaries. I will then examine Levy’s own 

 
4 Amy Levy, The Romance of a Shop, ed. Susan David Bernstein (Petersborough: Broadview 
Press, 2006). 
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relationship to the metropolis and will explore how her “A London Plane-Tree” poems 

capture her love affair with London and the city’s catalytic effect on her work as a poet. To 

unravel some of the darker threads in these poems, I will also explore how they confront 

frustrated desire, danger, and death. Levy’s London simultaneously inspires creativity and 

threatens the urban wanderer, and a close reading of the poems suggests the speaker’s 

anxieties may stem not only from the external threat of the metropolis, but also from her 

burdensome sense of self. Finally, my discussion of Levy’s novella The Romance of a Shop 

will explore how Levy’s fictional women photographers, the Lorimer sisters, traverse the city 

as photographers, capitalizing on commercial opportunities afforded by the booming 

photography business in 1880s London. Their relationship to the art world quickly extends 

beyond the commercial realm as they build friendships with other artists and are drawn into 

the world of high art through their connection with acclaimed painter Sir Sidney Darrell.  

My ongoing discussion of fictional women artists’ vision will climax with my 

examination of Gertrude Lorimer, who initiates the photography business plan and emerges 

as the novel’s dominant protagonist—and the most accomplished artist among the four 

Lorimer sisters. As Gertrude takes in city sights and gazes through the lens of her camera, 

she adopts increasingly piercing vision as a woman and artist. In a series of stare-downs with 

high-art painter Sidney Darrell, Gertrude transitions from insecurity, to resistance, to 

complete victory over Darrell as she is able, in their final stare-down, to judge the “second-

rateness” of both “the man and his art.”5 Notably, Levy narrates here that Gertrude is able to 

counter Darrell’s proprietary gaze both as an artist and as a man; in a powerful reversal, she 

 
5 Levy, The Romance of a Shop, 150. 
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triumphs on both counts. This analysis of Romance will bring my discussion of fictional 

women artists full circle: In contrast to mid-nineteenth-century heroines Jane Eyre and 

Aurora Leigh, New Woman photographer Gertrude Lorimer’s ability to reverse the double 

male gaze does not depend upon the blinding of her male counterpart. She confronts a male 

artist—a man and artist—with eyes wide open and emerges as the victor. 

 
A Changing Metropolis 

 
Architectural historian Lynne Walker claims that in 1860s London “the debate about 

women’s use of urban space was preoccupied with the disgrace, fear and shame associated 

with respectable women in the streets being mistaken for prostitutes.”6 In 1862, one such 

heated debate in the press captured these mid-Victorian anxieties about women walking 

London’s streets. This debate was sparked by a letter to the editor published in The Times on 

January 7, 1862, in which the author, publishing under the name “Paterfamilias from the 

Provinces,” complained that, having just moved to London from a town in the countryside, 

he was “roused to no ordinary pitch of indignation” when his daughter—despite conducting 

her shopping trip with a chaperone—was followed and then approached by a “young fellow 

in the garb of a gentleman” on Oxford Street.7 Readers of The Times were quick to share 

their opinions on this encounter with their own letters to the newspaper; one author affirmed 

the victimhood of respectable women on London’s streets to such inappropriate advances, 

 
6 Lynne Walker, “Vistas of Pleasure: Women Consumers of Urban Space in the West End of 
London, 1850-1900,” in Women in the Victorian Art World, ed. Clarissa Campbell Orr 
(Manchester University Press, 1995), 70–85, at 74. 
 
7 Paterfamilias from the Provinces, “Cowardly Insults To Ladies,” The Times, January 7, 
1862, 7. http://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CS117742119/TTDA?sid=bookmark-TTDA&xid 
=509155d0. 
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while others insisted that London’s streets were safe for women travelers and suggested that 

the daughter of “Paterfamilias” must have invited the attention—perhaps by wearing flashy 

clothing or casting her own gaze upon the stranger.8 

In her article “Out Walking,” published in Temple Bar in April 1862, Eliza Lynn 

Linton weighed in on the controversy, siding against Paterfamilias as she insisted that “such 

a disagreeable adventure as a strange man’s address” to a “modest-looking woman” is rare.9 

Linton lays out conditions upon which women can expect to avoid such unwanted attention: 

If a woman walks with self-possession on the city streets at just the right pace (not too 

quickly, not too slowly), if she avoids looking at the men she passes or in shop windows, if 

she dresses suitably (“avoiding loud colours and too coquettish a simplicity as equally 

dangerous”), then she can expect to be “for the most part as safe as if planting tulips and 

crocuses in her own garden.”10 At all times, Linton asserts, a woman on the streets must 

avoid attracting attention, for “[w]e all know what class of women wanders about the streets 

with no other purpose in view for that of attracting attention.”11 Since men cannot be 

expected to be “omniscient”12 and thereby distinguish the prostitute from the respectable 

 
8 For a thorough synopsis of this debate, see Lynda Nead, Victorian Babylon: People, Streets, 
and Images in Nineteenth-Century London (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 62-
73. 
 
9 Eliza Lynn Linton, “Out Walking,” ed. George Augustus Henry Sala, Temple Bar 5 (April 
1862): 132–39, at 132, https://www.proquest.com/britishperiodicals/docview/6498262/abstra 
ct/ E6160163268844F6PQ/11. 
 
10 Linton, “Out Walking,” 133. 
 
11 Linton, “Out Walking,” 133. 
 
12 Linton, “Out Walking,” 133. 
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woman, Linton places full responsibility on the respectable woman to avoid any possible 

confusion with the fallen woman. Linton’s article is one of many texts that codified the 

burden society placed on women to maintain strict codes of respectability while exonerating 

men from responsibility in their encounters with women. 

Taking public transportation demanded that women adhere to additional codes of 

respectability. Because of their close proximity with men, in addition to seating conditions in 

which passengers often faced each other, riding mass transportation demanded that these 

women “learn how and when to look.” In his 1859 painting Omnibus Life in London (see fig. 

12), W. M. Egley illustrates the close quarters and mixed company that an omnibus ride 

might involve. Men and women, who appear to be mostly of the middle class, are intermixed 

shoulder-to-shoulder, touching one another and nearly knee-to-knee with the fellow riders 

opposite them. Despite their proximity, no two individuals within the painting are making 

eye contact with one another. A demure young lady in the back corner casts her veiled eyes 

down toward her delicately gloved hands as several other pairs of eyes look on—two men 

and one young girl, who perhaps respectively find her sexually attractive and regard her as a 

figure to emulate. A mother in the foreground dutifully tends to her children, and it is her 

youngest child—interestingly—who is the only figure in the painting to make eye contact 

with another person, as he meets the gaze of the viewer. Too young to fully understand or 

adhere to social norms, he has apparently not yet learned to manage his gaze as the other 

passengers have.  

Mass transportation not only instituted new codes of looking; its development 

actively shaped women’s patterns of movement throughout London in the nineteenth century.  
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The operation of the omnibus from 1829 and the underground from 1863, according to Ana 

Parejo Vadillo, dramatically impacted class and gender formations in London and the 

surrounding suburbs.13 Working class families continued to live in the city center or within a 

 
13 Ana Parejo Vadillo, “Phenomena in Flux: The Aesthetics and Politics of Traveling in 
Modernity,” in Women’s Experience of Modernity, 1875-1945, ed. Ann L. Ardis, Leslie W. 
Lewis, and Rita Felski (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 2002), 205-20. 

Figure 12. William Maw Egley, Omnibus Life in London, 1859, oil on canvas, Tate Britain. 
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three- to four-mile walk to their workplaces, and the poorest classes “were forced to remain 

in the congested slums of London, unable to pay for decent accommodation and for 

transport.”14 Middle class families, however, able to pay for transportation costs and not 

typically dependent on the wife working outside of the home, increasingly moved to 

emerging suburban neighborhoods. Elizabeth Wilson, commenting on the “successfully 

restricted” movements of middle-class women, states, “The development of the bourgeois 

suburb as a haven of privacy was particularly marked in Britain, serving to ‘protect’ middle-

class women from the rough-and-tumble of the urban street.”15 The risks associated with 

navigating public spaces helped incentivize women to stay home; for middle-class women, 

according to Griselda Pollock, “going into town and mingling with crowds of mixed social 

composition was not only frightening because it became increasingly unfamiliar, but because 

it was morally dangerous.”16 

Regardless of the risks, middle-class women were active on London’s streets. For 

those living in the suburbs, the omnibus was “key in enabling women to travel to and explore 

the city.”17 Since the omnibus got a late start and could only be used by people who did not 

need to be in the city before 10:00 a.m.—too late in the day for most workers—middle-class 

 
14 Ana Parejo Vadillo, Women Poets and Urban Aestheticism: Passengers of Modernity 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 18. 
 
15 Elizabeth Wilson, “The Invisible Flâneur,” New Left Review, no. 191 (February 1, 1992): 
90–110, at 93. https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=sso&db= 
poh&AN=25602323&scope=site. 
 
16 Griselda Pollock, “Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity,” in The Expanding Discourse: 
Feminism and Art History, ed. Norma Broude and Mary D. Garrard (Routledge, 1992), 253. 
 
17 Parejo Vadillo, Women Poets, 18. 
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women were targeted as prime customers for the omnibus.18 Taking public transportation 

allowed them to journey into and throughout the city to shop, engage in philanthropic efforts, 

and more. Additionally, as the number of single women grew throughout the century, 

employment became necessary for an increasing percentage of women. The 1891 census 

registered “just under 2.5 million unmarried women in a total population in which there were 

approximately 900,000 more females than males.”19 Middle-class working women, like their 

working-class counterparts, traversed the city streets, contributing to a destabilization of class 

and gender boundaries. 

In addition to a rapidly expanding population and gender imbalance, the figure of the 

New Woman —who, according to Sally Ledger, had her “heyday” in the 1880s and 

1890s20—further destabilized societal gender dynamics. The New Woman, functioning both 

as a discursive construct and a material reality, manifested in diverse and often contradictory 

forms and therefore cannot be tidily defined, but Angela Richardson and Chris Willis identify 

common features as “her perceived newness, her autonomous self-definition and her 

determination to set her own agenda in developing an alternative vision of the future.”21 Talia 

Schaffer offers a more idiosyncratic (and amusing) definition: 

Working as clerks, typists, teachers, college students, journalists, or perhaps even 
shopgirls, they often lived in painfully spartan flats, struggling to earn enough money 

 
18 Parejo Vadillo, Women Poets, 18. 
 
19 Sally Ledger, The New Woman: Fiction and Feminism at the Fin de Siècle (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1997), 11. 
 
20 Ledger, The New Woman, 2. 
 
21 Angelique Richardson and Chris Willis, “Introduction,” in The New Woman in Fiction and 
in Fact: Fin de Siècle Feminisms, edited by Angelique Richardson and Chris Willis (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2001), 1–38, at 12. 
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for genteel gowns and living primarily on bread and tea. They walked without 
chaperones, carried their own latchkeys, bicycled, and the more daring ones smoked 
cigarettes, cut their hair, or wore divided skirts and plain costume in accordance with 
the principles of rational dress.22 
 

Routinely stereotyped in the press as “the unsexed, terrifying, violent Amazon ready to 

overturn the world,”23 the New Woman sought autonomy, whether it be legal, political, 

financial, or domestic. Some advocated for “radical” ideas; writer and activist Olive 

Schreiner, for example—who was a friend of Levy’s—advocated for free love. Others were 

more conventional, such as Sarah Grand, whose use of the term “new woman” in her 1894 

essay “The New Aspect of the Woman Question” sparked the popularization of the term in 

societal discourse but whose own ideas were “Ruskinian” in their advocacy for segregated 

gender roles.24 Punch cartoons often represented the New Woman on her bicycle in rational 

dress, and in relationship to my own focus on women’s movement throughout the city and 

corresponding liberation, this image is a fitting representation of the New Woman’s habit of 

physically traveling through the city and figuratively transgressing gender boundaries. 

Judith Walkowitz identifies the 1880s—the decade in which Levy’s “A London 

Plane-Tree” sequence and The Romance of a Shop—as the period of the most intensive 

transgression of class and gender boundaries in London. In the 1880s, working men and 

women of all social classes “repeatedly spilled over and out of their ascribed, bounded roles, 

costumes, and locales into the public streets and wrong parts of town, engaged on missions of 

 
22 Talia Schaffer, “‘Nothing But Foolscap and Ink’: Inventing the New Woman,” in The New 
Woman in Fiction and in Fact: Fin de Siècle Feminisms, edited by Angelique Richardson 
and Chris Willis (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001), 39-52, at 39. 
 
23 Schaffer, “‘Nothing but Foolscap and Ink’: Inventing the New Woman,” 39. 
 
24 Schaffer, “‘Nothing but Foolscap and Ink’: Inventing the New Woman,” 41. 
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their own.”25 London’s West End evolved from a wealthy residential area into a business hub 

as working women, “neither ladies nor prostitutes,” frequented the streets.26 Non-working 

women, too, populated the city streets—if not to work, then to shop and to satiate their own 

desires to experience all that London had to offer. 

 
Amy Levy in London: Biographical Contexts 

 
It was this rapidly changing London cityscape—with its widening opportunities to 

work, shop, and ride on omnibuses and trains—that Amy Levy experienced firsthand. Levy’s 

ability to render the public spaces of London in a detailed manner in her writing stemmed 

from her own experiences in the city. She was born in the south Lambeth section of London 

in 1861, the second of seven children in an upper-middle-class, Jewish family.27 The Levy 

family moved to Regent’s Park in 1872,28 and from that time onward Levy’s experiences in 

London mostly took place in the West End. Levy left London for boarding school in 1876 at 

the age of fifteen and spent four years at the High School for Girls at Brighton before going 

on to become the first Jewish woman to study at Cambridge upon her enrollment at 

Newnham College in October 1879.29 After two years at Cambridge, Levy traveled in 

 
25 Judith Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Late-
Victorian London (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 41. 
 
26 Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight, 24. 
 
27 Linda Hunt Beckman, Amy Levy: Her Life and Letters (Athens: Ohio University Press, 
2000), 13. 
 
28 Susan David Bernstein, “Amy Levy: A Brief Chronology,” in The Romance of a Shop 
(Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press, 2006), 43-45, at 43. 
 
29 Bernstein, “Amy Levy,” 43. 
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continental Europe before returning to London in 1882 and residing with her parents, first in 

their home near Regent’s Park and then in Bloomsbury.  

Aside from a few trips to the continent, Levy spent the remaining years (1882-1889) 

of her short life in the metropolis: writing and publishing, spending time with a network of 

friends and intellectuals—many of them New Woman writers and activists—and traversing 

London’s streets. One of the public spaces Levy frequented and featured in her writing was 

the Reading Room at the British Museum, which she frequented with Eleanor Marx and 

Clementina Black. In response to published complaints alleging that women in the Reading 

Room were causing disturbances, including an article published in The Saturday Review 

describing women’s “whispers and giggles beneath the stately dome,”30 Levy pushed back. 

Her 1889 essay “Readers at the British Museum” depicts the Reading Room as a place of 

“wonderful accessibility” where both men and women could read, write, study, and benefit 

from discourse.31 Yet for Levy, journeying throughout London was often more significant 

than the destination; as I will later discuss in detail, this excitement for navigating the city 

streets is at the heart of her “A London Plane-Tree” poems. 

Levy experienced publishing success from a young age. As a child, she exercised her 

writing skills by collaborating with her sister Katie on a family magazine, The Poplar Club 

 
30 Quoted in Susan David Bernstein, “Radical Readers at the British Museum: Eleanor Marx, 
Clementina Black, Amy Levy,” Nineteenth-Century Gender Studies 3, no. 2 (Summer 2007): 
par. 18, http://www.ncgsjournal.com/issue32/bernstein.html. 
 
31 Amy Levy, “Readers at the British Museum,” Atalanta: Every Girl’s Magazine (April 
1889): 449-54. Reprinted in The Romance of a Shop, ed. Susan David Bernstein (Broadview 
Press, 2006), 220-227, at 226. 
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Journal.32 Her first published works demonstrated an interest in feminist themes; when she 

was thirteen years old, Levy published a review of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Aurora 

Leigh in Kind Words and published her first original poem, “The Ballad of Ida Grey (A Story 

of a Woman’s Sacrifice),” in the feminist journal the Pelican.33 Over the years, Levy 

succeeded in the literary market not only because of her artistic skill, but also because of her 

savvy ability to cater to publishers and readers. In her article “Reading Poet Amy Levy 

through Victorian Newspapers,” Linda K. Hughes claims that Levy “developed a 

sophisticated understanding of audience, placement, and opportunity in the Victorian press”; 

Hughes builds her argument with a convincing analysis of a set of Levy’s poems published in 

weekly and daily newspapers: the Cambridge Review, Academy, Pall Mall Gazette, Star, and 

Spectator.34 Hughes draws a contrast, for example, between the bold, crowd-pleasing city 

poems Levy published in the Star and the subdued verses she submitted to the Spectator, 

which had a more conservative and “intellectual” readership.35  

Scholarly interest in Levy has largely focused on her personal and literary 

relationship to her Jewish origins, her position as a New Woman within fin-de-siècle London, 

and her potential queerness. In their introduction to their volume of critical essays on Amy 

Levy, Naomi Hetherington and Nadia Valman state that “it is as a Jewish writer that she was 

 
32 Beckman, Amy Levy, 20. 
 
33 Beckman, Amy Levy, 18. 
 
34 Linda K. Hughes, “Reading Poet Amy Levy through Victorian Newspapers,” in Women, 
Periodicals and Print Culture in Britain, 1830s-1900s: The Victorian Period, ed. Alexis 
Easley, Clare Gill, and Beth Rodgers, 456–69 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2019). 
 
35 Hughes, “Reading Poet Amy Levy,” 466. 
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first reclaimed by literary scholars” and observe that this scholarship has been “marked by a 

persistent ambivalence about the force of her critique of late-Victorian Anglo-Jewry.”36 This 

scholarly ambivalence correlates with Levy’s own ambivalent attitudes toward Jews at home 

and abroad. As an Anglo-Jewish family living in London, the Levy family appears to have 

been highly assimilated. Amy’s ancestors had immigrated to England in the eighteenth 

century; her father had traveled to and secured a fortune in Australia by selling clothes and 

other necessities during the gold rush, receiving payments in gold for his goods. The year 

Amy was born (1861) her father was listed as an export merchant on the census; in 1881 he 

identified himself as a stock and share broker, which Levy biographer Linda Hunt Beckman 

observes is an indication that the Levy family “experienced upward mobility during her 

childhood.”37 Beckman claims that the Levys, like most other native Anglo-Jews of the upper 

middle class, “lived much like non-Jews”: although they maintained close friendships with 

other Jewish families, they maintained a “casual attitude toward religious observance” and 

the children were educated by a gentile governess and then in gentile boarding schools.38 

Despite the Levys’ relatively high level of assimilation, evidence suggests that 

Jewishness was integral to Amy Levy’s identity from childhood. Her writings (and 

sometimes illustrations) about Jews and Jewishness interact with her heritage in ways that 

sometimes show affection and/or investment in improving conditions among the Jewish 

community but are sometimes provocative. At seventeen years old, Levy published “Jewish 

 
36 Naomi Hetherington and Nadia Valman, eds., Amy Levy: Critical Essays (Athens: Ohio 
University Press, 2010), 6. 
 
37 Beckman, Amy Levy, 13. 
 
38 Beckman, Amy Levy, 14-17. 
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Women and ‘Women’s Rights’” in the Jewish Chronicle, a letter advocating for paid 

professional work for Jewish women.39 Beckman suggests that the titular character of Levy’s 

short story “Leopold Leuniger: A Study,” which she authored during her time at Cambridge, 

functions as a (male) alter ego for Levy herself; in this piece, Levy offers a sympathetic 

portrayal of a young Jewish man seeking acceptance within a gentile upper classes.40 In 

contrast, Levy’s observations of German Jews during a trip to Dresden in 1881 show 

disturbing antipathy; she wrote to her sister Katie of a trip to a German synagogue, “The 

place was crammed with evil-looking Hebrews . . . the German Hebrew makes me feel, as a 

rule, that the Anti-Semitic movement is a most just and virtuous one.”41 Building off of 

Sander Gilman’s theories regarding “Jewish self-hatred,” Beckman discusses Levy’s need to 

feel “that as a Jew she (and probably other Jews with whom she identified) were exceptional” 

and suggests that she therefore projected qualities regarded as “contaminating” Jews onto 

subgroups within the larger Jewish population as a means of displacing self-loathing.42 

In the early 1880s Jewish themes did not figure prominently in Levy’s published 

works, but in a single year (1886), she published “The Jew in Fiction,” “Jewish Humour,” 

“Middle-Class Jewish Women of Today,” and “Jewish Children.” In “The Jew in Fiction,” 

Levy famously criticized George Eliot’s idealized portrayal of Jews in Daniel Deronda, 

stating that while “every Jew must be touched by, and feel grateful for the spirit which 

 
39 Beckman, Amy Levy, 17. 
 
40 Beckman, Amy Levy, 62. 
 
41 Letter to Katie Levy, December 4, 1881. In Beckman, Amy Levy, 236. 
 
42 Beckman, Amy Levy, 110-111. 
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breathes throughout the book,” nevertheless, it “offers no picture of Jewish contemporary 

life” and “cannot be regarded as a success” as a treatment of modern Jews.43 In her 1888 

novel and best-known work Reuben Sachs, Levy presents far from an idealized portrait of the 

Jewish community. Her unflattering characterization of the Jewish community in the West 

End—in Linda Gertner Zatlin’s words, her portrayal of the Jewish community as one of 

“snobbish materialists” who are “grappling unsuccessfully with the issues of conversion and 

the philosophy by which one should live”44—has provoked strong criticism both then and 

now because of the antipathy she seemingly bears toward her own Jewish community. Other 

scholars—such as her biographer Beckman, whom I have just discussed—have complicated 

such readings of Levy’s treatment of Jewishness by examining her antipathy as a form of 

self-loathing45 or as an attempt to negotiate her own non-binary religious identity.46  

Since the revival of scholarly interest in Levy in the 1990s, which was catalyzed by 

the publication of Melvyn New’s The Complete Novels and Selected Writings of Amy Levy in 

1993 and by the publication of Beckman’s comprehensive biography in 2000, she has 

attracted more consistently positive attention within feminist and gender studies. Two of her 

 
43 Melvyn New, “Introduction,” in The Complete Novels and Selected Writings of Amy Levy, 
1861-1889, ed. Melvyn New (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993), 1–39, at 17. 
 
44 Linda Gertner Zatlin, The Nineteenth-Century Anglo-Jewish Novel (Boston, MA: Twayne), 
90-91. 
 
45 Linda Hunt Beckman, “Leaving ‘The Tribal Duckpond’: Amy Levy, Jewish Self-Hatred, 
and Jewish Identity,” Victorian Literature and Culture 27, no. 1 (1999): 185–201. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/25058445. 
 
46 See, for example, Cynthia Scheinberg, Women’s Poetry and Religion in Victorian 
England: Jewish Identity and Christian Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002). 
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early poems, “Xantippe” and “Medea,” are frequently analyzed for their overt feminist 

themes.47 The Romance of a Shop, which I will discuss at length, has been praised for its 

progressive portrayal of four women who move to the West End, open their own 

photography business, and travel unchaperoned around the city. Gertrude Lorimer, like Amy 

Levy herself, is representative of the fin-de-siècle New Woman: “clever” (as she is 

repeatedly described), strong-minded, and financially independent. Much attention has also 

been given to Levy’s ambiguous sexuality. Most scholars agree that at least at some point in 

her life and writing, Levy expressed homoerotic desire. In letters Levy sent to her sister Katie 

from the Brighton High School for Girls, she expresses passionate attachment for one of her 

teachers, Miss Creak, that can be read as an expression of homoeroticism. One such letter 

describes Levy’s reaction to Miss Creak’s superintendence of her school examination: 

Today that blessed woman mounted guard for 4 hours – so you may imagine my eyes 
were not bent solely on my paper – she did look sweet – just! working mathematics – 
smiling contentedly to Herself. She has flung out minute crumbs of sweetness lately 
to her [wormy? Weary?] Adorer, who bagged a divine, passion-in-spring-whenever-I-
think- of-it embrace, today at the sanctum door. Frankly, I’m more in love with her 
than ever – isn’t it grim? I don’t believe it will go for ages and I can never care for 
anyone or anything else while it lasts.48 
 

In her nuanced discussion of Levy’s sexuality, Emma Francis remarks of this letter that it 

demonstrates Levy’s understanding of “being ‘in love with’ women as conflictual with 

 
47 Deborah Nord states these are Levy’s “most memorable and original poems and they are 
also, not coincidentally, her most feminist poems.” See Deborah Epstein Nord, “‘Neither 
Pairs nor Odd’: Female Community in Late Nineteenth-Century London,” Signs 15, no. 4 
(1990): 733–54, at 749, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3174640. 
 
48 Quoted in Emma Francis, “Amy Levy: Contradictions?—Feminism and Semitic 
Discourse,” in Women’s Poetry, Late Romantic to Late Victorian: Gender and Genre, 1830-
1900, ed. Isobel Armstrong and Virginia Blain (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 183–
204, at 194. 
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attraction to men, indicating that, at least at this moment, she conceived of same-sex desire as 

giving rise to an identification separate from and in opposition to that produced by 

heterosexuality”; nevertheless, Francis is uncomfortable with categorically labeling Levy as a 

lesbian because “the sexuality of her writing is certainly not stable or consistent.”49 Francis 

analyzes how the ambiguous and/or shifting genders of Levy’s speakers and subjects in 

several poems in A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse supports her claims.50  

In conversations about Levy’s sexuality, the evidence most often cited for her 

homoerotic passions is not the letters she wrote about her teachers, but rather the letters and 

poems she wrote to fellow writer Vernon Lee, whom she met during a trip to Florence with 

Clementina Black in 1886.51 Biographer Linda Beckman asserts that “Levy’s letters and 

poems indicate that Levy fell in love with Vernon Lee”; the most striking evidence of her 

passion, Beckman claims, is the set of poems Levy enclosed in a letter to Lee in November 

1886, which was “tantamount to announcing her love.”52 In one of these poems, her 

explicitly autobiographical poem “To Vernon Lee”—written as a sonnet, the iconic choice of 

form to celebrate love—Levy describes a walk the two took during their time together in 

Florence. In the poem, Levy recalls how Lee reached for a “snowy blackthorn” that 

 
49 Francis, “Amy Levy: Contradictions?”, 196. 
 
50 See Francis, “Amy Levy: Contradictions?”. The poems Francis analyzes, “In the Mile End 
Road” and “Contradictions,” are not in the opening “A London Plane-Tree” sequence that I 
will focus on in this chapter. They are in the following sequence, “Love, Dreams, and 
Death.” 
 
51 Bernstein, “Amy Levy,” 44.  
 
52 Beckman, Amy Levy, 120-21. 
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“flowered beyond [Levy’s] reach.”53 Levy, in turn, gave Lee “a scarlet blossom rare.”54 

Beckman reads this exchange of flowers as a “subtly erotic” scene in which Lee 

“encourage[s] Amy’s awakening passion.”55 Any passion Levy felt for Lee was 

unreciprocated, however, and there is no indication that the two had a sexual relationship.  

 In fact, the women with whom Amy Levy spent most of her time and traveled to 

continental Europe were close friends rather than lovers. Levy dedicated A London Plane-

Tree and other Verse to Clementina Black, her best friend with whom she spent much time 

both in London and abroad.56 Levy was likewise good friends with the well-known 

intellectuals and activists Eleanor Marx and Olive Schreiner. Deborah Nord positions Levy 

as a member of a unique group of middle-class women who, in the 1880s, inhabited a 

transitional community of women in London who mutually found the city attractive as a 

place to “revolt against the constraints of bourgeois family life” and “find intellectual, 

political, and professional engagement”; while these women “ventured outside of the 

patriarchal home and formed a spiritual community of unmarried women,” they nevertheless 

“did not commit themselves to celibacy or reject heterosexual ties.”57 Nord offers extended 

discussion of three women who fit this paradigm: Beatrice Potter Webb, Margaret Harkness, 

and Amy Levy, who—in addition to other women such as Eleanor Marx and Olive 

 
53 Levy, “To Vernon Lee,” 9, in A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse. 
 
54 Levy, “To Vernon Lee,” 11, in A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse. 
 
55 Beckman, Amy Levy, 122. 
 
56 Beckman, Amy Levy, 3, 116. 
 
57 Nord, “Neither Pairs Nor Odd,” 733, 735. 
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Schreiner—were distinguished by their interdependence within a “powerfully real female 

community” that allowed “the possibility of singleness without oddness.”58 Despite their 

marginalization, their membership as part of a spiritual, amorphous community “sustained 

them and gave them identity and purpose.”59  

  It is important to recognize, as Nord does, that even as a New Woman among other 

New Women, Levy was positioned to experience a greater marginalization than her peers. 

Nord observes that in comparison with Webb and Harkness, Levy’s sexual identification was 

the most unstable and, due to her Jewishness, her marginalization was unavoidable: 

Amy Levy . . . dealt the most directly with her single state and her urban existence; 
she was also the most overtly ambivalent about the sexual identification of her public 
persona. Her Jewishness made her more thoroughly and permanently an outsider in 
English society than either Webb or Harkness: theirs was at least in part a willed 
marginality; Levy’s was inherited and indelible.60 
 

Levy’s own friends and acquaintances were prone to expressing antisemitic views. Beatrice 

Webb, in her 1889 essay “The Jewish Community,” described the Jewish “drive and ability 

to compete” as “the most dangerous enemy of a harmonious society.”61 Vernon Lee, whom 

Levy seems to have passionately loved, wrote to a friend from Tangiers about Jews she had 

observed on her trip, “They are all Spanish, mostly handsome & intelligent & amiable, 

without any of the caricature and vulgarity of our Jews.”62 Even if Levy was not directly 

 
58 Nord, “Neither Pairs Nor Odd,” 754. 
 
59 Nord, “Neither Pairs Nor Odd,” 736. 
 
60 Nord, “Neither Pairs Nor Odd,” 747. 
 
61 Quoted in Beckman, Amy Levy, 203. 
 
62 Quoted in Beckman, Amy Levy, 203. 
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targeted by such statements and would not have been privy to these two, in particular, she 

was nevertheless quite familiar with antisemitic views, as her previously-cited letter to her 

sister Katie regarding German Jews reveals. Given such hostilities, Beckman suggests that 

Levy must have found over time that “while she was welcome in gentile circles, acceptance 

was not unqualified.”63 Even as she was surrounded by other “odd” women, Levy’s 

Jewishness positioned her to feel particularly isolated and to view her social circle—and, 

more broadly, the city of London—with an outsider’s perspective.  

In The Romance of a Shop and in her “A London Plane-Tree” poems, Levy’s sideline 

perspective sometimes emerges. One representative scene in Romance is the positioning of 

Gertrude Lorimer—who functions as an alter ego for Levy—as an invisible wallflower at 

their friend Frank Jermyn’s private art show. Observing the other guests, Gertrude meditates 

on her perceived invisibility within the social world from which she and her sisters have been 

disconnected through their humbled status (and busyness) as working women: 

Gertrude was still standing near the doorway, sipping her tea, and looking about her 
with a rather wistful interest. She had caught here and there glimpses of familiar 
faces, faces from her own old world—that world which, taken en masse, she had so 
fervently disliked; but no one had taken any notice of the young woman by the 
doorway, with her pale face and suit of rusty black. 

"I feel like a ghost," she said to Frank, as she handed him her empty cup.64 
 

Throughout Romance, Levy emphasizes Gertrude’s “ghostlike” identity by drawing repeated 

attention to her pale face. In “A London Plane-Tree,” Levy’s isolated movement throughout 

 
63 Beckman, Amy Levy, 203. 
 
64 Levy, The Romance of a Shop, 113. 
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the city evokes the trope of the Wandering Jew, and both Deborah Parsons65 and Alex Goody 

have discussed how this is complicated by Levy’s simultaneous identification with the New 

Woman persona: both the Jew and the New Woman are displaced, but Levy’s identity as a 

Jew, “who stands as racial heritage and figure of patriarchal desires and restrictions,” places 

her at odds with the hegemonic New Woman.66  

 Among her multiple and often conflicting identities, Levy expressed no ambivalence 

about the identity with which my own project is most concerned: her identity as an artist. 

From her early publishing successes to her prolific output in the years just before her suicide, 

Levy consistently expressed confidence in her artistry—confidence both in her own writing 

and in her aggressive opinions about the art of writing.67 In my exploration of her “A London 

Plane-Tree” poems, I will examine how, buoyed by the exhilaration of the city’s energy and 

travel opportunities, Levy’s artistic identity rises to the forefront and flourishes. 

 
A Wandering Minstrel: Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” Poems 

 
Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” sequence, which is the opening sequence in Levy’s 

full-length volume A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse, captures the artistic liberation that 

 
65 Deborah Parsons, Streetwalking the Metropolis: Women, the City, and Modernity (Oxford, 
England: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
 
66 Alex Goody, “Murder in Mile End: Amy Levy, Jewishness, and the City,” Victorian 
Literature and Culture 34, no. 2 (2006): 461-79,” at 475. doi:10.1017/S1060150306051278. 
 
67 In “The New School of American Fiction,” for example, Levy criticizes what she deems an 
overly mimetic style of realist writers such as Henry James and William Dean Howells. Levy 
asserts of their pictorial writing that it is not enough to capture a scene with intricate detail; 
effective writing demands an “artistic hand” to arrange the scene. See Amy Levy, “The New 
School of American Fiction,” in The Complete Novels and Selected Writings of Amy Levy, 
1861-1889, ed. Melvyn New (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993), 510–17. 
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movement throughout London held for the poet/artist. 68 The poems evoke London’s vitality, 

its beauty despite its dangers and its sky “marred by smoke,”69 and the human 

companionship that prompts the speaker to choose “the summer in the city’s heat” over the 

“stream and sea” upon which so many poets had previously meditated.70 These poems offer 

an intimate portrait of Levy’s love affair with the city as her speaker turns to the city to ease 

her inner restlessness; ever bustling, the “roar and hurry”71 of London lightens the speaker’s 

spirits and satisfies her inner being, prompting her to declare with simplicity, “The summer 

in the city’s heart— / That is enough for me.”72 Correspondingly, Levy’s speaker finds her 

voice as a poet—or “minstrel,” the artistic persona she assumes in “Ballade of an Omnibus” 

—as she traverses the city streets. This sequence of eleven poems, albeit short, can be read as 

a Künstlerroman in which Levy’s speaker—and by extension, Levy herself—escapes the 

window frame in which she is initially trapped and emerges as a free, confident artist.  

In my discussion of the “A London Plane-Tree” sequence, I will travel through the 

city with Levy’s speaker twice, taking a different route each time; that is, I would like to 

move through a selection of these poems twice. First, I will examine the sequence as a 

Künstlerroman in verse. Initially trapped behind a window looking at the plane-tree in the 

 
68 Levy’s full-length A London Plane-Tree and Other Verse includes three sections, or 
sequences: “A London Plane-Tree” (comprised of 11 poems), “Love, Dreams, and Death” 
(comprised of 17 poems), “Moods and Thoughts” (comprised of 17 poems), and “Odds and 
Ends” (comprised of 6 poems). 
 
69 Levy, “Out of Town,” 8, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
70 Levy, “London in July,” 15, 14, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
71 Levy, “The Village Garden,” 18, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
72 Levy, “London in July,” 16, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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square, Levy’s poet-speaker wanders the streets, reaches a climax of artistic selfhood while 

riding the top of the omnibus, and resolutely claims a place within the poetic canon by 

identifying with the poets who have trod the streets of London before her. It would be turning 

a blind eye to the full scope of the “A London Plane-Tree” poems, however, to read this 

sequence as an expression of increasingly confident artistry without acknowledging its darker 

layers. In my second journey through these poems, I will examine the various ways in which 

Levy’s speaker catalogs unsatiated desire for a woman, death on the city streets, and despair.  

Before continuing, I would like to address the identity of the speaker(s) of Levy’s “A 

London Plane-Tree” poems. Critics have advanced various suggestions regarding the gender 

of Levy’s speaker(s) and regarding the extent to which the poems may be read as 

autobiographical. In fact, only one of the eleven poems uses a gendered pronoun to identify 

the speaker; this occurs in the final line of “London Poets: In Memoriam,” in which Levy 

intentionally altered the “she” in her first draft to read “he”73—a choice that I will discuss in 

my upcoming reading of the poem. Deborah Nord suggests that in several of the early poems, 

including the opening “London Plane-Tree” and “Ballade of an Omnibus,” Levy “chronicles 

her own experience of the city” with a clearly-implied use of a female speaker, but in 

examining the other poems in the sequence, the speaker’s experiences are usually 

“camouflaged by the use of male persona.”74 It is true that Levy’s speaker adopts a 

conventionally masculine persona in most of the poems in the sequence: she expresses desire 

for a beloved gendered as a woman, and she wanders the street for lengthy stretches of time, 

 
73 Beckman, Amy Levy, 190. 
 
74 Nord, “Neither Pairs Nor Odd,” 748. 
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casting an attentive gaze. Adopting these conventionally male perspectives does not, 

however, necessarily mean that Levy’s speaker should be identified as male. Regarding 

Levy’s adoption of a “male” persona, Alex Goody states that Levy’s poems “construct view 

points (and points at which s/he is viewed) that enable her to use the transient city without 

being fixed and/or recognized as a transgressive woman.”75 Despite their sensitivity to the 

lack of a fixed identity or gender for Levy’s speaker, Goody, Nord, and other scholars 

consistently refer to the speaker of Levy’s poems with female pronouns. Because of this, and 

because it is my opinion that these poems are intensely autobiographical, I will do the same. 

As a Künstlerroman in verse, Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” sequence features a 

speaker-poet who begins in a position of entrapment, gazing at the plane-tree in the city 

square from behind her window, but finds her artistic voice and identity as she travels 

throughout the city. In the opening poem in the sequence, also titled “A London Plane-Tree,” 

Levy’s speaker observes a plane tree in the square. The plane-tree is stationary and 

seemingly a projection of the speaker—in this poem as in most of her others, likely conflated 

with Levy herself—who stands behind a window looking out on the square. The focus of the 

poem is on these static objects; but the plane tree, like the speaker, “has listened to the voice / 

On city breezes born.”76 City breezes play about the tree branches, creating an image of 

motion as the wind seduces the plane tree to choose the city over the country. Levy implicitly 

 
75 Alex Goody, “Passing in the City: The Liminal Spaces of Amy Levy’s Late Work,” in Amy 
Levy: Critical Essays, ed. Naomi Hetherington, Nadia Valman, and Mary-Jane Rochelson 
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 2010), 157–79, at 165. 
 
76 Levy, “A London Plane-Tree,” 15-16, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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applauds the plane tree for obedience to the call of the city. Levy’s speaker, likewise, heeds 

the city’s call, for in the following poem she takes to the city streets. 

In the fourth poem, “Ballade of an Omnibus,” the speaker’s excitement for travel 

throughout London climaxes in her exuberant narration of riding through the city on the top 

of an omnibus. This poem is clearly linked to Levy’s own experiences; in 1929, Levy’s sister 

Katie sent the following letter to the London Observer, enclosing with it a copy of Levy’s 

“Ballade of an Omnibus”: 

Dear Sir, – In connection with your article about the omnibus, your readers might be 
interested in the following verse. The writer was among the first women in London to 
show herself on the top of omnibuses. She excused herself to her shocked family 
circle by saying that she had committed the outrage in company with the daughter of 
a dean, who was also the granddaughter of an Archbishop of Canterbury.77 
 

Here, Katie proudly identifies her sister as a trailblazer among traveling urban women. It is 

clear from Katie’s letter that Levy understood the social stigma attached to riding on the top 

of the omnibus, as she had to offer her excuses to a “shocked family circle.” In the poem 

“Ballade of an Omnibus,” the speaker acknowledges the price to her social status; setting 

herself up in opposition to a “Princess” who requires “splendour,”78 the speaker declares, “I 

mount in state / The topmost summit,” regardless of its implications for her social status.79 

Surrendering her (presumably middle class) respectability, she metaphorically identifies 

herself as a “wandering minstrel” whose lyre is known by the “’busmen,” or the omnibus 

 
77 Quoted in Parejo Vadillo, Women Poets, 39. 
 
78 Levy, “Ballade of an Omnibus,” 25, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
79 Levy, “Ballade of an Omnibus,” 13-14, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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drivers.80 In calling herself a minstrel, Levy claims her liberation as an artist—in this case, as 

a writer of verses and songs. Levy has learned to sing back to a city that cast its seductive 

song about the plane tree in the opening poem. Levy’s metaphorical proclamation that she is 

a “minstrel” associates her poetic expression with the dynamism of music—a dynamism 

echoed by the motion of the omnibus and the colorful views it provides. The ability of 

Levy’s poetry to capture a scene in motion in “Ballade of an Omnibus” mimics the ability of 

a photograph to capture a moment in time. Ana Parejo Vadillo further notes that the language 

of “Ballade of an Omnibus” serves as a precursor for motion pictures: the verbs “unfold” and 

“roll,” she asserts, “suggest the pre-cinematic character of modern poetry, with its emphasis 

on the ephemeral and fleeting. What unfolds in the omnibus is the city as a motion picture.”81 

For Levy, movement and artistry are irrevocably intertwined: Being an artist demands 

movement, and movement inspires artistry. 

In the penultimate poem in the sequence, “London Poets: In Memoriam,” Levy uses 

the sonnet form to probe her speaker’s identity as a poet with a subdued, even sorrowful 

approach as the speaker identifies with the poets who have trod London’s streets before her. 

The city streets serve as a point of connection: “They trod the streets and squares where now 

I tread, / With weary hearts, a little while ago.”82  Levy conveys the finality of the speaker’s 

separation from these poets with the blunt assertion “they are dead” at the end of the 

 
80 Levy, “Ballade of an Omnibus,” 11, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
81 Parejo Vadillo, Women Poets, 77. 
 
82 Levy, “London Poets: In Memoriam,” 1-2, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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octave;83 but following the turn, the sestet implies a continued intimacy with these poets, as 

the “sorrow of their souls” is now “the shadow of a dream, / The half-forgotten breath of 

breezes spent.”84 “Half-forgotten” is, after all, not fully forgotten, and treading the streets of 

London allows the speaker the sensory experience of the ghost-like breezes of previous 

poets’ sorrows to graze her skin. Finally, in the final line of the poem, Levy’s speaker claims 

a place in this poetic tradition by stating that a future wanderer will think, in turn, on the 

speaker of the poem: “So shall another soothe his woe supreme— / ‘No more he comes, who 

this way came and went.’”85 That the poem is a sonnet adds to the force of the speaker’s 

claim to membership in a grand literary lineage: By shifting from the playful iambic 

tetrameter used by most poems in the sequence to the more natural and complete rhythm of 

iambic pentameter, and by utilizing an historically iconic and elevated form, Levy digs her 

feet into a stately poetic tradition. 

According to Beckman’s biography, the proof for “London Poets: In Memoriam” 

shows that Levy made a single change to her original draft. In these final lines, she changed 

the pronoun of the last line from “she” to “he”—a change that Beckman claims is 

“apparently an effort to make the autobiographical nature of the lyric less obvious.”86 It is my 

opinion, rather, that the poem is explicitly and boldly autobiographical; it completes the 

artistic cycle of development begun with the speaker’s call to enter the city in the opening 

 
83 Levy, “London Poets: In Memoriam,” 8, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
84 Levy, “London Poets: In Memoriam,” 9, 11-12, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
85 Levy, “London Poets: In Memoriam,” 13-14, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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poem and escalated by her experience at the top of an omnibus in “Ballade of an 

Omnibus”—a poem in which the speaker’s female persona is suggested by the contrast 

created with a “Princess” and by Levy’s established autobiographical connection to the 

poem. Other possible reasons for the pronoun change can easily be found. Since this single 

line in “London Poets: In Memoriam” is the only line in the sequence ascribing a gender to 

the speaker, perhaps Levy chose “he” because it could be used universally to signify a human 

being—it could encompass both male and female genders. In keeping with common practice, 

Levy universalizes “man” or “men” elsewhere in her poems to describe the general behavior 

of people on the streets (in “Ballade of an Omnibus,” for example, she states, “Some men to 

carriages aspire”87). Read in this light, using the pronoun “he” in reference to the speaker 

arguably allows her to preserve an identity that is non-gender-specific. Another possibility is 

that in this poem and in the sequence as a whole, Levy either wants or needs to identify as 

male in order to achieve full realization as an artist, to establish the relationship she desires 

with the world around her and with poetic tradition. By using the pronoun “he,” Levy 

reinforces her own identification within a poetic tradition that had historically been defined 

as male—to stake a place in it, she must assume a male persona. 

 Leaving this Künstlerroman character arc behind, if we return to the opening of the 

“A London Plane-Tree” sequence and begin our journey again, we find that Levy 

complicates her celebration of the city with poems confronting desire, death, and despair. In 

the second poem of the sequence, “London in July,” the speaker—who previously observed 

the plane-tree from her window—now roams the city streets. Instead of expressing joyous 

 
87 Levy, “Ballade of an Omnibus,” 1-2, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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liberation, however, the poem opens with an expression of her confused senses and her desire 

to find the woman she loves: 

What ails my senses thus to cheat? 
  What is it ails the place, 
 That all the people in the street 
  Should wear one woman’s face?88 
 
Gone is the gentle city breeze that wrapped around the plane tree in the previous poem. The 

city  now operates as a bewildering means of separating the speaker from the woman she 

loves; the speaker refers to the city as an “intricate maze,” a “wide waste of square and 

street” suppressing the speaker’s hopes to meet with her loved one again.89 In the final 

stanza, the speaker chides herself for expressing outrageous longing, and the aching desire of 

the first three stanzas resolves into a declaration, “The summer in the city’s heart— / That is 

enough for me.”90 These final two lines resonate with the satisfaction Levy experiences as a 

traveling minstrel in “Ballade of an Omnibus,” in which she is “contented with her fate” and 

declares, “An omnibus suffices me.”91 This resolution to the speaker’s longing is not 

permanent within the sequence, however. In her bittersweet rondel “Between the Showers,” 

Levy’s speaker describes a scene of rapid change. She narrates that as she traveled the 

“glistening street” between rain showers, she caught a glimpse of a loved one: 

 Hither and thither, swift and gay, 
  The people chased the changeful hours;   

And you, you passed and smiled that day, 

 
88 Levy, “London in July,” 1-4, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
89 Levy, “London in July,” 9-10, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
90 Levy, “London in July,” 15-16, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
91 Levy, “Ballade of an Omnibus,” 7-8, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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    Between the showers.92 
 
In both of these poems—“London in July” and “Between the Showers”—the speaker 

experiences longing intertwined with loss. The city, with its vastness, complexity, and 

changefulness, is complicit in separating the speaker from her loved one. 

 The metropolis contains graver dangers than frustrated desire. In “Ballade of a 

Special Edition,” Levy grapples with the city as a place of deception and violence. This 

poem, which immediately follows “Ballade of an Omnibus” in the sequence and has an 

identical poetic structure, dashes the speaker’s joyful mood. At the opening of the poem, the 

speaker is enraged upon hearing the cries of a newspaper boy hawking papers down the 

street. Whereas Levy’s omnibus-riding speaker is a “minstrel” singing carefree songs in 

celebration of a colorful city, the newspaper boy is described as a “bird of ill omen” whose 

“hoarse note scares the eventide.”93 Interestingly, the speaker of the poem never sees the 

newspaper boy; she “hear[s] him up the street”94 in the opening line of the poem and 

condemns his fabricated stories of “a double murder in Mile End” throughout the first three 

stanzas before commanding him to depart—but still without any evidence of laying eyes on 

him: 

Fiend, get thee gone! No more repeat 
 Those sounds which do mine ears offend. 

It is apocryphal, you cheat, 
 Your double murder in Mile End.95 
 

 
92 Levy, “Between the Showers,” 8-11, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
93 Levy, “Ballade of a Special Edition,” 2, 4, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
94 Levy, “Ballade of a Special Edition,” 72, in A London Plane-Tree. 
 
95 Levy, “Ballade of a Special Edition,” 25-28, in A London Plane-Tree. 
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On the one hand, the newspaper boy’s “ballade” positively casts Levy’s speaker of “Ballade 

of an Omnibus” in sharp relief; representing deception and monetary greed, the newspaper 

boy’s presence underscores the omnibus rider’s sincerity and contentment with being a 

“wandering minstrel, poor and free.” On the other hand, if the sequence as a whole celebrates 

the speaker’s enjoyment of the city and artistic fruition, “Ballade of a Special Edition” 

threatens to give equal emphasis to the city’s darker underbelly. The newspaper boy signifies 

not only corrupt journalistic practices, but also the growth of violence in the city and 

especially in the East End. Although this poem was written in the spring of 1888 before the 

Ripper murders began, the Mile End area was frequently making headlines for violent 

stabbings and rape—murders that were not faked by a newspaper boy desperate to sell 

papers, but a frightening threat to the urban wanderer.96 In a provocative reading of this 

poem, Alex Goody has suggested that the threat Levy encounters in the newspaper boy may 

come from within. Levy’s encounter with the newspaper boy hawking gruesome headlines in 

Mile End—in context of antisemitic associations with Mile End after suspicions developed 

that Jack the Ripper was Jewish and stigmatic associations of women walking the streets with 

prostitution—may represent a convergence of Levy’s dual transgressive identities as Jewish 

and as a New Woman, which compounds the threat posed to society and to Levy’s own 

fate.97 

 In fact, the greatest threat Levy’s speaker experiences within the city proves to be not 

the city’s external violence, but rather the internal burden she carries: the weight of inner 
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sadness. This sadness sometimes takes the form of a mild melancholy, but in “A March Day 

in London”—the third poem in the sequence—it appears in the form of a gripping 

depression. Levy conflates the speaker and city in this poem as both suffer at the hands of a 

fierce wind and an impersonal sun: 

The east wind blows in the street to-day; 
The sky is blue, yet the town looks grey. 
’Tis the wind of ice, the wind of fire, 
Of cold despair and of hot desire, 
Which chills the flesh to aches and pains, 
And sends a fever through all the veins.98 
 

The wind blowing through the city streets parallels the fever running through Levy’s veins, 

just as the “grey” of the town parallels her grim mood. In the following stanza, as the speaker 

treads the city’s streets with “aimless feet” for an entire day, she wishes for a cure to her 

“mad unrest”—for something that will “stay / The little wheel that turns in [her] brain” 

without letting up.99 In one of the most honest and introspective moments in her “A London 

Plane-Tree” sequence, Levy’s speaker—and I would strongly suggest, Levy herself—leads 

into her third stanza with the question, “What is the thing I fear, and why?”.100 It is only 

when night falls, when the impersonal sun gives way to the comfort of the gleaming gas 

lamps and the lights of the hansom cabs flickering “like fire-flies bright,” that the speaker 

and city both feel relief.101 The wind has died down, “once again the town seems fair,” and 
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Levy experiences a renewal of hope. A “weary peace” fills her spirit, concealing “the grain / 

Of hopes that yet shall flower again.”102 

Unfortunately, the peace Levy’s speaker finds in the closing of this poem is tenuous. 

Her inner turmoil, soothed by the city’s bustle, is cast in sharp relief by the serenity of the 

countryside when she ventures outside of the city. In “Out of Town,” Levy’s speaker catalogs 

the loveliness of the naturescape; it is “bright and blue,” free of fog, clothed with “spotless” 

snow and filled with “pure and keen” air.103 Rather than finding comfort in this serenity, the 

speaker thinks anxiously of her imperfect but beloved city: 

 London sky, marred by smoke, veiled from view, 
  London snow, trodden thin, dingy brown, 
 Whence that strange unrest at thoughts of you 
    Out of town?104 
 
In thinking of the city, the speaker feels unsettled. The anxiety the speaker feels at the 

thought of an imperfect London—with its fog, smoke, dirty snow, well-worn streets—likely 

stems from an inner identification with the city. Part of the appeal of the city—and the reason 

Levy returns, despite the beauty of the countryside—is its ability to mask her restlessness. 

“A London Plane-Tree” is not all exuberance. Throughout the sequence, the speaker 

expresses her unfulfilled longings; she expresses outrage against the newspaper boy who 

fabricated a story of a double murder in Mile End; she finds that the city, though bustling 

itself, cannot quench the restlessness within. Yet when she has the choice to leave it all 

behind in the last poem of the sequence, she chooses the city yet again.  The final poem in 
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the sequence, “The Village Garden,” is set in an idyllic garden removed from the city. The 

garden is fragrant (the “air is sweet / With mixed delight of lavender and lilies”), colorful 

(“crimson-hearted clove”), and peaceful (“All breathes of peace and sunshine”)—but it is 

stagnant.105 The garden is “still,” and the summer air is “unmoved.”106 The speaker craves 

the hustle and bustle of London, the “roar and hurry of the town” that lightens the “burden / 

Of individual life that weighs [her] down.”107 She craves movement. “The city calls me with 

her old persistence,” the speaker narrates; and like the plane tree in the first poem in the 

sequence, she chooses the city.108 “I arise and go,” the speaker states quite simply, and she 

leaves the “silent sweets” of the garden for “happier comers.”109 With this closing, Levy has 

brought her sequence full circle: opening the sequence with a plane tree enveloped by 

dynamic city breezes, she has gained the mobility needed to go to the city, rather than have it 

embrace her. In the meantime, Levy has found growth as an artist: as a “minstrel,” London 

has inspired her with lyrics to sing its praises. 

 
The Romance of a Shop: Women Photographers in the West End 

 
In her 1888 novella The Romance of a Shop, Levy conveys a similarly symbiotic 

relationship between the metropolis and art to that in her “A London Plane-Tree” poems 
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through her portrayal of the four Lorimer sisters, who move to London to open a 

photography studio when their father’s death leaves them without an income. In Romance, 

artistic empowerment is most pronounced in Gertrude’s character arc, since the novel follows 

her experiences more than her sisters’ and since the third-person narrative voice is often 

conflated with her point of view. Gertrude’s camera acts as a passport throughout the city, 

granting her increasingly acute vision and fostering her identity as an artist. 

 Before my discussion of Romance, I will offer a brief survey of the rise of 

photography in England, emerging photography business opportunities in London, and the 

accomplishments of women photographers. Following its introduction to the public in 1839 

when Talbot and Daguerre published their breakthrough discoveries in photographic 

processes, photography quickly rose in popularity. An article published in The Art Journal in 

February 1853 credits the Great Exhibition of 1851 with stimulating a “real enthusiasm” for 

photography.110 Just two years after the Great Exhibition, the Photographic Society was 

formed in London, with Victoria and Albert among its first patrons and the president of the 

Royal Academy, Sir Charles Eastlake, serving as chair.111 In 1853 the Photographic Society 

held its first annual exhibition, which received mostly positive reviews in the press. 

 Photography’s status as an art form was a subject of debate in the Victorian art world. 

In the mid-nineteenth century, art critics agreed photography was a science; most agreed it 

was an art; but whether photography was a “fine art” was contested. The most frequent 

 
110 “Photographic Exhibition at the Society of Arts,” Art Journal (February 1853): 54–56, at 
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argument raised against photography’s status as a fine art was the perceived lack of artistic 

agency demanded by a camera, whose function was seemingly to capture rather than to 

create. In his essay The Art of Engraving, Ruskin denied photography’s status as an art form 

on the grounds of its mechanical and reproductive nature:  

Photographs have an inimitable mechanical refinement and their legal evidence is of 
great use if you know how to cross-examine them. They are popularly supposed to be 
‘true’, and, at the worst, they are so, in the sense in which an echo is true to a 
conversation of which it omits the most important syllables and re-duplicates the rest. 
But this truth of mere transcript has nothing to do with Art, popularly so called, and 
will never supersede it.112 
 

This view of photography’s mechanical nature was reinforced by Lady Eastlake—an amateur 

painter who was mentored by Ruskin and wife of Charles Eastlake—in her 1857 essay 

“Photography,” which simultaneously exalts photography’s mechanical capabilities and 

insists it is not an art form: “As what [photography] does best is beneath the doing of a real 

artist at all, so even in what she does worst she is a better machine than the man who is 

nothing but a machine.”113 The periodical press rehearsed similar arguments; in 1864, The 

Illustrated London News stated, for example, “Photography is, we freely admit, both a 

science and an art; but it is only by courtesy that it can be spoken of as ‘fine art,” then 

described photography as the process of “making Nature paint herself”—an expression that 

ascribes the traditional role of artist (painter) to nature rather than to the person behind the 

 
112 Quoted in Michael Harvey, “Ruskin and Photography,” Oxford Art Journal 7, no. 2 
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camera.114 The frequent use of the metaphor “sun-painting” or “sun-picture” to describe a 

photograph in nineteenth-century discourse evokes this complexity: “painting” and “picture” 

align the photograph with other forms of visual art, but the “sun” stands in as painter or 

creator. The role of a photographer, it seemed to many, was simply to hold an apparatus and 

let the sun construct a beautiful image. 

 Ruskin utilized similar language to critique yet another perceived limitation when 

considering photography as “art”: its monochromatic nature. In an address written to the 

British public in 1871, he lamented artists’ and art viewers’ willingness to trade multi-hued 

paintings for monotonous “brown landscapes” drawn by the sun: 

You think it a great triumph to make the sun draw brown landscapes for you. That 
was also a discovery, and some day may be useful. But the sun had drawn landscapes 
before for you, not in brown, but in green, and blue, and all imaginable colours, here 
in England. Not one of you ever looked at them then; not one of you cares for the loss 
of them now, when you have shut the sun out with smoke, so that he can draw 
nothing more, except brown blots through a hole in a box.115 
 

This objection was, as with objections to photography’s mechanical nature, also articulated in 

the periodical press. An article published in The National Review in 1859 suggested that the 

lack of color in photography translated natural beauty not only to ugliness (“the delicate 

blush-red on a lovely cheek” appears in a photograph “as though it were a dark stain”), but 
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also falsity (“The only case where the contrasts of the photograph are not false is that in 

which the object is monochromatic”).116 

Other periodical press publications, however, illustrate a gradual recognition of the 

true artistry photography could demand. As early as 1854, the Athenaeum review of the 

second Photographic Society exhibition maintained that the exhibition offered “proof that the 

mere mechanical character of the art is fast disappearing,” citing as evidence that the 

photographs on display had varied styles despite employing the same scientific processes, 

which indicated skills in “taste and management” on the part of the artists.117 In 1859, The 

Times declared, “there is an art in employing the sun to paint for you.”118 Two decades later, 

an essay published in The Magazine of Art, entitled “Is Photography an Art?”, advanced an 

extended defense of photography as a fine art, claiming that truly artistic photographers had 

distinctive styles and that the photographic process, if deployed artistically, demanded that 

the artist make stylistic choices and interact with materials at every stage of development.119   

The increasing accessibility of camera equipment and public demand for photographs 

in the second half of the nineteenth century led to a sharp rise in the number of professional 
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photographers in Great Britain. For members of the rising middle class seeking an income, 

the photography business was more accessible than most—it demanded less training and 

lacked the “force of longstanding rules, conventions, and exclusions” of painting120—and by 

the 1880s Victorian London boasted nearly 300 photographic studios.121 The most popular 

product these studios had to offer were carte de visites portraits for the middle class, but 

many other forms of photography were commercially successful. Susan Bernstein notes that 

Romance acts as a “survey” of the diverse forms of photography in Victorian culture; once 

the Lorimer sisters pursue professional photography from their studio on Baker Street, they 

produce a remarkably diverse set of product—“postmortem photography, photographic 

studies for artists, slides for scientific lectures, and studio portraiture”—while also 

“anticipat[ing] the outbreak of photojournalism.”122 The various forms of photography that 

the Lorimer sisters produce evince the popular demand for photography. 

In her comprehensive work A History of Women Photographers, Naomi Rosenblum 

states that many women seeking a means of self-support have been involved in photography 

since its introduction in 1839, largely because of its accessibility.123 As an “easily achieved 

skill,” photography offered women a “more congenial discipline” than other forms of visual 

art—such as painting or sculpture—because it had fewer barriers for women’s entry. One of 
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the first known women to operate her own studio in England was Ann Cooke, a mother of 

nine children, who opened a portrait studio in Hull after her husband’s death in 1843.124 

One complex point of entry for women in the photography business was its perceived 

correspondence to long-standing ideological beliefs that women’s artistic powers were 

reproductive rather than creative. Jordan Bear articulates this paradox of artistic agency: 

The complexity of asserting artistic agency for women was of course a torturous route 
on which photography constituted only one stop, but it was this medium that brings 
the problem into particular relief because the photograph’s reproductive, and possibly 
authorless, copying of nature itself replicated a variety of stereotypes of women’s 
creativity that had solidified in the later eighteenth century.125 
 

Paradoxically, the apparently mimetic nature of photography seemed suited to women’s 

nature and therefore allowed them an entrance into an artistic pursuit, even as photography 

was implicitly denigrated as an “art” form by the very assumption that it was simply 

mechanical rather than artistic. The Lorimer sisters demonstrate this mimetic function of 

photography frequently in The Romance of a Shop, as they are frequently commissioned to 

use their cameras to reproduce scenes of male art production. Gertrude first meets Sir Sidney 

Darrell, for example, when he commissions a photograph of one of his paintings, establishing 

her on humble footing as a mechanical photographer with the aristocratic high art painter, 

with whom she will eventually engage in a metaphorical artistic battle. 

Rosenblum comments on the seeming unsuitability of photography for Victorian 

women because of the messiness of the photographic process and on the physical strength 

demanded of a photographer: 
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Photography seems like an unlikely pastime for middle-class females hemmed in by 
Victorian codes of behavior. In its earliest stage, taking photographs required 
manipulating a heavy, cumbersome mechanism. Processing involved puttering in the 
dark with malodorous substances that were likely to stain flesh and clothing, and the 
unfamiliarity of the procedures meant a high failure rate.126 
 

In The Romance of a Shop, Levy draws attention to the Lorimer sisters carrying their heavy 

“apparatus” with them when they travel to complete photographic assignments. Once again, 

this functions to humble Gertrude as an artist in comparison with Darrell; when he sets up 

Gertrude’s camera for her so she can photograph his painting, his assistance comes across as 

patronizing and, coupled with his “indifferent politeness,” leaves Gertrude feeling “rather 

cowed.”127 Levy likewise draws attention to the Lorimers’ chemical processing of 

photographs. As Gertrude imagines possibilities of opening a photography studio early in the 

novel, Levy narrates, “There were hints of a vague delight in the sweet, keen air; 

whisperings, promises, that had nothing to do with pyrogallic acid and acetate of soda; with 

the processes of developing, fixing, or intensifying.”128 Unlike the awkwardness generated by 

the Lorimers’ positioning as women artists lugging around a heavy apparatus in public, 

Gertrude’s unpleasant but private handling of what Rosenblum terms “malodorous” 

chemicals is overshadowed by her visions of success in the business. 

Victorian women photographers faced many additional challenges: photographic 

societies were often restrictive in their acceptance of women photographers; women who 

collaborated with men on photographs often did not receive credit but rather had their work 
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indexed under the man’s name; as with pursuing other artistic mediums, being a commercial 

photographer involved selling a product, which (like walking the streets) held a lingering 

stigmatic association with prostitution; and more. Given the obstacles facing both men and 

women pursuing photography as an art form and given the particularly restrictive view of 

women’s capability to create rather than mimic what they captured either on canvas or using 

film, the achievements of women photographers such as Clementina Hawarden and Julia 

Margaret Cameron are remarkable. Both of these women, unrestricted by the need to meet 

commercial demands in their work, photographed according to their own artistic inclinations, 

each developing a distinctive style and attracting widespread praise. 

Clementina, Viscountess Hawarden (1822-1865) took pictures of her own daughters 

from her South Kensington home,129 typically featuring them in intimate, romanticized 

postures. Between 1857 and 1864, she produced more than eight hundred photographs.130 In 

1863 and 1864 she exhibited her work at the Photographic Exhibition in London and 

received warm praise; the reviewer for The Reader in 1863, for example, asserted that despite 

Lady Hawarden’s amateur status, her photographs were “the most artistic arrangement in the 

collection.”131 Some viewers of Lady Hawarden’s photographers have read her work as a 

documentation of idyllic domestic scenes,132 while others have read her photographs as a 
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critique of the restrictiveness of Victorian femininity. In her biography of Hawarden, Carol 

Mavor observes of Hawarden’s photographs that “all kinds of frames—house frames, picture 

frames, camera frames, door frames, window frames—fit the girls as tightly as their well-

fitted dresses.”133 In one such photograph taken in 1860, Hawarden has posed her daughter 

(and namesake) Clementina facing and leaning against a window (see fig. 13). Rather than  

 
133 Mavor, Becoming, 53. 

Figure 13. Lady Clementina Hawarden, Clementina Kneeling Against the Window 
Frame. 1862, photograph, © Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
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taking in the sights outside the window, Clemetina’s eyes rest against her own hands folded 

in front of her, which are sure to obstruct her view. The image can be read as one of 

entrapment if we read her as being enclosed by the window frame, cinched tightly in her  

dress, manifesting her internalized entrapment by blocking even her own vision. But read 

differently, Clementina’s loosened blouse, the restfulness of her pose, and the warmth of 

light streaming in at the window evoke repose and comfort. 

By far the most prominent Victorian woman photographer was Julia Margaret 

Cameron, whose connections within an elite intellectual circle allowed her to develop her 

skills with direct mentorship from skilled photographers and practice her art by taking 

portraits of such well-known figures as Tennyson and Thomas Carlyle. As an 1866 article in 

Macmillan’s Magazine observed with an edge of satire, “her position in literary and 

aristocratic society gives her the pick of the most beautiful and intellectual heads in the 

world.”134 Cameron was (and is) famous for her intentionally out-of-focus style, which some 

reviewers praised for its artistry and others criticized as an artistic failing; over time, 

however, most reviewers embraced Cameron’s style with enthusiasm. A reviewer for The 

Reader claimed in 1865 that “Mrs. Cameron . . . has shown us what a valuable agent in the 

interpretation of nature, and what a suggestive commentary on works of art, a photograph 

may really become.”135 In Julia Margaret Cameron’s eyes, photography was, indeed, an art 
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form. Her own writings and documented speech testify to the seductive appeal beauty held 

for her. In a letter to a family friend in November 1867, she wrote, “I am anxious that you 

should see to what point I have now been able to bring Photography. Our English artists tell 

me that I can go no farther in excellence, so I suppose I must suppress my ambition and 

stop—but it is an art full of mystery and beauty.”136 Her autobiographical memoir “The 

Annals of My Glass House,” which recounts her start in photography, states that after 

receiving her camera as a gift from her daughter, she was compelled to capture beauty: “I 

longed to arrest all beauty that came before me, and at length the longing has been 

satisfied.”137 It has even been said that on her deathbed, Cameron looked out the window 

before speaking her final word, “Beautiful.”138 

 Hawarden and Cameron occupy an important place in the history of photography and, 

more broadly, in the history of women’s art. Entering a field that, because it was new, lacked 

precedent for barring women entry, they capitalized on a relatively equal playing field and 

immediately gained respect on equal footing with men in their field—not only for their 

technical mastery of photographic processes, but also for their artistic prowess. In the 

meantime, they helped establish photography’s footing as a fine art. 

Unlike Hawarden and Cameron, Levy’s Lorimer sisters were motivated to pick up the 

camera primarily by financial need rather than artistic inclination; regardless, Gertrude 
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Lorimer’s journey throughout the novel is one toward artistic self-realization. Levy evokes 

many of the complexities of the Victorian photography world in Romance through her 

portrayal of the Lorimer sisters, who take advantage of photography’s accessibility in 1880s 

London and overcome obstacles to starting up their own business. 

 
Photography and Navigation of London’s Public Spaces in The Romance of a Shop 

 
The Romance of a Shop opens with the Lorimer sisters conferring in their recently 

deceased father’s photography studio in their house on Campden Hill, located in South 

Kensington, regarding their future plans now that they are left nearly penniless. It is clear that 

the Lorimers’ previous photographic experience was in assisting their father; such 

collaboration, in which women aided men’s photographic pursuits, was common in the 

nineteenth century. The Lorimers had clearly developed competent photography skills, 

however, given Gertrude’s confident claim, “[W]e can make photographs! We have had this 

studio, with every proper arrangement for light and other things, so that we are not mere 

amateurs,” followed by her bold suggestion that they “start as professional photographers” to 

make a living.139 Fanny, the eldest, immediately reminds the sisters of gender and class 

restrictions to Gertrude’s plan to open a business, stating, “O Gertrude, need it come to 

that—to open a shop?”.140 Yet Gertrude’s progressiveness—and, by extension, Levy’s 

progressiveness as a New Woman author—emerges with her response, “Think of all the dull 

little ways by which women . . . are generally reduced to earning their living! But a 

business—that is different. It is progressive; a creature capable of growth; the very qualities 
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in which women’s work is dreadfully lacking.”141 The Lorimers’ primary motivation in 

pursuing photography is commercial, rather than artistic, fueled by the need to make money 

but rendered complex by Gertrude’s interest in defying conventional gender roles. 

Not only does the camera grant new “eyes” to the Lorimer sisters, but the narration 

itself frequently employs the motif of eyes, vision, and perception. At the novel’s outset, 

Levy describes the experience of the oldest sister, Fanny, as she lives “within the vision of 

three pairs of searching and intensely modern young eyes”;142 those three pairs of eyes 

belong to Gertrude, Lucy, and Phyllis Lorimer, who each use their vision boldly as they start 

their new business in the bustling heart of London. In her Introduction to The Romance of a 

Shop, Susan Bernstein the “gaze” of each of the Lorimers “qualifies the set of character,” 143 

and I would add to Bernstein’s assertion that the way in which each Lorimer sister exerts her 

vision in the novel’s opening establishes her unique relationship to art, foreshadowing the 

trajectory her artistic pursuits will take throughout the novel. 

At the novel’s outset, Gertrude is established as the sister with the most heightened 

metaphorical vision; she has “looked her trouble fairly in the eyes” and envisioned a new 

future for her family with the idea to open a photographic studio in the bustling center of 

London.144 Much like Dorothea Brooke in Middlemarch, Gertrude is both visionary and 

visually impaired; as the novel opens, she is looking up at the sky, but the narrator 
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immediately thereafter tells us she is “short-sighted” (and, noticeably unlike Dorothea, “not a 

beautiful woman”).145 The novel never gives any indication that Gertrude’s short-sightedness 

interferes with her artistic capabilities; perhaps Levy, like Eliot, introduces Gertrude’s short-

sightedness to cast her acute artistic vision in sharp relief and to emphasize its metaphorical 

power—its association with intellect and imagination. Gertrude’s artistic pursuits align with 

her visionary nature; although writing is her true passion, she nevertheless produces beautiful 

visual art with her camera (such as the postmortem photograph of Lady Watergate, which I 

will soon discuss), and later in the novel she successfully publishes her writing, as well.  

Gertrude enters their father’s former art studio, and we are introduced to Lucy 

Lorimer, “a young girl of about twenty years of age; fair, slight, upright as a dart, with a 

glance at once alert and serene.”146 Prompted by Gertrude to consider the two weeks that 

have passed since their father’s death, Lucy “looks around the room” before reflecting that 

she does not know how much time has passed since she “put that portrait of Phyllis in the 

printing-frame.”147 Lucy, throughout the novel, is calm, reliable, and methodical. She is 

perhaps not an intuitive or visionary artist like her older sister, but she is hardworking, 

skilled, and ultimately committed enough to her artwork to continue professional 

photography at the novel’s end as a specialist in photographing children. 

Phyllis, the youngest, emerges as the strongest counterpoint to Gertrude. The 

“youngest, tallest, and prettiest of the sisters,” Phyllis enters the studio with their older sister 
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Fanny and “cast[s] her long, supple frame into the lounge which was regarded as her special 

property.”148 In response to Gertrude’s goading statement that “there is one thing, at least, 

that we can all do,” Phyllis responds, “We can all make photographs, except Fan.”149 Phyllis 

apparently has the technical skill and experience required to produce photographs; but when 

the sisters discuss opening a studio, her instinctive relationship to art is put on display: 

“Gertrude and I,” went on Lucy, “would do the work, and you, Fanny, if you would, 
would be our housekeeper.” 
 “And I,” cried Phyllis, her great eyes shining, “I would walk up and down 
outside, like that man in High Street, who tells me every day what a beautiful picture 
I should make!”150 
 

If Gertrude bears some resemblance to Dorothea Brooke, Phyllis evokes Eliot’s Gwendolen 

Harleth: though intelligent, possessed of acute vision, and capable of producing art, she is 

perpetually stunted by vanity and by her eagerness to be adored within the frame. She 

embraces the role of art object, which, in context of the Lorimers’ upcoming move to the city 

and corresponding introduction to diverse people and places, places her in a vulnerable 

position. Eliot may have offered her self-indulgent beauty Gwendolen hope for redemption; 

Phyllis, though not as thoroughly selfish as Gwendolen, will pay a hefty price for her vanity 

and pursuit of sensual pleasure. 

         Upon their arrival in London, the Lorimer sisters’ artistic profession necessitates their 

travel into both public and private spaces throughout the city. It prompts their move to central 

London, fosters frequent interaction with men who serve as customers and networkers, and 
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necessitates their travels throughout the city. As they open their photography studio on Baker 

Street, they are positioned in the heart of London with easy access to public transportation. I 

have already discussed the increasing frequency of women’s travel throughout London in the 

1860s and beyond, but it is worth noting that women in the visual arts, more than women in 

most other situations, traveled the city at length. In her article “Going Places: Women Artists 

in Central London,” feminist art historian Deborah Cherry acknowledges women artists’ 

increased mobility in London in the latter half of the nineteenth century: “The professional 

practice of art demanded urban mobility. Women artists travelled across London’s West End 

from their dwellings and studios to museums, art classes, suppliers, framers, and 

exhibitions.”151 The Lorimer sisters engage in these art-related travels throughout Romance. 

Gertrude travels alone to the British Museum to engage in “a course of photographic 

reading” with their mentor, Mr. Russel; she travels alone to another studio at St. John’s 

Wood, northwest of Regent’s Park, to photograph “various studies of draperies for a big 

picture”; Gertrude, Lucy, and Phyllis attend painter Sidney Darrell’s “Private View” at the 

Berkeley Galleries.152 

       Of the four Lorimer sisters, Gertrude is most emboldened by her movement 

throughout London and most closely reflects Levy’s own experiences. It is Gertrude who 

ventures alone to photograph the deceased Lady Watergate, Gertrude who often walks 

around Regent’s Park before business hours to “exorcise her demons,” Gertrude who escorts 
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Lucy to the train station and then makes her way home alone through the fog.153 Most 

emblematic of Gertrude’s bold seizing of London’s public spaces, however, is the attention 

Levy gives to her riding of the omnibus. Levy dubs the city a “pageant” to be observed from 

the omnibus in her poem “Ballade of an Omnibus,” and she uses the same language in her 

description of Gertrude atop the omnibus on a return trip from the British Museum: 

Gertrude mounting boldly to the top of an Atlas omnibus . . . She contemplated the 
familiar London pageant with an interest that had something of passion in it; and, for 
her part, was never inclined to quarrel with the fate which had transported her from 
the comparative tameness of Campden Hill to regions where the pulses of the great 
city could be felt distinctly as they beat and throbbed.154 

 
In a passage summarizing the lifestyle changes the Lorimers have experienced by moving to 

London, Levy narrates that life is “opening up for them in more ways than one.”155 The 

Lorimer sisters have been brought into contact “with all sorts and conditions of men,” and 

they “get glimpses of a world more varied and interesting than their own, of that world of 

cultivated, middle-class London.”156 Levy explicitly narrates that “it was Gertrude, more than 

any of them, who appreciated the new state of things.”157 As Gertrude travels throughout 

London, she gains discernment through her broadened experiences. 

Of course, the Lorimers’ new freedom of movement comes at a cost. As a 

counterpoint to the empowerment navigating London’s public spaces affords Gertrude, 
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Phyllis’s freedom to roam ends far differently as she consents to the sexual temptation 

offered by Sidney Darrell and—from a Victorian perspective—becomes a fallen woman. In 

her commentary on Phyllis’s fall, Bernstein emphasizes the cautionary nature of her plight: 

More than her sisters, the youngest Lorimer uneasily straddles boundaries between 
tradition and modernity, between the private sphere of home and the public station of 
a shop girl . . . Through Levy’s revision of the standard seduction plot, Phyllis 
conveys the hazards of modern women working outside the home who assume the 
dubious social position of “public women” aligned with streetwalkers and working-
class wage earners.158  
 

Levy’s exposure of the “hazards” of working women taking to the streets and evocation of its 

stigmatic association with prostitution could be construed as a threat to Levy’s otherwise 

progressive commentary on the empowerment that navigating public spaces in London 

afforded women. Whereas Gertrude uses her freedom to travel to perform her professional 

duties, better her artistic skills, and glean enjoyment from city sights, Phyllis can be read as 

falling victim to Darrell, a naive girl illustrating early Victorian fears that an unchaperoned 

woman provided easy prey for a hungry sexual predator. 

Phyllis can also be read, however, as possessing surprising agency and self-

realization for an archetypal Victorian fallen woman. When Lord Watergate reveals to 

Gertrude that Darrell is married after Phyllis runs off with him, Watergate, Gertrude, and 

readers assume that Phyllis has been duped by Darrell, unaware that he was already married. 

However, Phyllis later admits to Gertrude—after Gertrude brings her home—that she knew 

he was already married. This indicates that Phyllis knowingly entered into a sexual 

relationship with Darrell outside the bonds of matrimony—a choice that, as Bernstein notes, 

“transposes the naive female victim of the seduction plot into a knowing and willing 
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partner.”159 By granting Phyllis this level of knowledge and intentionality, but still portraying 

Darrell as an untrustworthy and flawed man, Levy “challenges the typical fallen woman of 

Victorian fiction by refusing to frame her character as either innocent female victim or 

knowing temptress.”160 Phyllis defies stereotypes. She is not the fallen woman, the innocent 

victim, or Eve offering fatal fruit; she is Phyllis, a complex human being with strengths and 

weaknesses. Levy accentuates Phyllis’s personhood with her physical descriptions. In the 

wake of her affair, Levy describes her sexually awakened state with sensuous imagery: 

It was Phyllis who stood there by the little table, on which lay some fruit and some 
coffee; in rose coloured-cups. Phyllis, yet somebody new and strange; not the pretty 
child that her sisters had loved, but a beautiful wanton in a loose, trailing garment, 
shimmering, wonderful, white and lustrous as a pearl; Phyllis, with her brown hair 
turned to gold in the light of the lamp swung about her; Phyllis, with diamonds on her 
slender fingers, that played with a cluster of bloom-covered grapes.”161 
 

If we, as readers, might have had any doubt that we were looking at Phyllis and not Eve in 

the garden, Levy sets us straight. Phyllis’s personhood is also asserted when Darrell 

abandons his original intention to paint Phyllis as Cressida “before her fall”162 and decides to 

“paint Phyllis Lorimer in her own character.”163 Phyllis’s assertion of self and freedom to 

travel alone throughout London to meet Darrell has allowed her to satisfy her sexual desires.  

 Despite this fleeting moment of gratification, Phyllis falls in line with Eliot’s vain 

characters—among them Hetty Sorrel, Rosamond Vincy, and Gwendolen Harleth (and it is 
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worth noting that Levy had read Daniel Deronda before writing Romance and quotes Eliot 

within the novel)—as a woman punished for her own vanity, for her eager embrace of self as 

art object. Seduced by a painter who, in her words to Gertrude, has “found out how nicely 

[her] head turns round on [her] neck,”164 she submits to bodily objectification that quickly 

transports her from the frame to Darrell’s bed. Introduced to the novel before her physical 

appearance by Lucy’s claim that she cannot remember when she framed Phyllis’s portrait, 

and later warned by Lucy as she is framed by the window looking out that “any one can see 

right into the room,” she meets a familiar end for fictional Victorian women who pander to 

the male gaze. Gertrude’s eyes “blaze” with defiance and artistic potency when she glares at 

Darrell; Phyllis, by contrast, “blazes” into beauty. Gertrude, according to Fred Devonshire, is 

the “cleverest” Lorimer sister; Phyllis is the “prettiest.”165 Levy’s choice to kill her off could 

be interpreted as pandering to the Victorian trope of the fallen woman by exacting due 

punishment. Alternatively, it could also be read as a manifestation of the historical reality 

that despite the sexual liberation being promoted by some (not all) New Woman authors, 

there was, at present, no long-term place for a sexually awakened woman like Phyllis in late 

Victorian society. 

Through a complex handling of Gertrude’s and Phyllis’s appropriation of public 

spaces in London, Levy acknowledges the vulnerability of women’s unchaperoned travel in 

the city. Levy tempers her progressive, pro-New-Woman themes with her portrayal of 

Phyllis’s tragic loss. Ultimately, however, Levy suggests that women’s vulnerability within 
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the urban landscape is worth the risk, as navigating public spaces allows women to emerge 

from a protective domestic shell and thrive in their pursuits of professional and personal 

passions.  

 
Reversing the Gaze 

Of the Lorimer sisters, it is Gertrude who assumes the greatest powers of sight, both 

literal and metaphorical. As David Wanczyk claims in his article “Framing Gertrude: 

Photographic Narration and the Subjectivity of the Artist-Observer in Levy’s The Romance 

of a Shop,” “It is Gertrude’s specific gaze that is most compelling in the novel . . . and Levy 

often describes the visions Gertrude has in starkly photographic terms.”166 Throughout the 

novel, Levy employs photographic narration, conflated with a third-person limited point of 

view focused on Gertrude’s private thoughts, to illustrate how Gertrude’s vision assumes the 

characteristics of a camera’s lens with increasing acuity.  

In an early scene that is transformative for Gertrude’s vision, she travels alone to 

Lord Watergate’s estate to take a postmortem photograph of his wife, who has died of 

consumption. Before Gertrude leaves the Lorimers’ studio, Fanny—ever the conservative 

older sister—exclaims, “It is very strange . . . that he should select ladies, young girls, for 

such a piece of work!”167 For a woman to work as a professional photographer already 

challenged gender norms; for a woman to enter the home of an aristocratic gentleman to 

photograph his dead wife—which would entail standing in close proximity to a dead body, 
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risking infection, and completing a potentially disturbing commission—would undoubtedly 

seem improper to a conservative Victorian woman like Fanny.168 Fanny asks with anxious 

concern if Gertrude knows the cause of Lady Watergate’s death. Gertrude, sharing that Lady 

Watergate died of consumption, calmly tells Fanny, “I am going—no one else,” presumably 

traveling unchaperoned to protect Lucy from the risk of infection.169 

As Gertrude enters Sussex Place, her vision is initially tentative; the dining room to 

which she is escorted is “darkened by blinds” as she enters and she must travel “darkened 

stairs” to reach Lady Watergate’s room.170 The dead woman’s bedroom, in contrast, is well-

lit by the raised blinds, and Gertrude is initially “too dazzled to be aware with any clearness 

of her surroundings.”171 Gertrude’s vision begins to clear, however, and she views the dead 

Lady Watergate laid out on the bed as though sleeping: 

 
168 Many histories of women’s photography do not comment on their involvement in 
postmortem photography. One well-documented example is that of Julia Margaret Cameron 
photographing her adopted daughter Adeline Grace Clogstoun in 1872 after Adeline broke 
her back, but this was obviously in a private, rather than commercial, context (see Bear, 
Disillusioned, 99). According to Margaret Denny, American photographer Mrs. Candace A. 
Reed completed post-mortems along with other subjects after she was widowed in 1858 and 
opened a photography studio in Quincy, Illinois. Denny claims that the experiences of British 
photographer Mrs. Ann Cooke “parallels” that of Mrs. Cooke (see Margaret Denny, “Royals, 
Royalties and Remuneration: American and British Women Photographers in the Victorian 
Era.” Women’s History Review 18, no. 5 (November 1, 2009): 801–18, at 807, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/09612020903282183). It is fair to speculate that British women 
photographers such as Ann Cooke may have taken postmortem photographs, perhaps even 
entering private homes to do so. However, given that postmortem photography was 
infrequently commissioned in comparison with other genres, and given the small percentage 
of women photographers, it is unlikely that this was frequently done. 
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Drawn forward to the middle of the room, well within the light from the windows, 
was a small, open bedstead of wrought brass. A woman lay, to all appearance, 
sleeping there, the bright October sunlight falling full on the upturned face, on the 
spread and shining masses of matchless golden hair. A woman no longer in her first 
youth; haggard with sickness, pale with the last strange pallor, but beautiful withal, 
exquisitely, astonishingly beautiful.172 
 

Like many of the women I have featured in this study—Jane Eyre, Aurora Leigh, Helen 

Graham, Olive Rothesay—here Gertrude occupies a conventionally male position as an artist 

who visually appropriates female beauty, albeit in a much more morbid context. In context of 

the work as a whole, this moment proves to be a dark foreshadowing of Phyllis’s fate: like 

Lady Watergate, her exquisite beauty will not protect her from dying of consumption after 

her fall. Gertrude is, in fact, looking at a woman whom Levy will link with Phyllis 

throughout the novel. At Frank’s show, Lord Watergate’s pained comment that Phyllis is 

“very beautiful” prompts Gertrude to remember this moment: “What was there in his vision, 

in his face, that suddenly brought before Gertrude’s vision the image of the dead woman, her 

golden hair, and haggard beauty?” The emphasis later placed on Darrell’s portrait of Lady 

Watergate being one of his best works of art makes us wonder, when he seduces Phyllis with 

bonbonnière (“for Sidney found many indirect means of paying his pretty model”)173, how he 

might have “paid” Lady Watergate. This moment, like the ongoing contrast created 

throughout the novel between Phyllis’s display of beauty and Gertrude’s display of artistry 

and intelligence, establishes Gertrude as a fitting match for Watergate, positioning her 

outside of the frame. 
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Gertrude then sees Lord Watergate, who is seated by the window in a “fixed” and 

“motionless” posture.174 Gertrude initially resists staring at Lord Watergate and sets to work 

with her camera, “her faculties stimulated to curious accuracy.”175 After finishing, and 

holding her “apparatus,” Gertrude makes eye contact with Lord Watergate: 

For one brief, but vivid moment, her eyes encountered the glance of two miserable 
grey eyes, looking out with a sort of dazed wonder from a pale and sunken face. The 
broad forehead, projecting over the eyes; the fine, but rough-hewn features; the brown 
hair and beard; the tall, stooping, sinewy figure: these together formed a picture 
which imprinted itself as by a flash on Gertrude’s overwrought consciousness, and 
was destined not to fade for many days to come.176 

 
Levy uses the language of photography to illustrate Gertrude’s camera-like perception: the 

moment “flashes” on her impressionable mind (and perhaps, in a Hegelian context, her soul). 

This moment is understandably transformative for Gertrude. It is the first time she travels 

unchaperoned to a private establishment, and she finds herself alone with an aristocratic man 

in the intimacy of his dead wife’s bedchamber, meeting his eyes and discerning his emotions. 

It is also the first postmortem photograph she takes, a visually absorbing and disturbing 

experience that Levy accentuates with imagery of light and dark and a detailed description of 

the deceased woman. As one of her earliest photographic assignments, and as one that 

disregards class and gender norms, the scene signifies an adoption of new powers of sight for 

Gertrude that are both literal and metaphorical.  

Ironically, it is Phyllis—who will die of consumption herself all-too-soon—who later 

evaluates the photographs of Lady Watergate and tells Gertrude, “They are some of the best 
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work you have ever done . . . Poor thing . . . what perfect features she has. Mrs. Maryon told 

us she was wicked, didn’t she? But I don’t know that it matters about being good when you 

are as beautiful as all that.”177 Phyllis’s dialogue sparks readers’ suspicions that Lady 

Watergate may have had an affair while also suggesting that the photographs have artistic 

merit. Gertrude, standing outside the frame, develops her artistic skills by appropriating 

wayward female beauty; Phyllis, meanwhile, is on a trajectory to be the fallen (and dead) 

woman in the frame. 

 Gertrude’s journey to surmount the double gaze—to overcome being sexually 

objectified in a man’s eyes and to overcome male surveillance of her art—is showcased by a 

series of parallel interactions she has with the arrogant and self-interested Sidney Darrell, a 

professional painter and an emblem of high art—a realm from which women were 

historically secluded. Gertrude, initially cowed by Darrell’s glance of cold irony, gradually 

gains equal footing and then defeats Darrell in their final interaction, casting off the 

sexualizing male gaze he bestowed on her at first and then besting him with her artistic gaze. 

Gertrude first meets Darrell when she travels to his estate, the Sycamores, to 

photograph one of his paintings. Before meeting the artist himself, Gertrude assesses his 

studio, which is “fitted up with all the chaotic splendor which distinguishes the studio of the 

modern fashionable artist; the spoils of many climes, fruits of many wanderings, being 

heaped, with more regard to picturesqueness than fitness, in every available nook.”178 

Gertrude has stepped into the domain of a painter of high art, and after observing his “spoils” 
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and “fruits,” she is intimidated when Darrell himself enters, “[wearing] that air of distinction 

which power and the assurance of power alone can confer.”179 Despite his polite words—

“Allow me, Miss Lorimer, to introduce myself”—his “careless” speech and “cold” gaze 

provoke a self-conscious feeling of inadequacy in Gertrude.180 Gertrude assesses this 

perceived inadequacy using language that indicates her sensitivity to being scrutinized by the 

male gaze: 

Gertrude, looking up and meeting the cold, grey glance [of Sidney Darrell], became 
suddenly conscious that her hat was shabby, that her boots were patched and clumsy, 
that the wind had blown the wisps of hair about her face. What was there in this 
man’s gaze that made her, all at once, feel old and awkward, ridiculous and dowdy; 
that made her long to snatch up her heavy camera and flee from his presence, never to 
return?181 
 

It is important to note that Darrell’s evaluation of Gertrude as a woman takes precedence 

over his evaluation of her as an artist; there is no evidence that he assesses her artistry as he 

does her appearance, and he even sets up her tripod for her. In turn, Gertrude—in processing 

Darrell’s condescension—faults herself first as a sexualized object, then as an artist. Failing 

to meet Darrell’s approval as a woman, she secondarily cowers as an artist, tempted to grab 

her camera and escape but finishing her photographic work at Darrell’s studio regardless. 

At home that evening, when Gertrude shares her impression of Darrell with her 

sisters, she reports that Darrell’s condescension is “worse than rudeness” and describes him 

as “this sort of man;—if a woman were talking to him of—the motions of the heavenly 
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bodies, he would be thinking all the time of the shape of her ankles.”182 Despite her 

recognition of Darrell’s objectification of women, Gertrude has nevertheless been impressed 

with fear as a result of their first interaction. When she next sees Darrell at a friend’s art 

show, she is overcome by a “vague terror” as she remembers “the cold irony of his glance,” 

believing that Darrell himself “could never . . . be made to appear ridiculous.”183 Admittedly, 

Levy’s use of third-person-limited narration to capture Gertrude’s perspective in these 

passages calls Darrell’s true attitude toward Gertrude into question. But while Phyllis and 

Darrell converse about Gertrude, Levy narrates—this time removed from the perspective of 

Gertrude, as she is across the room speaking with Lord Watergate—that Darrell “look[s] 

across coldly” toward Gertrude when asked about her.184 Later that evening, Darrell likewise 

evidences his condescension toward Gertrude by remarking to Lord Watergate that Gertrude, 

in contrast to her “charming” sisters, “is the clever one; you can see that by her boots.”185 

Here, Darrell insinuates that Gertrude’s shabby boots must be counterbalanced by her 

intelligence while also implying that he has more admiration for a woman in beautiful boots 

than a clever woman. Back at the Lorimers’ flat, it is Phyllis who remarks of Darrell, “There 

is one thing I don’t like about him, and that is his eye. I particularly detest that sort of eye; 

prominent, with heavy lids, and those little puffy bags underneath.”186 Soaking up Darrell’s 
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adoration of her physical beauty and perhaps therefore reluctant to acknowledge his character 

shortcomings, Phyllis may be projecting her intuitive discomfort with his unfeeling gaze onto 

physically unattractive aspects of his eyes (heavy lids, puffy bags). 

Gertrude and Darrell next interact when Darrell invites the Lorimer sisters to a 

“Private View” of his artwork. On this occasion, Gertrude adopts greater discernment in her 

assessment of Darrell and consequently challenges his cold gaze. Before meeting with 

Darrell, Gertrude peruses his artwork in the company of Lord Watergate and states, “I 

suspect everything about him—even his art.”187 Gertrude acknowledges that her suspicion of 

Darrell is “for the sake of a prejudice; of a little hurt vanity, perhaps, as well.”188 Ironically, 

the cold male gaze that Darrell imposed upon Gertrude results in her turning her own gaze 

critically upon Darrell’s artwork. When Darrell asks her later that evening if he may use her 

sister Phyllis as a model for a painting, Gertrude refuses to escort Phyllis to Darrell’s estate 

and meets his eyes with a greater boldness than before: 

She glanced up again as she spoke, and met, almost with open defiance, the heavy 
grey eyes of the man opposite. From these she perceived the irony to have faded; she 
read nothing there but cold dislike. 

It was an old, old story: the fierce yet silent opposition between the two 
people; an inevitable antipathy; a strife of type and type, of class and class, rather 
than of individuals: the strife of the woman who demands respect, with the man who 
refuses to grant it.189 
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Again, Levy intertwines the use of vision to assess both gender and artwork in this scene. 

Gertrude critically evaluates Darrell as an artist, then uses her gaze to regain ground in their 

silent “opposition” as a woman and a man. 

         The conflation of Gertrude’s challenge to Darrell the artist with her challenge to 

Darrell the man continues when they attend yet another social event hosted by artist Sidney 

Darrell at the Berkeley Galleries. In this scene, Gertrude’s appearance is juxtaposed with that 

of Phyllis, who satiates the male gaze with her eroticized appearance: “Her grey dress was 

cut low, displaying the white and rounded slenderness of her shoulders and arms; the soft 

brown hair was coiled about the perfect head in a manner that afforded a view of the neck 

and its graceful action; her eyes shone like stars; her cheeks glowed exquisitely pink.”190 

Gertrude watches the party guests as they, in turn, watch Phyllis, “staring at her in open 

admiration” and making jokes that are in “shocking taste” as rumors fly that she is modeling 

for a study of Cressida, a notoriously fallen woman in Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida.191 

In light of her sister’s radiant beauty, Gertrude initially feels “humiliated at her presence 

there” when she and Phyllis are greeted by Darrell.192 But Gertrude rebounds, and curiosity 

soon drives her to search for Darrell. Levy draws attention to Gertrude’s eyesight as “her eye 

. . . sought him out”;193 upon locating Darrell from a distance, Gertrude exercises her vision 

with shrewd discernment: 
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Her acute feminine sense, sharpened perhaps by personal soreness, had pierced to the 
second-rateness of the man and his art. Beneath his arrogance and air of assured 
success, she read the signs of an almost craven hunger for pre-eminence; of a morbid 
self-consciousness; an insatiable vanity. And for all the stupendous cleverness of his 
workmanship, she failed to detect in his work the traces of those qualities which, 
combined with far less skill than his, can make greatness. 

As for her own relations to Darrell, the positions of the two had shifted a little 
since the first. In the brief flashes of intercourse which they had known, a drama had 
silently enacted itself; a war without words or weapons, in which, so far, she had 
come off victor. For Sidney had ceased to regard her as merely ridiculous; and she, on 
her part, was no longer cowed by his aggressive personality, by the all-seeing, languid 
glance, the arrogant, indifferent manner. They stood on a level platform of unspoken, 
yet open distaste; which, should occasion arise, might blaze into actual defiance.194 

 
It is important to note here that Gertrude perceives the “second-rateness” of both “the man 

and his art” (my emphasis), not one or the other. Gertrude’s powers of discernment have 

developed to the point that she is able to see through Darrell the man and Darrell the artist; 

she has surmounted Darrell’s male gaze—he no longer finds her “ridiculous”—and she has 

adopted a superior stance in the male-surveilled art world by judging as inferior the work that 

other characters in the novel consider successful art, even high art. At the end of this passage, 

Levy foreshadows an even more climactic confrontation between the two by stating that their 

“open distaste” could “blaze into actual defiance” if the opportunity were to present itself. 

         The opportunity for an even greater battle between Gertrude and Darrell does present 

itself, and soon, when Gertrude opens a letter from her sister Phyllis declaring her intentions 

to elope with Darrell. Gertrude and Lord Watergate travel to Darrell’s estate, where 

Gertrude’s climactic showdown with Darrell takes place. They enter Darrell’s studio to 

discover Phyllis in a satin robe, fingering a cluster of grapes, “not the pretty child that her 

 
194 Levy, The Romance of a Shop, 150. 
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sisters had loved, but a beautiful wanton in a loose, trailing garment.”195 Gertrude, upon 

finding her “fallen” sister, is formidable: 

Darrell had sprung to his feet with an exclamation. “By God, what brings that woman 
here!” 

Gertrude turned and faced him. 
His face was livid with passion; his prominent eyes, for once wide open, 

glared at her in rage and hatred. 
Gertrude met his glance with eyes that glowed with a passion yet fiercer than 

his own. 
Elements, long smouldering, had blazed forth at last. Face to face they stood; 

face to face, while the silent battle raged between them. 
Then with a curious elation, a mighty throb of what was almost joy, Gertrude 

knew that she, not he, the man of whom she had once been afraid, was the stronger of 
the two. For one brief moment some fierce instinct in her heart rejoiced.196 

 
Levy’s language of fire and warfare dramatizes the empowerment Gertrude exercises as she 

emerges the victor in her ongoing battle with Darrell. In this moment, Gertrude has not only 

conquered the male gaze Darrell cast upon her personally; she has rescued her sister Phyllis, 

who had succumbed (albeit willingly) to the eroticization of the male gaze by attempting to 

elope with Darrell and surrendering her virginity. Gertrude’s interaction with Darrell in this 

scene represents the climax of Gertrude’s character transformation and is the most significant 

demonstration of power she exerts in the novel.  

         Throughout the novel, Gertrude’s vision increases in scope and force because of the 

perspective the camera grants her, in addition to the sights and experiences that travel 

throughout London affords her. Gertrude’s powers of sight are put to the test as she battles 

high artist Sidney Darrell, who casts the double male gaze upon Gertrude. Imposing the male 

gaze upon her by viewing her as a sexualized object, he, in turn, supports the surveilling 

 
195 Levy, The Romance of a Shop, 171. 
 
196 Levy, The Romance of a Shop, 172. 
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system of the male-dominated art world by refusing to acknowledge Gertrude’s artistic 

potential and even setting up her camera for her (never mind that Darrell is a painter, not a 

photographer). While Darrell sees Gertrude as a woman and not as an artist, Gertrude enacts 

a reversal of Darrell’s perspective; by assuming the visionary powers of an artist, she is able 

to combat the double male gaze Darrell casts upon her. After casting a critical eye upon 

Darrell’s art, she assesses the “second-rateness” of both the art and the man. Having been 

found wanting as both a woman and an artist, she finds Darrell wanting as both a man (in 

terms of character rather than sexuality) and as an artist. In other words, Gertrude reverses 

the gaze initially imposed upon her, and she emerges the victor. 

In The Romance of a Shop, as in her “A London Plane-Tree” poems, Levy provides a 

complex and powerful affirmation of what the “new” London of the 1880s had to offer 

women. At a time of rapid change in the heart of the city, Bernstein notes that “Levy’s 

depictions of London’s public spaces capture this sense of temporal, spatial, and social 

discontinuities as the fluctuating edge between tradition and modernity.”197 Levy highlights 

what London’s modernity had to offer the New Woman: freedom to use spatiality and art to 

pursue her own ends, be they professional, personal, or even sexual. Ultimately, Levy 

promises not necessarily that freedom of movement will grant women perfect or tidy lives, 

but that it will open up the floodgates of experience, rendering them more experienced, more 

satisfied, and more alive. Like Gertrude Lorimer, and like Amy Levy herself, women could 

feel “the pulses of the great city . . . as they beat and throbbed.”198 Finally, having felt the 

 
197 Bernstein, “Introduction,” 12. 
 
198 Levy, The Romance of a Shop, 80. 
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heartbeat of the city, they could sing, write, and photograph with artistic discernment, gazing 

back fiercely at the arbiters of place and art that would demean their capabilities. 

 
Conclusion 

On September 10, 1889, Amy Levy died by charcoal gas inhalation at twenty-seven 

years old. Oscar Wilde, in the eulogy he wrote for Levy and published in The Woman’s 

World alongside a photograph of Levy (see fig. 14), praised her literary output while 

mourning the world’s loss of a gifted artist: 

To write thus at six-and-twenty is given to very few; and from the few thus endowed 
their readers may safely hope for yet greater things later on. But ‘later on’ has not 
come for the writer of “Reuben Sachs,” and the world must forego the full fruition of  
her power. The loss is the world’s, but perhaps not hers. She was never robust; not 

 

Figure 14. Montabone, Amy Levy, 1889, photograph. 
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often actually ill, but seldom well enough to feel life a joy instead of a burden; and 
her work was not poured out lightly, but drawn drop by drop from the very depth of 
her own feeling. We may say of it that it was in truth her life’s blood.199 
 

Levy left behind no suicide note, and we have no direct evidence of her motive; what is clear 

is that she had struggled with depression and had gradually withdrawn from social  

engagements. In the weeks before her suicide, Levy’s empty daily calendar “becomes a  

graphic representation of Levy’s plunge into what was certainly a major episode of 

depression.”200 Following Levy’s death, a shaken Olive Schreiner wrote to a friend, “I should 

have written yesterday but I had a blow that somewhat unfitted me. My dear friend Amy 

Levy had died the night before . . . We had been away together for three days last week. But 

it did not seem to help her; her agony had gone past human help.”201 As this letter indicates, 

Levy had at least a measure of companionship in the week leading up to her death. Other 

sources document her withdrawal. Levy’s last known letter, written to Vernon Lee on 

September 7, states, “I’m not well—either in soul or body—& I have refused all invitations 

to stay with my friends. And I must refuse yrs. Too, one of the most attractive.”202 In October 

1889, Clementina Black stated in a letter to the Athenaeum that Levy did not “leave her 

father’s house otherwise than on visits to friends or holiday journeys.”203  

 
199 Oscar Wilde, “Amy Levy,” in The Woman’s World 3 (1890): 51-52, at 52, accessed 
October 15, 2022, http://archive.org/details/WomansWorldV31890. 
 
200 Beckman, Amy Levy, 198. 
 
201 Quoted in Beckman, Amy Levy, 201. 
 
202 Beckman, Amy Levy: Her Life and Letters, 275. 
 
203 Quoted in Beckman, Amy Levy: Her Life and Letters, 3. 
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According to Beckman, it was ultimately easier for Levy “to achieve literary success 

than to establish an enduring attachment that might have stabilized her emotional life.”204 

Levy’s foremost dedication was to her art; in the words of Beckman, while some of Levy’s 

friends prioritized political and philanthropic causes, “Levy’s overwhelming commitment 

was not to politics but to her art and to her career as a woman of letters.”205 In the last two 

years before her death, she had a particularly intense burst of creativity; in addition to 

ongoing periodical publications, Levy had released two full-length novels—The Romance of 

a Shop in 1888 and Reuben Sachs in 1889—and had edited her next volume of poetry, A 

London Plane-Tree and Other Verse, just a week before her death. 

 An understanding of the contrast between Levy’s settled artistic identity and her 

unsettled inner world—a contrast poignantly dramatized in Levy’s “A London Plane-Tree” 

poems—may help explain the contrast between Levy’s own tragic suicide and the ending she 

offers her fictional counterpart, Gertrude Lorimer. Gertrude, the character most closely 

aligned with Levy, sometimes struggles with dark emotions but does not show symptoms of 

clinical depression. Moreover, there is no evidence of tension with her implicitly Christian 

upbringing206 and she embraces heterosexuality, finding happiness in marriage to Lord 

Watergate at the novel’s closing. These normative identities once again show Levy’s ability 

to cater to her readership; with The Romance of a Shop, she gave readers a “bright and clever 

 
204 Beckman, Amy Levy: Her Life and Letters, 201 
 
205 Beckman, Amy Levy: Her Life and Letters, 5. 
 
206 Throughout the novel the Lorimers reference both the Old and New Testaments from the 
Bible, implying a Christian tradition within the household. 
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story, full of sparkling touches,” 207 one that is progressive in its celebration of the New 

Woman but, in other respects, appeals to convention. Additionally, by showcasing the 

synergistic relationship between the metropolis and art that brought her so much joy and 

tempering or eschewing the struggles that brought her so much pain, Levy allowed her 

heroine to experience the future she chose not to have—and within that future, to find artistic 

success, as Gertrude embraces the art form both she and Levy preferred all along: writing.

 
207 Wilde, “Amy Levy,” 52. 
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AFTERWORD 
 

 I have always stood in awe of The Artist: that mystically empowered, creative soul 

who is able to take the raw materials from all around us—color, light, textures, sounds, 

words—and reconfigure them into something new, something beautiful. I suppose my own 

appreciation for the artistic “genius” aligns with Kant, Hegel, and the Romantics I’ve 

referenced in this study, who embraced metaphysical sources for such giftings. Whether I’m 

reading the Brontës or Toni Morrison, looking at a painting by Georgia O’Keefe or the 

spontaneous doodles of one of my artistically gifted students, art infuses my spirit. I am made 

more alive by art. As a high school English and creative writing teacher, I do what I can to 

help my students feel its magic, too, and to exercise their own creative voices. 

Developing one’s ability to wield artistic power has not historically been equally 

accessible for all members of society. In most cultures, hierarchies predicated on class, 

gender, race, and other categorizations have limited or even prohibited access to artistic 

training. In Victorian Britain, women with artistic talent and/or interest did not only lack the 

opportunities granted to men to develop their artistic muscles; they were also told by 

prominent voices, such as that of John Ruskin, that they lacked the fundamental ability to 

create. In this work, I have attempted to pay homage to gifted women writers who utilized 

the figure of the woman artist to intervene in this societal discourse, to affirm women’s 

creative potential, and to signify that potential through their heroines’ powers of vision. In 
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the meantime, I have tried to tease out various threads of continuity and change in the texts I 

have discussed. 

 The narrative I have foregrounded in this study is a gradual strengthening of women’s 

position within the Victorian art world, spanning diverse mediums throughout the mid- to 

late-1800s. As the nineteenth century progressed, even as women lost their edge in the novel 

writing industry, they benefitted from an exploding periodical press while also gaining 

ground in the musical, performing, and visual arts. Their broadened access to a variety of 

artistic mediums is manifested in the literary works I have examined; authors continued to 

portray fictional women writers but increasingly dramatized experiences of women painters, 

musicians, photographers, and more. Some of these fictional artists successfully pursue not 

one, but two or more artistic mediums; as early as 1847, the heroine of Jane Eyre succeeds as 

an amateur painter and “publishes” her autobiography, and in Levy’s 1888 novella, Gertrude 

Lorimer likewise succeeds professionally as a photographer and writer, running a business in 

the first medium and publishing work in the second. 

 Another narrative that emerges throughout the century is a gradual shift from the 

spiritual to the corporeal, from abstraction to pragmatism. This is best signified by the 

contrast between how Jane Eyre and Aurora Leigh defeat the male gaze—through a 

privileging of their spiritual vision, which reaches symbolic fruition through the blindings of 

Rochester and Romney—and how Gertrude Lorimer defeats the double gaze: by wielding her 

vision like a sword on an artistic battleground with her arch-nemesis Sidney Darrell. In my 

middle chapters, George Eliot’s construction of the artist’s “moral vision,” possessed by 

heroines who mostly wield their artistic giftings within countryside settings with small, 
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informal audiences, manifests her well-reasoned conceptions of true artistry; yet while she 

clearly indicates women may possess this artistry, her actual presentation of their artistry 

remains largely theoretical, sometimes even metaphorical or symbolic. Yonge’s surprisingly 

progressive representation of Geraldine Underwood, whose paintings commit “slaughter,” 

testifies to the inevitable ramifications of women’s increasingly physical presence in an 

increasingly urban and densely populated art world. While there are various possible 

explanations for this shift, including a decline in Romanticism and a rise in Realism in 

literature, the increasing presence of women artists in exhibition venues, on the city streets in 

a time of rapid urbanization, and in other public places catalyzed representations of women 

artists who, like their real-world counterparts, engaged in the art world with increasing 

freedom and boldness. 

 Throughout the Victorian era, narratives of continuity also emerge. In my 

explorations of Charlotte Brontë and Barrett Browning, I was struck by the radicality of the 

paradigm they offer regarding women artists and gender more broadly despite publishing 

relatively early (1847 and 1856) within my time frame for this study. My investigation of 

these women’s writings and biographical experiences led me to realize that despite the 

intertwining of religion and prescribed binary gender roles in Victorian society, Brontë’s and 

Barrett Browning’s Christian faith gave them an inroad to a progressive take on gender. For 

both women, belief in an invisible spiritual world fostered their positioning of their heroines 

on a plane of disembodied union with men in artistic, romantic, and sexual contexts. Barrett 

Browning, who wanted to be a boy as a child, expressed her conviction to George Sand that 
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she would be “unsexed” in the afterlife.1 While Aurora Leigh more frequently and explicitly 

aligns herself with masculinity in Barrett Browning’s text, Jane Eyre does so with increasing 

frequency throughout the novel. Recognizing the gender instabilities in these two 

“conservative” works complicates traditional associations of religiosity with gender binaries. 

This project has adopted a broad scope, opening up multiple possible avenues for 

further exploration. Much more could be done to explore the relationship between art and 

vision, and how their symbiosis has catalyzed artistic empowerment for individuals and 

groups not only during the Victorian era, but in other cultures and time periods. In my 

introduction, I briefly addressed some historical conceptions of vision that would likely 

inform a Victorian writer’s use of vision; I referenced primary sources such as Hegel and 

Aristotle and briefly nodded to Kate Flint’s Victorians and the Visual Imagination. Future 

studies could ground an examination of the artist and their vision with more complex 

explorations of the sociology of sight and theories of vision. If, as I quoted in my 

introduction, “to be an artist means never to avert your eyes,”2 continuing to probe the 

significance of vision and its relationship to the arts could help us continue to understand 

vision as an instrument of artistic power.  

Much more could be done, too, to conduct gender-based studies of representations of 

Victorian artists not only from feminist standpoints, but with attention to histories of 

masculinity, queer studies, and more. The title of my work (“Amazonian Vision”) and 

 
1 Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “To George Sand: A Recognition,” in The Collected Poems of 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Poetry Library, 2015), 15, 
line 13. 
 
2 Quoted in Vernon Young, “Three Film-Makers Revisit Themselves,” The Hudson Review 
19, no. 2 (Summer 1966): 295-302, at 296, https://doi.org/10.2307/3849032. 
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various passages of analysis throughout my project have drawn attention to the unstable 

gender identifications of fictional and historical women artists; this could be probed much 

more extensively. The periodical press loved to jab at the woman artist, New Woman, or 

otherwise progressive woman by deeming her an “Amazon,” a label with provocative 

implications for understanding society’s need to designate as Other a person who exhibited 

non-binary behaviors. 

The women writers I have discussed this study were “Amazons” in the best sense. 

They entered an ideological battlefield and affirmed—sometimes explicitly (Levy) and 

sometimes covertly (Yonge)—that women’s art could command the field. They looked, with 

their own eyes open, toward a future of increased liberation from gendered constraints on 

artistic potential; toward a future that would affirm the ability of all artists, regardless of 

gender, to see and create with reciprocal power. 
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